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STRUCTURE
1.0 Introduction
1.1 Objectives
1.2 Summary
1.3 Glossary and Notes
1.4 Lines for Explanation
1.5 Comprehension Passages
1.6 Unworked Comprehension Passages
1.7 Short Answer Questions
1.8 Multiple Choice Questions
1.9 Possible Questions

1.0  Introduction
Mohan Das Karamchand Gandhi, was born on October 2nd 1869 at Porbandar in Gujarat.  He

led the Indian Nationalist Movement against British rule.  He is hailed as a Mahatma (Great Soul) and
the Father of the Indian nation.  Acclaimed worldwide as an apostle of peace, he is esteemed for his
doctrine of non-violent protest, to achieve political and social progress.  A champion of truth and non-
violence, he has inspired many a world leader like Martin Luther King, the Afro-American civil rights
leader.  He is revered in India as Bapuji, who practised Ahimsa, fasting for self-purification and for
preaching mutual tolerance between people of various creeds and sects.  Gandhiji was assasinated on
the 30th of January 1948, shortly after India attained independence.  The world community has ac-
knowledged him as Man of the millennium, for the legacy of peace and brotherhood he has left behind
for men to emulate.

1.1  Objectives:
1. To acquaint the student with Gandhi’s personality as a young man.
2. To impress upon the student the importance of building up of character.
3. To apprise the student about the benefits of simple and practical living.
4. To demonstrate to the student the power of self-discipline and introspection.
5. To present to the student a  good example of autobiographical writing.

PART - I  :  ENGLISH PROSE

LESSON - 1

IN LONDON
- M.K. GANDHI
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1.2  Summary:
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi was the architect of India’s freedom which he won through a

non-violent revolution.  A champion of truth and non-violence, he has been hailed as the ‘Father of the
Nation’ and as a ‘Mahatma’ (Great Soul).

The present selection “In London” is an excerpt from Mahatma Gandhi’s autobiography,  My
Experiments with Truth.  It describes Gandhi’s introspective outlook on life as a Law student in Lon-
don and his sincere efforts to adhere to the principle of self-discipline, which contributed substantially
to the shaping of his personality.

In order to keep up the family tradition of holding high office in one of the states in Gujarat,
Gandhi had to qualify as a barrister.  This led to his trip to England to study Law.  He sailed to England
in September, 1888.  Two days after his arrival, he joined the Inner Temple, one of the four of the
London Law colleges.

In London Gandhi tried to re-orient his life to suit the English society.  The transition from the
half rural atmosphere of Rajkot, to the cosmopolitan life of London was not easy for him.  Moreover,
his vegetarianism became a source of embarassment to him.  As he struggled to adapt himself to
western food, dress and etiquette, he felt awkward.  He acquired outfits which were the fashion of the
day.  He took lessons in French, dancing, elocution and music.  Gandhi realised that his frantic efforts
to become an English gentleman was an impossible task and also quite expensive.  Instead, he turned
his attention to personal and moral issues.  He felt that it was prudent to economise.  A simple and
modest life style benefited Gandhi by reducing his expenses and helping him to maintain good health
during his stay in England.

Gandhi also realised the importance of utilising time properly.  Beside Law, he took the Lon-
don Matriculation Examination, to make profitable use of his stay in London.

Gandhi’s brief stay in England greatly benefited him, as he learnt to harmonize his inward and
outward life by practising simple and practical living.

1.3  Glossary:
Polish : refined manners; elegant; high standards of behaviour
Make up for : to compensate
(Phrasal verb)
Shilling : a British coin in use until 1971
Pound : English currency worth 100 pence in the form of a note
Guinea : an old British gold coin worth 21 shillings, initially made of gold brought

from Guinea in Africa
Farthing : an old British coin worth one quarter of an old penny; something of small

value
Accomplishment : achievement; a quality or ability equipping one for society
Lingua franca : language commonly used by people of various races, though not their na-

tive tongue
Recluse : a person who leads a secluded or solitary life
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Fable : a short story conveying a moral in which animals or birds speak and act
like human beings

To dispose of out : to get rid of; sell; give away
Inns of Court : four sets of buildings in London, belonging to four societies of students

and practitioners of the Law; four societies that alone admit to practice at
the English Bar.

Punctiliousness : careful; scrupulousness; careful observance of forms as in social conduct
Retrospection : reflect; self-analysis
Disbursement : distribution, usually of money
To take a leaf  out :    to follow an example set by another
of (my) book
Drain : depletion; heavy and wasteful expenditure
(figurative)
Propriety : the quality or state of being proper; the standard of what is socially accept-

able in conduct or speech; conformity with good manners.
Suite : set of rooms; apartment; a group of rooms occupied as a unit
Perpetual : continuous; incessant; unending
Aspirant : a person seeking a higher position or status
Ploughed : (University slang) to fail in a subject or an exam; to flunk
Lose heart : become discouraged; lose hope
Emulate : imitate; to strive to equal or excel
Dreary : doleful; gloomy; sad

1.4  Lines for Explanation
1. And for this purpose I undertook the all too impossible task of becoming an English gentle-

man.
This sentence is taken from the lesson, “In London”  written by M.K.Gandhi.  Gandhi explains
the reason for his efforts to become an English gentleman.
In London, Gandhi tried to adapt to the English society.  The transition from the half rural
atmosphere of Rajkot, to the cosmopolitan life of London was not easy for him.  His vegetari-
anism became a source of embarassment to him.  As he struggled to adapt himself to western
food, dress and etiquette he felt awkward.  It was for this reason, that he undertook the all too
impossible task of becoming an English gentleman.

2. The recluse in the fable kept a cat to keep off the rats, and then a cow to feed the cat with milk
and a man to keep the cow and so on.
These words are taken from the lesson “In London” an excerpt from M.K.Gandhi’s autobiography.
Gandhi describes his vain efforts to become an English gentleman.
Gandhi alludes to the story of the recluse, to describe his vain ambition to become an English
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gentleman.  He acquired outfits, which were the fashion of the day.  He took lessons in French,
dancing, music and elocution which only resulted in a drain on his purse.

3. Let every youth take a leaf out of my book and make it a point to account for everything that
comes into and goes out of his pocket and like me he is sure to be a gainer in the end.

These words are taken from the lesson “In London” an extract taken from Gandhi’s autobiog-
raphy My Experiments With Truth.  Gandhi advises young people to follow his example and
reap the benefits of economy.

Realising that his efforts to become an English gentleman was an impossible task and was also
proving to be quite expensive, Gandhi turned his attention to personal and moral issues.  He
felt that it was prudent to economise.  He kept a meticulous account of his expenditure.  Gandhi
exhorts young people to follow his example as they would be greatly benefited like him.

4. As I kept strict watch over my way of living, I could see that it was necessary to economise.

This sentence is taken from the lesson “In London” written by M.K.Gandhi.  Gandhi explains
why it was necessary for him to economise.

As Gandhi kept strict watch over his way of living, he saw the need to economise.  He decided
to reduce his expenses.  His living with a family meant payment of a regular weekly bill.
Dining with friends and attending parties also meant extra cost.Gandhi felt all these could be
avoided to reduce heavy expenditure.

5. Let not the reader think that this living made my life by any means a dreary affair.
This sentence is taken from the lesson, “In London” written by M.K.Gandhi.  Gandhi asserts
that his simple and modest life style, did not make his life wearisome and dull.  On the con-
trary, it harmonised his inward and outward life.  It also helped him to avoid causing financial
burden to his family.  To Gandhi, his life became more truthful and his soul knew no bounds of
joy.

1.5  Comprehension Passages
Passage I

The clothes after the Bombay cut that I was wearing were, I thought unsuitable for English
society and I got new ones at the Army and Navy stores.  I also went in for a chimney-pot hat costing
nineteen shillings-an excessive price in those days.  Not content wih this, I wasted ten pounds on an
evening suit  made in Bond Street, the centre of fashionable life in London: and got my good and noble
hearted brother to send me a double watch chain of gold.
1. What did Gandhi think were unsuitable for English society?
A. Gandhi thought that his clothes were unsuitable for English society.
2. What did Gandhi buy at the Army and Navy stores ?
A. Gandhi bought new clothes at the Army and Navy stores.
3. What was the cost of the chimney-pot hat ?
A. The cost of the chimney-pot hat was nineteen shillings.
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4. What was the centre of fashionable life in London?
A. Bond Street was the centre of fashionable life in London.
5. What did Gandhi get his brother to send him?
A. Gandhi got his brother to send him a double watch-chain of gold.

Passage II
As if all these were not enough to make look the thing, I directed my attention to other details

that were supposed to go towards the making of an English gentleman.  I was told it was necessary for
me to take lessons in dancing, French and elocution.  French was not only the language of neighbouring
France, but it was the lingua franca of the continent over which I had a desire to travel.  I decided to
take dancing lessons at a class and paid down 3 pounds as fees for a term.  I must have taken about six
lessons in three weeks.  But it was beyond me to achieve anything like rhythmic motion.  I could not
follow the piano and hence found it impossible to keep time.
1. What lessons did Gandhi take ?
A. Gandhi took lessons in French, dancing and elocution.
2. What was the lingua franca of the continent?
A. French was the lingua franca of the continent.
3. How much fees did Gandhi pay for lessons in dancing?
A. Gandhi paid 3 pounds as fees for a term for lessons in dancing.
4. How many lessons did Gandhi take in three weeks ?
A. Gandhi took six lessons in three weeks.
5. What did he find impossible?
A. He found it impossible to keep time with the music.

1.6  Unworked Comprehension Passages
Passage I

The recluse in the fable kept a cat to keep off the rats, and then a cow to feed the cat with milk
and a man to keep the cow and so on.  My ambitions also grew like the family of the recluse.  I thought
I should learn to play the violin, in order to cultivate an ear for western music.  So I invested 3 pounds
in a violin and something more in fees.  I sought a third teacher to give me lessons in elocution and
paid him a preliminary fee of a guinea.

1. Why did the recluse in the fable keep a cat?
2. Why did he keep a cow ?
3. How did Gandhi’s ambitions grow ?
4. What was the cost of the violin ?
5. Why did Gandhi seek a third  teacher ?
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Passage II
I therefore decided to reduce my expenses by half.  My accounts showed numerous items

spent on fares.  Again my living with a family meant the payment of a regular weekly bill.  It also
included the courtesy of occasionally taking members out to dinner and likewise attending parties
with them.  All this involved heavy items for conveyances, especially as, if   the friend was a lady,
custom required that the man should pay all the expenses.  Also dining out meant extra cost, as no
deduction could be made from the regular weekly bill for meals not taken.  It seemed to me that all
these items could be saved, as likewise the drain on my purse caused through a false sense of propri-
ety.

It also included the courtesy of occasionally taking members out to dinner and likewise attend-
ing parties with them.  All this involved heavy items for conveyances, especially as, if the friend was
a lady, custom required that the man should pay all the expenses.
1. What did Gandhi decide to do ?
2. What did his accounts show ?
3. What did living with a family mean ?
4. What meant extra cost ?
5. What caused the drain on his purse ?

Answers to Unworked Comprehension Passages
Passage I
1. The recluse in the fable kept a cat to keep off the rats.
2. He kept a cow to feed the cat with milk.
3. Gandhi’s ambitions grew like the family of the recluse.
4. The cost of the violin was three pounds.
5.  Gandhi sought a third teacher to give him lessons in elocution.

Passage II
1. Gandhi decided to reduce his expenses by half.
2. His accounts showed numerous items spent on fares.
3. Living with a family meant the payment of a regular weekly bill.
4. Dining out meant extra cost.
5. A false sense of propriety caused a drain on his purse.

1.7  Short Answer Questions
1. Why did Gandhi want to become an English gentleman ?
A. Gandhi wanted to become an English gentleman to become polished and to make up for his

vegetarianism.
2. How did he try to make up for his vegetarianism ?
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A. He tried to cultivate other accomplishments, to make up for his vegetarianism.
3. Why did he think that his clothes were unfit for English society ?
A. He thought that his clothes were unfit for English society as they were made after the Bombay

fashion.
4. Why did Gandhi decide to take lessons in French, dancing and elocution ?
A. Gandhi decided to take lessons in French, dancing and elocution as they were supposed to make

an English gentleman out of him.
5. Why did Gandhi want to learn to play the violin ?
A. Gandhi wanted to learn to play the violin, to cultivate an ear for western music.
6. Why did Gandhi decide to appear for the London Matriculation Examination ?
A. Gandhi decided to appear for the London Matriculation Examination, to brush up his English

and Latin.

7. What advice does Gandhi give to young people ?
A. Gandhi advises young people to follow his example of making it a point to account for everything.
8. What according to Gandhi caused a drain on his purse ?
A. A false sense of propriety caused a drain on Gandhi’s purse.
9. What did Gandhi achieve by practising economy ?
A. By practising economy, Gandhi achieved harmony between his inward and outward life.  His life be-

came more truthful and his soul knew no bounds of joy.
10. What did Gandhi think was more important than becoming an English gentleman ?
A. Gandhi felt that developing a strong and good character was more important than becoming an

English gentleman

.1.8  Multiple Choice Questions
Complete the following statements by choosing the most suitable option from the list.
1. What impossible task did Gandhi undertake ?

a)  Becoming a competent lawyer b)  Becoming an English gentleman
c)  Becoming a skilled musician d)  Becoming a public speaker

2. What did Gandhi purchase at the Army and Navy stores ?
a)  A pair of shoes b)  A new tie c)  New clothes d)  A watch

3. What was the cost of the chimney-pot hat ?
a)  Three pounds b)  A guinea c)  Nineteen shillings d)  A farthing

4. Where did Gandhi buy an evening suit ?
a)  Charing cross b)  Churchgate c)  10.Downing Street d)  Bond Street

5. What was the lingua franca of the continent ?
a)  English b)  French c)  Italian d)  Latin
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6. How much did Gandhi invest in a violin ?
a)  Two pounds b)  Nineteen shillings c)  Three pounds d)  A guinea

7. The London Matriculation Examination was held every _______________
a)  three months b)  one year c)  six months d)  two years

8. Gandhi’s accounts showed numerous items spent on _____________
a)  books b)  clothes c)  lessons d)  fares

9. What subject did Gandhi choose instead of Chemistry ?
a)  Magnetism b)  Heat and Light c)  Sound d)  Electricity

10. Gandhi’s simple life style did not make his life ____________
a)  harmonious b)  uneventful c)  dreary d)  interesting

Answers:
1) b 2) c 3) c 4) d 5) b 6) c 7) c 8) d 9) b 10) c

1.9  Possible Questions
1. Summarise Gandhi’s experiences in London.
2. Describe Gandhi’s efforts to become an English gentleman.

N. Suresh Chandra Kumar
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STRUCTURE
2.0 Introduction
2.1 Objectives
2.2 Summary
2.3 Glossary
2.4 Lines for Explanation
2.5 Comprehension Passages
2.6 Unworked Comprehension Passages
2.7 Short Answer Questions
2.8 Multiple Choice Questions
2.9 Possible Questions

2.0  Introduction
Phineas Taylor Barnum, an itinerant American showman, is best remembered for founding the

biggest and the most popular circus in the world, the Barnum and Bailey Circus.  He was born in
Bethel, Connecticut on the 5th of July 1810.  Barnum started off as a store keeper, and also dabbled in
the lottery business.  After failing in business he started a weekly paper,  The Herald Of Freedom  in 1829.
In 1834 he moved to New York city and began his career as a showman and made successful tours in
America till 1839.  In 1841 he purchased Scudder’s American Museum, which he developed, making it one
of the most popular shows in the United States.  In 1871 he put together the “Greatest Show On Earth” a
travelling mixture of circus, menagerie and museum of freaks.  In 1881 he joined with James Bailey to create
the Barnum and Bailey Circus.  He died on April 7th, 1891.  Barnum wrote several books including The
Humbugs of the World (1865), Struggles and Triumphs (1869) and his autobiography in 1854, entitled
The life of Barnum written by himself - The art of money-getting or golden rules for money making.

2.1  Objectives:
1. To acquaint the student with the rudiments of true economy.
2. To impress upon the student the good sense of rational spending.
3. To illustrate to the student the consequences of extravagance.
4. To introduce interesting words with their meanings.
5. To demonstrate to the student clarity of thought and expression in writing.

LESSON - 2

PECUNIARY INDEPENDENCE
- P.T. BARNUM
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2.2  Summary:
Phineas Taylor Barnum, American showman travelled widely and achieved great success in

different fields.  He is best known as the founder and proprietor of the famous circus “The Greatest
Show On Earth.”  Barnum wrote his autobiography in 1854 entitled The life of Barnum written by
himself - To which is added, The art of money-getting or golden rules for money making.”  Barnum
deliberates on the major preoccupations and problems confronting modern society.  He gives whole-
some advice to alleviate the stress and strain of day to day living.  He opines that pecuniary indepen-
dence is possible through rational saving rather than irrational spending.

The present selection “Pecuniary Independence” is an excerpt from Barnum’s autobiography.
Barnum describes the problems that people face, when they try to imitate the rich.  He cautions people
that lavish spending to keep up “appearances” leads to economic ruin and poverty.  Barnum deliber-
ates on the major preoccupations and problems confronting modern society.  He gives wholesome
advice to alleviate the stress and strain of day to day living.  He is of  the opinion  that  pecuniary  indepen-
dence is possible through rational saving ratherthan irrational spending.

An itinerant businessman, Barnum learned the art of making money.  He believes that real happiness
lies in pecuniary or financial independence, which can be achieved through ‘rational saving’ rather than ‘irra-
tional spending’.  He stresses on the importance of practising true economy, which consists in always making
the income exceed the spending and saving something for a rainy day.  Keeping a meticulous account of daily
expenditure, would help in regulating expenses and curtailing money spent on luxuries.  The real comforts of
life cost only a small portion of what one can earn.  Barnum points out that one would have no financial
worries, if one’s expenditure is less than the income.  People should therefore regulate their expenses in
accordance with their means and needs.  It is important to realise that though all are born free and equal, not
all are born equally rich.  The basic mistake that people make, is aping the rich.  Imitating the rich, or trying to
rise to their false standards will inevitably lead to monetary ruin.  A false sense of propriety will cause a drain
on the purse.  Barnum exhorts women in particular, to stay away from vanity and envy which is the road to
financial ruin and domestic drudgery.  He drives home these truths with apt illustrations.

Barnum sums up his arguement with the statement, that those who live extravagantly, without any
thought of a reverse in this life, can never attain financial independence.

2.3  Glossary:
pecuniary : relating to money
dispense with : do without
mend : repair
unforeseen : unexpected
margin : amount which is more than needed
rational : reasonable, having reason or understanding
recipe : a set of instructions for making something i.e., cooking a food item.
extravagance : excess, lavish expenditure
post : to make an entry in a ledger
treble : triple, three fold
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Mrs. Grundy : (Grundyism) conventional prudery; from the query “But what will Mrs.
Grundy say?” from Thomas Morton’s play ‘Speed the Plough’ (1798)

horse and buggy : light one-horse carriage made with two wheels in England and with
four wheels in the United  States of America, now not in use

put on airs : to behave in a superior manner to impress others; conceited, vain.
To scrub one’s
fingers off : to do menial work; drudgery
keep up appearances : (idiom) to keep up an outward show
pew : long bench used as seat in a church
get ahead : to go forward; to progress
take the lead : to act first; take the initiative
run up : to grow rapidly; shoot up; accumulate quickly
digging away : working hard
prophet : religious seer or saint who foretells events

2.4  Lines for Explanation
1. True economy consists in always making the income exceed the out-go.

This statement is taken from the essay “Pecuniary Independence” written by P.T.Barnum.  Barnum
defines true economy.
Proper economizing consists in always making the earnings exceed the spending.  The author sug-
gests different methods of saving.  Old clothes can be worn a little longer, the old dress can be
mended, the purchase of a new pair of gloves can be put off and one can live on plainer food.  One
needs to train oneself to economize, but can derive more satisfaction by the money saved.

2. That we are born “free and equal” is a glorious truth in one sense, yet we are not all born
equally rich and we never shall be.
These words are taken from the lesson “Pecuniary Independence” written by P.T.Barnum.  He points
out the economic inequality which exists in society.
Barnum stresses on the need to realise, that though all are born free and equal, all are not born equally
rich and shall never be.  The primary mistake that people make, is trying to compete with the rich,
inevitably ending up in financial ruin.  A false sense of propriety, will cause a heavy drain on one’s
finances.

3. My good woman, you will not get ahead in the world, if your vanity and envy thus take the
lead.
This sentence is taken from the essay “Pecuniary Independence” written by P.T.Barnum.  Barnum
advises women to guard themselves against vanity and envy.
Barnum warns people who put on “airs”, waste their time and fritter away their money to
imitate the rich, will end up poorer.  He warns women in particular to stay away from vanity and envy
which will induce them into spending lavishly to keep up ‘appearances’ resulting in financial ruin and
domestic drudgery.
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4. How much wiser to be a “law unto ourselves” and say, “we will regulate our outgo by our
income, and lay up something for a rainy day.
These words are taken from the essay ‘Pecuniary Independence’ written by P.T.Barnum.  Barnum
admonishes people to be sensible in matters concerning money.
People should regulate their expenses in accordance with their means and needs.  He stresses  the
importance of practising true economy, which consists in always making the income exceed the out-
go and saving something for a rainy day.

2.5  Comprehension Passages
Passage I

True economy consists in always making the income exceed the out-go.  Wear the old clothes a little
longer if necessary; dispense with the new pair of gloves; mend the old dress; live on plainer food if need be;
so that under all circumstances; unless some unforeseen accident occurs, there will be a margin in favour of the
income.  A penny here, and a dollar there, placed at interest, goes on accumulating, and in this way the desired
result is attained.  It requires some training, perhaps, to accomplish this economy, but when once used to it,
you will find there is more satisfaction in rational saving, than  in irrational spending.
1. Wherein lies true economy ?
A. True economy lies in making the income exceed the out-go.
2. Where is the passage taken from ?
A. The passage is taken from the lesson “Pecuniary Independence” written by P.T.Barnum.
3. What goes on accumulating ?
A. A penny here and a dollar there, goes on accumulating.
4. What does one need to accomplish true economy ?
A. One needs training to accomplish true economy.
5. Where will one find satisfaction ?
A. One will find satisfaction in rational saving rather than in irrational spending.

Passage II
The real comforts of life costs but a small portion of what most of us can earn.  Dr. Franklin says, “It

is the eyes of others and not our own eyes which ruin us.  If all the world were blind except myself I should not
care for fine clothes or furniture”.  It is the fear of what Mrs. Grundy may say that keeps the noses of many
worthy families to the grindstone.  In America many persons like to repeat “We are all free and equal”, but it
is a great mistake in more senses than one.
1. What do real comforts of life cost ?
A. The real comforts of life cost but a small portion of what most of us can earn.
2. What did Dr. Franklin say ?
A. Dr. Franklin said that it is the eyes of others and not our own eyes which ruin us.
3. Who did not care for fine clothes or furniture ?
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A. Dr. Franklin did not care for fine clothes and furniture.
4. What do many persons in America like to repeat ?
A. Many persons in America like to repeat “We are all free and equal.”
5. What is a great mistake in more senses than one ?
A. Thinking that all are free and equal is a great mistake in more senses than one.

2.6  Unworked Comprehension Passages
Passage I

My good woman, you will not get ahead in the world, if your vanity and envy thus take the
lead.  In this country, where we believe the majority ought to rule, we ignore that principle in regard to
fashion, and let a handful of people, calling themselves the aristocracy, run up a false standard of
perfection, and in endeavoring to rise to that standard, we constantly keep ourselves poor all the time
digging away for the sake of outside appearance.
1. When will a woman not get ahead in the world ?
2. What do people in America believe ?
3. What do a handful of people call themselves ?
4. What do they run up ?
5. What do people endeavour to do ?
Passage II

How much wiser to be a “law unto ourselves” and say, “we will regulate our out-go by our income,
and lay up something for a  rainy day.

People ought to be as sensible on the subject of money-getting as on any other subject.  Like causes
produce like effects.  You cannot accumulate a fortune by taking the road that leads to poverty.  It needs no
prophet to tell us that those who live fully up to their means, without any thought of a reverse in this life, can
never attain a pecuniary independence.
1. What is wiser according to Barnum ?
2. What should we regulate ?
3. On which subject should people be sensible ?
4. What produces like effects ?
5. Who can never attain a pecuniary independence ?
Answers to Unworked Comprehension Passages
Passage I
1. A woman will not get ahead in the world if she gives in to vanity and envy.
2. People in America  believe that the majority ought to rule.
3. A handful of people call themselves the aristocracy.
4. They run up a false standard of perfection.
5. People endeavour to rise to a false standard of perfection.
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Passage II
1. It is wiser to be a law unto ourselves.
2. We should regulate our out-go by our income.
3. People ought to be sensible on the subject of money-getting.
4. Like causes produce like effects.
5. Those who live fully up to their means can never attain a pecuniary independence.
2.7  Short Answer Questions
1. How can one save money on household expenses ?
A. One can save money on household expenses by wearing the old clothes a little longer if neces-

sary, dispensing with the new pair of gloves, mending the old dress and living on plainer food.
2. How is it possible to ‘increase’ pennies and dollars over a period of time ?
A. A penny here and a dollar there, placed at interest, will keep on increasing over a period of time.
3. Which is preferable, careful saving or reckless spending ?
A. Careful saving is preferable than reckless spending.
4. Are the real comforts of live very expensive ?
A. The real comforts of life cost only a small portion of one’s earnings.
5. On what do people spend more money ?
A. People spend more money on luxuries.
6. What is an excellent cure for extravagance ?
A. Keeping an account of expenses and avoiding luxuries, is an excellent cure for extravagance.
7. Are all born equally rich ?
A. Not all are born equally rich and never shall be.
8. Why does Barnum advise women to stay away from vanity and envy ?
A. Barnum advises women to stay away from vanity and envy, as they will provoke them into

spending lavishly to keep up ‘apearances’.
9. Who set  up a false standard of perfection ?
A. The aristocracy set up a false standard of perfection.
10. What is a glorious truth in one sense?
A. A glorious truth in one sense is that all are born free and equal.
2.8  Multiple Choice Questions
Complete the following statements by choosing the most suitable option from the list.
1. The word ‘pecuniary’ as it is used in the essay means _______.

a)  relating  to vanity b)  relating to money c)  relating to envy   d)  relating  to appearances

2. True economy consists in ___________.
a)  rational saving than in irrational spending
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b)  placing a penny here and a dollar there at interest
c)  saving something for a rainy day
d)  making accounts of daily expenditure

3. That we are born fee and equal ____________.
a)  is a glorious truth b)  is a great mistake
c)  is a glorious truth in one sense d)  is a saying

4. Women will not get a head in the world if _________.
a)  they do not practise economy
b)  they do not regulate their expenditure
c)  they do not lay up something for a rainy day
d)  they do not stay away from vanity and envy.

5. One can attain a pecuniary independence by _______.
a)  living fully up to one’s means b)  regulating one’s expenditure
c)  putting on ‘airs’ d)  keeping up appearances

6. To accomplish true economy one needs ______.
a)  training b)  common sense c)  encouragement d)  experience

7. There is more satisfaction in ________.
a)  rational saving b)  irrational spending
c)  money-getting d)  living fully upto one’s means.

8. Mrs. Smith may say that her neighbour married Johnson for his ________.
a)  popularity b)  social status c)  money d)  intelligence

9. Barnum says that people in America  believe that _________.
a)  the majority ought to rule b)  a handful of people should rule
c)  only one person should rule d)  everyone should rule

10. One cannot accumulate a fortune by taking the road that leads to
a)  riches b)  prosperity c)  success d)  poverty

Answers:
1)  b 2)  a 3)  c 4)  d 5)  b 6)  a 7)  a 8)  c 9)  a 10)  d

2.9  Possible Questions
1. What kind of people according to Barnum can attain Pecuniary Independence ?
2. What are Barnum’s suggestions for practising  true economy ?

N.Suresh Chandra Kumar
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STRUCTURE
3.0 Introduction
3.1 Objectives
3.2 Summary
3.3 Glossary and notes
3.4 Lines for Explanation
3.5 Comprehension Passages
3.6 Unworked Comprehension Passages
3.7 Short Answer Questions
3.8 Multiple Choice Questions
3.9 Possible Questions

3.0  Introduction
Drama is defined as a piece of writing performed by actors, its purpose being to portray life or

character or to tell a story through action and dialogue.  Specifically designed for theatrical perfor-
mance, later adapted by radio and television, it has been the most popular forms of entertainment till
the development of cinema.  It has been widely used to present spiritual and historical events and
religious, moral, social and political issues that are predominant in human society.

Drama is the earliest of art forms.  It originated in ancient Greece.  It was Aristotle the Greek philoso-
pher, who laid down the basic principles of drama.  Greek dramatists like Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripedes
and Roman dramatists like Seneca, Terence and Plautus wrote classical drama.  English drama came into its
own, with the emergence of dramatists like Christopher Marlowe, William Shakespeare, Ben Jonson etc.,
who successfully projected drama as the most popular form of entertainment.  Over the years, playwrights
like Henrik Ibsen, Bernard Shaw, T.S.Eliot, Eugene ‘O’ Neill et al., have effectively demonstrated the signifi-
cance and  relevance of drama as a powerful art form in the modern literary scene.  Drama is of different
types, i.e., Tragic, Comic and Chronicle plays, Folk drama, Melodrama, Moral play, Problem play, Panto-
mime, Sentimental comedy, Temperance play etc.

3.1  Objectives:
1. To present to the student an example of moral drama.
2. To impress upon the student the importance of temperance.
3. To acquaint the student with dialogue writing.
4. To introduce interesting words with their meanings.
5. To show to the student the use of similes to describe feelings and ideas.

LESSON - 3

THE DRUNKARD (An Excerpt)
- W.H.Smith
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3.2  Summary:
William H. Smith, stage manager and actor at the Boston Museum, acted in several

Shakespearean plays, but became famous for his rendering of the role of  Edward Middleton in the
The Drunkard or The Fallen Saved.

William H.Smith, son of a British Army officer was born in North Wales, England.  As a young
man he left home and moved to U.S.A. in 1827 along with a troupe of iternary actors.  He became
stage manager and actor at the Boston Museum.  He became popular for his role as Edward Middleton
in the play The Drunkard.

The Drunkard or The Fallen Saved was a runaway hit in the American theatrical scene during
Smith’s time.  Like Ten Nights in a Bar room (1858) it is a ‘temperance’ play, preaching habitual
moderation in the indulgence of the apetites or passions.  i.e., abstinence from the use of liquor.

The present excerpt taken from the play, is a short conversation between Edward Middleton, a
wayward drunkard and his lawyer friend Cribbs.  The conversation is about Edward’s irresponsible
attitude towards his family and an opportunity offered to him to reform himself.  Typical of his likes,
Edward rejects the offer made by Cribbs, by his vain reasoning that he would not sell his soul for the
sake of respectability.

The excerpt begins with Edward enquiring about his family, his wife Mary and his little daughter.
An irresponsible drunkard, he had left his family in the lurch.  Consequently, he is disowned by his
wife as well as society.  Concerned about his pitiable state of affairs, his lawyer friend Cribbs makes
an attempt to reform Edward.  He informs Edward that his disorderly conduct had actually helped his
wife Mary and his little daughter to garner the sympathy and good will of the community.  They had
provided her plenty of sewing work.  They were getting on well and were very happy.  Cribbs tells him
that his wife only pitied him and hoped to see him a changed person.  Edward appears contrite, but
wonders how a poor wretch like him, could ever hope to attain respectability in society.  Cribbs then
plays his trump card.  He makes a tempting offer of five thousand dollars, which could transform
Edward into a rich and respectable member of society.

Instead of accepting the lucrative proposal, Edward, with the typical self-deciet of a drunkard,
pretends to be shocked and passionately turns down Cribbs offer calling it a base bribe, tempting him
to buy respectability by selling his soul.  Taken aback by Edward’s response to his offer, Cribbs leaves
him to his fate.

Unruffled by  the desertion of his friend Cribbs, Edward seems to give into  self-pity but finally comes
to the conclusion that liquor is the only way out of his misery.  He decides to sell his handkerchief and buy
himself a drink or two.

3.3  Glossary and notes:
charming : delightful, pleasing
as merry as a cricket : (simile) very lively, vigorous, happy
(colloquial)
as brisk as a bee : as busy as a bee, very busy, active
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as happy as a lark : very happy
affliction : great suffering; the cause of peristent pain or distress
antidote : something that relieves, prevents or counteracts
cent : one hundredth part of a dollar, coin of that value
carcass : dead body of a human being or animal
casualities : losses that befall a person; disasters
penman : a person with a specified quality or kind of handwriting
forgery : the crime of   falsely and fraudulently making or creating a document eg. a

cheque.
philanthropist : benevolent, kind and charitable person
benefactor : one who helps others; person giving financial aid to a cause or to an institu-

tion.
shun : avoid; keep away from
succor : aid; help or relieve in difficulty or distress
dunghill : heap of manure or refuse
redolent : (fig) working or suggesting
hypocrisy : discrepancy between one’s public and private morality
compassion : sympathy or pity

3.4  Lines for Explanation
1. She is as merry as a cricket and your little girl blooming as a rose and brisk as a bee.

This sentence is taken from “The Drunkard”, a play written by W.H.Smith.  Cribbs describes the
happy and contented life of Edward’s wife and little daughter.
Edward Middleton is an irresponsible drunkard, who leaves his family in the lurch.  But his disorderly
conduct, serves to help his wife Mary to gain the sympathy and goodwill of her neighbours.  They
provide her with plenty of sewing work which helps them to live a happy and contented life.  Edward’s
wife is as merry as a cricket and his little daughter is blooming as a rose and busy as a bee.

2. Heaven never sends afliction without the antidote.
This statement is taken from the play “The Drunkard”written by W.H.Smith.  Cribbs makes this
statement to describe the good fortune of Edward’s family.
A wayward drunkard, Edward Middleton leaves his wife and child to fend for themselves.  But
surprisingly his unruly conduct, helps them to gain the sympathy and goodwill of the commu-
nity.  They provide Edward’s wife with plenty of sewing work which enables them to lead a
happy and contented life.  Cribbs makes this statement concerning their good fortune.

3. If the world uses you ill, be revenged upon the world!
This statement is taken from “The Drunkard”, a play written by W.H.Smith.  Cribbs advises Edward
to stop pitying himself and think of reforming himself.
On coming to know that his wife and his little daughter were living well, without a care in the world,
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Edward becomes thoughtful.  Cribbs tells him that his wife only pitied him and hoped to see
him become a respectable member of society.  Edward seems to be penitent and wonders how
a poor wretch like him, could ever hope to attain respectability in society.  Cribbs cautions him
not to allow the world to treat him as a misfit, by grabbing the first oppurtunity that comes his
way to reform himself.

4. Write but the name Arden Rencelaw and you may laugh at poverty.
This sentence is taken from the play “The Drunkard” written by W.H. Smith.  When Cribbs
informs Edward that his wife only pitied him, he becomes thoughful and wonders how a poor
wretch like him, could ever become a respectable member of society.  Cribbs then gives him a
cheque of five thousand dollars gifted to him by a noble philanthropist Arden Rencelaw, to
reform himself.

5. Take back your base bribe, miscalled charity.
These words are taken from the play “The Drunkard” written by W.H.Smith.  Edward turns
down Cribb’s offer of five thousand dollars to reform himself.  When Edward wonders how a
poor wretch like him, could ever become a respected person in society, Cribb’s makes him a
tempting offer of five thousand dollars, gifted to him by a noble philanthropist Arden Rencelaw,
to reform himself.  Edward pretends to be insulted by Cribb’s offer and rejects the offer calling
it a mean bribe and miscalled charity.

3.5  Comprehension Passages
Passage I
Edward : I hardly dare ask you if you have seen them?
Cribbs : Your wife and child?  Oh!  They are doing charmingly.  Since you left, your

wife has found plenty of sewing, the gentle folks have become interested in her
pretty face, and you know she has a good education.  She is as merry as a
cricket and your little girl blooming as a rose, and brisk as a bee.

1. Who is Edward conversing with?
A. Edward is conversing with his lawyer friend Cribbs.
2. How is his wife and child doing ?
A. His wife and child are doing charmingly well.
3. What did Edward’s wife find since he left ?
A. Edward’s wife found plenty of sewing since he left.
4. Who is as merry as a cricket ?
A. Edward wife is as merry as a cricket.
5. To what is Edward’s “little daughter” compared ?
A. Edward’s little daughter is compared to a blooming rose and a busy bee.

Passage II
Edward(musing): It is very kind of her - very kind - very kind!  pities me!  respectable!  But,

Cribbs, how can one become respectable, without a cent in his pocket, or a
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whole garment on his wretched carcass?
Cribbs (pause) : There are more ways than one to remedy these casualities.  If the world uses

you ill, be revenged upon the world !
Edward : Revenged!  But how, Cribbs, how ?
Cribbs (cautiously) : Do you see this paper?’ Tis a check for five thousand dollars.  You are a splen-

did penman.  Write but the name of Arden Rencelaw, and you may laugh at
poverty.

1. Why does Edward think he cannot become respectable?
A. Edward thinks he cannot become respectable because he does not  have a cent in his pocket.
2. What should Edward do if the world has used him ill?
A. Edward should take revenge upon the world if it has used him ill.
3. How much is the cheque for ?
A. The cheque is for five thousand dollars.
4. Who is a splendid penman ?
A. Edward is a splendid penman.
5. Who gifted the amount to Edward ?
A. Arden Rencelaw, gifted the amount to Edward.

3.6  Unworked Comprehension Passages
Passage I
Edward : What! forgery?  and on whom?  The princely merchant! the noble philanthro-

pist!  The poor man’s friend!  The orphan’s benefactor!  Out and out on you for
a villain, and coward!  I must be sunk indeed, when you dare propose such a
baseness to my father’s son.  Wretch as I am, by the world despised, shunned
and neglected by those who should save and succor me.  I would sooner perish
on the first dung hill-than that my dear child should blush for her father’s crimes.
Take back your base bribe, miscalled charity, the maddening drink that I should
purchase with it would be redolent of sin, and rendered still more poisonous by
your foul hypocrisy.

1. Whom does Edward call a villian and a coward?
2. Who considers himself a wretch ?
3. By whom is Edward despised ?
4. What does Edward call Cribb’s offer ?
5. What maddening drink does Edward refer to ?

Passage I
Edward : Has it then come to this ?  - an object of pity to my once adored wife; no longer

regarded with love-respect, but cold compassion, pity; other friends have fully
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made up my loss.  She is flourishing, too, while I am literally starving - starving
- this cold blooded friend, too; what’s to become of me ?  Deserted, miserable,
- but one resource.  I must have liquor - ha!  my handkerchief - ‘twill gain me a
drink or two, at all events.  Brandy, aye, brandy, brandy!

1. Who no longer regards Edward with love respect ?
2. How does she regard him now ?
3. Whom does Edward call a cold blooded friend ?
4. What one resource does Edward have ?
5. What will his handkerchief fetch him ?

Answers to Unworked Comprehension Passages
Passage I
1. Edward calls Cribbs a villian and a coward.
2. Edward is despise  by the world.
3. Edward considers himself a wretch.
4. Edward calls Cribbs offer a base bribe and miscalled charity.
5. The maddening drink that Edward refers to is liquor.

Passage II
1. Edward’s wife no longer regards him with love - respect.
2. She now regards him with cold compassion.
3. Edward calls Cribbs a cold blooded friend.
4. Edward has one resource, liquor.
5. His handkerchief will fetch him a drink or two.

3.7  Short Answer Questions
1. What is the other title given to the play “The Drunkard” ?
A. The other title given to the play “The Drunkard” is “The Fallen Saved”.
2. How does Mary earn her livelihood after Edward left her ?
A. Mary earns her livelihood by sewing, after Edward left her.
3. How does Cribbs describe Mary and her child’s happy state of affairs ?
A. Mary is as merry as a cricket, her child is blooming as a rose and is as brisk as a bee.
4. What is Marry’s attitude towards her husband ?
A. Mary pities her husband and hopes to see him become a respectable member of society.
5. What according to Edward does one need to become ‘respectable’ ?
A. According to Edward one needs money to become respectable.
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6. How can Edward overcome his poverty ?
A. Edward can overcome his poverty by accepting Cribbs offer.
7. What according to Cribbs, is Edward’s special talent ?
A. According to Cribbs Edward’s special talent is handwriting.
8. How does Edward react to Cribbs offer ?
A. Edward passionately turns down Cribbs offer.
9. How does Edward denounce Cribbs ?
A. Edward calls Cribbs a villain and a coward.
10. What is the moral of the play ?
A. The play advocates the importance of temperance in one’s life.

3.8  Multiple Choice Questions
Complete the following statements by choosing the most suitable option from the list.
1. Edward enquires about the welfare of his

a)  friend b)  parents c)  family d)  neighbour
2. Edward’s wife found plenty of

a)  sewing b)  cooking c)  laundry d)  house-keeping
3. Edward’s wife was as merry as a

a)  Cricket b)  Bee c)  Lark d)  Rose
4. Cribbs offered Edward a cheque for

a)  500 dollars b)  1000 dollars c)  10,000 dollars d)  5,000 dollars
5. Arden Rencelaw is a

a)  philanthropist b)  money lender c)  shopkeeper d)  lawyer
6. Edward is a splendid

a)  painter b)  penman c)  poet d)  printer
7. Edward’s wife regards him with

a)  intense hatred b)  extreme disgust c)  love respect d)  cold compassion
8. Edward decides to sell his

a)  hat b)  shoes c)  tie d)  handkerchief
Answers:

1) c 2)  a 3)  a 4)  d 5)  a 6)  b 7)  d 8)  d

3.9  Possible Questions
1. Narrate in your own words lawyer Cribb’s offer to Edward Middleton.
2. Sketch the personality of Edward Middleton as he emerges from the conversation in the play.

     N.Suresh Chandra Kumar
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STRUCTURE
4.0 Introduction
4.1 Objectives
4.2 Summary
4.3 Glossary and notes
4.4 Lines for Explanation
4.5 Comprehension Passages
4.6 Unworked Comprehension Passages
4.7 Short Answer Questions
4.8 Multiple Choice Questions
4.9 Possible Questions

4.0  Introduction
During her life Helen Keller was the most celebrated personalities of her time.  She was a

pioneering advocate for the rights of the handicapped.  Born in 1880 in Alabama U.S.A., she con-
tracted an illness as a child, that left her unable to hear or see.  Undaunted, Miss Keller went on to
become a leading figure in the campaign for civil rights, human dignity, women’s suffrage and world
peace.  Her association with the American Foundation For The Blind began in 1924 and she served as
its spokesperson and ambassador until her death in 1968.  She authored several books like The World I Live
In, Out of The Dark, Mid Stream-My Later Life, Let Us Have Faith, Teacher : Anne Sullivan Macy.

4.1  Objectives:
1. To inculcate in the students a sense of values.
2. To impress upon the student the importance of a right attitude towards life.
3. To inculcate a sense of appreciation in the students regarding human faculties and senses.
4. To introduce new words with their meanings.
5. To present to the student, an example of  the informal on the personal essay.

4.2  Summary:
Helen Keller, was a pioneering advocate for the rights of the handicapped.  Keller, in view of her

work for the handicapped, was appointed to the New York Commission for the Blind and the Americal
foundation for the Blind.  Her books include The World I Live In (1908), Out of the Dark (1913), Mid-
stream - My Later Life (1930), Let us Have Faith (1940), Teacher : Anne Sullivan Macy (1955).

LESSON - 4

THREE DAYS TO SEE
- HELEN KELLER
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The present essay “Three Days To See” is a thought provoking account of what we can really
see, percieve and assimilate from the wonderful world around us.  It reveals Helen Keller’s zest for
living life to the fullest.  She admonishes all those who can see, to make full use of the gift of sight
because of all the senses, sight is the most delightful.

Miss Keller reminds us that most of us take life for granted.  People seldom realise that human
life is brief.  They do not make full use of their faculties.  That is why they do not appreciate the
manifold blessings related to sight.  To drive home her view, Keller imagines how she would  use her
eyesight, if given an oppurtunity to see for just three days.

She would spend the first day, gazing long at the face of her teacher.  Anne Sullivan, had
opened the world to her when she was a child.  With tenderness and patience she had helped her in her
education and taught her the importance of a strong character and compassion for all humanity.  Keller
would then look at the faces of friends, that of a  baby, view the simple intimate things of   her home,
take in the beautiful sights of nature in the woods and life on a farm nearby, the sunset, life at night and
the ensuing sunrise.

On the second day, she would see the exhibits at the New York Museum of Natural History and
the Metropolitan Museum of Art and wonder at the pageant of man’s progress and the myriad facets of
the human spirit.  She would spend the evening at a theatre, watching the dramatic representations of
the great figures of literature, like Hamlet and Falstaff.

On the third and final day she would drive through her peaceful neighbourhood taking in all
the familiar sights, then drive across the bridge spanning the East river, marvelling at the ingenuity of
man, and watch the delightful activities upon the river.  She would then make a tour of the city of New
York, taking in the sights of its glittering sky scrapers, people, Fifth Avenue and its crowds of shop-
pers, Park Avenue, slums, factories, parks and the foreign quarters.  The third night would be spent at
the theatre, watching a hilariously funny play, to appreciate the overtones of comedy in the human
spirit, before her temporary respite from blindness came to an end.

4.3  Glossary and notes:
panorama : wide or complete view
buoyant : light, cheerful
vista : a mental view or vision extending far into the past or future
dormant : inactive, not in use
sluggish : lazy, not functioning actively
spectacular : visually impressive, showy
jaunt : pleasure trip; short and pleasant outing
awe : respect combined with fear
pageant : a play with a series of scenes representing historical episodes
kaleidoscope : (fig) showing constant change
mastodons : pre-historic elephants
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myriad : countless; a large number
trappings : decorations or finery
gusty : subject to out-bursts of feeling
strut : walk in a stiff, self satisfied way
many-horned dilemma : being unable to decide which of two things one should do
ingenuity : skill and cleverness
scurry : to move at a brisk pace
spires : the upper tapering part of a structure
spectacle : a show; pageant
trifle : something of little value or importance
tactile : perceptible by touch
Apollo : The Greek sun god, patron of poetry and music, medicine, archery
Venus : The goddes of love, originally of spring, patron of flower gardens
winged victory of
Samothrace : a mountainous Island in the Northern Aegean.  In 700 BC. Greeks settled

on the island.  Control of the island passed among several Hellenistic
dynasties and under the Romans it became a free city

Homer : Ancient epic poet of Greece.  Author of the Illaid and the Odyssey.
Michelangelo : (1475-1564) Italian sculptor, painter, poet, one of the greatest artists of

the Renaissance, famous especially for his frescoes in the Sistine Chapel
at Rome.

Michelangelo’s Moses : Marble sculpture of Moses, the Hebrew patriarch, the great law giver of
the Jews (Old Testament)

Rodin : Auguste Rodin (1840 - 1917) French sculptor.
Gothic : Style of architecture prevalent in Western Europe from the 12th to the

16th century.
Raphael : Raffaello Sanzio or Santi (1483 - 1520) great painter of Italian Renais-

sance.
Leonardo da vinci : (1452 - 1519) Italian painter, sculptor, architect, engineer, man of sci-

ence and writer of prose and verse.
Titian : Tiziano Vecellio (1477 - 1576) Venetian painter
Rembrandt : Harmensz van Rijn (pronounced rian) (1606 - 1669).  Greatest painter

of the Dutch school and also a great etcher.  Has been called the “King
of Shadows” from his practice of painting pictures illuminated by a
clear but limited light, emerging in the midst of masses of shadow.

Veronese : Paolo Cagliari (1528 - 88) Italian painter.
El Greco : Domenikos Theotokopoulos (1541 - 1614); painter especially of reli-

gious pictures and potraits.
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Corot : Jean - Baptiste Camille (1796 - 1875), a French landscape painter.

Hamlet : Legendary Prince of  Denmark; hero of a tragedy by Shakespeare
Falstaff : Sir John, fat,convivial, good-humoured braggart in Shakespeare’s Henry

IV and Merry Wives of Windsor.
Rip Van Winkle : Hero of a story written in 1820 by Washington Irving; Rip Van Winkle fell

asleep in the Catskill mountains and awoke after 20 years to find the world
completely changed.

4.4  Lines for Explanation
1. Sometimes I have thought it would be an excellent rule to live each day as if we would die

tomorrow.
These words are taken from the essay “Three Days To See” written by Helen Keller.
Keller reminds us, that a majority of us take life for granted.  We seldom realise, that our lives are
short.  We go about our petty tasks, indifferent to the fact, that death is an ever present reality.  Keller
feels that it would be wise, to live each day, as if we should die tommorrow for such an attitude would
sharphy emphasize the values of life, enabling us to live each day with a gentleness, a vigour and a
keenness of appreciation.

2. I do not  know what it is to see into the heart of a friend through that “window of the soul” the
eye.
These words are taken from the lesson “Three Days To See” written by Helen Keller.
Keller became blind as a child due to the ravages of an illness.  Being blind, she considers sight as the
most significant of all the senses.  She considers the eye as the ‘window of the soul’ which reveals the
inner nature of a person.  Keller could only see through the sense of touch.  She wistfully wonders at
the satisfaction one gets by looking at the faces of people and grasping their essential qualities.

3. Apollos and Venuses and the Winged Victory of Samothrace are friends of my finger tips.
This sentence is taken from the lesson “Three Days To See” written by Helen Keller.
Exhorting all those who can see to make full use of their sight, Keller imagines all that she would see
if endowed with eyesight for just three days.  On the second day, she would visit the Metropolitan
Museum of Art and see the familiar exhibits which she had previously only felt with her finger tips.
The sculptures of Apollo and Venus and the winged victory of Samothrace were her friends as she
knew them well through touch.

4. How I should like to follow each movement of graceful Hamlet, each strut of the Hearty
Falstaff.
These words are taken from Helen Keller’s essay “Three Days To See.”
On the second day of sight, Keller wishes to spend the evening at a theatre.  The theatre was familiar
to her, as she often attended theatrical performances of all kinds, but the action of the play had to be
spelled in her hand by a companion.  But her desire was to see with her own eyes, graceful Hamlet in
action, or the strut of good humoured Falstaff, both, popular Shakespearean characters.
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5. I see smiles and I am happy.  I see serious determination and I am proud.  I see suffering and
I am compassionate.
These words are taken from Helen Keller’s work “Three Days To See.”
The above words reveal Keller’s compassion  for all humanity around her.  On the third and
final day she would stand at a busy corner, just looking at people, trying to understand some-
thing of their lives and responding to their various situations.  Her eyes would  be receptive to
all sights, both pleasant and pathetic as they are all part of life.

4.5  Comprehension Passages
Passage I

Sometimes I have thought it would be an excellent rule to live each day as if we should die
tomorrow.  Such an attitude would emphasize sharply the values of life.  We should live each day with
a gentleness, a vigor, and a keenness of appreciation which are often lost when time stretches before us
in the constant panorama of more days and months and years to come.

Most of us, however, take life for granted.  We know that one day we must die, but  usually we
picture that day as far in the future.  When we are in buoyant health, death is all but unimaginable.  We seldom
think of it.  The days stretch out in an endless vista.  So, we go about our petty tasks, hardly aware of our
listless attitude towards life.
1. What did Keller sometimes think ?
A. Keller sometimes thought it would be an excellent rule to live each day as if we should die tomorrow.
2. What would such an attitude emphasize ?
A. Such an attitude would emphasize sharply the values of life.
3. What do most of us take for granted ?
A. Most of us take life for granted.
4. What do we know ?
A. We know that one day we must die.
5. What do we seldom think of ?
A. We seldom think of death.

Passage II
On the first day, I should want to see the people whose kindness and gentleness and companionship

have made my life worth living.  First I should like to gaze long upon the face of my dear teacher, Mrs. Anne
Sullivan Macy, who came to me when I was a child and opened the outer world to me.  I should want not
merely to see the outline of  her face, so that I could cherish it in my memory, but to study that face and find in
it the living evidence of the sympathetic tenderness and patience with which she accomplished the difficult task
of my education.  I should like to see in her eyes that strength of character which has enabled her to stand firm
in  the face of difficulties and that compassion for all humanity which she has revealed to  me so often.
1. What would Keller like to gaze upon ?
A. Keller would like to gaze upon the face of her teacher Mrs. Anne Sullivan Macy.
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2. What did her teacher do ?
A. Her teacher opened the outer world to her.
3. What did her teacher help her to accomplish ?
A. Her teacher  helped her to accomplish the difficult task of  her education.
4. What enabled  her teacher to stand firm in the face of difficulties ?
A. Strength of character enabled her teacher to stand firm in the face of difficulties.
5. What did her teacher reveal to her ?
A. Her teacher revealed her compassion for all humanity.

4.6  Unworked Comprehension Passages
Passage I

This day I should devote to a  hasty glimpse of the world, past and present.  I should want to
see the pageant of man’s progress, The kaleidoscope of the ages.  How can  so much be compressed
into one day?  through the museums, of course.  Often I have visited the New York Museum of Natural
History to touch with my hands many of the objects there exhibited, but I have longed to see with my
eyes the condensed history of the earth and its inhabitants displayed there - animals and the races of
men pictured in their native environment, gigantic carcasses of dinosaurs and mastodons which roamed
the earth long before man appeared, with his tiny stature and powerful brain, to conquer the animal
kingdom, realistic presentations of the processes of evolution in animals in man and in the implements
which man has used to fashion for himself a secure home on this planet; and a thousand and one other
aspects of natural history.
1. What would Keller want to see on the second day ?
2. What did Keller often visit ?
3. What did she touch with her hands ?
4. What did Keller long to see ?
5. What did man  use, to fashion for himself a secure home on this planet ?

Passage II
I look ahead, and before me rise the fantastic towers of New York, a city that seems to have

stepped from the pages of a fairy story.  What an awe - inspiring sight , these glittering spires, these
vast  banks of stone and steel - structures such as the gods might build for themselves!  This animated
picture is a part of the lives of millions of  people every day.  How many, I wonder, give it so much as
a second glance ?  Very few, I fear.  Their eyes are blind to this magnificent sight because it is so
familiar to them.
1. What does New York city look like to Keller ?
2. What is an awe - inspiring sight ?
3. What are the glittering spires made of ?
4. What is a magnificent sight ?
5. Why are people blind to it ?
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Answers to Unworked Comprehension Passages
Passage I
1. She would want to see the pageant of man’s progress, the kaleidoscope of the ages.
2. Keller often visited the New York Museum of Natural History.
3. She touched the exhibits in the New York Musem of Natural History.
4. Keller longed to see the condensed history of the earth and its inhabitants displayed in the

Museum.
5. Man used implements to fashion for himself a secure home on this planet.

Passage II
1. To Keller, New York city looked like a city from the pages of a fairy story.
2. The glittering spires of New York city is an awe inspiring sight.
3. The glittering spires are made of stone and steel.
4. The city of New York is a magnificent sight.
5. They are blind  to it because it is so familiar.
4.7  Short Answer Questions
1. Why do most people take life for granted ?
A. Most people take life for granted to because they seldom  think of death.
2. What is human tendency towards natural gifts of life ?
A. The human tendency towards natural gifts of life is to use them only as a mere convenience.
3. What compulsory course would Keller introduce in  a  university ?
A. Keller would introduce a compulsory course in “How to use your eyes” in a university.
4. What does Keller want to see in  her home ?
A. Keller wants to see the small, simple and intimate things of her home.
5. What sight would she love to see early in  the morning ?
A. She would love to see the sun rise early in the morning.
6. Why does she want to visit the Metropolitan Museum of Art ?
A. She wants to visit the Museum of art to see the myriad facets of the human spirit.
7. Why is Keller receptive to sights of misery ?
A. Keller is receptive to sights of misery because they too are a part of life.
8. What advice does Keller give to those who can see ?
A. Keller’s advice to those who can see, is to make full use of the gift of sight.

4.8  Multiple Choice Questions
Complete the following statements by choosing the most suitable option from the list.
1. Keller would wish to ‘see’ for ___________

a)  3 weeks b)  3 days c)  3 months d)  3 years
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2. People  seldom  think of ___________
a)  Health b)  Money c)  Death d)  Life

3. Only the deaf appreciate the sense of _________.

a)  sight b)  touch c)  smell d)  hearing
4. The ‘window of the soul’ is the ___________.

a)  ear b)  eye c)  nose d)  mouth
5. Keller would first gaze upon the face of her ________.

a)  her friend b)  a baby c)  a neighbour d)  her teacher
6. People do not appreciate their

a)  faculties b)  each other c)  world d)  city
7. Keller would start a compulsory course in

a)  How to use your Time b)  How to use your Eyes
c)  How to use your Money d)  How to use your Skills

8. Mrs. Anne Sullivan was Keller’s
a)  friend b)  neighbour c)  teacher d)  relative

9. Those who have eyes apparently see
a)  a lot b)  little c)  much d)  more

10. Keller wants people to make the  best use of  their
a)  energies b)  skills c)  abilities d)  senses

Answers:
1)  b 2)  c 3)  d 4)  b 5)  d 6)  a 7)  b 8)  c 9)  b 10)  d

II.
1. Rembrandt was a

a)  Dutch painter b)  Greek philosopher c)  French scultptor d)  Italian poet
2. Auguste Rodin was a French

a)  sculptor b)  architect c)  engineer d)  painter
3. Michelangelo was an Italian

a)  poet b)  historian c)  sculptor d)  engraver
4. Leonardo da Vinci was an Italian

a)  statesman b)  painter c)  musician d)  actor
5. Apollo is the Greek

a)  sun god b)  moon god d)  god of fire d)  god of war
6. Venus is the Greek goddess of

a)  beauty b)  wisdom c)  victory d)  love
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7. The “Illiad” was written  by
a)  Virgil b)  Homer c)  Titian d)  Corot

8. Hamlet is the prince of
a)  England b)  France c)  Norway d)  Denmark

9. Falstaff is a comic character in the play
a)  As You Like It b)  Twelfth Night
c)  Merry Wives of Windsor d)  The Merchant of Venice

10. “Moses” is a marble sculptor carved by
a)  Anguste Rodin b)  Leonardo da Vinci c)  Michelangelo d)  Paolo Cagliari

Answers :
1)  a 2)  a 3)  c 4)  b 5)  a 6)  d 7)  b 8)  d 9)  c 10)  c

4.9  Possible Questions
1. Describe the personality of Helen Keller on the basis of her selection of “sights to see”.
2. Summarise the message that Keller conveys to people about the use of their “senses” ?

             N.Suresh Chandra Kumar
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STRUCTURE
5.0 Introduction
5.1 Objectives
5.2 Summary
5.3 Glossary and notes
5.4 Lines for Explanation
5.5 Comprehension Passages
5.6 Unworked Comprehension Passages
5.7 Short Answer Questions
5.8 Multiple Choice Questions
5.9 Possible Questions

5.0  Introduction
A.P.J. Abdul Kalam an eminent scientist was elected as President of India in July 2002.  A

distinguished scientist, his name is associated with the development of India’s first satellite launch vehicle
SLV-3 and the “Agni” missile.  A recepient of the Padma Bushan, Padma Vibushan and Baratha Ratna,
Kalam envisions India as a developed  nation, a poverty-free prosperous, healthy nation with a value system.
A celebrated author, his works include Wings of Fire, India 2020, A Vision for the New Millenium.

5.1  Objectives:
1. To inculcate a sceintific outlook in the students.
2. To acquaint the students with Kalam’s vision for India.
3. To introduce new terminology with their meanings.
4. To apprise the student about Indian progress in the field of science and technology.
5. To present to the student, an example of the formal essay or article.

5.2  Summary:
APJ Abdul Kalam (b.1930), a distinguished scientis, took charge as President of India in July

2002.  He has received many honorary doctorates and the Padma Bhushan (1981), Padma Vibhushan (1990)
and Bharat Ratna (1997).  Wings of Fire,  India 2020; A vision for the New Millenium are some of his
works.  Abdul Kalam’s outlook is typically scientific and his languages reflects the clarity and objectivity of his
thoughts.

The present excerpt “Knowledge Society” is from Kalam’s work Ignited Minds.  He stresses  the
need for developing societies to become knowledge societies, through the acquisition of knowledge and

LESSION - 5

KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY
- A.P.J. Abdul Kalam.
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utilization of technology.  Kalam emphasises on poverty elimination in India, by striking a  balance
between its past heritage and present day knowledge.  He is of the opinion that India can secure a
bright and prosperous future by scrupulously following certain principles and applying modern tech-
nology.

Ancient India was an advanced knowledge society.  It was essentially a land of knowledge.
Over the ages, foreign invasions and colonial rule drastically altered the true image of India as a
knowledge society of great prosperity and power, to a  society degraded to lower levels of existence.
Hence it is important for India to rediscover itself in this aspect.  India can be transformed into a
developed nation with  high standards of living, power and sovereignty.

Knowledge brings prosperity and power.  Thus, acquisition of knowledge has been the thrust
area throughout the world.  India has a vast treasure of knowledge, the product of its heritage and
history, tradition and culture and of sharing of  knowledge with neighbouring countries.  Rediscovery
of this knowledge base, enhancing it through research and putting it to efficient and effective use
along with present day knowledge generated from modern technology, maintaining it’s infrastructure,
enhancing skills and increasing productivity is of prime importance to the Indian nation in transform-
ing its society and generating wealth for its prosperity and strength.

The knowledge society has a two dimensional objective, of societal transformation and wealth
generation.  The former is related to education, health care, agriculture and governance, which  will
lead to employment generation, high productivity and rural prosperity.  The task of wealth generation
for India is based on the development of national competencies identified by TIFAC, like information
technology, biotechnology, space technology, weather forecasting, disaster management etc and the
appropriate management structures for these technologies.  India has already proved its mettle in the
area of information technology.

But priority must be given to evolving  suitable policy and administrative procedures, changes
in regulatory methods, identification of partners, creation of young and dynamic leaders.  In addition,
to generating wealth, equal importance must be given to citizen centric approach of shaping business
policy, user-driven technology generation and intensified industry-lab-academic linkage.

In order to emerge as a knowledge super power by 2010, India should pursue a tri-dimensional
objective of  societal transformation, wealth generation and knowledge protection.  We have to protect the
communication network and information generators.  We should also protect our ancient knowledge and
culture.  Further, we have to deal with intellectual property rights and related issues.
5.3  Glossary and notes:
Thirukkural : a collection of aphorisms by the Tamil sage Thiruvalluvar
core : central or most important part of anything
competence : ability; capability
essentially : vitally, necessarily
sovereignty : right to govern independently
craftsman : skilled worker : artisan
heritage : legacy; anything that is or may be inherited
abundance : very great quantity; ample
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unorthodox : unconventional
bioreserves : resources in the form of plants and animals
Nalanda : University established in North India during the reign of emperor Harsha

(606 - 647 A.D).  Students from China, Japan and Korea came to study
here

endowed : invested; provided with
knowledge infrastructure : fundamental requirements for developing and sustaining knowledge
deployment : to use effectively
TIFAC : Technology Information, Forecasting and Assessment Council.
spearhead : lead, initiate, pioneer
biotechnology : The use of living organisms, especially cells and bacteria in industrial

processes
convergence : meeting at a point; merging
capitalize : use to one’s advantage
mission : particular task or goal assigned to or assumed by a person or group; duty
entails : involves, gives rise to
surveillance : close observation especially of a suspected person; vigilance

5.4  Lines for Explanation
1. India is essentially a land of knowledge and it must rediscover itself in this aspect.

This statement is taken from “Knowledge Society” written by Abdul Kalam, President of India.  He
stresses the need for India to rediscover  itself, to regain its past glory, that of a knowledge society.
Since ancient times, India has always been hailed as essentially a land of knowledge.  India has a vast
treasure of knowledge, the product of its heritage and history, tradition and culture, and of sharing
knowledge with neighbouring kingdoms.  Over the ages, invasions and colonial rule degraded Indian
society to lower levels of existence.  In order for India to become a knowledge society it must
rediscover itself in this aspect.

2. In the twenty first century a new society is emerging where knowledge is the primary produc-
tion resource instead of capital and labour.
This sentence is taken from “Knowledge Society” an excerpt from Abdul Kalam’s “Ignited Minds”.
Kalam tells us about the emergence of a new society in the 21st century.
Before the previous century, the world was mainly an agricultural society, where manual labour was
the critical factor.  During the last century, the world has changed from an agricultural society to an
industrial society where the management of technology, capital and labour provide the competitive
advantage.  Kalam informs us that, now a new society is emerging, where knowledge is the primary
production resource instead of capital and labour.

3. Whether a nation qualifies as a knowledge society is judged by how effectively it deals with
knowledge creation and knowledge deployment.
These words are taken from the essay “The Knowledge Society” an excerpt from Abdul Kalam’s
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“Ignited Minds”.  Kalam points out the requisites of a  knowledge society.
Knowledge has always been the source of prosperity and power.  Thus the acquisition of
knowledge is of prime importance to a developing society.
Kalam points out that the enhancing of the existing knowledge base through research, along
with present day knowledge generated from modern technology, maintaining its infrastructure
and its effecient and effective utilization are the requisites for a nation to quality as a knowl-
edge society.

4. Becoming a knowledge superpower by the year 2010 is a very important mission for the na-
tion.
This sentence is taken from “The Knowledge Society” an excerpt from Abdul Kalam’s “Ignited
Minds.”  Kalam puts forward the mission for the Indian nation.
In order to become a knowledge superpower by 2010, India should achieve the tri-dimensonal
objective of societal transformation, wealth generation and knowledge protection.  The nation’s
ancient knowledge and culture must also be protected as they are important part of the country’s
resource base.

5.5  Comprehension Passages
Passage I

Ancient India was an advanced knowledge society.  Invasions and colonial rule destroyed its
institutions and robbed it of its core competence.  Its people have been systematically degraded to
lower levels of existence.  By the time the British left, our youth had lowered their aims and were
satisfied earning an ordinary livelihood.  India is essentially a land of knowledge and it must redis-
cover itself in this aspect.
1. What was ancient India ?
A. Ancient India was an advanced knowledge society.
2. What destroyed its institutions ?
A. Invasions and colonial rule destroyed its institutions.
3. What did they rob from ancient India ?
A. They robbed India’s core competence.
4. Who had lowered their aims ?
A. The youth of India had lowered their aims.
5. What is India essentially ?
A. India is essentially a land of knowledge.
Passage II

Knowledge has always been the prime mover of prosperity and power.  The acquistion of
knowledge has therefore been the thrust area throughout the world.  Additionally, in India, there has
been a culture of sharing it, not only through the traditions of guru-shishya but also by its spread to
neighbouring countries through travellers who came to Nalanda and other universities drawn  by  their repu-
tation as centres of learning.
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1. What has been the prime mover of prosperity and power ?
A. Knowledge has been the prime mover of prosperity and power.
2. What has been the thrust area throughout the world ?
A. The acquisition of knowledge has been the thrust area throughout  the world.
3. What culture has been there in India ?
A. The culture of sharing  knowledge has been there in India.
4. Who came to Nalanda ?
A. Travellers from neighbouring countries came to Nalanda.
5. Why did Nalanda  attract  foreign travellers ?
A. Nalanda attracted foreign travellers as it was reputed to be a centre of learning.

5.6  Unworked Comprehension Passages
Passage I

The task of wealth generation for the nation has to be woven around national competencies.
The TIFAC task team has identified core areas that will spearhead our march towards becoming a
knowledge society.  The areas are : information technology,. biotechnology, space technology, weather
forecasting, disaster management, telemedicine and teleeducation, technologies utilizing traditional
knowledge, service sector and infotainment which is the emerging  area  resulting from convergence
of information and entertainment.
1. What is the task for the nation ?
2. What is wealth generation based on ?
3. Which task team has identified core areas ?
4. What is TIFAC ?
5. What is infotainment ?

Passage II
Becoming a knowledge superpower by the year 2010 is a very important mission for the na-

tion.  While a knowledge society has a two dimensional objective of societal transformation and
wealth generation, a third dimension emerges if India is  to transform itself into a knowledge super-
power.  This is knowledge protection and it entails a tremendous responsibility.
1. What is a very important mission for the nation ?
2. By which year India should become a  knowledge superpower ?
3. What is the two dimensonal objective of a  knowledge society ?
4. What is the third dimension ?
5. What entails tremendous reponsibility ?
Answers to Unworked Comprehension Passages
Passage I
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1. The task for the nation is wealth generation.
2. Wealth generation is based on national competencies.
3. The TIFAC task team has identified core areas.
4. Technology Information, Forecasting and Assessment council.
5. Infotainment resulted from the convergence of information and entertainment.
Passage II
1. Becoming a knowledge superpower is a very important mission for the nation.
2. India should become a knowledge superpower by 2010.
3. The two dimensonal objective of a knowledge society is societal transformation and wealth

generation.
4. Knowledge protection is the third dimension.
5. Knowledge  protection  entails tremendous  responsibility.

5.7  Short Answer Questions
1. How is wisdom defined in the epigraph ?
A. In the epigraph, wisdom is defined as a weapon to ward off destruction and as an inner fortress

which enemies cannot destroy.
2. What is the basis of ancient  Indian society ?
A. Knowledge is the basis of ancient  Indian society.
3. What were the historical factors that  effected the people of ancient India ?
A. Invasions and colonial rule were the historical factors that affected the people of ancient India.
4. Why does India have to rediscover itself ?
A. India has to rediscover itself  to become a knowledge society.
5. How can people acquire knowledge ?
A. People can acquire knowledge through education, information, intelligence and experience.
6. What are the sources of “earthy wisdom” ?
A. Indian villages are the source of ‘earthy wisdom’.
7. Why were capital and labour important during the last century ?
A. Capital and labour were important during the last century as they provided the competitive

advantage.
8. How can a nation qualify as a knowledge society ?
A. A nation can qualify as a  knowledge society by how effectively it deals with knowledge cre-

ation and knowledge deployment.
9. How will a  knowledge society transform  the life of the people ?
A. A knowledge society transforms the life of the people by generating employment, high produc-

tivity and rural prosperity.
10. What is Abdul Kalam’s dream for India ?
A. Abdul Kalam’s dream for India is that it should become a  knowledge superpower by 2010.
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5.8  Multiple Choice Questions
Complete the following statements by choosing the most suitable option from the list.
1. Ancient India was a ______

a)  traditional society b)  religious society
c)  knowledge society d)  primitive society

2. Ancient India was robbed of its core competencies by ____________
a)  the  greed of native rulers b)  invasions and colonial rule
c)  foreign travellers d)  neighbouring countries

3. India must rediscover itself as ________
a)  an ancient society b)  a land of knowledge
c)  a traditional society d)  a religious society

4. There is an ‘earthy wisdom’ in our________
a)  towns b)  hamlets c)  cities d)  villages

5. There are hidden treasures of knowledge in our________
a)  environment b)  academic institutions  c)  work places d)  heritage and history

6. In an agricultural society the critical factor is ________
a)  management of technology b)  capital and labour
c)  manual labour d)  knowledge

7. In an industrial society the competitive advantage is provided by________
a)  manual labour b)  knowledge c)  capital and labour
d)  management of technology, capital and labour

8. In the 21st century society the primary production  resource is________
a)  knowledge b)  wealth c)  power d)  natural resources

9. India has carved a niche for itself in________
a)  space technology b)  information technology
c)  disaster management d)  bio-technology

10. The third of the tri-dimensonal objective is________
a)  weath generation b)  employment generation
c)  societal transformation d)  knowledge protection

Answers:
1)  c 2)  b 3)  b 4)  d 5)  a 6)  c 7)  c 8)  a 9)  b 10)  d

5.9  Possible Questions
1. Discuss the factors that constitute a  knowledge society according to Abdul Kalam ?
2. How can Abdul Kalam’s dream for India as a knowledge superpower be achieved by 2010?

N. Suresh Chandra Kumar
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6.3 Glossary

avoid
Mars

hann
arbitrary
interfere
indolence
inspiration
topical
approach
convince
arrest
apparently
paradoxical
irrelevant
eagerness

intensely
protests
crank
deliberarely
obvious

elaborate
jargon
officialese

prevent, stop something from happening
the planet, fourth in order from ri; il:-It is red incolour
cause pain or injury
not bound by rules
to be involved in or meddle with
inclination to lazines's
stimulation ofthe mind
relating to matters of interest of the day
come near
cause somebody io realize
attract
clearly
self contradictory
not related
interest
very deeply or strongly
statements or actions of disapprovar or disagreement
eccentric person
'intentionally

clear
very.detailed, carefully prepared and finished
terminology o f profession or art
wordy and stereo[ped English alleged to be
characteristic of official retters and documents
dulled by overmuch use
infl{ed, or decorated or insincere in style
excessive use of flowery language
lrllec€ssagy words for the expression of an idea.
use of many words to say something that courd be said
in a few words
get to know
substitution of mild or preasant terms for those that are
orrenslve or blunt
deception, maketelieve
popular fashion
wild and fierce
comfort xr .)t

break the continuiry

'.t (,

. i-r
'.'LI

!,t ; _l ..

hackneyed

rhetcrical
flourishes
verbiage

circumlocutions

ascertain

euphemism

pretence

cult
savage

cosiness

slang
absurd

thumbs down
kick the bucket
interrupt

IIt

-i'

nr
1?

f'lt"

,7

_ 
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6.4. Lines for ExPlanation

6,4.]writingisninety-ninepercenthatdworkandonepertentinspiration,sothesooneryougetintothe
habil;f discipiining yourself to write' the betten

Thissentenceistakenfromtheossay..PrinoiplesofGoodwriting,'writtenbyL,A.Hill.

Thewdtertriestodispelthemythinthepeoplethatawritershouldhaveinspirationtowrite.Likeany
other profession writing;;;;;;;r'rd, a work. A writer should go on writing and disciplining

himself. By cons"r, pi*rio iJr""-. o"t "t"il}*, 
He need not wait for inspiration ro possess

him. .so the writer *kr;;';;;; ; 
"orn" 

oot orti" rurse opinion that one cannot become a writet

unless one gets insPiration'

6.4.2 Most people tre interested in the prcsen 
,even 

w!111!ev read about the p'|st or the futu'e' it is the

lat*r| connectio 'iii' oi nl*olrc to' the prescnt that particularly intercsts them'

This passage is taken from the essay "Principles of Good Writing" written by L'A Hill'

Past is past. The tuture is uncertain' The present is rea!!v' f3onfe maf .:f-f^]lt'f'past 
and the

futwe. But they are basically interested in the p_resent. They always try to connect betwcen the past

and the presen[ th" 
"**?a 

,n" p*sent. so;Hill says thai a writer should write about the present'

Then readers will t'"te oo iot"'"'t in that work'

6'4.3.Towriteintercs'insly,youmustWfselfbeintenselyinterestedinwhalyouarewritingandyoumust- ' ' 
"o"""y 

tnN feeling if eagerness to your readers'

Thisse4tenceistakenfiomtheessay..PrinciplesofGoodWriting''writtenbyL'A.Hill.
Hill offers a few tips for his readers to become sucoesrn t *i .o] one of the expected qualities of a

writer is that n" ,rroii Gt" iot r"stingly. He o* *tit interestingly only when he is intensely

interestedinwhatheiswriting.AwrircrshouldconveyhisfeelingofJagemesstohisreaders.Ifnog
the reader may *, n i'i"i#riir, the work ho is reacing. Tteu the very purpose and effort of the

writer is defeated'

6.4.4, Jt is best to wri.E simpty and in a conversdtional tone'

This sentence is taken from the essay "prinoiples of 3ood writing" written by L'A' Hill'

Ggnearethedaysforhighflownlanguage.Modemwrilersprefersimplelanguage.Readersdonot
like to be bafflec by unfamiliar'words and expression.. 

-io 
fiiit .ugg"tt. to a writer that it is always

best fol hrm to writ€ in a convorsational tone' 'i,

5 4.5 In any case, rcad your work over criticalty afi* you have finbhed it, replacing weah v0gue' inex^ct 
.

- 
n orit by others which sayjust wh4l t!o{ mea\"' ' rr:

This sentence is taken from the essay 
,.principles of Gooat writing" rryritten by L'A' Hill'

i,ti,
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Qgqtre for Distance EOucatiot

This is Hill's last advice to his reader, who may *irr, to become a writer. Hill says that a writer sn-urd
::X11,:.T:l"l:y:1i::'j*:,T:: i.':yi:iro'puuri.umi in the haste oi#i,ing his desired andtung nts cesrred andexpected meaning may not be clear' So a writer should read, reread and revise his work with lucid andexact words to have a gteat effect on the readers. The meaning and message of the writer should beblear.

6.5, Comprehensionpassages

6'5'l ro write wet, you have ro be able to write clearlv and-bg*ly 
19 you csrnot do this unless youthink crearly and logica'y too. tryou r*noi ao tiliier, yo' should n"i'y"" Jit lo it by takingparticular problems and following, th"- ,rrtoueh, pot,tiuy point, to a solutir;, ;d;;;"*rg anythingout and without avoiding any diflicufties tnaiyoi m"et.

l. When can a writer write well?
Ans: A writer can write well when he can think clearly and logically,

2. When can one become a good writer?
Ans: By haining himself.

3. What should a writer do to write well?rAns: He should take particular problems and follow them tbrough to a solution nithout leaving anything.
4. What should do a writer_do-if he comes across difficulties while writing?Ans: He shourd not avoid difticultier tut oint crearry anfficauy ro, a possible solution.

5. Give the antonym ofthe word .clearlv..
Ans: Vaguely,unclearly

6'5'2 In order to increase Your vocabulary and to improve your powers ofexpression, you should read widelyand carefully, and keep a norebook in which to #;;.r wgrds. an! gxnrcssions that particularlystrike yoq for example, ,1fl!_14i 
1*: 

*i"tf", U'iu,.,iferim, burcher blue eyes,.retax into dericiousindolence. Use a good dictionary to herp you with thelil", ,ooing *d uses of words.

1. What should a writer increase?
Ans: His vocabulary and powers ofexpression.

2. Wbat should a writer do?
Ans: He should read widely and carefirlly and note down cood e*_l_,-__ . ,

3. Howcanar*o*"u**o]rt*,. 
- 

"*t*""*'*Ttt:tobeusedinhis writirg'

Ans: It can gii,e him the exact meanirg and the usages ofa word.
4. Why should a writer keep a notebook? 'r , "'1',.!.r

Ans: To write down words and expressions that particuiarly stiki,him.

5. Give the antonym of the word ..carefully,. tt"
Ans: Carelessly. ' ,
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ffi writer, you must write interestingly; but different kinds of people have diffetent 
.

interestsanditis*""*"tJJ,"'l?;;;{1tgi1t:,":X;*ffi:;tfl$Tff'1il"T:
il:T'::#il'HffiTJ:iHlJT:,il:ffiil;; ;;d;;".trv what kinds or things interest such a

reader.

I What must a reader do to be a successful writer?

L., tlT.*, *J,il'"*tti''erv'

2. How are different kinds ofPeoPle?

ts: TheY have difrerent interests'

3. Can a writer aPPeal to all PeoPle?

Ans: No, He cannot'

4. What should a writer know?

Ans: He should know ,h" typ"'Xi$" 
"uder 

he is writing for and the things that interest him'

5. Give the aatonym ofthe word "interestingly"'

Ans: Uninterestingly

6.5.4Towriteinterestingly'youmustyourselfL":intensely'intercstedinwhatyouarewriting'andyoumust
convey this reering "t#tlil# 'Xi-"*"1011,..y1;Tffi:i;:H",t':ffilL:l;1"i"#'-ry;;,G' -d "onnitt" 

your readers of your Lonesly 
, 
Y(

unless they feel th", y". i*.ti.a-Li.r.ti",f , -a tftut vou feel strongly about what you are saymg'

1. What must a writer do rc write interestingly?

;., ;;;il; intenselv interested in what he is writinc'

2. How can readen know that the writer i6 interested in wlat'he is writing?

Ans: The writer must ooto"r'ffi tiut"oi "ut"-"t' 
to tl" t"ua"o'

3. What must the writer believe in?
"ens 

ff" .rr.t t"tieve in'ten$ely in what he is veriting'

4. What should the writer convince his readers about?

t.' ff"-J ufa 
"onvipcglois 

readers about his honesty

5. How can a writer arouse'th; inr&rest and sympathy ofhis readers?

Ans: Bv creating u r"trtg dliilffit'q irr-*$'out rtt to*gly feels about what he is writing'

6.6. UlJivorkadcorprelfnsicn'}|q$es -
6.6.1 Do not stnve to "'*i" 

qs impreFion' T:r83t iT.:t 
yourself, think only of the reader' and write

il.naqpplly,uupiaiogsirfi.o.,ii*lness.rFun"'"-',.,."tnioginterestingtowriteaboutandcan
lpxppss ilpteady, smply u*t withff lo*co tou"n' it il '; 

to-appeal to some classes of readers'

I ;' u'Whd s$ould' a gycits:lrot str!'ggrfp do?

2. whthrsbPuld a 1gn*t-e-r,forget?
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What should a wnter think?
How should a writer wrrte?
What appeals to some classes of readers?

6.6.2 Prefer the concrete to the abstract word whenever possible, be definite, call a spaete a spade, arid
avoid euphemisms. The la.tter have been called the cult of cosines, which means the pretence that
everything is all right when it is not. In Hittlei '" Germany, for example, the expression speiial treat{nent
was used as a euphemism for torture and murder of the most savage kinds.

l. What should a writer prefer?
2. What should a writer avoid?
3. What have been called cult of cosiness?
4. What is meant by cult of cosiness?
5. What did the expression "special treatrnent" mean in Hitler's Germany?

Answers to the Unworked Comprehension Passages:

Passage: 6.6.1

i. He should not try to create an impression.
2. About himself
3" About the reader .

4. He should write naturally, avoiding self-consclousness
5. Something which can express itself clearly, simply an{ wi,th the human touch.

Passage: 6.6.2.

l. A concrete word to an abstract word.
2. Euphemisms
3 Euphemisms

. 4. The pretence that everything is all right when it is not.
5" For torture and murder of the must savage kinds.

6.7. Short answer {uestions

l. What are the qualities required for writing "tvell" accordipg to L.A, Hill?
Ans: To write well a writer should be able to think and rvrite clearly and logically

2. Why is it difficult to think "clearly"?
Ans: The mind continually wanders. So jt is difficutt to think ilearly. Butpractice will.improve the ability

of a writer to think clearly.

What are,Ir.A,HiIl's observsions aborrt freedom? Do yog agr€e with him?
We are not free to do whatever we,,like. Qfrr freedom is lirnited to.phat is legal,I agree
with him.

3.

Ans:

4.

Ans:
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5 What is Hill's comment on the role of "inspiration'l in tl'c iifc oirvriters?

Ans: Even with the most famous writers inspiraiion is rare. }. nting is ninety-nit'* per cent hard rn "rk and

one Per cent insPiration'

6. , How are newspapers useful to writers?

Ans: Newspapers are records of human joy ar-J

cr short stories.

7. \:vhy does Hill suggest that writers shou;; keep a note bi:'c'k'l

Ans: \\,riters get ideas at differer,t times and i:: i ii lieieirt places. {Jniu:;s ih'r}' writc : :l€s€ ideas down at otrcc'

g. wh-v does the essayist insiit that writers strould chose sutrjects of topical-iirterest?

Ans: Most people are interested in the present. A writer should write about th: things in which the:' are

intcrested. So a writer shculd cho-ose subjects of topical interest'

q How can u.riters find information that interest "particular'' types uf readcrs?

ri,s. ny .urriuiiy *"ol"f*ugu,,ines which are written for particular kinds of rt:aders'

,0. What kind of "style" should be adopted in orcier to becom( :l ;iti'f u:ailvriter?

Ans: A writer should develop his own naturai style and write'simply ald in a conversational tone'

How does Hill define the term "euphemism"?

Euphemisms have been called the Cult of Cosiness,

airight rvhq: it is not.

ii.
,\ns:

12. Hill cautions writers to "avoid stating the obvious". ,Point out the significance of this statement'

Ans: Readers will not be interested in reading about the things which the;r already know' So a writer should

ai,..ays try to write about new things. Then onll' readers ru:ll read ivith inter':'it'

r r. F, , does the essayist convince the reade, *hat "ui;ifi; 'niry- iii style" is ini;"''i1-'

,\ns: A writer should use the same style, whc rer fornra: ':r infoi'rnal, thlc'i' -lt(:

absurd.

14, Wh; does Hill advise writers to read the

Ans: A v"i'iter knows what is to be conveyec

finislicd it, he can know his weaknesses

which means the prctence that everythint tt 
.r,

rlr -essfu|r'6i1 rg?

A, r::;. iitre of stYl" is

,.,.,k " t,illi '.rfter tht:"
'{i;e , i, i:,- ieads ''!' after he :lr's

I acfl . .,'.: il r- iii :'ect'

, 
'' 

.

6.8. MultiPle choice Questions

6.3.lKeepanotebookinwhichtoputdownth:t;:'lsthat..ounoti;,orideasthatcometoyouwhenyouare
out walking, when you are r.uding a book ,rir amauuzirre .rr at any other.time' Somepeople get ideas

in rhe t otat, or whenthey *ut. ui a*ing the night u' ress they writetbew ifeas o:fn * once' they

--i'li" : 1'{":-r

oftcn forget them. 
.,. r, ,.,1i
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l. To put down things that one notices. one must keep a

a) journal
b) dairy

2 Some people may get ideas

a) in sleep
b) while eating

3. We do not forget our ideas

c) notebook
d) pamphlet

c) while walking
d) while smiling

c) cannot say
d) oecasionally

c) budding writers
d) actors

I c'l

a) Yes
b) No

4. whenever we get an idea, the writer says tliat we must

a) urrite down the ideas at once
b) write after we have completed ow wort
c) remember the idea and write it down later
d) never write it down

5. The author gives advice to
a) students
b) teachers

')'

6'8'2 Do not, however, force upon the reader those of yow own private lrroblems which few, ,f any, other
people share. People are very much interested in prob,ems which theT'too face, or whi,-i: :hey may
easily have to face in the near future, but they do nct want to read the personal compi.;:-,,ngs andi' protests of some one whom th.y consider a crank, or whorn they srispcct ofleine me,rtally .ri:l rlanced.

l. A writer
a) should write about hrs tr:r,;s;)na! problems
b) should not write about his personar problims
c) should worry his readers
d) .should entertain his readers

2 The problems of the writer

a) will be shared by the reader.s
b) will not be shared by the readers
c) will be laugbed at by the readers
d) wjll be ignored by the readers

3. People are very much interested
i

a) in the problems.of the '.hor
b) in'the problem of,the
c) in their own probiems
d) in the problems of their r.

laJ

lcI

tbI

rodl Inr -r!

, [cJ)c3l 'i ':
,! ,. ..

L "' .r li r , 
j.., t{)

:. ,'/Y'J;.tIr- I rlr
ll I

i;J - rfj

il
;r
i

i
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4. R'eaders do not want to read

a)rfr.p""onalcomplainingsandprotestsofsolneone
b) about everYbodY

ti about crimes in societY :

d) about burning problems of the poor

5. If a writer goes on writing about his personal problems, readers may think that the writer is a

tdl
a) gcnlus c) normal

;i Intelligent d) crank

6.g.3 use the same style throughout whatever.you are writing, if you are writing formally' do not introdqce

srang expression and if y'ou are writing in a conversatio;:ryb, oo not ilntroduce literary or learn6d

exPressions'

l. Whatever a writer is writing he should use

a) different stYles cJ mixed stYles

b). some stYle d) new stYle

ls
c) classicallY
d) variedlY

tbl

Ia]

lcl
3. If a writer is writing formally' he should be

a) different in every ParagraPh

b) able to create interest

"i formal in his stYle througbout

Al careful in Presenting his ideas

4. In a conversational stYle

a) slang expressions should not be used

bi schotarly expressions should not be used

ti proverbs should not be 1rttg
Ol idiomatic expressions slould not be used

5. Slang exPressions are

a) quite common in everY language

b) fossible onlY in English

.i not there in Telugu language

Ol found sometimes in English

6.9 Possible Questions
1. Summarise L.A. Hill,s advice to a person whg wants to be a"successful" writer'

2. Analyse Hill's observatiorr *g'dii' a "simnJe 
.and 

clear style" of writing'

3. write an essay an the importanc; "i; **riu"inf"good ieatler and a keerr observer on the

2 The antonym of the word 'formally'

a) informallY
b) differentlY

,l{i'., ilbbsis of Hillts guidelinw .;1"'l
, trirtJ"' "

' ,.'. t a. ,t.i I t

t.lfi.;r ' .,1 :t '

l'r :' I iir.''" Dr.Ys.R.Anjaneyulu
,,lt i ,

tbl

lal

11
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LESSON - 7

MAN'SP)ERIL
.' -.,

'STRUCTURE ' , :

7.0 Introductlotr
7.1 Objectives

,7,2 ' Summary
7 ,3 Glossary
7.4 Lines for Explanation
7,5 Cornprehensionpassages
i.6 Unworked Comprahenrionpersages
7.7 Short enswer questlons
7 .8 Mrltiple cholce questlolr
7.9 Possible questions

7.0 Introduction: i','.
Benrand Russell ( I 872- I 970) 'was an English philosophcr. mathematician and sociologist. He was

iorn at Trellock, Wales (UK). Russell was a prolific uniter on a vari€ty of subjects like pbilolsophy, logic,
education, economics, politics and morals. In 1950 he received the Nobel Ftize for literature. In 196l hewas
imprisoned for Civil disobedience during the Campaign for Nuclcar Disarrrament. He claimed thal ..Longing
for love, the search for knowledge and unbearable pity for Snankind' were the goveming pasbions ofhis life.
His essays are marked by a witty, lucid and urbane style.

7.t Objectives:r.

l. to teach the art of speech-making t'2. to make the students aware ofthe threat ofnrrclear wcaEon$.
3 . to motivate the studeots to work for a peaccftl $trld . , ,4. to inspire the students to take up the carse ofdisarmairenf ":
5. to make the students understand that nobte courser will always have support of the masses and hard

tasks can be achieved collectively. - 
.

;l':

' 7.2 Sumrnary

.l ri
:A
,$

Bertrand Russell in his speech/essay "Manls Petif is irfrnsely condcmed witft;the preservation ot
world peace and continuation of human race on the earth. The very opcning sentence of Russ.li,.,p;;;

,, draws our atte{rti,pn lo the dangerous situatiou prdiailing ia the world. .

The world is full of coqflicrs. Therc are ideological differences among the nations in the world.
Tlrese conflicts and differences may lead to a war. -Wars I modem time. ,* hdhlt-";;ropni". Uoa"*



T:.... :;&]s that the general public andnations should set aside their ideological differences and think

;1lli r ; hrirv t.' -:.-.cvent war. It may be argued that war, altogether, may be renounced' But' it is diflicult to

:ibciish war. il : abolition of w., d.**os distasteful limitations of national sovereignty' Some people think

rha war ma., L allowed to continue provided modern weapons are prohibited' But agreemcuts reached in

timj of peac. . iil no longer be respected in time of war. The side which uses a more powerful weapon is

ai*r;us victc:

Alt .: oeliigerents are equally powerful. Nobodv comes forward to have a compromise with the

cti:... for fe, . i, . being called a coward. The ont hope in such sases is the intervention of friends of both

parti*s sugg;.r:i,rg a formula to which both should ugri, at thg-same moment. The neutrals have every right'

even from rt., rrnsideration of seif-interest, to do ihutrn., lies in their powerto prevent the outbreak of a

world.""iir.

jiui:i,jjt would like to see one or more neufial powen appoint a coTml-s,sion of experts to draw up a

rep*rt on the :i;structive effects to be expected in u o,uiwith hy&ogen bombs' If the warring nations see this

: ei-rr;rt, they will realizethat such a war will exterminate all alike. ilussell says that we shorrld be inspired by

our great literature and culture and give up the very idea of war'

*"-m; 
Prose

:::: iii:' ,sh devastating power' The whole

i.. ;, .rlt i; wi;".', ls. Still the arrns race is going cn

!i;i- -inti ttctlr: : e eafth'

7 "3 Glossnry

Species

ex: st-1i.{':g

c*r:ilicl
cr"xtgci*'.ts

aS'.C!e

avert
prevent
contest
ciisastrous

realize
involve
obliterate
exteryflrlate
infec!rr,
lethal,,1 .,
radio-active

physio\qgy
advent
abardr:n
g!rlr,l111'

earth may be burnt a number of times !o u*:t with the

irnabated. But we are not prepared for the obliteration of

group of animals or plants within a genus differing only in minor

details fronr others

state or fact of existing or living

struggle, frght 
I oneknowing what is going on around oxe

cili}rtoonesideortnemainpositionordirection
rurning something away' prevent, avoid

3top or hinder
fight, rvar

cJusing great damage or loss of life

rutty eware of a fact, understand

nake necessa,ry as a condition, include

iiestroY cornPletelY

+bliterate, destroY comPletelY

;auss d.isease

ebie.tu cause death '

i,rvilg ato*, thut breakup and send out radiation which can penetrate

opaque bodies and sometimes produce harnfful electrical effects

..1,.,-=*11r study of the normal funclions o{ilying ltin8s., 
',

lITrVBt
'.: 

") forever'... 
;,[;^;rot.st*o 

I
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prejudicc
rcnounce
impeoe

vague
illusory
iron curtain

provocation
endure

analogues

duelists
protagonists
accuse
outbreak
paramount
abject
emphatically
dilemma
belligerents
reckon
cosmos
wax and wa-or:

urveil
zublimity
trivial
destitute
reflect
triumph
cold war

ei'sity
Centre for Distance Educe.

'iited befi. i'','lisnC Without due examiriation
;i

'lrogress

the fiorir ir.r s€psraiing ti:c ussR anc other commtinist countries cf
East:rn l:urope frcm thr: 1"1/cst, seen b.v the West as a barrier to infc.rmal
anti lr3ci

making somebody angr'.r'by celiberately doing something offensive
suffer or undergo
partially similar
persons lighting duels
chief per$cns, leaders
say that somebody has done wrong
sudden appearance or start
greatest importance, sdpreme
lacl:ing pride, contemptible
detinitely, clearly
Situation in which one has to choose between two undesirable thrnni
countries at war
be of the opinion or consider
the universe
increase and then decrease in strength or importance
show or announce something publicly fbr the first time
great
thathas little iniportance :

Iacking something
think over . .

victory
a conflict over ideological diffcr::nces; the ideological ccirflict
between the US and the USSR

. \.r.

7.4" Lines for Explanatlon

7'4' I ' All' equally, are in trseril a;:"i, if the peril is ttnderstood, there is hope rhat they, ntrt.i, r-,t;litctive.b avert it,
This sentence is takcn f;'i,in Bertrand Ru$scri's sp:ech, ,,Man,s perii,?. ;

Russell is intensel{:.o]..5ped wirh the preservation_cf world peace. Tlic worid is in gr.earperil because of ideo'lo.gici oineraiif.r 6;;;;;;:;;;;.. There are most poweiiul wcapons whichmav destrov the world. But people do nol haly u 
l1up,.r ;;;il;;;ri;'.-rdill*: -iio;;;j;

know the danger, then thev"would.not want to die. trt# *lii;;i;l?.;i*un, to lite a*d r,-v a' theirbest to ivert the dgnger. 
'" 
'' 'ri' 'r"";.- "'-r " ,,**', ,jr:"- ,., 

]

Russell is hopefui'that great thingr'can be done duccessfully with cc!iccti.,,.: cffort.J --'- Lr 
' 

J !r rvl l'

7-4.2. I havefound that ,!:,. men who luow most are m9st, gloo\tr..'. ::

a;ud::el , :; gl opin- ,r.
give ,,i: ' ,. l,ntaril1,. a._,:illi
O;ist.r tCi . t: liloV€iii;Li , ,

Un{:ii"ii:'

faise ,Ce ::. delusirri:



Enqlish Prose
rril" written by Bertrand Russell' 

\

Theworldisfutlofconflicts.Thereareideologicalandpolit:?l1T::::::,H:lr$H:ffi;
;l:,#::*'iTil:,frffi;;": fffi ;;;;";; "ip'rts 

in science and war have wamed of

the dangorous consequences about the use of nuclear weaPolli , ; .

People who have known about the devastating powers of the modem weapons are very much wonied

abouttheirlives. rr,", *"iiiJ*i'.-,*i*Glna""ny. Russell has studied people' He sympaftises

with tbem for thcir lot'

T.4.3.onbothsidesofthelronCurtainthercarcpaliticalobst\clestoemphasizeontheilest,activecharacter
o! lhe fulure wan

This sentence finds its place in Bertrand Russell's speech "Man's Peril"'

BertrandRussellisreferringtotheColdWarbetweenAmericaandRussia.Theyhavepiledup
nuclear weapons. *", *i"*'.*r, in"it o"t**r"g power. They equally know that they will not

suwive yet anoth* **;il;;;;;;"p*t' Bur ihlv do not publi"lv acknowledge their fears to

each other becaus" "tpi#"i 
J.tt.-6"i*.* Ott. f".tt.ii"a ,'i;s to be superior to the other

tiit l" 
"".r"tltion 

in arms race seems to continue'

7.4.4, In the great world of astronomy and ln the tittle wortcl of the Itoml man has unveiled secrets which

. might have been thought undbcoveraDrc' :.':'

ThissentenceistakenfromBertrandRussell,sspeech..Man'sPeril''.

Ruisell bas appreciation for the constuctive nature of man' With his instinctive nature man has

' 'discovered several secrets of nature'. For some time astroloml Y* i lP "t::11*]:i: 
It was rot

considered science^ Spveral enthusiaits and astronomers with their inquisitive natu€^unveiled sevsral

;;;;r;;;;;. 1rr" air.""".v *a study of atom has opened new vistas in sctcnce'

Russellisconfidentthathumanbeingswillconrinuetothinkpositivelyandbehaveinaresponsible

way.

7.5. ComPrehension Passages

?.5.1. The general public and even many men in positions oJ;uthority' have not realized what would be

involved in a war *nn ivir"e." il;ur. rr," g.n"rur p"uiit tt'r itt.rt" in terms of the obliteration of

cities. It is understood ttat th-e new bombs are more powerful then the old and that, while one atomic

bonib could oblite." Hl;rhi,";, ;;; lvi*g* tornu *uld obliterate the largetl tilie5 supfi as I'ondor\

New York, aqd Moscow'

t. Who have not rcalized thc problem? .. .. --*. 
"''onr, fn" S"i"*f puUfic, and even many men in positions o

2. What have not theY realized?

Ans: They have not reali"i#nuli*oon ue involved in a war with hydmgen bomb'
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3' what doe-s tne gcllcral publtc understand aborrt the neui bombs?Ans: It knows that the new bombs are morc powerful fhan the old bombs.

4. How man)'bombs did obliterate I{iroshima?
Ans: One atomic bornb.

5. What can ahydrogen bomb do?
Ans: It can obliterate a largc city such ?s I s11durr, Ncw york and Moscow.

7'5'2' It is stated on very goodauthority that a bonrb can now bc manufacturecl which will bc 25,000 timesas powerful as'that which destroyed Hiroshima. Such a bomb, irexftooed near the ground or underwater' sends radio-active particles into thc uppcr air. rhey sink gradually and reach the surface of thcearth in the form of a deadly dust or ruin. It ;3s this dusr whictiinfected the Japanese fishermen andtheir catch of fish although they were outside what A rnerican experts beiieved io be the danger:ione .

1' What will be the capacity of the new bomb that can be manufactured now?Ans: 25,000 times more powerful than the boinb that destroyed Hiroshima.

2' what will happen if such a powerful bomb is exploded near the ground or under water?Ans: It will send radioactive particles into the upper air.

3. How do the radioactive particles reach the surface of the earth?Ans: The radioactive particles sink gradually and reach the surface of the earth in the form of a deadly dusl
o!'raln.

4' What rvas the effect of thc 'deadly dust'on the Japanese fishermen antl their catch of fish?.\ris: It infectec! thcrn

5. Did the expectations,,,,f ;xDCrtS come true?
Ans: No

7'5'3' Here, then, is the probienr; which I present to you, stark and drcadful and inescapable: shall we put an
end to the human race; or shall mankind renounce war? People will not t-ace this alternative becauseit is so difficult to abolish war. The abolition of war will dernand distastefi.rl limitations of nationii
sovereignty.

l. How is the problem that the writer presents?
Ans: It is stark, dreadful and inescapable

2. Shall we put n. end to the human race?
Ans: No

, ,:. -,

3. What is difficult?
Ans: To abolish war

4. What does thE abolition of war demand? ., .Ans: It demands distasteful limitations of national sovereignty. ,,

5. Give the antonym of the word .difficult'.

i ii
ril03,

'ltq, r

i !'aJ . ,,;' ..r,r,

i,' ,iri. :i;f, .hii

' : '.",Ans: Easy
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Unworked passages

'v .6.r I, personally, am oi course not neutral in my Ttt:* i11 
t shoui : '

. averted by an abject submission of the west' But, as a human bc-''

issues Uri*r.n dast and Wesf are to be decided in any i:irirrltgf thtr

to unVUoiV, ;il*h.t C ommunist or Anti'Communi st, whether A s ia ..

both sides of the Iron Curtain. It is emphaticatly not eriough to ha'"'"

' '' in"inl-;; "t*tls, 
since they are not caught in a tragic dilcmma'

realization on both sides'

Answers
Passage: 7.6'.1

'1]-)' ' l. -ILe is not neutF$ in his feelings

2. lrlo ' 1

3. Not bY war

4. Bo-th tiatt of the Iron Curtain
.;no;:?rj3il;,h,,u.dh,uu'witlt..iiowerfulweaponS

.r: ,t" tsh tO iet: . ; :;:nggf ;ii rVAt

. r n;Ve tC r€F:'Jlt-i ,: illll" 'f iiie
.-r I ::tve itt|. p(,"-ii satisliictiotl
' r , mPearl orAme :' Jan. i"'l-'::i:er
,lf. ',r.'ish this to be ';iiderstoori on

'i :.::rderstood on ortc side irr:'l;r' I
tn iiirt.y will, bii':g abour th^s'

Question] 

"o*'is 
thb writer in his feelings?

2. Does the writer wish an abject surrender of the West?

3. How*rt' not the issues be decided between the countries?

4. who should understand that issues between the countrie' rnust not be decided by war?

5. What is the tragic dilemma?

7 ,6.2 on both sides of the Iron curtain there are political gbsll3les to emphasize on the destructive characri:

c,f the future war. If either side were to announce that it would on no account resort to war' it woili'r

, ,te,di:ploniaticatly at ihe mercy of the other side. Each side, for the sake of self-preseryation' mtrsl

continue to sxy tlat there urc itouocations that it will not endlre'

l. What is the Iron Curtain?

z.' why c,o irot both sides of the lron curtain'emphasize the destructive character of the

future war?

3. what will happen if one side of the Iron curtain announces :!iat ir v''ill on no accoun

resort'to war?

4. whar should each side say for the sake of seltpreservation?

5. How would itbe if both sides announce that thiy would not resort to war?

Passage:7.6.2,lgr'J\.i,j,l."..'.'..-...:

1. An imagiytv barri$g"betwee4 America and' Rrl':lia on' gpnomico*Ppl''ttical' military and

iJ."r"gi].al iJsues'

?. Becausetherearepoliticalobstacle*s- ^.a )., r^,.:r ,+ , r

t. Ir will be diptomuffs*llyut thgrh'iCy of thdrothdrrsiile'

4. Each rid;;fr;;ld ,"y thut there are provocations that it will not endure'

Comprehension
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;.Itwouldbcverytrice.Therewouldb;warandtheworld.uou,oilffi

7,7. Short Answer euestions

l' Justify Russell's statcment that the world is'.fuII ofconflicts.,,Ans: There are conflicts between Jews and Arabs; Indians and pakistanis; white men andNegroes in Africa' There is the titanic struggle irourrn co*runir* ffi ffiililunism.
2' How is it possible, according to Russeli, to avert the "peril" that is threatening the world?Ans:Ifthe..Peril,'isunderstood,thereishopethatallpeoplemaycollectiv;y;;l,]''-'.

3' What is the question that Russell wants people to ask themselves?Ans: what steps can bt: taken to prevent a military contest the result of which must bedisastrous to ail sirres? 
-----'-J 'v"'vvr rvrt rrruDr r'.9

4' what is Russell's view about public opinion regarding the use of hydrogen bombs?Ans: The general public has not realized what wouldle iniotueo in . *ui*iilil;;;;
bombs. - 'vsr vY|

5. what is likely to ,nppen if several hydrogen bombs are used?Ans: There will be uni "ersal death = sudden onty for a rortunate minority, but for the majoritya slow torture oJ disease and disintegration.

6' Quote Sir John I iessor's statement about the effects of future wars?Ans: "world war in t' is day and age would be general suicide . . . . what we havc got toabolish is war".

7. Why are the sci
Ans: Because no suc

scientists and e

rtific experts not definite about the'.results" of atomic warfare?
powerful atomic and hydrogen bombs have been used so tini ror ttre

i.1ens to study the definite results of atomic warfbre

k, inescapable problem" that Russell poses to the public? 
'|

end to the human race; or shall mankind renounce war/ i

8.

Ans:

9.
Ans:

10.

Ans:

What is the "str
Shall we put ar

What would be

He would certi
to have inhabit

Nffii 
the tn 'h that Russell wants people on both sides of the "Iron cunainlltlg realize once

They should i ;Jizethat issues must not be decided by war.
egJi

I l ' ' How'long ha ftlitt cxisted'on eerih according to geolo$cxl li6srlni -Ans: 1,000,000 y, rs at the most. , ri ,

Mention thr *chievements ,of man in the.field of asuonilirr *t,,,'t,'t2.
i; : , iJ il
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l,{ar'!'^

Man has unveil[d secrets which might have been theught undiscoverabls
r|'(ISl

13.

Ans:

14.

Ans:

5. We will haYe to think in

a. old waYs

c. ancient waY

What is the Peril?
a. the ihreat of Communism

c. the threat of CaPitalism

all animals
all workers

danger
poaularitY

the threat of Naxalism

the threat of ::ew weaPons

Whatislikelytohappentotheearthitmlllottnotusehiswisdom?
Not only t u*un u.#, il;;i;o uni*uir which do not have any isms witl perish'

If humanity chooses the path of peace, what kjnd of "triumphs" are likely to occur?

There will be continual progress ir tt"ppitess, knowledge and wisdom'

lreishopethattheymaycollectivelyavert
T.S.l.All,equally,areinperiland'iftheperilisunderstood'the

it. W; have to learn to think in a new way'

1. Who are in Peril?
a. all Communists

c. all human beings

Peril means

a. comfort
c. safetY

b"

d

b.
d

b.

d

[c ]

tb l

Ia]

2.

3.

4. We can avert the Peril'
a. when we collectivelY work for it

b. , when Scientists stop their research

c. *nun.Russia and America become' friends

d. when America leaves Iraq

[a ]

td l
b. modern waY

d new way

7 .g.2. I w'l give a few instances out of many. 
.Sir 

John Sressor, who can speak with unrivalled authority from

his experiences of air **fur., h*s said. 
.n *orro 1T inliit Juv unl3: woutdbe general suicide"

and has gone on to state. .It'never t u, unJnru", *il make any sense trying to abolish any particular

weaP-9rn of war' : .

t. Who is 'I' in this Passage?

a. Sir John Slessor

c. Sir Edmund HillarY

',.)., "1"t'P " :' '

.,'i :, r. 
[ ,. ]

Sir Francis Bacon

Sir Arthur Cotton
b.

d.
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2^ Sir John Slessor was an expert in
a. psychology
c. chemical .wcapons

*. ',[ .b I ;b. air warfare
d. biological weapons

3. What would be general suicide?
a. a world war
b. a war berween India and pakistan
c. a war between America and Russiad' a war between North Korea and iouth Korea

4. Can we abolish a particular weapon of wara" yes b. Noc. cannot say . d. all these include

5. The speaker says that

I a]

lb l

tdl

lcl

lbl

la l

ri A.

b.

c.

d.

1

a war can be fought with limited weapons
a war must be limited to two countriei only
another world war should not be allowed to arise
a world war with modern weapons wilr be a general suicide.

7 8'3' Many warnings have been uttered by eminent men of science and by authorities in military srategy.None of them will say that the *orrt results are certain. what they d" r;;;;;.j#;.rults arepossible and no one can be sure that they will not be realized.

l. Who gave warnings?
a. men of science
b. men of science and authorities in navar warfarec' men of science and authorities in military strategyd. atomic scientists

How many warnlngs are there?
a. a few
c. onehundred

b. many
d. countless

what is the word in the passage which means .Famous,
a. eminent b. resultantc" strategy' d. prominerrt

What do these warnings mean?
a. there may be some danger
b. there will be great progress
c. we need not care for these warnings
d. worst results are certain 

.;.

:,r"

Why do not the experts have unanimity about the worst results?a. because they do not know

3.

4.

5. Ii

'.,?i, ':.i

.i:,.:iP 'i,'

ld1

.ig [[,
,iJc[]:$

;nrl

t,s'l
,J.i
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b.

c.
d.

because they just want to frighten us

because modern weapons have never been used so far

ir."ur" they want to keep everythrng a secret

7,g Possible Questions

l.
2.

3.,

4,.

ori L

'{."

what is the mcssage in Bcrtranc Russell's speech"Man's Peril"?

Bertrand Rl rs:ell says' "we havc 'o lcarn to think in a new way'" Explain in your own

words, what Vou unOtrstand from this statements?

Exprain why the opinions of scientific expgrts are varied regarding the'actual' impact of

,tt. *t"Pons of mass destruction?

Describe in your own words the reasons for Russell's statement that "it is diffrcult to

abolish wat''.

Dr. Y.S.R. Anianeyulu

i r l;

. :-'r., I ; .i i

"-r 
I

i i 
"ti. r

l:'t*
I r.,

t'l;:

roli
l, r:



LESSON_8

$ ;TOTIN'G AI\ ELEPIIANT

STF.IjCTT , ;

Ji 8.{| u -lif',,,
8.1 tivcs
8.2 , ;:il :'a!-y

8.3 {, iqg:., ,y3,

8.4 Li.tt,, fu:- F .ir, lJtation
8.5 Crn ' roh ' ,,. n passages
E.6 Unr, ,.1:,-_ npraheniion paseages
8.7 Shor a,r" ' ,_-. rui:stions
8.8 Mal' l, r.t-,i.; ;j (luestions
8.9 Possii;lr rluB.:i;ons

8,0 Introducti :r n :

Eric Arthu'BIai; ' 19{;}' i 950), 
Yho is popularly known as George orwell was a greatEnglish essayistand novelist' fie v'';;s b'. ' :' ^ic:tgal and eoucatea in England. From lgzo-27he served in Burma as a policeofficer' He reslgned his.ir : ct acJount ofhis anticoloniafviews andreturned to F.ngland. Laterhe volunteeredto serve in the '!:lal':sh ci' '' ''r'ar. 

'arltere he was severely wounded. He came back to England and puisued hisiiterarYvocatir;r;' L:igteal :1:;7' l isAnimalFarm(1g45),amasterlypoliticalsatireontheRussianRevolution.
Another well-krrown'vork -' 

';ri.:' Nineteen Eighty-Foui'ira gruesome forecast of totalitarianism written inhe forrn of a;, 'v';l FIe is aiso t, .: author of a large number Oirrruyr.

:",.1 Objt ;:i;' :'
; to make the -*:

the hal ;t" x{ .:

2 ro drive home tha iactthar one cannot always do what one wants to do and to higbligbt the fact thatcircumstancss 'cri an inciiviciual to do certain things much against his wiit.

,'$ 
" 'iii, I , j

G"eorge Orwell

..J

,.is werc berween the subjects and the rulers in a colonial state and how the white
"! a pu1;pet betre a huge crowd of natives.

8.2 Summary

In the 'ii ';ecrgc orwell was a young ry[9" ofticer;io-?-r"ry bnp morning a sub-inspectorphoned him that er,' '"'ephant was creating hi:tacioin, buaar,a';ll rushedtorheBlace wherea man hadbeen killed by thc 'ff;tjrt' elephant Onveii si.ari.edon his rr$rry. On the ,{ay tnsnyBurmans reported agatnst



-t 
Er rYrr.r' r vY- 

- ^ . r -..r L^ he Burmans found thc elephant ln iirc pauoy\----
1,, ,:irrhant. He sent an orderly to a friend andborrowed'arifle' T 

io*.a him. They wero t,ilre

;,, !ri. i\,S orwell was proceedini;;":" *-.^.1-.iian], hyrdle{ of Burmans foll

,;rar (in"cir u,r:rurc sh,rot the erepiant. It was a dffiilfor them' Moreover' they wanted the meat'

ad' lt was busily eating grass' 'It 
was not

orwcll founo urc -le.phant in the paddy fieldt n"1lll,1; 
"."w 

and the elephant as rt drd-not appear

r;;:*f iih"ffi llru""l';'*l;,:**!lis:ii?x**,mi',*"*nnt*n'-t
i".l,a**i"if rhe Burmans on the other side. Circumstances Iorccq 

il:'ji"ni;;; was too close to the

insoitc of his wish' No o*o' 'i*i'*"''r-ist 
invoweo io' snoot'ilt ff.*:it#:J;Jil $:"i 

" '**t
#il";. iil," ,nissea r'is aim' the elephant might a$acr rum' 

ffil;; ;;t thc iephant' His respect

:ilffi Hc tooked berrind and found hundreds of Burmans expT##ililil;""pL. 
So. he dccided

and hc'rrour dcpended on nrs snffitit "l"pU-t' 
He had to honour the will o[thc pcopte' so'

i-r,in",*utn.t tttt *ill to shoot the elephant'

Orwcll loaded his German rifle with five bullets' I'{ lay down on the road and armed at the elcphant'

rhc crowd hcrd it' u"otr' rn'v"lul"'"i"" 0""" o'-:f::i$;;';if.t'Sl;:1"'-f ;Xt;"#if:

ff fltlil::tr#:^Tll:::i;flill"l;jil{$$,"#i*;"1"1r* f ,"fi:w:r*;6tq,
lii,.i"u n.*'l ..oi 

l fil ;llfl,l,",,lX?,i'*; -:ffil l!:: li;il *I i."a a'ippi"e orwcu nred a

ml*::nt"tii,,iii *l'il;;;; r'e' 
"orlp*o 

u*""q*{;Fffi m:iiJHilHTlj lii#*:

"H 

ffiil Hit t"'nk 
'ot" 

upwards lt trumncted' for the ttrt

English lrose

tt c ground shook'

f;"3. GlossarY:

Round-about waY

i'itt-t",

GlimPse
imPcrialism

t in iirL' paddy

DesPottc

Ravagtng
PonY

Mahout
Pui'suit
Devoured
Inflicted
Squalid
, :ri

Thatched
InvarilblY ,r.:

Profqssed s*
Yetls
Scandalized'
Switch

not in a simPle, direct or quick waY

small
get a quick look at 

-r^^ ^+L^r ^nrrnlr
a system in which a country rules othcr countries" somettmes

using for0e to obtain power over them

dictatorial ; oPPressive

damaging; destroling
Small horse i

elePhant driver

Chase

ate hungrilY in a grgedY waY

imPose suffiring'
me?q o, poon, ,?ri*elv-'4ittv and unplea$ant' often

because q$,|ack of rnoneY '

a roof covadng q{,Fttuw:. 
_

not Pronerqchange 
or alteratiQn '

declared, asserted
':' ' a loud shoutor cry

offence '- ' )t cut from a ffee
thin twig Pr easilY bent shoc
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exclamation used to frighten away birds, children
sound produced-by a sucking action with the tongue which ischaracteristic of some Aftican languages
to spread or extend in an irregular,-striggling or untidy way

. 
' 

a long narow ditch in rhe grJund
to torment, torture or persecute someone
to smile broadly, showrng the teeth
Unbearable pain
dead body
a soldier who acts as an officer,s servant
fear
a metal case containing the propelrant charge for a gun

T:9f four equar parrs that an ouj".t ot q"inrity is or can be
divided into
gathered in large numbers
to weaken
;"*r;d"-t
extremely wet and soft
to walk, move
to look guickly
very or unusually l31gs or great
showy; gaudy
magbian
understand
empty
uselessness

understood
dictatcl, cruel ruler
model; copy
decisive,no.r,t
walk wearily behind
weakly
thoughtful obsessed
fastidious; sensitive
one of the pair-of rong, curved, pointed teeth which prdect
fr"t" the mouth area of un elephant
to rush.at sorneone or something
Frpg like animar that lives on land except when breeding
to,fbllow $om@ne or sqmething to overtakq,rcspfure
trod heavily on
*opu* or thrust w*th force

', $rdden'loud exptrosive noise
, hrypiness; delight

moved
c,rushed

Shoo
Ciicking

Sprawling
Trench
Crucify
Grin
Agony
Corpse
Orderly
Fright
Cartridge

Quarter

Flocked
Unnerve
Mrry
soggy
Wander
Glanced
Immense

Garish
Conjurer
Grasped
Hollowness
Futility
Perceived
Tyrant
Dummy
Crisis
Tfail
Feebly
keoccupied
Squeamidr
Tusk

Charge
Toad

Pursue
Trampled . 

"

Shove
Bang
(ilee 

ia:,

Stirred
S.tricken

Shrunken .

paralyse
'i" '' tn#be9ome srnder besar$g,of age, illness

s&it"movement

6)



sagged

Flabbily
Enormous
Senility
Desperate
Remnant
Jolt
Hind
Trurnpeted

dropped

eebly weaklY
' Great; huge

lack of mental ability because of old age

helPless

small remaining quantity

shock
at the back
made a trumPet like a cry

Sfrooting An ElePtfqll

They did rnt'lile rrte;ti r

8.4 Lines for exPlanation

L The Burmese population had no weapqis and were quite helpless tgainst it'

Thissentenceistakenftomthelesson..ShootinganElephant,'writtenbyGeolgeorwell'

BurmawasinthecolonialruleoftheBritish.AsslavesthrcBurrresepopulationdidnothavetherigft,'.
to carry arms. N"t *UV-i **i"ipossible for themto 

'efend 
themielves against the attacks of wild

animals. Even thouo,o.i ,J"-r.i*r*rti"* to the govemments, there was no use. Thly were fri' '

a helPless situation'
l

ion' He does not defend the British colonial
Orwell sympathises with the lot of the Burmese populat

rule in Burma.

2. As soon as I sfiw the dend man I sent an orderly to afriendb house nearby to bonow an clqhant rifle:; I

This sentence is taken from "shooting an Elephant" writt-eF by George Orwell'

The police.offter George orwell received+sessagdthat an elephant was ravaging thebazaat' He

came into the street. He met the other police personiel waiting roi nim. They asked the people where ''

the elephant had gone. The locals had varied versions about tle elephant. Orwell saw an old woman'J

shooing away a Jrowd of children. He w11t ,lo" and fo'nd an Indian coolie lying dead and being

trampled by the erephant. He was fiiled with pity for the dead m_an. He un{eptood that the elephant 't

was dangerous. He oia not have an erephani riile to shoot it. so he sent his orderly to a friend to';

borrow an elephant rifle from him. 
r,r{

j" They were watching fne as they wguld-wlch a coniurer about to pedorm a trick'

but with the magi*t ,i1t" rn my hands I was momentarily worth watching'
';'
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Orwell has realistically stated

-t 

'

the cold relations between the colonial British rulers and the innosenrslave Burmans ln this passage.

4' His mouth slobbered' An enormous senility seemed to have settled upon.him. one could have imaginedhim thousands of'years old.

These lines are taken from the lesson "shooting an Elephant" written by Gecrge orwell.

unnece crowd, George Orwell had to shootthe elephant' The bullet pierced the elephant's hlad. It brought a tremendous change in the wildanimal' Thc elephant opened its mouth wide out of pain. I! looked.very weak, old and thoughtless. Inits condition the elephant looked as if it was thousands of years old. 
'

orwell has given a graphic description of the eici:hant in these lines after he fired his first shot at the
elephant.

8.1, Comprehension passages
.t

'.1. I

8'5:1 Early one morning the sub-inspector at a police station the other end of the town rang me up on thephone and said that an elephant was ravaging the bazaar. would I please come and do somethingabout it? I did not know what I could do, buil wanted to see what was happening and I gor on to ar.r. pony and started out.

i. Who gave a ring to the author?
Ans:, The sub-inspector at a police station.

2. What was the message of the police officer?
Ans: That an elephant was ravaging thebazaar.

3. .:'.', What did the sub-inspector request the writer?Ans' whether the writer would go tiere and do something.
, r'

4. ti,,' Did the writer have any idea what to do?Ansi No.. : ', .:

5. How did the author go there?
Ans: On.his pony. 

i

8.5.2

.I

ArfS:
t':i

As s9on as.I saw the dead man I sent an orderly to a friend's house nearby to borrow an elephant rifle,I had'alreadf sent back the pony, not wantrtti iir" g" *ai'-i'iri fright and tht'ori;"me if it srnbl'heelephant' 
;. . .:,,

,; :i

l. [Iow did the man diet . ,

An elephant iaught hiim with its trunk, put its foot on his baclt and grotild him into the earth...-i.r. . . | - ll.
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2.
Ans:

3.

Ans:

4.

Ans:

5.

Ans:

8.s.3

Who is an 'orderlY'?

An officer's servan

Why did the author want to have an elephant rifle?

To shoot the elePhant

Why did the author send back his pony? 
r ^---- ir i+ --

Because it might go mad with frigilt una tttto* hirn down if it smelt the elephant'

why did rhe author suddenly think of killing the elephant? :'
Because it had already kilted a man and created havoc

The elephant was standing eight yards from the road, his left side towards us. He took not the slightest

notice of the crowd,s approach. He was tearing up bunches of grass, beating them against his knees to

clean them and stuffrng them into his mouth'

l. Where was the elePhant?

Ans: It was standing in a paddy field, eight yards from the road'

.l.Whatwastheelephantdoingwithoutnoticinganybody?

.{ns: It wds simPlY eating the grass'

3. Why did the crowd approach the elephant?

Ans: To watch the elephant being shot at'

4,

Ans:

5.

Ans:

8.5.4

What impression do you get about the elephant?

It is like any other ordinary elephant'

Who are 'us' in the Passage?

The narrator and the two thousand odd Burmans'

Here was I, the white man with his gun, standing in front of the unarmed native crowd-seemingly thrc

reading actor of the piece; but in r"itity I was onry an absurd puppet pushed to and fro by the will of

those Yellow faces behind'

l. Who is 'I' in this Passage?

Ans: George Orwell, a police oflicer in Burma'

2. WhY was he 'here'?

Ans: He was there to rhoot the elephant'

1 WhY were the natives unarmed?

Ans: The native Burmans were in slavery and they did not have a right to carryiarms' I r'

4. What does the narrator feel about himself? i I

Ans: He felt himself an actor and a puppet'

Ll.
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5. Who are the '.yellow Faces"?
Ans: The native Burmans.

8.6 Unworked Comprehension passages

8'6' 1 But I did not want to shoot an elephant. I warched him beating his bunch ofgrass against his knees,with that preoccupied grandmotherly air thit elephants have. It seemed to me that it would be murderto shoot him' At that age I wbs4o1 squeamish a6out killing animals, but I r,ua i"u", Jot uo .r"pmtand never wanted to.

Questions:

l. What did the nanator do after locating the elephant ?2. What was the elephant doing?
3. What is the nature of elephants?
4. How would it seem ifhe shoots the elephant?5. Did the writer have experience in shooting elephants?

r 8'6'2 The sole thought in my mind was that if anything went wrong those two thousand Burmans would seeme pursued, caught, trampled.on and reduced to a grinning corpse like thut rna* upirre lin. And if' that happened it was quite probable that some of ttrim woutd laugn. rrru, 
",*io*"L 

ji. n 
"r. 

*u.only one altemative' I shoved the cartridges into the magazin" urid luy dot,n on th"roud to g"t u u"uoaim.

Questlons:

L What was the narrator's worrv?
2. What might happen if the narrator misses aim?
3. Who might laugh at him?
4. Was the nanator pr.Qpared to be laughed at?5. What did the narrator ultimately decide?

oo'*"l.u.r.

l. He watched the elephant.'
2. It was tearing bunches of grasS, beating them against his knees and eafing it.3. They are leisurely and have u pr*".upi"a gruni-otnerly ottitude. ,l l..4. It would be murder to shoot the elephant. 

-
5. No

8.6.2.
l He got worried about his shot missing the eleDhant.

? T" elephant might pursue, trample and kill him.3. Some of tho Burmans in the largi,crowd. *. , !.., rl.4. No.
5 He decided to shoot the erephant and preserve.tis selflrespect and the respect ofhis

race.
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8.7. Short answer Questions

l. what was the news conveyed to orwell eai{y one morning by a police sub-inspector?

Ans: That an elephant was ravaging thebazaat'

2. Why did Onrell go to the spot immediately?

Ans: Because he wanted to see what was happening.

3. WhY did he carry a rifle with him?

Ans: Becaur" rt. trt"Gnt the noise might be useful irr ieniffing the elephant'

4. who were the persons waiting for onrell in the area where the elephant was last seen?

Ans: The Burmese sub-inspector and some Indian constables'

5. why were the children 'shooed away' by the old woman?

Rn* ge;ause there was something that the children ought not to be seeing.

6. WhY did Orwell send back his PonY?

Ans: e""uu;;r;;;;il;ilp".t io go mad with fright and throw him if it smelt the elephant'

7 , why was the local population excited about the prospect of orwell shooting the elephant?

Ans: It was a bit of fun to them. Besides, they wanted the meat'

8.Wherewastheelephantandwhatwasitdoing?
Ans: The elephant was standing eight yards from the road. He was tearing up bunches of grass and

stufling them into his mouth'

g. How did the crowd ruact when Orwell got ready to shoot the elephant?

Ans: The crowd grew very still. They were Jxcited over the prospect of orwell killing the elephant'

They were ioing to lave their bit of fun'

10. when orwell finally pulled the trigger of the rifle, what did he hear?

Ans: He did not hear the bang or feer ttri tcict of the rifle. But he heard the devilish roar of glee that

went uP from the crowd.

I 1. How many shots did he fire to kill the elephant?

Ans: Three shots

|2. What did the elephant do before it collapsed?

Ans: He trumPeted just once'

13. what happenecl when the elephant fell on the ground?

Ans: The elep^hant fell on tne gro;d with a crash thut re"*td to shake the gro.tind'

' 't ,'; " 
iI
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g.g. Murtipre choice euestions 

-

8'8' l It had been chained up, 1' t?me elephants always are when their attack of .must, is due, but on theprevious night it had broken its chain and escap;J. l; -.;l;.i ;.;r;;"rson who could manage itwhen it was in that state,had set out in pursuit, but haJiut.n the wrong direction and was nciw twelvehours' journey away,anc! in the mornitrg tlt" elephant had suodenly reappeared in the town.

l ' what is common with tame elephants when t.it attack of .must, is due? t c l?. They are set free c. They are chainedb. They are given good feed d. rh;i;;; ;;;, into forests

tdlc. a'cat driver
d. an elephant driver

tblc. a rnagician
d. a hypnotist

c. it ate many fnrits I a ]

d. it did not drink any water

5' What direction did the mahout take to search for his elephant? [ c ]a. correct direction
b. same direction ;: H:rf.l;fft:::

8'8'2' The people said that the elephant had come suddenly upon him round the corner of the hut, caught himwith its trunk, put its foot on his back and ground him i"to tr,. "il.};r-was the rainy season and the
$ound was soft, and his faqe has scored 

-a 
trench ; f#;;til; ;;;;i" of yards tong.

2. A Mahout is
a. a mosquito
b. a big forest

3. Who can manage a .must, 
elephant?

a. a wizard
b. a mahout

4" What did the .must' elephant do?
a. it broke its chain and escaped' b. it slept the whole night 4

l. Who arg 'the people'?
a, the Indians
b.' the Americans

2' How did the elephant catch the Indian coolie?
a. with its leg
b. with its trunk

3. What is the season mentioned
a. ralny season
b. winter season

[c]c. the native Burmans
d. the Aidhras

c. with its tail :

d. with its mouth

in the passage?.

c. autum4 Season
d. summer season 1i;t *i.'

tbl

I a,]

4. What did,1pe, elephaqt do to the man?
a. it sav6d him from death c.b. it gave him what he wanted d.

./
r .' .ll i

.ii [c]
it killed hfm
it lifted him with its trunk



Stooting An ElePhant

The ground at that time was

a. mudciy

b. hard

a. war
b. battle

c.

d.

dupty
soft

c. struggle
d. marching

id]

Ic]

s.g.3. To come all that way rifle in h,e.nd, with two thousand people marching lt *y heels, and then to trail

feebry away, having done nothingss-no, that *u, ,mpoisiute. The crowd would laugh at me' And my

wrrol. riiJ;"*;* ;;;tffin rrr. gurt, was.oni tong struggle not to be laughed at'

l.Whatweapondidthenarratorcarrywithhim/b]
a. a pistol c' a knife

b. a rifle d' an axe

2.Howmanypeoplewerefollowingthenatrator?i,,.ta]
a. two thousand c' two hundred'

. b. a very large number ;. iwo thousand two hundred and twenty

3. What would be imPossible? t c l
a" to tame the elePhant

b. to shoot the elePhant

c. to go back without shooting the elephant

d. to feed the elePhant

4. What might the crowd do if he did not shoot the elephant? t d l
a. they would garland him

b. they would aPPreciats him

c. they would Punish him

d. they would laugh at him

what is'the word in the passage which means 'fight'?
5.

g.g.4. It was perfectly clear to me what I ought to do. I ought to walk up to within, say, twenty-five yards

of the elephant and test his behaviour: If he changed I could shoot, if he took no notice of me it

would be safe to leave him until the mahout carne back'

I y'1ffi;:HJilniffi|:f tb]

;. What he ought to do

c. What the elePhantiwas tioing

d. What his higher-ups would saY

2. How much distance had he ro walk to be within the reach of the elephant' I h

a. twenty yards c' twenty-five yards

b. thirty-five yards d' forty-five yards
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3' what oto tn*lu*ir want to do after going near to the elephant? [ c Ja. he wanted to touch it "-;.-- i. *rnr.d to test his behaviourb. he wanted to shoot it ;: i, *unr.d to frighten it
4' when would the narrator shoot the elephant?a. if it chargcd him c. if it did not respecr him 

a l
b' if it ran into the fields d. if it continuedio eat the grass

5' If the elephant took no notice of him, what would the narrator do?a. he would shoot it
b' he would leave thc elephant until the mahout is back.c. he would take a stick and beat itd. he would not leave the place

8.9. Possible euestions

comment on orwefl's decision to shoot the elephant?
Describe the behaviour of the local population as narrated by the writer?
Describe in your own words the actuar shooting of the erephant.

tbl

t.

2.

3.

***

Dr. Y.S.R. Anjaneyulu
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THE DAYDAG HAMMARSKJOLD RODE IN

STRUCTURE

9.0
9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5
9.6
9.7
9.8
9.9

' ril9.0. Introduction:

JhanRobbinswasaformerPresidentoftheAmericanSocietyofJoumalistsandAuthors.Hecoverbil
the.American Nation"l ,"*" to, J*i v*r, *a *qg ,everal articles on topics of intemational interest. He

was the author of a dozen books;;hil;; ;i"g"phies' ons of his booki about Senator Robert Taft w3p'

"".r",.0"r"*litzerprize.Hewroteontopicsrangingfromcivilrightstolanguagesounds'.;

9.1 Objectives:
1. to make the students realize the art ofarbitration 

nbehavioul
2.tomakethestudentsunderstandhowconcernforothe'rs,cooltemperamen!gentlenessil

good and kind words help them in a long way

3. to introduce the concept of III Act modem drama'

9.2 Summary , -L^--.,-+^--ri^-6r,
JhanRobbins,afamousjoumalistandwriterwaspleparinsanarticleaboutintemationalnegotiations.

He had an appointment wio, nagriliffi,a"rsil.ioi;;du.N.'il*d General in his New York offioe' Robbins'

colleagues told hin th"t the u.ir:'i;;;;J rrrl, ,",i."n *a ro*,al. He might not extract good information

ito. 6ug ffatotn"is\iold. r'-. " '. t ' 
,

JhanRobbinswassufprisedtofindDagHammarskjotdinaftiuidlymoodHewastaller;thinnerand
blonder than he appeared onielevisicin. Hd.rrlas inhisshirt rru"u"r*Jtnour.moking aplpe insteatl'lf h:19

small cigar. He rose and shook ffi;;fi i;bbtts. IIe spote wru arce and conviction about the'lmpd-l8n€e

LESSON _9

',
Jhan Robbins

I,{YJEEP

lntroduction
Objectives
SummarY
GlossarY
Lines for ExPlanation
Comprehension Passages

Unworked Comprahension Passages

Short answer questions

Maltiple choice questions

Possible questions
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nfi,Y#Tlj:1l".li;,[::-onasized 
the important role orrhe u.N. in bringing the nations together through

As the discussion was drawing to a close, the U.N. chiefreceived a phone call. He looked disappointedbecauserhemanwithwhomhehadplr.r".ag,"lg"aU*iaO.i.era*"ntir. 
["uUirr,e;b"d-,il"opponunir]

and wondering at his own temeriwi_"1 
:Op:r_p;l*U:"qi" +*"1 lurprisingly the U.N. Chief obligedRobbins'rcquest' The wo were going to a restaurant ir, a.red jeep amid heavy tra{Iic. A taxi shot past him,blew its horn loudly and overtook thejiep. Jhan Robbins tu 

"i 
tir.la"p to tne pavement where it.hit a metral*bste conuiner and stopped.

The two drivers got offtheir vehicles. T'ney lost their tempers, found fault with each other and werelooking at each other menacingly- 
.Jhan 

Robbins angrily 
".r."i 

m. i-r atir*ffiil;ffi;e a srgnal anacalled him a fool driver. The taxi driver also clid noilag u"rriia. n" *rca if Robbins was blind and where hisbrain was' Both ofthem came to extreme position.. ihi, u".b"l dua ;JrrJil"* Ira;a'iirii]li*r a""l r u,for the,benign intervention of Dag Hammarskjold.

Dag Hammarskjold was. an expert arbitratol He believed in friendsh.ip between human beings andcould cool tempers with his affectionate and.calm temperament. IJe p.cinea trr" i.it" *i airlTy-r'll,np.rrrirl'ewith hiin. He said that it was tough driving u,*i","fJ;;liil;;;k. ;;tr;:ffi;,iiiea with thejolmslist fo.r his job also had its own hazardi. : - ^

very soon the taxi driver and the journalist realized their own mistakes and tried to understand andaccommodate each other' The two who came towards each other threateninglv, *i,rrat *,n.rilJves withoutany ugly scene. The raxi driver even herped Jhan Robbins by taking hi. to i#my f"noirtution ana u* to
$p 

jeef .when he ran out ofpetrol without taking fare. 
- -' ----

:: Dag Hammarskiold aonlied his principles of arbitraiion to the angry drivers. He bympathized withhith of them and said tLt atiuing 
" 

vehicle in New York was tou€h. The pacification brought an electricchange in the taxi driver. The two whl werl 0.n- 
$e ve.g. oru hghtrog gr"* sane, became almdst friends andthe 'taxi driver even gave a free lift to ftan Robbins. littlt" uiaaig goodbye to rhe joumalist, the taxi driver

was all praise for Dag Hammarskjold for his quiet and nice manners. )

9n3 Glossary: 
i

ancient: article
quarry
reticent

{,'' blonde i:j.
',.0,, cOnviction ,"lj ,

.ilr SgasQned ,:i.
diation

r,,li, aCGpEnpliSh,:,.

ventsd
amagF

very old f_

a short \\'ritten composition in a newspaper, magazine ! ,.

someone or something that is the object ofpursuit
not willing to communicate, reserved

. having golden orpale coloured hair di/

compi,ete certainty; Oeep-ro,oted'iiiid ; T .rir.rir;, 
' 't,t 

,ir.experienced r,
intervenrion between confrictingdfties to:promote re,, fi;i["ri";, , ! ,

settlement or compromise
complete successfu lly, achieve

''' 'to give often vigorous er emotiooal exp.rcftion 1g*oiscrrfge or expel
,". ..,great.quqprilq or.rvgndgf ,j, ,, ,1"q 1 ,,i 

:
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tementy
bturted
compromise
rack one's brain:
creole food

rashness; audacity

said something strdcienly and tactlessly

mutual promiJe to agree by an arbiter's decision

(idiom) make a painful effort to think

relating to Westindies food, being highly seasoned, typically

prepared with rice, Okra, tomatoes and peppers

person emPloYed to drive a car

spoke quicklY and confusedlY

jump

make the short dull repeated sormd of an engine running slowll

to strike or wipe with a weeping motion

make loud ringing sound of metal being struck

walk with long stePs

said something in a sharp angry voice

shouted in a deeP voice

crying r 'olently
'expressed contemPt ot anger vt

a group of PeoPle
self conscious awkwardness

wild anger

a person who behaves wildlY

feeling or showing anger

risk
to make someone anxious or nervous; to upset

exact

feeling of sadness; alarm

a waming that one is going to punish someone

to urge successfully; to prevail on someone

withdraw;. go back

boundary or border

aggressors

iriJup"Ufe of being broughi to a state of friendship or agreement

to look angnlY

to talk loudly and angrrly often to hide fear ' '

recede, flow back

excessivelY; greatlY

disjointed, incomprehensible sound

r :q?, r ..fir;r 1L

chauffeur
spluttered
buck
chug
swipe
clang
stride

snapPed

bellowed
honking
snorted

guys

embarassment
rage

maniac

indignant
hazard
rattle
precise

dismaY

threat
persuade

retreat

verge

belligerents
irreconcilable

, . scowl
bluster
ebb

profuselY

sPutter

messed

id?' : '

confused or damaged

a loud shout or cry i

in low spirits; sullen . . 
i

hard stone edging of Pavement . :-

an instrument with a graduated scale or dial fOr meastiftng or"' '

.1.p{ic.ating quantify ,.,.., .i - -,,, , ii
'lo.movg,yvfthoutacceleration . ,i,.

-Centre 
for Distance Education
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jerked; a sudden vigorous pull
to come to a standstill suddenly; engine failurd
a flat folding case, often made of leather, for holding banknotes andcarried in the pocket or handbag; money purse
happy

9.4 Lines for Explanation
9-4'I seasoned dipromatic ,eporlers warned me that my guarry was shy, rclicent and rathier formar _adfficult subject. -" "r ''-'

This sentence is taken from the essay..The Day Dag Hammarskjold Rgde in My Jeep,, written by JhalRobbins.

ftan Robbins was a well known joumalist. He was prep.aring an 8rtfuIe atout intemational negotiatione' He sought an interview u ith Dig Hamnnrskjol4 irrr"ur.r qi"c Robbins had not iiiet the uN chiefearlier. It was to be his firsr meering wi& him. i"Uir*] 1qil."ti";;t!*g#ffi ilmthat DagHammamkjold was shv, reticent andratho ro.."raoo n1 .ignt rot u, ouli tig"l;"in it"*,r*from the UN Chie

This sentence throws light on the nature and personality of Dag Hanmankjold.

9'4'2' Ah, creole!" he excraimed. "shrimp and rice. Letb go rhere. I have dismissed my chaufeuri but vpcun ride in your redjeep.

ilf#::"t" 
* *"n from the essay ,"The Day Dag Hammarskjold Rode in My Jcep,, wriren by ,han

yanked

stalled

wallet I.

cheerful

Creole food
prepared with

His driver was not readily available.
i +?

He liked to

9.4.3.

taken from the lesson
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ttre taxi driver accused eacn other. A crowd was gathering' The.crSytY^T:*-T]::j:i:t tr
H:":l'ffti'ffi;ffi;;r caim and cool lna ty"ipatheticallv spoke to the taxi driver' rhp

-^r-:^ll tJ^ ,l;r{ nnf awnrrrrt lcind and
::'J:l#fi#:'ffi:,.ffi;?ri.norv approach orDag Hu*-urskjold. He did not expect kind and

-"-^q*n ^- Lnur ,, .ricihle change had,,fr;il:itlfiilffiffi 
"; 

*r rot oru iuxi driver. nouulns commcnts on how a visible change had
:

I

I
:

come in the driver. . i,.!

Thispassagethrowslightonhowhottomperscanbecool"66g\,'nwilhkindandsympatheticwords.
If Dag Hammarskjold had not intervened' an ugly scene could have tak cn place between Jhan Robbins

and tie taxi drive,. t"

g.4.4. itammarskiold elected to stay with.:he ie,eP' n1": 
"-"" 

along' the driver said' "That's a nice guy

you gor riiing with you' A quiet fellow' but real nice ii;'

Thispassageistakenfromthelesson..TheDayDagHarrimarskjoldRodeinMyJeep,,writtcnbyJhanl
Robbins.

ftanRobbinswastakingDagHammarskjoldinhisredjeeptoahotel-fordinner..Hisjeepsuddenly:
stopped on the roaa 

", 
ir.r 

"""i"ip.ti"i-b"g 
H"..arsfuoid prefened to stay with the jeep' Rob-bis*r

was waitinlg for a toi to [iJfetor. rnen rgry gale a taii. The driver was no other than the driver

with whom Robbi* n* ."n#"i"""t n,*; dd;G. The taxi driver offered his sorvice to Robbin-s1 '

It and trouble-shooting tactics of Robbins'
The taxi driver was quite pleased with the temperamer

companion in the i."p. iiJiiJr, r.no* *uo acruutty Dag Hammarskjold was. But the driver was

impressed wi r, ,n" uN cii.r *a 
"pfreciated 

llim for his quiet and nice nature. This passage throws

tigii oo O" personality of Dag Hammarskjold' the U,N Chief'

9.5 ComPrehensionPassages

g,5.1 As our discussion drew to a close, the telephone rang. From the conven- ation I gathered that a man

with whom Hammarsr.:"ia n"a prlr-"Jto lave dmnler nad been taken ill' He looked disappointed',

. A$azed at -V t"."il y]i-Ufurt"l, ,Ild be honoured if you'd have dinner with me".

l. What was the discussion about?

Ans: It was about international nbgotiations'

2. Where did the telePhone ring?

ins: i"ii" "mt".rrnou.N' 
ct'itr ,,', ::L'

3. What did the narrator overheafl

Ans: That Dag HammankjoU:i-J j-n"O to dine with somebody but that gentleman''had beentaken ill'

4. How did Dag $ammurrtjt rd r-rti:' : ] ' ' tl'

Ans: He looked disappoinrcd. r....., .1._;. .,, Li. J: :.. ...(..

5. What did the narrator amazingly do?

arrt ., irt"-o"*utt" invited Dag Ha;mar*kjold to'dinnel' " ' ' '

:r. '.,.' ,I 'ir' '-i'er'i i'i. '','' 
"".': 

\ '\'i''' 
"r' 

":it 'itl 
,.

9.5.2 . ,Ae:w,e chugg"d,Aong"in ';h.ha"r'lroinc' 
a hom blasted'shar'plyst'mgfr9m Uenina' ThfB a taxi shot

. .-st me on the left and, suddenly, cut to the right u"ro55 iy Uow' I leanedon my hom' js${red on the

Gntre for Distance Education
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brakes' twisted my wlteel to thc right and ran up on the pavement. side-swiping a metal waste container,

;T:i:'::::*::,"j?""_"::_,Ii."p .u.'vini tr,. s"..rtary Generar orthe united Nations - and me-came to rest against a lamp.post.

l. Who are .we' in this passage?
An;: The narrator Jhan Robbins and the u.N. chief Dag Hammarskjord.

2.', How was the traffic then?
Ans: It was rush hour traffic.

3.'{: What did a taxi do?
Ans: 

. A taxi shot past the narrator's jeep on the left and, suddenly, cut to the right across his jeep.

4.':" What did the narrator do then?
Ans: He jammed on the brakes, twisted his steering to the right and ran up on the pavement.

Where did the jeep stop?
It stopped against a lamp-post.

Now both ofus had retreated to exi:"Tt-positions. I could see his muscles tensing. I planted my feetfirmly on the pavement' A crow-d had begun to gath"r d. ;*i oriu", turned his back on me andbegan to talk to Hammarskjold. "If I was yiu, t wouldn't ride with this guy,,, he said contemptuously."He's just a country driver- him and thaijeep should have-strt; in the rti.k, where they belong.,,

l. What were the exffeme positions?
Ans: The taxi driver and Jhan Robbins were

other.

2.'i' what development did the narrator notice in the taxi driver?Ans: The taxi driver's muscles were tensing. He was very angry.

3' what did the raxi driver tell Hammarskjold? 
!

Ans: That he would not ride with a person liie the narrator, Jhan Robbins. : " i

4. what did the taxi driver say about the narrator? .i ,;Ans: 
ilrtlJfi"Tfr:? 

was just a country driver unat * and hisieep shouM nur.l stayed iotnf countryside;

I

very angry with each other. They might even attack each

the narrator Jhan Robbins.

5.

Ans:

9.6.

9.6.1

.r{}J ''

:. rf,
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Questlons:

l.Whatdidthelarratorwanttotellthetaxidrivcr?
2. What dawned on the narrator?

3. when did Dag Hamrnarskjord describe the arbitration formula to the narrator?

4. Whatistheminortrafficincident? r-:-,ro
5.Whatistheopinionofthenarratoronf)agHar.rtrarskjold?i

9.6.2 At the petrol station, he waited while I bought a canful of fuel. then drove lne back to my stalled car' I

reached for my wallet, but I saw that the mial lever on his meter was still up and the fare had not been

registered

:

Questions:

l.Whydidthenarratorgototiiepetroistation?
2. Who waited for the narrator?

3. Why did the narrator's car stop? . *- r
4. wtrat did the narrator do after reachils his stalled car?

5.Whydidnotthetaxidriverregisterthefare?

Answers:
9.6.1.
l.
2.

3.

4.

That he was bom in New york 4nd.thaltre $j a driver's licence there for 15 years'

That Dag Hammarqkjold was applyrlg the arbitration f,orrnula on them'

In an .uili.t meeting in the U'N' Office'

An incident in which a taxi driver drove his taxi rashly and r-,aused a minor accident to Jhan

Ht$:': H" appreciation for Dag Hammarskjotd for his capabilities as an internation'l

arbitratsr.
5.

9.6.3
l.Tofetchpetrolbecausethefuelinhisjeephadnlnout:
2,Thetaxidriverwi.thwhomhehadaquarrelearlier.

3. Somewhere on the road ort'the way to a-restaurant'

4. He took out*his money Flrse to pay"the'fBfe to'f$s taxi driver'

5. il;r; n 
'o*io1r-a+rta",Rsbbins 

a friend. *,

g.7., Stltrt Answer Quesfion$
l.Vfhat,isthe,xvriter'sprofession?&iratwaghewckinglon?
Ans: He is a jou-rAalist. -se was preparii{g an article about irttenrational negotiations&';'

2. whet was.t.be#warnirrg,, given b,y fellow jourmlifs.tf,&.writ9r? .n 
',,' 

.

Ans: Thsy *ufu*i*.CI*t*ri*'q*twinng Hamnutshiordlwas shy; retic<iffi and rather

for"rnal. ' ;

3. Describe trre,vehiar.o in wtrioh:Jha#Robbins,offered"a,,ride{oDtg Hammarskjo}d'

Ans: It is a ,.a Suupt 
rth6 side eurtairu are of'f, *It'bucks iu"l'utu Eean' " '



4.

.{ns:

5.

Ans:

\--l U,what kind of food isserved in the restaurant suggested by Jhan RobbinszExcellent creore food is served. It consists of ilt*o ;#;;.'^
'F{ow did Dag Flammarskjold pacify the taxi driver? euote his statement.

ll;lK;:iT !ffi'',"i"'li l**X--f=;;;:"';;;#:iffiillTi''", a taxi ail day every day

6' why was tlte taxi driver "taken aback",by Hammarskjold,s approach to the problem?Ans: Because he found in Dag Hammarsr.:"rai"rdJ'1il; ;Jil;;ry;theticalty.

d use in this minor traffic accident?'tns: Hc uscci the arbitration formula for intemational negotiations.

8. How did the writer cool down?
Ans: Tlrc writer stopped scowling. Hc apologized profusely to Hammarskjold.

9' How many points should an arbitSator keep in mind while settling issues?Ans: Thrce

I 0' According to Dag Hammarskjold, how can two nations on the verge of war be'Ans: Two countrics which have been persuaded to rctrgat from tt 
" 

u..!. or *u. ,,friends, even heip one anothcr. 
r^rv ' v vr'v *,r

i l ' "l guess we both got to watch a little sharper." Who said this to whorn?Ans: The raxi driver said this to Jhan Robbins.

12. Why did the jeep stop for the second tirne?Ans: Because it ran.out of petrol.

l3' who helpcd Jhan Robbins ro get pctrol for thc jeep?
Ans: The taxi driver.

9.8. Multipte Choice euestions

9'8' l I was preparing an article about international negotiations, and I had an appointment with DagHamtnarskjold late gne afteryoon in his office on thc Is'i Roo. rrirtr tlN il*,urrat buil.ding. Seasoneddiplornatic reporters warned me that lny quarry rrr4as shy, reticent and rather formal, a difficult subject.

l. What article was the narratorpreparing?
a. abopt ig[grnational relations
b. about iqternational negotiations
c. abqut international caigmities
d. aber{t indgstrialrelations

With whorp.did,the pgator hqgg an appointment?a. wilh'President$ush

2.

':,i .:

.lt'.! I';
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lnternational relations

Dag Hammarskjold

c. with Dag Hammarskjold

d. with President Futin

On which floor was Dag Hummarskjold's officc?

a. 38'h floor c' 8'h floor

b. 83'd floor d' ground floor

When did the narrator seek appointment?

a. on an early morning c' on an afternoon

b. on an evening d' late one afternoon

3.

4.

Ia]

ldl

lbl
5. c. The UN Chaiter

d. English
a.

b.

g.g.2. Racking my brain for a restaurant ro_suggest for a dinner,'I started to dcscribe a small place I had

recently discovered where excellent creole food was scled'

.,Ah, creole!,, he exclaimed. 
,.Shrimp and rice. Lbt's go there. I have dismissed my chauffeur'

but we can ride in Your red jeeP"'

l.Whydidtlrenarratorrackhisbrainforarestaurant?
a" to eat something there'

b. to meet his old friend there'

c. to staY there for sometime

d.tohostagooddinnertohisguestDagHammaraskjold

2. What did the narrator discover?

a. A new island c'

b.' A good restaurant d'

tdl

lbl

Ic]3. What is the specialty of his new discovery?

a. ti is a very Pleasant Place '"'

b. PeoPle are nice-there'

c. Excellent Creole food is seited there'

;. one may eat as much ice_cream as one liked.

A new plant
A new dish

c.
d.

,t."t.i

4.

5.

What is Creole food?

a. It is West Indies food'

. b. It is Chinese food'

How did they*want to go to the restaurant?

a. BY train
b. BY bus.

lal
It is African food.

It is Continental food.

Ic]
By the narrator's red jeep'

By a taxi.

c.
d.



9'8'3' "You guys in houble again?" he asked" "Out of pertrol," I said glumly. ,,Hop in,,, he said. .,There,s 
apetrol station up ahead."

Hammarsldrjold elected ,9 ll"v with the jeep. As we drove along, the driver said, ..That,s 
a nice guyyou got riding with you. A quiet fellow, but real nice."

l. Who are the .guys' referred to in this passage?
a. The narrator Jhan Robbins and Dag Hammarskjgld I a ]
b. Two popular writers
c. Wordsworth and Robert Frost
d. Jhan Robbins and George Bush

2. What is the fiouble?
a. Stomach ache
b. Body pains

"! 3 whe*:.*:3"tr1 
;1il?"t

b. Far away

! [.c ]c. The car has run out of petrol
d. The road was not good

tdlc. very near
d. up ahead

4. When did Dag Hamrnarskjold want to stay?
a. in his office c.

tbl

5. what did the tuxi drivel say about Dag Hammmarskjold? . , t c la. he was kind and helpful c. he was nice and quiet.b. he was sympathetic d. he was highly reserved

9.9. Possible Questions

1' lum up the experiences of Jhan Robbins on the day he went to interview the UN Secretary
General.

2. Describe in your own words how Dag Hammarst<.y-old managed to avert an unphasant encounter
between the journalist and the taxi driver.

at the restaurant
b. with the jeep on the road d. in his house

t**

':l

ti
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THE LOTTERY TICKET
- Anton Chekhov

STRUCTURE,

1.9.0. Introduction

19.1 Objectives

19.2 Summary

19.3 Glossary

19.4 ComprehensionPassages

19.5 Objective tYPe questions

19.6 Possible questions

19.0 Introduction

Anton pavlovich Chekhov, the famous Russian dramatist and short-story writer, won world recognition

by brilgr:rg into vogue, literature free from "The big scene and the heroic hero". According to G. Toustonogov,

the stagc director of theArt Theatre, Chekhov "is igreatexploreq, the prophet and Columbus of the twentieth-

centurj theatre". His best known plays like The Sea Gull, Three Sisters and (Jncle Vanya as well as some of

his short-stories reveal s strain crf cynicism.

In ..The Lottery Ticket", Chekhov dranatizes the unleashing of selfish and cruel impulses in the

human mind when it is lured by the prospects of sudden riches. This story is an excellent study of human

psychology. It reveals how the lure of easy money breeds selfish thoughts in human beings, even between

Lusband and wife. The writer gives us an insight into the innermost thoughts and feelings of the two characters

in the story.

19.1 Objectives:

After studying the unit you will be able to:

1. Know that some people who belong to the middle class t-amilies, though they seem to ue leading

a contented life, long to have prosperity by lotteries.

Z. Know that the probability of winning the lottery takes people into an imaginary world of luxuries.

3. Understand the uncharitable thoughts that thg richpeople have about relatives and :iren'i

4. Understand how man's greed can sotlr relatlenships even between husband and wife.
^l



19.2 Summary:

Ivan Drnitritch belonged to a middle class family. He was contentcd with the life he was leading. One
clay, atier tinrshing his supper. he began to read the newspaper. His wife. Masha, asked him to look for the
lottery result of the number 26 of the 9,499 series. When he saw 9,499 he could not believe his eyes. He did
not try to find out the number of the winning ticket. Hc told her that there was probability of winning the pnze.
It made the wife and the husband imagine a great many things.

----

The prize moneywas seventy-five thousand roubles. If the ticket was his own he rvould spcnd twenty-
five thousand on real property, ten thousand on immediate expenses and the remaining forty thousand he
would put in the bank and get interest.

He began thinking how nice it would be to go'abroad in late autumn to southcrn France. Italy and
India" His wife also told him that she would go abroad but he did not like his wifels going abroacl because it
would be useless for she would shut herself in the hotel room. Moreover, she would not aliow hrm ro go out
from her sight. He again thought of his wife as having grown old, whereas he was still young and heaithy.

Ivan thought about the relatives of his wife. They would come to his house as soon as they came to
know of his wife's winning of the lottery. If they were given some money they would ask for inore. He also
thought about his own relatives. They were reptiles.

Ivan again thought about his wife. She knew nothing about moneyand she was stingy. If sh.e won thc
lottery she would give him only a hundred roubles and put the remaining under lock up. He looked at her, not
with a smile, but with hatred. She understood her husband perfectly well and his dreams. She hated him.

Ivan, in order to annoy his wife looked into the newspaper and read out: "series 9,499. number 46! Not 26"

Hatred and hope disappeared at ooce, The rooms seemed to be dark and small. The evcnings were
long and wearisome. This middle class couple who were otherwise satisfied with their lot indulge in daydreaming
at the of sudden riches and end up discontented with their life.

19.3 Glossary:

drawings
lapsed

consented
mockery
skepticism
douche
panic-stricken
t0rrnent

bewildered
villa,
ladybirds
dozes

result of a draw
come to an end
agree to do
make fun of
di sbelief, doubting attitude
stream of water
overcome by:fbar,i l;, .

to upset greatly ;{'i

to tease with the prospect of desire that canlot be
attained.
b€corne ccihfused ' :".

aluxurioq$Fguntry.house, ;:,.,1,. ;i,.r;l
a variety of bugs
sleep lightly
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saunters

opaque
flit
vodka
soused

vint
sltrmber
dreary
despondently
dismay
farthing
begnrdge
saturated
wretched
whining
fawning
hypocritical
detestable
slander
reptiles
malignantly
stingy
grab
annoy

.walks slowly
not allowing light to Pass through
to move
alcoholic spirit made in Russia by distillation of rye etc.

putting pickle
immersed in a liquid or mixture

deep sleep

dull
in a mood of depression

woff/, upset
former British bronze coin
resertt or envy
soaked

miserable
complaining
attempting to Please bY flattery
insincere
loathsome
to utter statements that are injurious to one's reputation

creatures of the class of snakes

in an evil mood, wickedlY
miserly
to take hold
to make angry

lg.4 Comprehension Passages:

I Looking at his wife, Ivan Dmitrich gave a broad, senseless smile, like a baby when a bright object is

shown it. His wife smiled too; it was as pleasant to her as to him that he only mentioned the series, and did

not try to find out the number of the winning ticket. To torment and tantalize oneself with hopes ofpossible

foitune is so sweet, so thrilling!

l.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Answers:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

How did Ivan Dmitritch look at his wife?

What is lvan's smile comPared to?

What is pleasant to the wife and the husband?

How is the hoPe of Pqssible fortune?

What is the antonym of 'thrilling'? 
'.,t.

i-

He looked at his wife with a broad and senseless smile.

His smile is compared to the stnile of a baby'

Mentioning ttle number of the series but not the number.

lliffi;:-*atn'iuin* Tv 
?
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II lvan Dmitritch thoirght of her relations. All those wretched brothers and sisters and aunts and uncles
would come crawling about as soon as they heard of the winning ticket, would begin whining like beggars,
and'fawning upon them with oily, hypocritical smilcs. Wretched, detestable people.

l. What relatives did Ivan mention?
2. What did Ivan think about them?
3. Why do his relatives come to his house?

4. What is his description of his wife's relatives?

5. What is his opinion of them?

Answen:

1. The brothers, sisters, aunts aud uncles ofhis wife.
2. They were beggars and fawning upon them with oily and hypocritical smiles.
3. To ask money on knowing his wife's winning of the lottery ticket.
4. Beggars and hypocrites
5. They are detestable people.

III. .And he looked at his wife, not with a smile now, but with hated. She gtanced at him too, and
also with hatred and anger. She had her own daydreams; her own plans, her own reflections; she
undentood perfectly well what her husband's dreams were, She knew who would be the first to try to
grab her winnings.

l. How did Ivan look at his wife?
2. How did his *ife look at him?

. 3. What did sh€ have? r r
4. What did sde understand about her husband?
5. What did she know?

Answers:

1. Ivan looked at his wife with hatred.
2. She looked at him with hatred and anger.
3. Her own daydrearns, plans and reflections.
4. Her husband's dreams.
5. She knew who would be the first to try to grab her winnings

Hatred and hope both disappeared at once, and it began immediatelytb seem to Ivan Drnitritch and his
wife that their rooms were dark and small and low-pitched, that the supper that they had been eating
was not doing them good, but lying heavy on their stomachs, that the evenittgr *.r" long and wearisome.

. :,. , h;;,

l. What did disappear at once? ii'

2. How did the rooms appear? 'r'.i ii

3. What is said about supper?
4. How did the evenings seem to be?
5. Why did such a change take place suddenly?

ry

'. ',.i:f 
!

i ti:t btrl;: r ,rr" , ri

' -it;ltf:' '-r'
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What made Ivan and Masha bewildered? t b']

(a) for collecting money

iUi ,tt. possibilit! ofwinning
(c) for winning the lottery
(d) the possibility of receiving money

lal
What did they picture in their imagination?

(a) the figures 9,499 and 75,000

(b) their future
(c) their imaginary children

(d) their Plan to build a house'

lcl
5. What do the figures g,4gg and 75'000 indicate?

(a) the luckY number
(b) the Pnze money

(c) the series number and the ptrze money

(d) the series number and the ticket number

IV The ch'dren wourd come running from the kitch:T gu1g"n, bringing a carrot and a radish smelling of

fresh earth . . . And then, he would lie stretched full length on the sofa, and in leisurely fashion turn over

the pages of some illustrated magazine, or, coveringli, fur. with it and unbuttoning his waistcoat'

give himself uP to slumber'

lcl
t Where would the children run frorn?

(a) from the PlaY ground \

(b) from school
(c) from the kitchen garden

(d) from the river

2 What would the children bring?

(a) carrot and radish

(b) vegetables
(c) mushrooms
(d) Soused cucumber

3. .Where would he lie stretched?

(a) in the bed room

(b) on the bed

(c) on the floor

ial on the sofa ' 'j'i
- i"-l

4. 'Wtrat would he turn over?

(a) the pages of some illustrated rnagazinc

(b) the Pages of the newspaper

r,(e,)' *fiP PageP of.g-ngYel ;

/d\ the n;rctPq nf hiq tlinrv

lal

tdl

lal



What do yoa mean by slumber?
(a) heavy
(b) shine
(c) dull
(d) deep sleep

l. When did he go on thinking?
(a) when he looked at his wife
(b) when he walked about the room
(c) when he dreamt of his future
(d) when he got the lottery prize

2. Where did his wife like to go?
(q) Abroad
(b) Italy
(c) India
(d) Europe

3. What is pleasant for him?
(a) to travel with his wife
(b) to rravel with his children
(c) to travel alone
(d) to travel with his friends

' 4. Where do careless women live?
(a) in the past
(b) in the turure
(c) in the dreams
(d) in the present

5. What do women talk about?
(a) rheir children
(b) their husbands
(c) their parents
(d) theirjourney

)

[9.6. Possible questions

v He walked about the room and went on thinking. It occurred to him: what if his wife really did goabroad? It is pleasant to travel alone, or in the soiiety of light, careless women who live in the present,and not such as think and talk all the journey about nothing but their children, sigh, and tremble withdismay over every farthing.

tdl

tbl

lal

lcJ

tdl

lal

1' Attempt a critical appreciation of "The Lottery Ticket" as a study of human psychology.2' 
;rlTffw 

theprospect of sudden riches brings out the baserside in the characters of Dmitritch and

f). Sornsr Srindafli Rab
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20.0 Introduction
20.1 Obiectives
20.2 SummarY

20,1 GlossarY

20,4 CornPrehension Passages

20.5 Objective tYPe questions

20,6 Possible questions

LESSON - 20

- Alan Paton

STRUCTURE

20.0 lntroduction 
nd playwright. He worked as teacher for ten

"*. '"f -=,n'"mffiJ|*"t"*H:il'*!:[."#:trn"to''" 
*a *"' appointed as Principar or

bie pkloof Reformatory. His O!* t;'*rl";i CA t\ lelovid 
Counry (1948) has been translated into

many languages. r-ater it nas uH ilane iito u 
'u""""ru 

tog" oru" -J-t'itn picture' His other books

Debbie Go 'Iome 
(196r) * ';;;;;;irsoa) 

nuon T1r5ffi name 
"s 

*riie'' He was the natioral

Dresid' nt of the Liberalt-, #ff;'&:'mJJ"i"tty."n":p*"i" is taken from the collection of his

short-stories, ?b/as n^ O" ^iliht#. 
ir *ff.r" p".tt a."p-irJ-itt and commitsrent to sociological

ideatism.

Thisstorynarratesthetragicccumstancesleadingtothedeathgfanorphanboy..Itiliusuatesthe
unhappy life of bor, ,or"r r" Ji?i"#i"i". ir ril".* n".1" airtito* uoy tt""u"s around hi'self a fictitious

family in ordo to ou"r.o.- tnr 

"ii 

J, 
"?i"ri,g 

* o3l- m" pt"iv-.titiunes the writer's awareness that the

reformatory is not the plsce ro send boys whose oa.n"", ur" t riilt and putting them in an industrial school

would makc them betrcr'

20.1 Objectives:- - lto ,*iyiog the unit you will be ible o:

I . to understand the pathos of a lonely boy's lifa

2. understand how 
" 
Uruii,i* ff ifif"!".iJt" "o*crcd 

bv showing kindness' I

J. iu"" * insight into chitd psychology'

;. ilff;'tuo?il;il'ei"g r"i r* *d affection \a child'

20'2 Summary:'' "'-l---ji-i**:;-, oneofthesmallbov'**Hu'P"'iy' n"o'"'

*r* ;X""il:r;:T::'##,t:f|tfJ:"?:'*1""1'Ttlff*:;li 
[["' 1'6m i"e home to ano{ler ror he

*u. to"gtttY *a *conrollable'
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-

Ha'Penny used to say that his mother worked in a rvhite man,s house. 
"" 

ouoilllllrs, Richardand Dicki and two sisters' Anna and rvrina. il;;;*"tor found that Ha, p"*v *ui writing letters to Mrs. B"ttyy:Tffi:,?:l'ffi:"fft';"jjii;#Tt,:*X:*crose to the narraror. He used to take him out in hisff ;:ilil:: ff H?;:,tff :'ffii,;
The nanator'requested tho social welfare ollicer to mak€ some elquiry about Ha, pennyt famity. Hereported that Mrs. Bettv Maarman wa, u ,"ui p"'.on. sie uJ tou. cniuren" Richard, Dickie, Anna and Mina.Ha' penny was not herson and she n.r". "..[i"JiiiT, illr r"n.

The narrator understood.that this homeless and lonely boy longed for mother ,s love. when the nanatorasked Ha'pennv about his r:jT-h: 
"ia 

,n"i ,1" *"'t ffi ry": r "rrca 
H"'p"Jv ulout ur.. n"ttvMaarman' he became silent' n" rert tnat nis aec[ii"" i]Jl""."r.a. 

-It 
shattered rhe very forinaation orhispride and his sense of human signifrc*"". H. ,u*"Jy't'Jt iu. m" oo"tor said that he had nrberculosis andthere was tittle hope for his survival.

The narrator wrote u l:T...t" yr. Bgtty Maarnan informing.her a[ about rla, penny _ how this rittlebov had observed her' and had decid"a tnut ru.'",uril"ffioie desired for his mother. Si! reptied him thatsht could nor take any responsibility ror,n"i;;'-" 
*" r-'"'"

Ha' Penny's condition became serious. The doctor srid th3t there was little hope. The narrator sentMrs' Maamnn some monev in great d"qpr,",ior. ih"iir;a;*t ho."ty *o-"o. she came and understoodthe scriousness of the si..roJtion. sn" 
"aopt"o 

nu;n"*l;.;;.q The whote refonnatory accepted her as. Ha'pennv's mother. she sat trr.e wh9t9. dar ili hfiifir"ilm ail about Richard, Dickiejenna and Mina.
If ;"1HTft #"ff 1r:'#xi#ffi"Jttffi J'"o*,"au-tn"oJiJ,iiillii"*u,r*i"qput up the cross on his gra;;,". narrator to put Ha'Penny as her son when he

Thus tbe story rweats the narrator's awareness that small_bo_ys can be.easily conrolled because they
, 
instinctively respond to affection. lt empt"sizertnl rorJ"ii"'r" ," .tr"tirg delinquency.

t!

an institution for correcting young offenders
crimes
of very littlc importance
by natural tendency ,,. :
. i.tnorecuy, at an angle
stop ,i*:
wrinkle the forehead ,,.',{ ,

ofknowing '.1 t, ".

pull with a jerk
to admit
to make valid, establish with certainty

,.n of using as a symbol -r i'u
violent disorder jr ' , ,

"'' ' sepaiatiohi iii v i .. i;* ?a l

.'J:. , i'l

?ri', l; P., i;t
. ".'?,.J(

' ,^. e .
, ,'J$.

f20.3. Glossary:
reformatory
offences
trivial
instinctively
obliquely
cease

frown
awareness
tweak
acknowledgement
confine
symbolic
tufbulence
estfangement iJ'i
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signed out
gestures

apprehension
waif
naugbty
pilfering
manifest
comrption
derelict
delinque'nt

anxiety
decePtion
significance
sirattered
tuberculosis
desPeration
fuss
embarrassdlent
grateful
prodigal
resolve
enjoined
GuY Fawkes

to record deParture bY signing

to make movements with one's hands

fear or susPicion of futr'ue erril

a child with no home or friends

mischievous
stealing small amounts

to show
dishonest behaviour, the act of comrpting

abandoned bY guarJians

a person guiltY of a misdeed

fear about something

fiick
importance
to iestroY somethirrg comPletelY

a serious infectious disease of the lungs

to loose hoPe

commotion
to be ill at ease

thankful
lavish
to decide firmlY
directed or ordered .i-, i,.
Celebration in Britain, on the night ofNov-ember' 5' to

comrnemorate the discovery of"tUe Gun Powder Plot in 1605' It is

celebrated with fireworks on which'an image of a man' supposed tc

be GuY Fawkes, is burnt'

2A,4 ComPrehension Passages: ., ,

I when we returned to the reformatory I sent for Ha' penny's papers; there.it was plainly set down Ha

penny was a waif, with no ,.rurin,, ui all. ie had been ti..n i" from one home to another' but he wa

naughty and uncontronabre, and eventualry had taken to pilfering at the market'

1. what did the narrator do after returning to the reformatory?

2. Who is Ha' PennY?

3. What do You mean bY 'waif'?

4. What didthe authoriiies do with Ha' Penny?

5. What tYPe of boy was Ha' PennY?

Answers

1. He sent for Ha' PennY's Papers

2. He is a waif'
3. A Per-son without relatives

4. He had been taken form one lome to another

5. He was naughty and uncontrollable

Centre tor Distance E-9!@



Ha'Pennv
He watched me with concealed apprehension, and I came to the "on.rurilil,. lu,, o,
lj:"fiHTjlJ:l?,::::,":?.::::11 l:r 1. 1 "o1that 

was ail imagination, and had changedone single letter of it to make it safe from any quesrion. And I trt""grtt ilffiffiT:tiil":T:ff:
Xt::tn"med 

of being without a family, r"iri" ro one in the *orilrur.J*rrrrrrerhe was alive or

l. How did Ha, penny watch the narrator?
2. What conclusion did the narrator come to?3. What was .all imagination,?
4. How did the boy make himself safe?
5. What did the narrator understand?

Answers:

l ' Ha' Penny watched the narrator with concealed apprehension2. Ha' pgnny was clever boy 
wl'rrv'v'ort'rr

3. The story he told was all imagination
4. By changing the letter in Dickie to Tickie5. Ha' penny was ashamed of being without a farnily

m He fell sick at once' and the doctor said it was tuberculosis. I wrote at once to Mrs. Maarman, tellingher the whole story of how this small boy had observed her, and had decided that she was the personhe desired for his mother, but she wrote uu"r. ;t;; iiu't rrt. courd take no responsiblity for him.
l. What did the doctor say?
2. Whom did tre write to?
3. What did he write in the letter?
4. What did the boy desire?
5. What reply did Mrs. Maarman give?

Answers:

l. Ha' Penny had tuberculosis
2. To Mrs. Maarman ,

3' The whole story of the boy, how and why he treated Mrs.
1 Ha'penny desired Mrs. Maarman as his rcther.5" She could take no responsibility.

ry She was a decent homely woman, and seeing
embarrassment, adopted Ha'penny for her own.

l. What is said about the woman?
2. Who is the woman?
3. What is the .serious 

situation'?
4. How did Mrs. Maarman adopt Ha, penny?
5. What did the reformatory accept?

Maarman as his mother.

:j

i. .. { r:

that tttr0' situation was serious, she, without fuss or
Theififtdle reformatory accepted her as his mother.

. ,.,,c.

iJ-!ijr.,i - ,''l i i. .;r.i lfiS.
.'tie # ri ;

. , Jlrrl-': _r . .*.., ,:]-l
]s o" fi -'", tntc,t :' 161 1.sgi,,

,rIU ir.i rN" "

I .J

I
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Answers:.

l.Mrs.Maarmanisadecentnomelywornan
2. She is Mrs' Maarman

. 3. Ha'Penny's health condition is serious

4. She adoped him *itrhgrrt fuss or embarrassment 
Do,,'.,r,tc rnnther

5.ThewholereformatoryacceptedMrs.MaarmanasHa'Penny'smother.

20.5 Objective type questions: 
-.1---. ^-o r^.

I. of the six hundred boys at the reformatory aboul one hundred are from ten to fourteen years of age'

My department had from time to time .*pr.rrra tfe.ingniion ort*ing them away and of establishing

a special institution for them, more like Jn industrial school than a reformatory' This would have been

a good thing for their offences were ";;;ili,-una 
rrt"y would have been better by themselves'

l.Howmanyboysarethereatthereformatory?[c]
(a) five hundred boYs

(b) seven hundred

(c) six hundred

(d) two hundred

2.Whatintentiondidthenarrator,sdepartmentexpress?[a]
(a) the need for a special institution ' '

(b) The need for a seParate Prison

(c) the need for outing

(d-) the need for Punishment

tdl
3. How would the institutionbe?

(a) like a model school

(b) like an ideal home

(c) like a college -r
(d) like an industrial school than a reformatory

4. Wirat do you mean by a 'reformatory'?

(a) a Prison
(b) a home
(c) an ihdustry

iil u" instituiion ttifi 
'tffirrecting rypung o ffenders

5.Whatistheideaofestabtrishinge#incl..sqrialschcnl?
1a) to provide food r*,'

iUi ,o *ake them better by the'ruftlves

);i ; *"tltn.* morallY'goott

ial ,a ioiie"t the'criniliidl attiilde

.ds'ond$fy,Iwotll4takemycartothereformatoryandwatc|thefree'f,;u:ffiil$ffi:;:l1r-iili'fi1'1 
i:1ru1,1ryru:il,n:::*:l,xo"

would t"' e&eh]6il;ff;,J't#r;' Ji;tti" signed out mvself"' Amongst the watchersrwere

a*vays some "iHil,*#u;vs:"hi 
tnesert wourd take by hrrns in the car.

tdl

tbl

n
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5.

l. What would be taken to the reformatory?
(a) fnrits
(b) car
(c) sweets
(d) prisoners

2. When would he take 'it' to the reformatory?
(a) in the evening
(b) in the morning

' (c) on Sunday afternoons
(d) on Saturdays

3. What did he watch?
(a) the free boys being signed out at the gate
(b) the prisoners
(c) the games of boys
(d) the boys going in

Which simple operation did he mean?
(a) putting signature
(b) opening the gate
(c) calling in the boys
(d) taking the car to the reformatory

Who would be taken out in his car?
(a) Some of the small boys
(b) all the six hundred boys
(c) boys who were loyal
(d) boys who had good conducr

l. What did he send for?
(a) for Ha' Penny
(b) for the prisoners
(c) for fruits
(d) for the Letter Book

What did he find?
(a) the letters
(b) his parents ,t

(c) his brorners qnd sisters
(d) Ha' Penny wr-oteJgtters re,gurar^ly to M*-Fettly \ftsrman.

tbl

lcl

laI

tdl

lal

III I theri sent for the Letter Book, and found that Ha'Penny wrote regularly, or rather that others wrotefor him till he could write himsell to Mrs. Betty uaarrnan, of48 vlak Street, Bloemfontei4. But Mrs.Maarman had never once replied to him- when questioned, he ha{ said perhaps she is sick. I sattdown and wrote at once to the Social Welfare OffiCer at Bloemfontein, asking him to innrffi"l 
-*'

tdI

13
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What was Mrs. Maarman's reaction to Ha' Penny's letterp?

(a) She was angry /

(b) she never rePlied to him
(c) she was full of comPassion
(ci) she replied him PromPtlY

What did Ha' Penny say about Mrs. Maarman? ' i r'

(a) She was sick
(b) she was out of station

(c) she was busY

(d) she went abroad

What did he write to the Social Welfare Officer?

(a) to bring Mrs. Maarman to the reformatory

(b) to send her some money
(c) to investigate

What did Ha' PennY not seem to him?

(a) a fraud
(b) a delinquent
(c) a criminal
(d) a fool

What do you mean bY 'delinquentl?

(a) a crank
(b) an offender
(c) a warder
(d) a path maker

What was so strong in Ha' PennY?

(a) desire to escaPe

(b) desire to live a changed life
(c) desire to have a famitY

(d) desire to earn money

4. what did Ha' Penny's reformatory record reveal?

(a) he was blameless
(b) he was

tbl

lal

lcl
5.

(d) to write her a letter

i\; But Ha, penny seemed to me anything but the usual delinquent, his desire to have a family was so

strong, and his reformatory recori waJso blameless, and his anxiety to please and obey so great' that

.';
I began to feel a great duff towards him'

It.
tbl

tbl

lal , ,r4d
t!.' : .,i tJd,

tdl

2.

tc1

ST{ i,

".i rit

5. What.drd the narrator feel for him?

fal riSo$lrileo to save him



ll-=r'
(bi he felt that he h rd to bring hirn out
(c) he felt that he h rd to keep him there for a long time
(d) he felt a great dtrU towards him

""' \vc buried him on th e reformatory farm, and l"trs. Maarman said to me, "When you put up the cross.
put he was my son.''

"f 'm asham( d," she said, "that I woudn't teke him."
"The sicknetis," I said, "the siekness would have come.'t
"No," she sa id, shaking her head with ce4ainty. " It wouldn't have come. And if it had come
at home, it u'ould have been different."

i. Who was buried? | . l(a) one of the prisor ers
(b) one of the small roys
(c) Ha' Penny
(d) one of Ha'Pen{f's relatives

2. Where was he buried?
(a) in the burial ground t d l

(b) in a cave
(c) outside the prison
(d) on the reformatory fann

3. What did Mrs. Maarman tell the narrator? t b l(a) to send the body home
(b) to put that Ha' Penny was her son
(c) to put that he was her adopted son
(d) to put that Ha' Penny was her neighbour

1. What was she ashamed ol?
(a) for not taking Ha' penny home I a I

(b) for not coming to see him
(c) for not adopting him
(d) for not caring for Ha'penny's letters

5. What sickness did Ha' penny get? t a J(a) tuberculosis
(b) Malaria
(c) tphoid
(d) a tropical disexe.

,..i. I't(,"i
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21.0 Introduction
RabindranathTagore(1961.1941)wasbominCalcuttaandwenttoEnglandforhigher.education.He

devoted bis life to the 
""rrr" 

or1-Ju""tioi -d pr""". He developed the fanious retreat Santhinikethan' the

abode.ofpeace,foundedUyfrist;tlerioto*ittt"nlutiooAUniversity'ViswaSh*g.Heaohievedworld
ienown when he w"s 

"w"rAea 
tn" NoUefirize for literan'e in 1913 fo; his English rendering of Gitanjali' His

achievements as a poet, ."""iil,;;;;,"ty ,oii"i *a phywright; thinker reformer' Philoso'her and

J"".ii"*rt".ar,proa"r.r,.rri"i*-ilailrter,lavggmeaforhimthetitleof'Gurudev.'Inshortheisa
. 
versatile genius. 

.1ugor" 
UuO * u"iiu" fit"oty career of65 years md wrote the largest number of lyrics ever'

some of his plays *" crrit 
". 

rrr" rc"g oiii"bqrr qnrqb*. Red oleanders, The iost office and chandalika'

.whilehisimportantn"tionin"hffi-,Binodiulsrgsir@arrdrhewreck. There were several anthologies

;;;;"y -i tt-"rous short stories'

Tagore,sstorieshavefortheirbackgroundru{nenell.Hischaractersaremostlydrawnfromthe
middle class and t'e dreams, dis;, ;;;;;; t"o"io* Jf ordinary people are porrrayed witb touching

simpliciry In this short story "ioUno", t"g*" aehneatel ong.such ordinary family' and gives expression to

the feelings, and etnotion, or" iriiigti. "n. a"rc.iue1 1t- lligbt 
in an uncomprehending society, for which

a dumb girl does not reem to niiJieiligr -o sansitivity. 
-In-a 

realistic manner, Tagore portrays the sociat

scene ofhis times

2l.l Obiectives:
After studying the lesson you will be aQ'le- to: 

-:-r- --,r u, n
l. realize the social r;;';i;;;i!Coa *A the position of voung.girls and womon in sush a

society. |!.' :

2. show how insensitive people can be towards t'dlib* ffiliian beinls with some physical handicap'

{ il

3. understand that lack of speech need no1 mean.l8pt of th€ natural human need for love and friendship'

t.l

,\:'



21.2 Summary:
Banikantha ofChandipur was well off He had tbree daughrcrs, Sukheshini, Suhasini and Subhashini.

Subhashini, the youngest was shortly called Subha. Subha:s elder sisters were married. She lay a silent
weight upon the heart of the parents for she was dumb. People used to think that Subha did not feel as shb
could not spedk. Therefore, they used to talk about her future in her presence. Subha could understand
eve'rything and would suffer silently, Her mother looked upon her as a deformity and almost hated her, Buq
her father. Banikantha loved her rnore than her two sisters

. Subha was not altogether without friends. Sarbbaihi and Panguli, the two cows in the stall were her
dear friends. Though Subha gave them these names they could never hear the names from her lips. Subha
used to murmur her feelings to the two cows and they understood her. They would respond to her in their mute
language. Subha used to visit them regularly three times a day. Whenever she was hurt she would come to
them and disclose her heart to the two childhood compq{ons. Ihey would console her by rubbing their horns
gently against her arms. It would give her great comfort, Subha had goas and a kitten also for friends. She
had more attachment with the kitten than the goats. The kitten used to sleep in her lap whenever she found an
oppommity.

Pratap was another friend ofSubha. He was an idte fellow IIe took interest in fishing than eaming.
' He could be found alnost every aftemoon on tbe bank of the river with his fishing rod. As Subha was dumb
' sbe could not disturb him. So he found her an ideat his companion. He afectionately calle{ her tSu'. Subha
'grew up People blamed Subha's parents for not finding i husband for her. One day Banikanlha went to

. Calcutta and found a bridegroom, As the familyhici to leave for Calcutta, Subha's heart was heavj' with rcars.

' One day when Subha and her parents tived in a house in Calcutta, the bridegroom came to see Subha
wrth his friend. He saw tean in Subha's eyes ad thought trat shotad a tender heart. They got manied on an

'auspicious day, Subha's parents left'her witli' her husband and htumed to Chandipur. A few days later
eveDrone knew that Subha was drunb. Though,she dcceived none, nobody understood her feelings. She
sulfered silently in hei new surroundings amid staDgers, In her silent heart there sounded an endless, voiceless.
weeping which only the Searcher of Hearts could hear.

21.3

l

being the same as another
fear, worry
scold
imperfection
blot
shivered. :

moving with greai'5peed
light up '{ '

fixed in direction
disuty o$liyi"e 

,

ftihred 
ir.,- ,i , ,ii ifts

noon, l2iqplock in the day time
flbw ouriibiirn, flfod " ;' ' ' ;i'i

god, divine quality
not accurate

,1r rli:

Gloss4ry:
uniformity
anxiety
curse
deformity
strain
trembled
swift
illumine
steadfast
grandeur
dreaded
noontide
overflowed
deity
inexact

lz::.ri
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chcerti;.
ffrurrnur
rustle

nxngled
Cicada
gesturer
sighing

toil
awful
fondled
coaxed
dumb

anguish
puzzled
kitten
comrade
:rbandoned

,Jvantage

gazing

ardently
astonishing

miracle
water nymPh

PatalPirr
paltry

outcaste

dawn

vague

dogged

vouchsafe

stricken
agony

clasped

dizzy
doe

scanned

blessing
pleasant

= subdued Ccntinuous scrrnd as of waves, brooks etc.

movement with fluttering sc.:t.c

mixed
transparent winged shrili sounding insect

significant movement of limb orbody

draw long deep audible breath expressive of sadness,

weariness
suffer
tenible
sfioked lightly
cajoled l

unable to speak

intense pain

ml'*orcat
companion, friend
give up to another's control

better position

look fixedly
intensely with strong feeling

surprising
magic
female spirit living in water

the city of Patala, the lower world 
i

of little value, worthless

people who are thrown but of their caste i'

the daybreak

unclear
followed
to pffer

smitten, seriously affected by an unpleasant feeling or illness

severe pain

held tightly
giddy, unsteadY

a fema,le-deer

to bokduough carefullY.
irs

.,, |:

2!.4 ComPrehension Passages:

I Her two elder sisters had been married with the usual diffrgulties in lndjns husbands and providing
Do^*la

;ffiffffi;;;;;;;il;;*h"i r"vllr." a silent weilht upon the heart orthe parents' People
.' -. .',]. ' ,i-.r L-- rG-a--r ^-I olloir(I()wflgsr allll trL'

seemerr to;f\pk that, lpcaysl Jilil-;J;p.uk, i$f; 
aig nil.reel: thev diyusled her tuture and their

;il;; #;ffii"e ii.il;i' in her iiresencb" '
tt'nl { :ili:t ! 

i+.



l.
2.
3.

4.

5.

Answers:

l.
2.
3.

4.

5.

How did her two elder sisters marry?
What is the narne of the youngest daughter?
How was 'She' for her iarenis?
What diti people speak about her?

What did people discuss?

With the usual difficulties in finding husbands-and providing dowries.
Subhashini, shortly called Subha.
She was like a silent weight upon the hearts of the parenls.
People spoke that she would not feel for she could not speak.
Subha's future.

iuz[: . , ,, .:if ,.r ,'1.]

n But Subha was not altogether without friends. In the stall were two cows, Sarbbashi and Panguli. They
had never heard their names from her lips, but they knew her footfall. Though she could form no words.
she munnured lovingly and they understood her gentle murmuring better than all speech. When she:

fondled them or scolded or coaxed them, they understood her better than men could do. Subha woukl
come to the shed and throw her ams round Sarbbashi's neck; she would rub her cheek against her friend's
and Panguli would turn her great kind eyes and lick her face.

1. Who were Subha's friends?

2. Who were Sarbbashi and Panguli?

3. What do the two cows understand?

4, What would Subha do after coming to the shed?

5. What would Panguli do with Subha?

Answers:
l. The two cows

2. The names of the two cows

3. Subha's gentle murmuring.

4..'.Sh"wouldthrowherarmsroundSarbbashi'sneck.
5. She would tirrn her great kind eyes and lick her face.

m Pratap's chief ambition was to catch fish. He managedro waste a lot oftitne this way, and might be seen
almost any afternoon so employed. It was thus most o#h that he met Subha. Whatever he was about, he
liked a companion and, when one is tryiqe to catch,fish,"fli1tent companion is best of all. Pratap respected
Subha for her silence, and as everyone chlled her S'trbh'Alohe showed his affection by calling her Su.

1.
Str;o - ii
lllrgto'
risri3., ,l

4.

5.

'llie i,. lrri
'.i "i{ eTl:,ir: ,: i,,

.31'' ftg grl 1' " r bii
cd-, I

lffl;l; l
1L

r l'"{, I t

What type oico*punion'did u frrron ii*L to rt8$e *hen^siai,*t'en"gq.i *"i.,qi$g io ruicffrh Sr,r
, ?.de , q?

How did Pratap show his affection for Subhar
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AnswJr:

l. Pratap's ehief ambition was to catch fish'

2. BY catching fish. 
. ^. p , .

3. On the bank of the river when h9 employed himself in fishing

4. A silent comPanion.

1y It was settled that on the morrow they should go to Calcutta. Subha went to-the cow-shed to bid farewell

to the ro.ruJrr oiti", childhood, SLe fed them from her han{ fhe clasped their necks: she looked into

their faces, and tears fell fast from the eyes which spoke for her. That night was the tenth of the new mocn'

Subha f"n n", too*, urra flung herself down on her grassy mound beside the river she loved so much'

l. What was settled?

2. WhY did Subha go to the cow-shed?

3. Who were the comrades of herqhildhood?

4. What happened when Subha looked into the faces of the two cows?

5. What did Subha love so much?

Answer:
1. On the next morni.;s, mey had to leave for Calcutta.

2. To bid farewell to the comrsdes of her childhood.

3. The two cows.

4. Tears fell fast from the eYes'

5. To sit on the grassy mound beside the river'

21.5 Objective tYPe questions:

I she lived in a small village called chandipur. The river on whose bank it stood was small for a river

of Bengal, ffid kept to its-nanow bounds like a daughter of the middle class. This busy streak of water

never overflowed its banks, but went about its duties as though it were a member of every family in

the villages beside it. On either side were houses and banks shaded with trees'

tbll. What is ChandiPur?
(a) a town (b) a small village (c) a city (d) Part of the citY

lal2. wbat is compared to a daughter of the middle class?

(a) the nurroo, Uounds of the river {: O) the small village

irt the lake ' 1 (d) the canal

3. What is said about water?

(a) it overflows i,tq banl 
1

(c) it never oveiffowetl its b+nks ,,

4.Wholookedtobethememberofeveryfamily?
(a) the dumb girl ; rf; it

i l\ r

lcl
(b) it dries often
(d) it was'flooded every ,Year

(b) the lake 'i' ' I c ] 
,' 

L

(d)thesfieam L,.,, ,;. ,ii:.;(c) the busY sfieak of water, 
,



Banikantha's house looked out upon the stream. Every huj andrs_tagk.fi the place could be seen by the
passing boatmen. I know not if amid these signs of worldiv *iuirtt unyon. il;;Jrh; ffi;;r] ''"ho,
when hor work was done, stole away,to the waterside and sat there. 

J - --

5. What is said about the banks of the river?
(a) used for agriculturp (b) used for roads
(c) used for construqting the bridge (d) shaded with trees

l. What did Banikantha's house look out upon?
[a] the srreem

[c] the banks of the river

2. Who is Banikantha?

[aJ a poet

[c] Subha's uncle

What did the passing boatsmen see?

[a] the village
[c] every hamlet

Who is the little girl?
[a] one of the village girls
[c] Subha's cousin

when did the little girl steal away to the waterside?
[a] at night
[c] after completion of her work

tdl

tbl

lal

lal
(b) lhc grass

tdl th; nlain lands

tdl
(b)rThe narator of the story
[dJ Subha's father

. Q) eyqry hut a'd stack tl?tl prace

[d] every one in the village

tdl
(b) Subha's sister

iai suutru

! (b) in the morning 
I c ]

[d] during her work

m Subha had a comrade also among the higher animals, and it is hard to say what the girl,s relations
were with hirn; for he coulcl speak, and hjs gift of speech left them without any common language.! He was F" yorrngest boy of the Gosains, Pratap by name, an idle fellow. Aft;;;rui.a 

"nor,r, 
hisparents had ab*ndoned the hope of his ever miting a living.

The higher animals here are

[a] Cattle

[c] wolves

What do you mean by comrade?
[aJ Companion

lcl friend

What is hard to say?

[a] her mind ni "'
[cJ her interest

\Vho is the youngest boy of Gosains?
[al Pratap "'t'
[c] one of Subha's cousins '

3.

4.

5.

l.

3.

(b) Human leings
[d] goats

;;

(b) enemy

[d] relative

4.

il ' 't:. t0] '
(b) Her attitude to life '

" [dJ herreiation *itfrfiflh ' 'i!i

l'" ., . ir r, lt , ^_, ,{oui: , [al: 
@) one of Subha'*.Jlntr,,r*',r $ri1 !,

: 1i,.

[d] the naiiaior
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1 . Why u*ere,$uhha'E,patents frlled with anxiety?

[a] about her carecr

[.i tn" thought of her marriage

3.WhatwasthefinancialstatusofBanikantha?

[u] P mi{afg c[qss man

[c] well-bff

4. what does .had fish-curry twice daily'indicate?

[a] being well-off
[c] miserliness

Centritor Distance Edue4io!

lcl
5. Wnat glLr ttrs Palt:ull r'cavt; udt

,r: ,: [a] [riqppiqte+Pe . , . i,, :i

iti tttt liopt of his ever making a living

t of her maniase tiile$ hel parelts yitrr;rn1iolt tlf . People blamed them' and even talked

of making them,puteastes" sanitlta y.p *rii-;if ; hil iamilv e;en-f1d [Bh curry t*icb dailv' and

consequently he did not lack enemies. Then the women irrterf#d.'and Bani went a*ay for a'few days'

Presentlyhereturnedandsaid;..WgmustgotoCaicutta.'':

(b) his schooling 
,;

[d] his furure settlement

lcl
(b),aboutheqfuture :., . l,r
[d] the family life of Su!!a's sisters

2. What was the threat of the people to Subha's parents? -- -- :r:-- +L^* [ a ]

[aJ talk of making them outcastes 0) talk of killing them

[c] talk of driving away from village

(b) a poor man

[dJ a man of higher middle class

(b) suffering from PovertY

[d] leading a miserable life

lcl

lal

5. What did Banikatha say to the members of his family after his return? t d ]

[a] rhey should stay in the village (b) he found a bridegroom

[;j ;r;; ;ilil noi,..r u r,.rsb-.nd for Subha td] thev must go to calcut

v. The almanac was consulted, and the maniage took place on an auspicious day' Having delivered their

dumb girl into another,s hands, subha,s parents ftlr:d home. 
- 
Thank God! Their caste':in this

world and their safety in the next were,assured! The bridegroom's work lay in the west, and shortly

after therr marriage, f't toot his wife thither'

What do You mean bY almanac?

[a] a calendar of astronomical data

[c] a science of astronomy

Whcn did the marriage take Place?

[a] on a SundaY

[c] on an ausPicious daY

Who is 'delivered into another's hands?

[a] the dumb girl

[.i on. of the daughters of Banikantha

t
I

2.

.)
J.

lal
(b) an event in the solar sYstem

[d] the sun god

tcl
(b) on a festival daY

[d] on an aPPointed daY

tul
(b) a friend of Subha ''

[d] one of the village girls



idj
(b) security

[d] their caste in this world anri satbty in tlre otllcr wond
, 

.,.. i I ;

5. When did the bridegroom take his wife to the place where he was work:ig? t b I ii \ i

[aJ on an auspicious day @)/shortly,aher the mafii.ie 
' 

, | ,,i1 ..
[c] immediately after the marriage ldl the next day after the m.-arnage i. _ , .

21,.6 Posslblequestlons j ', 
i,ij;,, i,

l. Consider'Subha'as the dramatization of the basic human nee<! fbr love and fiendrhip. 
'

2. "In her silent heart there soundecl an enclless, voiceless weepirrg which onfy ti. Solthcr of Hearts
could hear". Trace the sequence of events that led to this comnient. -----;,

4. What was assured to Subha's parents?

[a] property

[cJ happy tife

*tft

ntt)

tt.l s "

rrr if

Ifl :!

qei,. ,,. I

"lif1er., ,i,

)l$'r I

i il:
1. 1

'' orl'v'
, ,'dl lr

fio'



LESSON -22

DIAMONDRICE
- Ranga Rao

STRUCTURE

22.0 Introduction
22.1 Objectives
22.2 SummarY
22.3 Glossary
;r:J -omp..h"o.iooPassager

22.5 Obiective tYPe questlons

22.6 Possible qumtions

22.0 Introduction
RangaRao,apopularstory.writer,scholarandcritic,iscurre[tlyteachingatVenkateswaraCollege,

New Delhi. He is proficient in i"i,rg" tTi [* 
" 

gn"a *p"uiti"n as a translstor' His fiction is permeated by

middle-class ethos, sympanoti" g;;p of the elerient of incolgruitv in the human character' As a writer, his

chief appeal to his readers seernrt;fiJilr;;;;; rt"iariii "riit 'nost 
intense of all human needs - the

"""1 
iJi"iiai"g 

"motional 
bonds'

The story "Diamontl Rice" dbscribes the downfall (nemesis) of a rich over confident and worldly'

wise erain merchant who is noto;ous for the deliberaa adultefation ho pfsctices of the rice sold in his shop'

ill: ffi il:ffi;;il;;;;;; side in the merchants natur€, tike his generous donation to the

temple and genuine love for titttb ciiiai.n, i, , "o*ent 
on the general comrption that seems to have taken

hold of alt haders. The reao"^""*'i.n*ii nil;i; ,1. t"j"r,ft of 8 system that punishes one firmlv for

comrption while allowing others to go unpunished for the same cnrne'

22.1 Objectives: t'i''-*'et* #ilg the unit you will be abl$ to: ' '

l. realize how third person point ofview is used in a slort story'

i. unalerstand the story as a mild satre on society and human foibles'

3. have a glimpse into tfrelvo siAes qfthe meriranlls-personality - generosity and dishonesty'

4. Know that so-" p"opte i'"ty give donati0f,S' withbut laying down conditions'

''' t "-Ir 1 'ClS

22.2 SummarY: 'rirrJ(\ '':-"

TheNewTerypleconstnrctionComrnitt&6&lixrtrblii.wasformedto-raisefundsfortheconstruction
of the tempte. rr,. "r..u,." "lilloil;;;, a d*ir" three petty businessmen and-a Sanskrit pandit'

The committe€ wu. 
"uout 

,o .#i'f" il;;;ifJ doniion. S.r*ita, ttt" si* veat old granddaughter of



Non-Detailedlexts-

had no children' felt that it was like going t" 
"i*"d a sacred ce.emony with a catin your arrns.

Merchant Kondaiah was rh-e most prosperoirs man of 
$3.toa. He.was the owner of Lakshmi Riceyppties' He was a pious man roo. when the;"1i,'** il'ri'ia hig olfice, his eye, r"u onii" t uo pig_tairs of;fr',f 

":H'J:.:T#*11'.T.''i' 
"-" """i'"i'lo# 

*e.had sone on u u.i"rui,it i; their mother,s
servant to r"i"r, r,"..o,n".i";:;,;":tff;|,ftcertur smih.,He j.r"a_"it*i* *il;t;. He asked his

. **o#i.%T'f,L:l$il"T.:iftee-, after finishine their eatineand.drinking coffee, exprained the mauer
thousand i" .*1 ;; # ffil,ff ;:'fiff rul;:f €i1:aii i''" :;": ;; ;;; ;il,''i*sand. tuen ry
rvas deposited in the Mercantire B;k-ffiil"hil;i#ffiT;::?Jff:rhe heard that tbe coflected monei

' Kondaiah asked them how much ainount they needcd. The rawyer said that the present estimationwas one rakh. Kon<iaiah promiscdrhat he wourd coihiu[t', ."r, or-rd ..*;,:"iry#",h"" were tarking,rondarah received a phone cair. u" *ia.-,rr"ii. i"l'"ii*,ir,i". or t". u,,j'ir" #il::,ia the sampresthroughhisclerk' Afterthenhonecallrr""oueciJicl-in*"iiolu",r*ori*J,ir"i"#,iil,i"*.0"..n,

;'#f ri,"ffiJ-ilj:fffif ,f; ffiA;1Gffiill'o'Ifu He save instructions to the crerk and sent

After finishing tht. o"-r,"."::.H..uio that he wourd contribute the rest of the amounr with a condition.

i;tri;lilll;f,"*";ffl,': 
sboutd be.namJ-"d;';il",. 

.rhe commi*ee acceptea ii. He patted
sunday for furthe'dlscussion. 

clerk would prepare the cheque and *r."J dt"-'a .Jff; ;:" folrowins

. 
Sumitra was taking her evening-nrcar. Her grandfatherjoi::d,h:r tfler: He^found smar and hansparentffi""T"H:T*.T:ffi 11*:a'"''in'ru,","i"iili"il*o,l*utlricerromr."J"i;;lshop.She

anested for adutrering rice ;;;jTt 
the rice was still bad. The Panalt toia n", t ui ro"Jiui'ri*t"ooro 

""a*",n,,n"n"nc'"; j;il;""#"ff :ff ffi f ""4;Iil:::::*:l#ffi**fi ;il;
22.3 , Glossary:

denied :
prosperous :
irresistible, :
Camaraderie =
acute
predict
piously
inclined
caustically
ushered
decisively
swarming
solefnn

,' ,'O

tr)

llf

Ju1"I

isc r

:1r{"1r

:
'.,Ull;iJ

fl$3 :.

.: JJ-r,
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din
sonceded

dsglsd
tonid
consisteo.:Y
pebont3ed
vernrilkn
snerky
exuberance
oppling
scowled
efftrsive
Celegates

signiftcuttlY
novice
dclud
trcit
tuft
meditqt€d

t
PenPintion
reined
vindiagkn

, ',1

flinte
adullanting

rivals

a continuous loud unpleasant notse

to admit that something is true

ib ftogft lighily in a nervous or silly way

very hotand dry

iit q""ritv of aiways being the same

entout.ged or suPPorted

bright red Powder'
mean-sPirited Person
overflowing with joY

to becom, unut.uOy and then fall over' overthrow

to look at someone in an angry way

unrestrained
person(s)authorizedtoactasrepresentativesfoyothers
meaningful and imPortant - ,!

a person new at tttt joU and untrained

leb to hold a false belief

not spoken; implied

clusier of strands of hair

to empty vou,tninJ of thoughts and feelings in orderto relax

comPletelY

a small Piece of food . , -- ^-^ r

liquid that appears on your skin when you are hot

put a hold on

reestablishing the true worth of a thing after clearing

susPicions and doubts

; ,VP. of smooth hard stones i

to make itpui.-oi to*tt the qunlity by adding improper

ingredients
person that comPetes with another

22,^1

t

passlge$:
"villl'v!v-w- . : . .^ rhe rown,s elders about to call on the most prosperous

shernourdn'rE rgni{ ft::l:*T:1::*:i*-1*::}$'r:*Tm 
an irresistibrr,*it,. rire rittre girr

:ffi Hiffi ff 
osl#:::iliu:l;:l"J'"riii!ii'i*l*nn'r::*l*lhl5lT:;1'l

*ll[i,*l;:1,:lllff;H[i'T1*d:::.,*i*l*-*::*n*n;:l*l'*,**[fiisl:WuE.gup'toothed, and that madg lt all me *-: :: arty fifty-six, they b*oth belongcd to

wgs the rrt tOLJu, U"'iO"; though one was six and the other ne 
:

the,sarne age group'

,"1 'l{''

l rr



II rhe merchant Kondaiah was a pious man; the mark of vi{rnu was freshly and neauy'fi,iiniea on hisforehead; and he had a heavv s"]d rlng b; ;irh ;;;;;; j, 
ir"e" on it; the heavy,sdrd bia.lret on hisright wrist recailed to sumilra the orJ"arui ;;il;;. irahmin and the;*XS*l,l:ltiger had swallowed up the greedy Brahmin, rnud and all). rrapping"ti:gSt (ttre teniute

I. What type of man was Kondaiah?z. What coutd be seen 
", K;;l;it;, forehead?3. What did his gold ring beJrr--" 

v - -:---'v. 
,:4' what did sumitra recat wfren she saw Kondaiah,s braceret?s. wirat is the synonvm;ii;"idi; "-w rl",.rr.rlo" o ., 

.

Answers:

t . Kondaiah was a pious man ';

?. The mark of Vishnu ,uur?rrrnry and neatry paint o oo tt e forehead.3. Some goq 
_, 

image;

i. il:f|:"dtuI 
story of the Brahmin and the trapping tieer.

i,..;-

II 1.). ;r!;,1 ,, 
jr1 , t 

""
"How much have you collected?,, the merchant asked. The:cgmmittee rnembers turnedituthe teacherthepandit aucounrant know hit ngtntt.?. 'n-oilir, *rrr" vu-,i# with abig man, it*wou{dnst to do toappear off-hind' He opened the-notebook (whicrr surniti iJosnizea us th" uncraimed harf-used*':::.:' lT 

:t', 
rormer pur i r or ie' ;4ffi ; ;ffi ffi *oJo-on,krt;h,;ir,,r,. 

p ases.
What did the merchant ask? '" i'o- r':llii r.

Ylu, did the committee mernbers do?
_Wtry 

did they turn to the teacher?
Who was the big man?
What did Sumirra recog nize?

i

I.
,t
1.
3.
4.

5.

A4srverq:

'.t,
2.

3.
4.
5.

ry An assistant had come from the.interior of *r 
Hr*f:.$:.I:rHi uigoii,frriith. *'',ed a trayspread with small squares ofplain paper ,o tr*it;g rice sarnfris. The merchani fictea up a rittre ricefrom each of severaiopen'ini*tt,;;h; r""i r,igt, 

"nar"itr,in 
easy reach of hischair: the girr.mr*rd

fi :'fiffiil'lil fffi H ff T* g 
:* 

; "ru ;;':;# wffi i ce p r,aF i se rsr q ysrie ty, s h o rr
fi'-'i;irl ,., fl ,l'
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When did the assistant come from the interior house?

Why did he bring smal! squares of plain paper?

What did the oPJn tin drurhs contain?

Wh.rt were the tin droms? l
What did the girl see?

Arswers: 
At the first ring of the phone'

r' To rcc"ive rice samPles

lo 
HlHti,tr"$#-T,ii; tne ryacr 

orf,31iixl'l,ll1l;.*n*to drebrim.

i. i;;il;.th;ii"drums'whichwerefilledwithnt

v 'You see, merchant Kondaiah was arrest{ in the afternoon for adulterating rice with fine semi

' o-*dt stones' They say i! was a trT'--

1ff f 
-$;g'gt#,*$"#iett*t'*-::Htrffi nff H"ix!ilr'*'

this stufffrom tnelr nvals' urs,rquv

1. Who was arrested in the afternoon?

;,. WhY was he arrested?

t:. what was the traP?

4. Who was the Young wo.man?

5. What p**it""Aia fionOuiutt maiie? -

l.

:'
1:,

5.

Answers:

t The merchant Kondaiah

; ;;-;;t *"sted for adulterating rice' 
'

i: il;;;;;i* "riii"t"a 
i""with serni-transparent stones'

i;. thePirdit'"o"ugbt"r-in'taw'
5 . He promisea to grve"'do"naion for the new temple consruction'

22.5 Obiecfve tYPe questions:', 
:Tff T;ffr*"r*nrs'ffifiruftffi*ffiitrffl#*sffiruffi:
o,ii,'llii;' n'o *qe:ffi;tr F##,SlffJfr;ffiffi:,tiJr"*r,r"* 

u".t'
'house 

and raising a din tlrat ne !4$ffrr'*lrrmr -.-'Fi- 
t a l

l. Who wgre tl.6,vi$tors?

2. W.hat did the'me1g

(b') the p9ndit gPd hiq grand daughter

iJl tn" t*r$ant:s relatives

-'# Icl



(a) the rice
(c) Sumitra's pig tails

3. What did the merchant remember?
(a) his prornise
(c)'Sumitra's words

(a) loneliness
(c) initated

4. Where did the merchant's grandchildren go?
(a) to the temple (i) to their mother,s people(c) to the schoor roi . the mark.i

5. What did the merchanr feel?

(b) the members of the committee
(d) Sumitra's dress

(b) the temple constluction
(d) his own grandchildren

(b) five thousand
(d) hventy thousand

(b) the pandir
(d) the docrqr

tdl

tbl

laJ
(b) comforted
(d). angered

il "Don'tpress anybody forcash contributions ncw. You have twenty thousand; you need itrirty thousandmore' or more' it could be more. I shall give all the money you need ro, ttre ionil;ril"i*t , temple,a permanent hall for temple weddings, but...,, 
J - - 

.

tdl
l. What was the advice of the speaker?

{a) to get contributions from others (b) to,eontribute themselves l- u J

(c) to collect donations from all people ioi r"ii" ffi;"nil;j;'tr rurr, contributions

How much did they have at hand?
(a) one lakh rupees
(c) twenfy thousand

How r.nuch more did they need?
(a) thirty thousand
(c) fifty,thousand

What promise did the speaker give?
(a) He would supply cement
(c) He would give iron,ond cernent

Who is the speaker of this passage?
(a) the merchant
(c) the lawyer

2.

3.

4.

5.

(b) five lakhs I c ]

(d) not even g single rupse

(b)
(d)

He would. give partial amognt 
t d l

He would give all the money necpssary

lal

lal

IU Sumitra knew what the,*ssistant would go now; he would 
fo!$[he pqnler bits intg.littlp packers of,fice, ,like the litrle packetsofxqpnilion,a,ll wgmen, e:ccepting widowor,.g,,Bceived on puspicioll6 fungtio's, Butto her strrprise, the merdant bent a ritri" u""r**iG;';;;Lc otrued up q fisttul of affiffifhing.from another drum b"h.qe nis chair ano.showese; *d;;;;;ifi on saph linle {qoundsfriq*ffid the ,

i,i"J: 
ran his fingers thnqugtr the rice, topprini trre tinv mounds'and,plouet ing tir"nkff{rfh hrs-finger

7a
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,r. what did Sumitra know?
(a) What the merchant would do

(c) What her grandfather would do

2. What would the Packets corrtain?

(a) Vermilion
(c) rice

3.Whatwouldallwontenreceiveonauspic'lorr1fun9tions?
(a) MoneY

ici scotding of husbands (d) packets of vermilion

4. What did the merchant Pick uP?

(b) What the assistant would d:
(d) What the committee would d '

(b) turmeric

1d) money

lcl

lal

tdl

tbl

(a) tinY-transParent stones

(c) gems

5. Where did he shower them?

(a) on food
(c) on Sumitra

o)
(d)

(b) ash

(d) goid

,]
on the little mounds of ricp

on Sumitra's head

IV

!. 14
.tt

(b) the oil dealer
(d) the cloctor

lcl

tbl4, What did her grandfather do .for too long today|?

(a) spent in washing @) meditated

irt iaked to iu*iiu (d) talked to his daughter-in-law

5. Why did Sumiffa's grandfather sit on the-1ud floor?

(a)forthemeal0)forwritingaccounts
b' ro, preparing notes for the class (d) for meditation

lal

sumitra had been picking at her evening mealfor sometime lefore Pt gr"":dfal.her returned home' He

washed and meditated and meditated, for too long today, and then joinEO Sumitra sitting'cross-legged

on the mud floor for the meal'

l. What had Sumitra been doing for sometime?

(a) spent time with her mother

(b) PlaYed games

1c) picked up quarrel with her friend

(d) picking at her evening meal

2. When did she do it?
(a) before her grandfather returned home ''" ""

$) before going to bed

(c) before doing her homework

(d) before PlaYing games

3. Who was her grandfather?
?r (a) the merchant

(c) the Pqndit



----/
V "Poor grandfather," said Sunrilra, her rnirth fading, as the old man gestrrred her to be quiet anri ror,e

and left stealthily to,rinse- his rnonth befiore rnaking ancther attempt at the meal 'oplant then in the
backyard soil," she whispered helpfuily-"

l. What is Sumitra's comment on her grandfbther'.r I b ]
(a) poor fellow (b) pcor grandfather
(c) philosopher iAi pinut gtrndfather

2. What did the old man gesture? t c l
(a) not to be naughty (b) not to be idiotic
(c) to be quiet (d) to be inactive

3. Why did $umitra's grandfather rise and leave the room? t d l
(a) to wash his hands (b) to spit out
(c) to bring something for her (d) to rqnse his mouth

4. What did she whisper helpfully? t a l
(a) "plant them in the back-yard,soil"
(b) "plant them in the back-yard"
(c) "plant them'in the shade of the tree"

\
5. What do you mean by 'them' in the phrase "plant them'? t d l

(a) stofies O) seeds
(c) plants (d) teeth

22.6 Possible questions

l. Attempt an evaluation of the grain merchant's character.

2, Consider * Diamond Rice" as a mild satire on sociery and on human foibles. :

rtrtri

i r t, lf;: , . ,v



LESSON _23

THE ONLYAMERICAN FROM OURVILLAGE
- Arun Joshi

STRUCTIJRE

23.G Introduction
23.1 Objectives
23.2 Summary
23.3 GlossarY ,

23,4 ComPrehension Passages

23.5 Objective tYPe questions

23,6 Possible questions .,t 
'

23.0 Introduction: ,', 
rnsidercd a

Arun Joshi is a popular Indo-Anglian novelist and short-story writer. He is rightly cc ,

pronccr in lrsychological realism. But he never gave predominant imporiance to the mapping of the inscapc qf

the inind. Fiis primary interest was a study of existentialprobl**r.- wiruler of the sahityaAkademi Awiirri'

Arurr Joshi had published five novels and a collection of short.stories (The survivor) before his literary carecr

came to an abrupt end by his untimely death. His remarkable experiments in narrative technique reveai thc

rmpact of the *iit.r, like camus, the irench writer. Hisnovels aie The Foreigten The strange case oJ'Billv

Biswils, T!rc Apprentics, The Last Labyrinth and The citlt and the River. A certain awaren'ess of tl]an':

rootlessness and the consequential loneliness and anxiety is the keynote of Arun Joshi's unique vision of 
1t11

pretiica*rent 'f 
thc modern man. He is hailed for holding a mirror to thc subtletics and complcxtt'rcs.'of

conlcmporarY Indian life.

In this story ..The only American Flor:r our vrllage", Arun Joshi offers us a glinrpse of ilie obvcrsc

sidc of the American Dream. He narates the typical success stoYof Indian int':!lectuals carntng namc and

fame in the U'iteC States of America. Howru.r,ih. grim reality is that many such Indians, busy 
In 1a\ins 

a

.naffii,e for themselvcs, often have no time for their poor parents back home. Even a fatlier's death is not

signitrcant enough to'bring them to India'

23.1 Objectives :

After,studying the lesson you will be able to:

, l. understand the negative influence of America, the fabled land of succe$3, on immigrants'

z:. $eb that parents feel proud of their children's aghievement but are forced to justify to themselves their
L 

;;;i;; of the Parents'

3. Know that self - judgment makes people realizetheir mistakes; if the feelings are suppressed they

becomepsYchrc. il |r'



realize the callous disregard shown by children doing well abroad towards their parents in thcir old
age and infirmity

23.2 Summary:
r.( \

Dr. Khanna was the most outstanding immigrant physicist at the University of Wisconsin, America.
Once he made a four-week visit to India with his wife, Joanne and their two sons. They were well received in
India. Dr. Khanna addressed a conference and inaugurated three well-attended seminars. He even met the
President and the Prime Mrnister of India.

Dr. Khanna went to his native town. His wife and sons were lvorshipped by the relatives. On the last
week Mrs. Khanna and the children went off on a sight-seeing tour. Dr.Khanna delivered his final talk at a
college in his former home town. The talk went well. He was irtroduced to the audience in glorious terms.
The audience bid him a humble farewell. When all the people went away, an old man came and insisted on
shaking Dr. Khanna's hands. He introduced himselfas 'ashtamp farosh', tire stamp vendor. The Principal told
Dr. Khanna that he was Radhey Mohan, who sold court papers in front of the Districi Court.

Radhey Mohan told Dr. Khanna that he came to see him tiom the village and that he was his father,s
close friend. He, also said that Kundan Lal, Dr. Khanna's father and Radhey Mohan used to sit on the same
bench. He carved their names on the desk and they could be found even that day. He said that Kundan Lal was
the best student and therefore his name was on the Honours Board. But Radhey Mohan failed matriculation.
Kundan Lal stood third among forty thousand students. Though Dr. Khanna's father wanted to do some job
$.ue to poverty, his mother forced him to go to college. He went to Lahore and studied on scholarship.
Kilndan Lal joined in some job afteihis studies and RaJney Mohan didnot see him fortwenty years.

Radhey Mohan told Dr. Khanna that his father came to live in the village after retirement. He said that
he was happy and proud of his son's achievement. He used to say that his son would be a big government man.
He also told Radhey Mohan that his son would come soon. But he did not. When he came to know that his son
got married he was quiet for many months. Later he told Radhey Mohan that his son was the only American
from their village and it was an honour for it.

Kundan Lal and Radhcy Mohan usetl to go for walks. During their walking he talked only of his son.
On one of their walks Radhey Mohan told Kunian Lal tirat his ,ont achievements had nothing to do with
others. FIe was very angry and avoided the compairy of walkers. One day Kundan Lal told Radhey Mohan
that he was expecting a ticket forrn his son to visit America. Very soon the whole village came to krrow dbo't
rt. R-adhey Mohan suddenly asked Dr. Khanna whether he had sent a ticket to his fathei. Dr. Khanna said that
he had nrr money

On hearing it, Radhey Mohan told.Dr.Khanna how his father studied with
scholarships. He went to sq,hool without shoes,. gyticUlarjy in the molth of Mpy,
walking on the boiling sand of the'Cho'. He did ii for ten years. Radhey Mohan
continued the story.

'. ,:
limited clothes and on
he suffered a lot from'::t,-r'

too\,p shod",Preak and

Radhey Mohan further said that Kundan Lal became ill. His daughter came to ses'him. He requested
Radhey Mohan to write'to his son. Radhey Mohan sent a telegram by spending a hundred rupees. But Dr.
Kltanna wrote only a letter stating that he naA to attend a conference. Kundan Lal told Radhey Mohan that his
son might have been busy. He asked Radhey Mohan to take him to the school. They went to school in a
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nckshaw. Fie wenr to the desk where thgi(iames were carved. He also went to the Honours Board and had a

,:;k;;Ai, nu*". on their r"tu*i.,uffi whin they came to the 'Cho,' there was sudden change tn Kurrdan

Lal. He looked mad. Hc walkeO ol the boiling sand for half a rnile in spite of Radhey Mohan's war:ing. He

g"i f."., Uv the evening and disd the next moming. Dr. Khanna herd the tragic death of his fatrter and shan'k

in pain. He apolo gizedto ladhey Mohan for wirat had happened.

Dr. Khanna,s ?amily boarded the plane to Chic:rgo at the weekend. His *iry nodced that Dr.Khanna

was staring at his feet all the time. When itrry met the psychiatrrst, Dr. Khanna confided that he ha{ spells of

great burning in his feet. There was no outpuiofresearch work from Dr. Khanna since hg letulned 
toAmerica'

He used to say that he was cursed. Thus, 6r. Khanna would be known as the man who did nothing but staring

at his feet.

23.3. Glossary:

= one leaving the native land to settle down elsewhere

= a specialist in phYsics
: a stamp vendor

= disease of the eyes causing partial or total blindness

= meeting, clash

= lavish, extravagant
: mcve with scraping
: make or feel awkward or shamed

= flash

= burning slowlY emitting smoke

= 'inflammation ofjoints
moved about in a nervous manner

= shrank in pain

= tell same secret or private problem to someone

23.4 Comprehension Passages:
I The four week trip was 

" 
ru.i.r, by all accounts H_e was received by an official of the council of

Scientific Research. He addressed a conference on llter-Planetary radiation and inaugurated three

well.atiendeJ seminars- H. met the President and the Prime Minister. He was offered many jobs,

each of which he politely declined'

l. what is said about Dr. Khanna's four-week trip?

2. Who received Dr. Khanna?

3.WhatdidDr.Khannadoaftercomingtolndia?
4. Whom did Dr.Khanna meet?

5. What did Dr Khanna politely decline'l

AnswerSJ'' JF'". i' ''

;.t"" 
" -' -n 

nar'bbtbme'a buccess.'

.2. An offrcer of the council of Scientific Research

3. He addresse,l conference and inaugurated three seminars

4" The Presiden rd the Prime Minister of India.

immigrutt
physicist
ashtamp farosh

cataract
encounter
profusely
shuflling
embarrassed
glint
smouldering
arthritis
fidgeted =
winced
confided
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t-ia!;1

;t"' '

l.t''
z. "'

3.

4.

5.

Jobs in India

"He was a good student, the best. I sat at the same desk, so I knew. I carved my name on my side of 
,

the desk' Your father did 4ot want to- tpoil the wood so I carved his name on his side. Before he diedEv. svrvrv uv tllvtl

HffJ, ?l*,1""*."11:::: i,:::llTr:": rne, i1.was stlr tlere. s";;;,-ir,. nu,o,, rt was very,reurvD. rL waD vgly

if,Tt:' j^iil^::':iry,i:l,I:,n1Tts to be ,1.1". Your father's name is on rhe Honours Board, too.Mine is not there, because I failed in matricuration.
l

Who was a good student
What did'Radhey Mohan carve on the desk?
When did the two friends go to see their names?
What was strange?
whose r13*€ could be found on the H6nours Board?

Answers:

l. Dr. Khanna's father, Kundan Lal.

l.r-.,. Radhey Mohan carved his name and Kundan Lal,s name.3. Before Kundan Lal's death.
4. To find the two carved names after many ye-irs.5. The name of Kundan Lal.

uI' The ashtamp farosh paused. He seemed to have lostthe thread ofhis thoughts. Then he started again."After his retirement he ha! a shave eve? other day. we used to go together, to the same barber. He

ffilil 
have his shave first because he did not like to wait. gut n"i"d-ti-wait anyway while I had my

Who.was the 'ashtamp farosh'?
What did he seem to have lost?
Whose retirement was referred to in ihis passage?
Where did they used tq go together?
Why did Kundan Laf,ilsist his shave ig be raten firs!.

Answers:
l.
2.

3.

4,

5.

ry,

Radhey Mohan
The thread of his thoughts . i

'1

;ff;T:::TT""lllf:1,:il, same barber ,, ,. :

Because Kundan Lal did not like to wait.

we went to school together and came back together. Between the school and our village is the .lcho,;Do you remember the 'cho'? It runs in the iains. Nine months it is dry. ln ,u*rnerjil-,'i"G,,very hot. Have you seen how they roast cor6.,in bl:sand,, you coq$ roasl q .rn in the ,Cho,. 
,

l.
2.

iljf.S. .:: , .: , ,: 
"Who went to school together? ,. : ,, -i

Where is 'Cho' located?

lf.
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3. Wtrat do You rnean bY 'Cho'?

4,. What is saiO about 'Cho' in summer?

5. What can be roasted in 'Cho' in summer?

Answers:

\
2)
3

4.

5.

Kundan Lal and RadheY Mchan'

Between school and the village' r i

A stretch of hot fiery sand or a dried river bed'

It gets very hot

€om can be roastcd in the 'Clto' in strmmer'

The week-end Dr. Khanna and family boarded a plane for chicago. At chicago they changed planes'

As the plane forMadison got utoit vrrr. Joanne Khunnu was heard to say to her husband' "what's

the matter, darling you keep staring at your fe.,. it *e been watching you for the last two days

and you've done nothing but stare at your leet

Who boarded the Plane to Chicago? - ^
Who are the *."ibt" of Dr' Khanna's family?

Where did theY change Planes?

WhatdidMrs.JoanneKhannanoticeintrerhusband?
ForhowmanydaysdidshenoticethechangeinDr.Khanna?1

V.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Answers:

I.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Dr. Khanna and his familY

Dr. Khanna, his wife and their two sons

At Chicago
He was staring at his feet'

For two daYs.

*, tbl
b) Dr, Khanna's familY

d) Khanna's sotts'

b) Amencans
ai naOtreY Mohan's FamilY

Whywerethememtersof!r'ftrtmna;sfarnityworshipped?tb]
a) Bccause'they were foreigners'i ' i :

23,5 Obiective tYPe questions:

I His wife and,children were worshipped by his relati];: *ho* $.v had never met before and for

whom they had brought Giilettq,razor$, poo ,."ords and u *urb of one-dollar neck'ties' The records

and the neck-ties were unusable ut"au'ffi;tt#;; had neither record players nor suits' but the

razors were greatty pri".a, ,specia'y uv tr* *nmcn who saved them for their teenaged sons'

Who'were worshiPPed?

a) Dr. Khanna's wife and children

c) Mrs. Joaryg,

Who worshiPPed them? 
':

a) Indian, 
tt' 'i. :

b) Mr. Khanna's relatives

l.

)

.l



b)
c)
J)

Because they came from America.
Because they brought gifts.
Because they were strangers.

4. What were unusable?
a) Gillette Razors
b) records and the neck-ties

What were saved for the teenaged sons?
a) razors
b) blades

Who was the old man?
a) Radhey Mohan
b) Dr. Khanna

Radhey Mohan's father
the Principal's father

b) Arnerican blades
d) all the gitts

b) neck+ies
d) perfumes

b) the Principal
d) Kundan Lal

b) Dr. Khanna's father
d) Mrs. Jonne's father

lcl

lal

lal

tbl

tbJ

5.

"Yes"" the old man replied, "I am the ashtamp farosh of the town. I knew your father. I am very happyto see you' I came here only to see you because I am only an ashtamp farosh and do not understandsuch matters. Nor do my sons because they are not even matriculates.

I
l.

2. S/hat oo you mean by ,ashtamp 
farosh'?

a) stamp'*ukrr'*" 
"t oD'LCu'P 

b) stamp printer t dl

b) stamp collector d) stamp vendor

knew your father" * Whose father was he?
3, ttl

a)

b)

4. What do you mean by .such matters"? 
t a ]a) Dr-Khanna's lectures on Physics b) His talk with the principal

b) His talk with students Oi His talk with Indian scientists

5. what are the qualifications of Radhey Mohan,s sons?
a) no gualifications b) not even matriculate
b) degree holders d) postgraduates

ru I saw him when his mother died. He cried a iot. Then he locked up the old house and went away. I didnot see much of him for twenty years. only oncc or twice when he brought you and your sisters to seethe village. .---

2.

When did Radhey Mohan see Kundan Lai? tdla) When Kundan Lal in college b) When Kundan Lal at schoolc) When Kundan Lal's fathertied di When Kundan Lal,s mother died

What did Kundan Lal do at his mother,s death?
a) he cried a lot b),he attended a seminar 

I a ]
b) he went on a tour d) he sent a telegram to his father
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How t*ny years did Radhey Mohan fail

a) five Years
b) fony Years

4. Whom did Kundan Lal bring to the village?

a) all the members of the family b) his son

b)hisrelativesd)hissonanddaughter

Who is 'he' referred to in this passage?

a) Dr. Khanna

b) Dr. I(hanna's father

,,Then he did another foolish thing; he turned religions' A11 his life

temple and now he went there .u.[ evening. Morning and evening'

even to sing, the old fool. What oia ne knorv about singing? Yet he

women and sing, like a donkey, if you don't mind my saying so'

Where did Radhey Mohan never see Kundan Lal?

,"';- i"riJ; a temple b) inside college

c) doing bxercise d) sitting at the temple

l. What foolish thing did Kundan Lal do?

a) become Poetic
c) bought a ticket to America

What did Kundan Lal start?

a) going to the temPle

c) doing exercise

Who is the 'old fool'?
a) Dr. Khanna
c) Kundan Lal-

How did Kundan Lal sing?

a) like a Professional
c) in high Pitch

to see Kundan Lal?

b) twenty Years

d) ten years

b; RadheY Mohan

ci) the PrinciPal

turngd religious
Wro\e a letter to his son

b) singing in the temPle

d) reading religious books

b) RadheY Mohan

d) the PrinciPal

b) sweetlY
d) like a donkeY

lcl

i
I had never seen him inside a

And that wasn't all. He started

would stand with all those old

.t
!::

tbl *

lal' '

tbl

Ic]

tdl

tdl

5.

IV

b)
d)

3.

4.

5.

V

l.

,.when he fell ill, your sister came. He asked me to write to you. I sent you a telegram' It cost lne one

hundred rupees but you chose ro rrpry onry by a retter. I drd not understand what you said except you

had a conterence. I told your father you had a conference. "Does he say wlen he can come?" he

asked. I told him you had not said wheir you could come. "He must be busy," he said'

When did Dr. Khanna's sister come?

a) In srunmer b)

ri*fttn Dr. Khanna'smother died' d)

tbl
When Dr. Khanna's father fell ill
When Dr. Khanna Came from America'
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What was sent to Dr. Khanna?
a) a letter
c) a telegram

How did Dr" Khanna reply?
a) by phone
c) through a messenger

1. Whai is the message of Dr.
a) he had a conference
c) his'wife was ill

23.8

b) a rnessage
d) a ticket

b) by telegram
d) by a letter

tdI

).

I

Khanna's reply?
b) he was busy with his research I a]

d) he had to meet the president ofAmerica

what answer did Kundan Lar give to Radhey Mohan?
a) He, must bc away from the lity b) he must be busy t bl 

:

c) heimust be doing research d) he might have boarded the plane to visit his father

23.6, Possible questions
I ' Describe the events that led to Khanna's becoming knoun as "the man who does nothing butstare at his feet".

: comment on Arun Joshi's handling of the American Dream of success.

Mr. D. Somasundara Rarl
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LESSON -24

LUCK
- Mark TWairi

STRUCTURE

24-0 Introduction
24.1 Objectives
24.2 SummarY

24.3 GlossarY
24.4 ComPrehension Passages

24.5 Objective tYPe questions

24.6 Possible questions

?4.0 Introduction

Mark Trvain was the pen name of Samuel Lancbome Clemens' He was bom in Florida' He worked ds

an aDDrentice to a printer and a ffi;f il;;il"J:: Later he also wort<ed as newspaper reporter for scme

time-. 
-He 

won literary fame with the pub licatiorrof The.Adve"o' iJio^ uny"1' Thi Prince and' the Paup'dJ'

Huckleberry Finn alodo notnue, oi. rrunorous short-stories *i?.;;t" iiites' uarl Twain is cbiefly

remembered for bis oomic 8nd sympathetic portrayal of the li. ttle i.i"trotlo* io lut* na$re and bis espousal

of social justice.

':Luck" is a mildly satirical story ot tn9 ya.ey'rv{ ryilotion 
of somebody who is actually a stupid

oerson. Sheer luck arrd coincia# n ilJ ttre idiotio btundeo in ni. ulitit"ty 
"areerinto 

victories so that very

""-Tt iirt v"*t ; became a great General

Z4.t Ofiectiveq- 
eter stJdying the unit you will be able to:

' ' '' ne the role ofa genius' \- 
i unaerstariO.how qhe€r luok made an absolute fool assiu . l

2. know how luck can make a series a blunders appear to be brilliant stiategies'

3' understand the signrficance ofthe satirical element in the story'
' '.it 4

.-r. ,a $o1; i,'. I 
, 'r'' r, 'i ' . :

zl.z'. Souiq"tYt..Abanriuettookptacein,LondoninhoiourofLieutenantGeneralLordArthurScoresby.TheCrimcan

war made him very p"prr* riaiJ"pr" toked at him a* a denri-.-d. M*1 Ttta'n,. 9ir"fl,1t."" 
sat beside a

crercvman, who w^ n, ora ilJrio. ihe 
"r""gyman 

spelrt rr.lroifii* nr" in the damp ani field€s instructor in

ttrc iri'tary school at WootrJ;:'i#; ii;fi *as nraising tn. u"li"""t"ntt of Scoresby' The clergvmar"

confice*irallv, indi"utiog'h" l?o';;E iffi"t '"t* 
;'ptivatelv' he's an absolute fool"'

qi

, t'
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This ; udgement was a great surprise to the narraror. He would have not bolieved such $,orus rf theywere irom the mouth ofany one ofhis friends. But the clergpran was a man ofrespect and hisjudgeruent ofmen was good. Therefore, the nanator wanted to fiDd out how he had trir"ouur"a ,[u .ao;,.

one day he had tl:30"*tO of me'ting the Rwerend. He told the narrator all about scoresby.some fifty years ago the Clergyman was an insrrucior in tbe military acadony at woot,"ict. Scoresby wasone of the students undergoing his preliminary examination, His questions were well answered by all the
!ltd-"if "a:"pt 

s"oresby. He was good and lovable. But his answ# w"* rrprJ. rt .f"tgyran pitied him.He drilled into him a certain line of stock questi3rts. scoresby went through witn nying colours and gotcompliments. Luck favoured him. The clergyman stood by bim like a mothl who feit for a crippled ohildthroughout the course.

The last examinal:: :T .lt*ics. The clergyman thought that scoresby would be doomed inmathematics. Agrin he drilled him the line of questions ,riich the e,.;;";r;;;H; .L,ry r*"ivi" 
"*Scoresby did well even in malhematics anrl hb got the first prize. Though fte cfergyman aia everything purelythrough charity only to ease the poor youth's fall, his conscience tortured him oay-anc night He ivas guilty onhearing about the glittering promotions and responsibilities for a wooden-headed feflow wben thore werewortby men.

Thc crimean war broke out. scoresby became the captain in a marching regiment. Bettel man grew

;1111*t in.the. service beforc getting such a great rank. But it was given to-an iss.due to streer luck. Asr'coresDy was s$pld' flre country would be at loss in the war. Therefore, tte clergyman decided to protect the
".-93'mtv against lim. It was unfortunate to see the yanth mistaking his id-iotic tr.iii* r"; gr*us.. Every fresh

"ll::nj: 
o.tscorTby brought him reputation. firerefore, the clergynan thought thar scoresby would definitelyfall like the sun fiom the sky.

scoresby went up from grade to.grade in the passage oftime over the dead bodies ofhis superiors. He
-lgcameacolonel. ThebattlewasawfuilvhoJ.. Theirregiientoc*pil,h;;;;il;i. aur*oo*ouH
lead to total destruction. At this crucial moment the iirmortat r*r, s*rrruv, i.t cnJ the regiment andordered his men ro go to the neighbouring hill. The ciergman th*gr,,,n", i J*;;d f-il".;;' 

*

When the regiment climbed the hill thcy found an entire and unsuspecting Rulsian Army in resefl€.In general, in a majority of the cases, the Britisharmy would have been dqrrn"o l-v trr" *",oy But it didoottake place' The Russians thought that no single reglment would corne h"," G;;til.-irey atso ttroughtthat their game was detected an{ block*, S9 qrcyju{ned tail. The Englisb arny **J tt"* Within no tirne
the 

entire Russian anny was swept osasdlhc-Enshsh got a splendid r/iitory.' Miir'hal canroberl afterhearing the victory of Scoresby, in greal adnriratior;*p9r,t I"5 U* i;fr"ecJ-iio, ;i"jilo.."t a ni. n.rfr.presence ofall the armies.

In fact' scoresby made a blunde4 he was asked to support the right wing. He mistdirk the orders and* went over the hill to the left. The result,'victory fell on.hirr. This glory iould niver f"de w*te rristory bootslast. Though the whole of Scoresby,s militaryife was fufl of blun-ders, luck frv""*q ti, **q*h"O.trgl ,"domestic and foreign deoorations. Thus,scoresby, though aa 
"*Jo..;;i,;t,b-;ilrttffFa.ir"li;"." "shiiiing soldiei in alt thc English wars for a gederation due to . hecr{uck. ,.. : ::. . ...
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24,3 Glossary:

\-r' ,:i

,:lr,' S r

banquet
conspicuously
generation

withhold
K.C.B.

renowned
zenith
Crimean battlefield

demi-god

Savity
glimmered
astonishment
welling
countenance:'
Woolwish
verdict
Napoleon
Socrates
Solomon

veracity
touched to the quick

solitary
Reverend

veritably
galley-slave

flying-colours
cram
stupeffing
sentiment
consternation
ovation

irchari{
'preposterous l

,rFrankenstein 
'

,1

prodigious
inadequate
cornet

a ceremonial dinner

preminentlY

;;;t"i#iui,cuuls holding the same auirudes towards

men and matters

hold back 
Order of

title confened by the lftright Commander of the

the Bath
reputed, well-known

Peak t r '.,---^^^.
inar wittr Russia launched by England, France and

TurkeY during 1854-56

minor deitY

seriousness
a light that is not very bright

surprise i

springng
face

iil#*"'
a French conqueror

a Greek PhilosoPher

a wise king of Jiws, son of, King David

tnrttrfulness
wounded deePlY

,' spending a lot of time alone

a title of respect used before the name of a minister of

the Christian Church

trulY
slave working in a ship that moves with oars; a person

forced to do tedious jobs

emerging successfullY

$tuffiprepare hastily for examination

dulling the senses

deeP feeling
shock
applause

a kind of sympathetic attittrde you have when judging

absurd

thescientistwhodesignedandgavelifetoarnonsterthat
, . destroYs him

great
insufficient; not good enough

formerly a gtitii cavalry offittt of the lorrest rank'

who carried.his trooPs flag

restrepose



apprehension
consequently
rave
vital
lushe
Sheol
browsing around
sly
f,.irried taii
regiment
peil-mell
rout
phenomenal
littered
baronet

fear
happening as a result of a peculiar event
to take in an uncontrolled way
extremely important
brilliance
place of the dead
inspecting at leisure 

:

cunning
ran away from a threat
a largemilitary group consisting of severar battalions
inpamic; disorderly
toial defeat
extraordinary
scattered about
a little below the rank of a baron

24.4 Comprehension passages:

I The clergyman at my left was an old acquaintance of min. -.trryvrrr; now, uut t ui ,pent trre first halfofhis life in the camp and field and as an 
-instru"*ilrlr 

-ililb school ar woolwich. Just at rhe momentI have been talking about, a veiled and singular,light glimmered in his rrrr'loi'iJi;l#Jdown and

;:,[1"*-ff ','if 'jn#ff ;ilot'""T,:*'r'"J"riicil;;;';t,il,i'"-e",*,".
l. Who sat at the left of the narrator?
2. where did the clergyman spend the first half of his life?3; Whai,job did he take up?
4. what did the narrator see in the eyes of the clergyman?5. what did the clergyman say aboui the hero of the banquet?

Answers:
l . The clergyman sat at his left. , s : . i .. ., ,;,2. The clergyman spent half of his.life in"the camp and field3. An instructor in the military schosl at woorwich. 

,. 
: , . r ..4. He saw a veiled and singular light glimmering., , 
, r, ,r,ri 

., 
,i.5 He is an absolute fool. ." ,;.

II I said to'rnysetf, when he comes to be examined again he will be flung over, of cotrrse, sb it will be simplya harmless act of charity to ease his fall as much ai t can. I took him-aside and fsund thet he knew a little"'of caesar's history and as'he didnt'know u"ytrriogelse, r *rniio;o,l""i,iilfledhim lrke a galley-slaveon a certain line of stock questions concerning c;",;il;il knew would be used.

l. What did the clergyman ,uy of,scoresby?2. What.is a rharmless.act of charity,? .- ,', , j.3. What did the clergyman find nom Scofesby?4. How did he drill Scoresby?
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\'J-wers:

1. When Scorssby comes ro be examincd again he will be flung over'

i. i" i"* trt" r"fi of Scoresby as much as ho cm'

;. ScoresbY knew a little of caesar

+. i" at riu nim like a galley-slave' -
i. e rl* of t'ock questions conceming Caesar'

rrr.sreep?rherewarnoryl jl:fi .'Sf;:f;t,:::h:.TJ":Sft1TrT.H:l"Hi"I#1il*l**::;
had done PurelY thiougn un

preposterous resulo 
"t 

to" 'iil?''il"iiJi"*"*' 
ir"rt it-s*itv o"a miserable as Frankenstein'

l. How many days did he not sleep? . ..^
;. wh;iiili1J''tte clergrman dav and night?

1- Whv did the cte'gyman'tr"tp Scor"sby in his spdiss?

a. Whl it 
't" 

'Poor Youth'?

i. ntn' aia trte clergYma4 feol?

Answers:

l. He did not sloeP for about a week'

2. His consqioac r - -^^-.,^,*h'c fi
3 . Because of Cbarity aud oaty to easo the poor youlh's fall

+. fnt Poot Y*th is Sooresbv'

;. iil;i";dt* felt rs suili and miselablo as F rnkensrom'

lV llhe battle was awfulty hot; the alljes were steadity Brvrng w-ay all over tlre field' Our re€iment occuPied

a oosition that was vita; firlJ", oo'" 
'o"'t-ud 

aot"'ctioi] e' tilt o*iinr'*TAq-Yh* doss this

immortal fool do but detach Se r€giment ftorr its phpe aniii* 
" 

tGgu ouer a neigbbouing hill where

th"rq *utn't u.'ogg"stion of an enemy'

l. . How was the:battle?

;. 
' iffi;;;ttt* sid their regiment oceupv?

f . iirout tt*rO t"aO to adestsuction?

t, n, Wftut aotn*ta inrrrortsl' fool dp?' g, "lv-'tto i,,nbu to-onul l*t'r

r/. He.is ths s$nprmost ass inrq,* Universar, and*rntil hsrf a{r,horu agg*riloba'dy yry it but himsclf and n'Q' He

had.been pursu€d.aay-uv,-{1v, andyear-bv.y"*,6" n"inprr"l"*"J anf ltonishing 
tuckiness" He has

. .becn 
a shin{ng sorgier in,rqpfl{-u,arf,fs,r:;a,ge;;;;io{rltrenas 

il;;;is whole military life with blunders'

5. What did the clergyman drill him about?



Non-Detaile.d Texts
Luck

and yet had never committed one that didn't make him knighr or a baronet or a lord or something. Lookat his breast; why he is just clothed in domestic and foreigridr"orutions.
l. What is 'he' in the universe?
2. What has been pursuing Scoresby?
3. What has he been for a generation?
4. What did he do during his military life?
5. How was he clothed?

Answers:
l. He is the supermost ass.
2. A most phenomenal and astonishing luckiness.
3. He has been a shining soldier in all the Engrish wars.4. He committed many blunders.
5" He was clothed in domestic and foreign decorations.

245 Objective type questions:
I' It was at a banquet in London in honour of one of thc two or three conspicuously illustrious Englishmilitary names of this generation. For reasons which will presently upp"ua I will withhold his real nameand titles and call him Lieutenant General LordArthur scoresbyy.c., K.cn,, LL:;;:; ;;;,, u#fascinationthere is in a'renowned name. There sat the man, in actual flesh, whom I had heard of so many thousancsof times since the day, thirfy years before, *rr*Jir ;;;"t suddenly to the zenith from a crimeanbattlefield

1) Where did the banquet take place?
a) in the military camp
c) in the war field

2. What do you mean by .banquet'?

a) a ceremonial dinner
c) dinner at rnilitary camp

3 What dqes the narrator like to wi.thhold?
a) his reql.name and titles
c) his titles

4. Which.,is"the renowned name,?
a) his pet name
c) the kverend

5. How rnwy times did he hear the name?
a) seven*b.times

s),thouseffis of times

b) in London
d) in Russia

b) diner at night
d) lunch

b) his real name
d) his honour

tbl

lal

lal

tdl

lcl

b)
d)

the name of the clergyman
Lieutenant Goneral Lord Arthur Suoresby

b) often
d) a few.times , , Fdlr. ,,

II' This verdict was'great suprise to me, If its subject had beeqNapo.leon oF{o€raq or solomon, myastonishlent cedd not hvabewreatcr. Two tling*t was_well awaF of: ful the Reverand w,," a manor strict vcracitiHnd thcr-liE ju.hFcltof me' was fid. Thorefoic,.Id.Dewi*Jond.itoubt or question,ttat the world @mistakepaboui this lcq: le w;fool,
15
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l) What was a gteat surPrise.to him?

a) the verdict of the clergYmen

c) the verdict of the General

2. What is the synonym of 'verdict'?

a) protect
c) feeling

3 What tYPe of man was the Reverend?

a) a man of oPen-mindedness

c) a man of truthfulness

l. What would kill ScoresbY?-a) 
poison

c) bomb

lal
b) the verdict of a judge

ai tne verdict of Lord Arthur Scoresby

tdl
b) appearance

d) judgement

4. What does the narrator say about the judgement of the Reverend?

a) it is good 
v r'Er"?v 

b) it is bad

c) it is surprising d) it is thought-provoking

5. What does the narrator say ab-out the hero?

a) he is a fool
c) he is a man of crooked nature

h) a man of strict veracitY

d) a man of arrogance

b; Ue is a man of decePtion

d) a wise man

b) war
d) mathematics

tbl

lal

lal

m. Now, of course, the thing that would expose him and kill him at last was mathematics' I resolved to

make his death as easy as I could; so I ariuea him and_ 
91amm9d lj*: and cramrned him and drilled him

just on the line of questions which the examiners would be most likely to use, and then launched him on

his fate. well, sir, try to conceive of the result; to my consternation, he took the first ptize'

tdl

ry.

2. What did the speaker resolve to do? ' [ " ]

a) to make his death easy b) to make him commit suicide

,i to treat him cruelly d) to sympathise death

3, What did the narrator drill him on? t b l

") 
;u,hup,,,, 

"#ffi],::il"ilH1'r"i'n'
c) most important chapters d) few problems in each chapter'

4. Where did the irarrator launch Scoresby? 
b) on the fall ' , I c ]

a) into the sPace il on lT 1'
;i ;n ttit r* d) on his doom '|

5. What is the result bf the drilling? , , ,, . l t d l

u) ?uitur. b) iust Pass 
.

;; n*i"tuu* d) firs Ptize 
1 .

The Crimean war had justbroken out:/of cstrse'therb had to''be a wa!, I sa'id'to myself' we couldn't have

peace and give this donk"y u 
"t 

*"" ," die before ,he'is'found out.' I waited'for the earthquake' It came'

1. What had broken out?

a) 
.worrd war b) a war between Russia and England

c) war *ith A{Pb countries d) the Crimean War



V' But no, those Russians argued that no single regiment would come browsing around there at such a time.It must be the entire English army, and that the sly Russian game was detected and blocked; so they turnedtail, and away they went, pell-mell, over the hilt and down-into the field, in *iiJ.*frr;;;;;"d we after,. them; they themselves broke the solid Russian centre in the field. 
;1

l. What did the Russians argue about?
a) They expected the arrival of the English army.
b) No single regiment would come there at that time.
c) They should be ready to attack the enemy
d) They should prepare even for the worst situation.

2. What could they not have?
a) sharpness

c) Co-ordination

3. What does the narrator mean by .donkey'?

a) an intelligenr man
c) a man of skill

4. Who is the 'donkey'referred to?
a) an instructor
c) the General

5. What did the narrator wait for?
a) his doom
c) an earthquake

2. What was detected and blocked?
a) the Russian game
c) the French regiment

3. What was the result cf the detection?
a) a war
c) they turned tail

4. What do you mean by .pell-mell,?

a) fall down
c) defeat

5. What was the state of
a) in wild confusion
c) to attack

b) peace

d) communication

b) a man of good understanding
d) a stupid fellow

b) Scoresby
d) the captain

b) his failure
d) his victory

tbl

tdl

tbl

lcl

tbl

lal

lcl

tdl

b) the British plot
d) the secrecy

an attack
then turned violent

b) turn round
d) in pairic ''"' .i.

the mind of the.Rrissians?

b) ready tg face any situation
d) to run for life ' :' , ,1,

- 1' :

b)
d)

lal

24.6 Possiblequestions
I ' Comment on the part played.by Dame Luck in the career of Scoresby.'':2. Attempt an.evaluation of Scoresby's character. , . ,,

***tf



Lesson - 10
LONDON

- William Blake

STRUCTURE
10.0   Introduction
10.1  Objectives
10.2   The Poetic Form
10.3   Summary
10.4   Glossary
10.5   The Text
10.6   Interpretation of Stanzas
10.7   Lines for Explanation
10.8   Comprehension passages
10.9   Objective type Questions

10.0   Introduction  :

William Blake (1757-1827) was born in London.  As an artist, thinker and poet,  the genius of William
Blake is of the first order.  From his earliest youth he was a seer of visions and a dreamer of dreams.  His
teeming imagination sought expression both in poetry and in drawing.  In his fourteenth year he was apprenticed
to James Basire, an eminent engraver, and thereafter studied at the Royal Academy.  Among his chief artistic
works were illustrations for Young’s Night Thoughts, Blair’s Grave, Spiritual Portraits, and his finest
work, Inventions to the Book of Job, all distinguished by originality and imagination.  In literature his Songs
of Innocence appeared in 1789, and Songs of Experience in 1794.  These books were literally made as
well as written, poems and designs alike engraved on copper by Blake and bound by Mrs Blake.  In like
fashion he produced his mystical books.  His earlier and shorter pieces, e.g.  ‘The Chimney Sweeper’, ‘Holy
Thursday’, ‘The Lamb’, ‘The Sunflower’ and ‘The Tiger’  have an exquisite simplicity arising from directness
and intensity of feeling, sometimes tender, sometimes sublime.

Crities hail William Blake as the greatest precursor of the Romantic revival in English literature.  His
poetry is remarkable for its use of brilliant imagery and the force of its rhythm.  His poetic energy and vitality
endowed everything he touched with artistic excellence.  Both in religion and politics he was a revolutionary.
‘London’  is one of the finest lyrics composed by William Blake.  It gives us a vivid picture of the city of
London with special emphasis on its seamy side.  The poet, as one can see in this poem,  is filled  with the milk
of human kindness.



10.1  Objectives  :

A thorough reading of the lesson aims:
1. To give the readers a vivid picture of the city of London with special emphasis on its seamy side.
2. To sensitise the mind of the reader to the misery of the depressed and downtrodden in a city like

           London, in the beginning of the 19th century.

10.2  The Poetic Form - Lyric  :

The Greeks defined a lyric as a song to be sung to the accompaniment of a lyre.  A song is still called a
lyric.  A lyric is usually farily short.  It usually expresses the feelings and thoughts of a single speaker in a
personal and subjective fashion.  The range and variety of lyric verse is immense.

10.3  Summary :

William Blake is a visionary and a revolutionary.  He is a vehement critic of the system that oppresses the
poor.  He loves London but hates the rules of the city corporation.  He is the champion of the miserable, the
poor, and  the destitute, like the chimney sweeper and the harlot.  The poet is wandering through the chartered
street where the chartered Thames flows.  As the poet looks around, he sees man in fetters and in acute
distress.  The rich dominate the city corporation.  These corporation rules do not protect the poor.  The poor
are miserable.  The rulers are  tyrants.  Their forged chains deny freedom to the common people.  So the poor
suffer and cry.  The chimney sweepers cry over the activities of the blackening church.  The church and the
rich are friends.  Both are wicked.  Both suppress the poor.

On the other side the plight of the soldiers is no good.  The soldiers are unlucky.  They have to serve and
fight for the king.  They suffer and groan.   They shed their blood but it is all in vain.  Young women become
harlots to earn a living.  Once they are harlots they despise marriage.  They do not want children.  So they
destroy the joys of married life.  They curse the infants born to them or others.  The infant, the chimney
sweeper, the soldier, the harlot, each has a tale of woe to tell.  London sensitises the mind of the reader to the
misery of the depressed and down-trodden in a city like London in the beginning of the 19th century.  The
poem is simple and forceful.  It is different from the neo-classical poems of the 18th century.  It appeals to the
emotions and is  highly critical of social evils.  The poem is a realization of the tragedy of human life.  The poem
is free of poetic conceits.  The expressions in it are charged with emotion.

10.4  Glossary  :

thro’ :   Through
Charterted street   :     The corporation rules in the city of London divided the city market and the Thames river
into trading zones.  Blake here means streets controlled by rules.
Woe : Great sorrow or distress
Ban : Prohibition-rule prohibiting the freedom of man
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Mind-forged manacles : Chains made by man to deny freedom to his fellowmen.  Everyone is held in these
chains.
Blackening church : According to Blake, churches are cruel, they do not help the poor.  Hence they too are
‘blackening’.
Appalls : frightens, oppresses
Hapless : Unfortunate
Blood down the palace walls : Palaces oppressed the people and shed their blood.
Harlots : Women who have to sell themselves for a living.  Naturally they curse children and weddings
Blasts : Destroys
Blights : accursed or life destroying disease.
Hearse : Coffin

10.5  The Text  :

1 I wander thro’ each charter’d street,
Near where the charter’d Thames does flow
And mark in every face I meet
Marks of weakness, marks of woe.

2 In every cry of every Man,
In every Infant’s cry of fear,
In every voice : in every ban,
The mind-forg’d manacles I hear.

3 How the Chimney-sweepers cry
Every black’ning Church appalls,
And the hapless Soldiers sigh,
Runs in blood down Palace  walls.

4 But most thro’ midnight streets I hear
How the youthful Harlots curse
Blasts the new-born Infants tear
And blights with plague the Marriage hearse.

10.6  Interpretation of Stanzas  :

William Blake’s poetry is known for its moral tone and its deep concern with values.  In the poem
“London” he lays bare the evils that afflicted the society of his day.  While exposing the hypocrisies of his
time, he pleads for a fair deal for the less fortunate sections of society.  The poem articulates the agonized cry
of the oppressed sections of society.
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I  Stanza  :  The poet goes through the streets of London.  He goes near the place where the great Thames
flows.  All these places are granted absolute freedom by a royal charter.  But ironically the poet finds social
oppression and injustice everywhere.  Every face that he comes across is marked by suffering and weakness.

II Stanza  :  Everywhere people are condemned to a life of drudgery and misery.  Little children are forced to
work hard to make profits for the rich.  But their heart-rending cries are not heard by anyone.

III  Stanza  -  Even the Churches, whose walls are blackened by their cries, are not moved by their pathetic
plight.  Again the unfortunate soldiers are forced to lay down their lives to protect the walls of the royal
palaces.  They have to fight battles at the royal bidding and spill their blood to protect the kings.

IV.  Stanza  -  The most pathetic scene is that of the harlot who is forced to satisfy the lust of the immoral
people.  She curses her  fate because the future of her child is blighted by the social stigma and disgrace.

10.7   Lines for Explanation  :

1. In every voice : in every ban,
The mind, forged manacles I hear.

These lines are taken from the poem ‘London’, written by William Blake.

‘London’  is one of the finest lyrics composed by William Blake.  It gives us a vivid picture of the city of
London with special emphasis on its seamy side.  The rules are like chains.  They imprison the miserable and
poor.  The rules are framed by intelligent people.  They help the rich.  The chimney sweepers cry over the
activities of the blackening church.  The poet loves London but hates the rules of the city corporation.  He
criticises the cruelty of the church and the government.

2. And the hapless soldier’s sigh
Runs in blood down palace walls.

These lines are taken from the poem “London”, written by William Blake.

The poem “London” is simple and forceful.  It is full of poetic energy.  The poet has a keen eye.  He
observes the people who suffer.  The poet is a powerful critic of men and manners.  The rulers are tyrants.
The soldiers are unlucky.  They have to serve and fight for the king.  They suffer and groan in sorrow.  They
shed their blood but it is all in vain.  As the poet looks around he sees men in fetters and in acute distress.  The
soldiers have a tale of woe to tell.

3. How the youthful Harlots curse
Blasts the new-born Infants tear
And blights with plagues the Marriage hearse.

These lines are taken from the poem “London”, written by William Blake.

London is one of the finest lyrics composed by Blake.  It gives the readers a vivid picture of the city of
London with special emphasis on its seamy side.  As the poet looks around, he sees man in fetters and in
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acute distress.  The rulers are tyrants.  They deny freedom to the common people.  So the poor suffer and
cry.  The rich dominate the city corporation.  Women become harlots to earn a living.  Many  poor people
suffer and cry.  The rich dominate the city corporation.  Women become harlots to earn a living.  Many girls
in England do not have money or independence or means of livelihood.  They turn  into harlots.  They suffer
and in turn curse marriage and married people.  They do not want children.  So they destroy the joys of
married life.  They curse the infants born to them or others.

10.8  Comprehension passages  :

     1.  I wander through each chartered street,
         Near where the chartered Thames does flow,
         And mark  in every face I meet
         Marks of weakness, marks of woe.

      A. Who is ‘I’ referred to here?
      Ans) The ‘I’ referred to here is the poet William Blake.
      B. What is meant by chartered street?
      Ans) Here the chartered street means streets controlled by rules.
      C. What is the  Thames?
      Ans) The Thames is a river in London.
      D. Why were the people so unhappy?
      Ans) The people were unhappy because they were in fetters and acute distress.
       E. Which city do these lines refer to?
       Ans) These lines refer to the famous city of London.

       2.  In everyMcry of every Man,
 In every Infant’s cry of fear,
In every voice in every ban,

             The mind- forged manacles I hear.

        a) What is meant by ban?
        Ans. Ban means prohibition- rule prohibiting the freedom of man.
        b) What does mind- forged manacles mean?
        Ans. Mind- forged manacles means chains made by man to deny freedom to his fellowmen.  Every

one is held in these chains.
         c) Name the poet of these lines?
         Ans. William Blake is the poet of these lines.
         d) Who are the sufferers here?
         Ans. The rulers are tyrants and they deny freedom to the common people.  So the poor suffer and

cry.
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         e) Is the poet happy about the condition of the common man?
         Ans. No, the poet is not happy.  He is filled with the milk of human kindness.

      3.  How the Chimney- sweepers cry
           Every blackening church appalls,
           And the hapless soldiers sigh,
           Runs in blood down palace walls.

a) What is meant by appalls?
Ans. Appalls mean frightens or oppresses.
 b) What is meant by blackening church?
Ans. According to William Blake, Churches are cruel, they do not help the poor.  Hence they too are

blackening.
c) What does this line ‘runs in blood down palace walls’ signify?
Ans. The rulers are tyrants.  Palaces oppressed the people and shed their blood.

d) Why do chimney sweepers cry?
Ans. The boys in the city of London cleaned the chimneys blackened with soot.  They have a tale of

woe to tell.
e) Why are the soldiers hapless?
Ans. Soldiers are unlucky.  They serve and fight for the king but they suffer.  They shed their blood.

4.  But most through midnight streets I hear
     How the youthful Harlots curse
     Blasts the new- born Infants tear
     And blights with plagues the Marriage hearse.

a) What is meant by blasts?
Ans. Blasts means destroys.
b) What is meant by hearse?
Ans. Hearse means coffin.
c) Are the harlots happy?
Ans. The harlots who sell themselves for a living are not happy.  They suffer a lot.
d) Why do these harlots curse marriage?
Ans.  Once they are harlots they despised marriage , So  they destroy the joys of married life.  They

do not want children.  So they curse the  infants born to them or others.
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10.9  Objective type questions :

I wander through chartered street,
Near where the chartered Thames does flow,
And mark  in every face I meet
Marks of weakness, marks of woe.

1) Whom does ‘I’ refer to? (A)
a) William Blake b) P.B. Shelley
c) Kamala Das d) Alfred Lord Tennyson

2) Where was the poet wandering? (C)
a) New York b) Berlin
c) London d) Sidney

3) What is Thames? (C)
a) a lake b) a sea
c) A river in London d) a city

4) What is meant by woe? (B)
a) happiness b) sorrow
c) cunning d) angry

5) From which poem are these lines extracted? (B)
a) Ulysses b) London
c) Ode to a Nightingale d) Mending Wall

                       -  T. Nirmala Kumari
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LESSON - 11
ODE TO THE WEST WIND

- PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY
STRUCTURE

11.0   Introduction
11.1   Objectives
11.2   The Poetic Form
11.3   Summary
11.4   Glossary
11.5   The Text
11.6   Interpretation of Stanzas
11.7   Lines for Explanation
11.8   Comprehension Passages
11.9   Objective Type Questions

11.0 Introduction  :
Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822) is one of the most powerful poets in English literature.  He was

educated at Eton and University college, Oxford.  In 1811 he was sent down from Oxford after circulating a
pamphlet on “The Necessity of Atheism”.  In the same year he married Harriet Westbrook but separated
from her after three years of a wandering life.  He left England in 1814 with Mary Godwin Wollstonecraft, to
whom he was married after the unhappy Harriet  drowned herself in the Serpentine in 1816.  Shelley’s
Alastor was published in 1816.  In the same year began his friendship with Byron.  In 1818 Shelley left
England for Italy.  He visited Byron at Venice, and in the same year wrote the “Stanzas Written in Dejection”.
Early in 1819, stirred to indignation by the political events at home, he wrote The Mask of Anarchy, an
indictment of Castlereach’s administration.  He also published Peter Bell the Third, a satire on Wordsworth.
In 1819.  The Cenci was published. In 1820,  the composition of his lyrical drama Prometheus Unbound
was published.  At the end of 1819 the Shelleys moved to Pisa and there he wrote some of his best-known
lyrics, including the “Ode to the West Wind”, To a Skylark”, and “The Cloud”.  On 8th July 1822 he was
drowned in his thirtieth year, while sailing near Spezzia.

“Ode to the West Wind” was published in 1820.  It is one of the most powerful odes in English
literature, remarkable and inspiring in its structural excellence and passionate imagery.  The poet who often
sinks into despair rises out of it with supreme energy and exhorts his fellow beings to fight for human freedom.
The lines, ‘If winter comes can spring be far behind’? echoes his invincible optimism.

Here is Shelley’s note on the poem.  ‘This poem was conceived and chiefly written in a wood that
skirts Ano, near Florence and on a day when the tempestuous wind, whose temperature is at once mild and
animating, was collecting the vapours which pour down in autumnal rains.  They began, as I foresaw, at



sunset with a violent tempest of hail and rain, attended by that magnificent thunder and lightning peculiar to
that region.

11.1  Objectives  :

From a reading of the lesson, the learner will understand :
i)   The visionary quality of Shelley’s poetry.
ii)   Shelley’s philosophy of life and freedom.
iii)   The decisive and concrete symbolism in the poem.
iv)   Shelley’s unrestrained, swift and proud nature, as he often mingled his own personality in the
       objects of nature.
5)   The revolutionary element in Shelley’s poem.

11.2  The Poetic form - Ode  :

The word ‘Ode’ is simply the Greek word for ‘Song’.  It was used by the Greeks for any kind of
lyric verse, for any song sung with the lyre. However, as far as English literature is concerned,  the idea of
some musical accompaniment has been given-up, and the term is now applied to only one particular kind of
lyric verse.  An English ode may be defined as, “a lyric poem of elaborate metrical structure, solemn in tone
and  usually taking the form of an address”.   Edmund Gosse defines the ode as “a strain of enthusiastic and
exalted lyric verse, directed to a fixed purpose, and dealing progressively with one dignified theme”.  From
these definitions, the essentials of an English Ode may be summed up as,

(1)   It is in the form of an address, often to some abstraction.  It is not written about but written to
        somebody or something.
(2)   It has lyric enthusiasm and emotional intensity.  It is a spontaneous over-flow of the poet’s
       emotions.
(3)   Its theme is dignified and exalted.  It has ‘high seriousness’.
(4)   Its style is equally elevated  :  It is also sufficiently long to allow for the full development of its
       dignified theme.
(5)   The development of thought is logical and clear.
(6)    Its metrical pattern may be regular or irregular, but it is always elaborate and often complex and
        intricate.

11.3  Summary  :

 The poem consists of five stanzas.  The poet presents the autumnal west wind as a destroyer and
preserver.  The Wind drives away the leaves.  It takes the winged seeds to their rest in winter.  Shelley
compares the clouds to leaves shaken from the boughs of Heaven and Ocean-clouds are angels of rain and
lightning.  They are like the bright hair uplifted from the head of a Maenad, a semi-divine priestess of Bacchus.
The sky is overcast with clouds.  The night turns into a sepulchre filled with vapours.  From this sepulchre will
burst black rain and fire.
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In the third stanza the poet describes the effect of the West Wind on the Mediterranean and the
Atlantic seas.  The streams beside Pumice sing a lullaby for the Mediterranean sea and the sea sleeps in
summer.  In its sleep it dreams of the palaces and towers that stood on the Island before the volcanoes
destroyed them.  The remains are overgrown with blue-green moss and flowers.  The West Wind awakens
the Mediterranean sea from its summer dreams.  It shakes the Atlantic sea and breaks up its even surface
and forms deep thoroughs.  The sea plants shed their leaves on hearing the voice of the West Wind.  The
poet wishes that the West Wind lifts him like a leaf, a wave or a cloud.  The poet wants to be the lyre of the
West Wind and the West Wind to be the trumpet of his prophecy.  He also wishes the West Wind would
identify itself with the poet.

The poet is like the West Wind in spirit, though he is less free.  The poet wishes that the West Wind
would fill him with power and energy.  He has experienced the hard and bitter aspects of life.  He wishes that
the West Wind would identify itself with the poet.  The poet requests the West Wind to make him a lyre.  Let
the West Wind drive away his dead thoughts like withered leaves in order to create new life.  Let the West
Wind scatter his words and spread his message in the world that if winter comes,  spring cannot be far
behind.  Evil days will surely be followed by happy days.  The poet becomes a comrade of the West Wind.

11.4  Glossary  :

Hectic red :   Hectic fever usually accompanies consumption, attended with flushed cheeks.
Pestfilence stricken :   Attacked by a fatal epidemic or disease.
Winged seeds :   Seeds are carried in the wind; as they float in the air, it is imagined that they have wings;
certain seeds have hairy growths on their pods, which help their dispersal.
Azure :   Sky blue.
Sister of the spring :  Wind in the spring
Clarion :   A trumpet call.
Dreaming earth :  The earth seems to sleep in winter.  Yet in its sleep, it dreams of happier days to come.
Destroyer and preserver :   destroyer of leaves and preserver of seeds.
Aery surge :  The Wind is compared to the stream - the waves of the stream.
Maenad :   Priestess of Bacchus- the God of wine and revelry.  Clouds look like the dishevelled hair of the
priestess.  At festivals, the priestess looks almost mad with intense emotion.
summer dreams :   Summer is followed by autumn.  In summer, the Mediterraneam sea has been sleeping
calmly, dreaming her dreams.  As autumn comes, the West Wind awakens her.
Pumice Isle :   An Island of volcanoes in Baiaes Bay.  The palaces on this Island were later destroyed by
volcanic eruptions.
Atlantic’s level powers :   When there is no Wind, the surface of the Atlantic ocean is almost level.  But the
Wind  ruffles this level surface.
Sapless foliage :   Vegetation at the bottom of the sea; the leaf is without sap.
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Pant beneath thy power :   Literally to breathe with difficulty by the power of the Wind.  The poet wishes to
be strenghthened by the power of the West Wind.
 I fall upon the thorns of life :   The romantic poets often experience sheer despair- they become melancholic.
The poet submits  himself to this mood.
A heavy weight of hours :   The poet is no more a boy; every hour of his life seems to weigh heavily upon him.
Dead thoughts :   Comparable to dead leaves and winged seeds.
Quicken a new birth :  After winter, spring comes; and it revitalises everything.  The West Wind preserves the
seeds for summer.
11.5  The Text  :

1 O wild West Wind, thou breath of Autumn’s being,
Thou, from whose unseen presence the leaves dead
Are driven, like ghosts from an enchanter fleeing,

Yellow, and black, and pale, and hectic red,
Pestilence-striken multitudes : O thou,
Who chariotest to their dark wintry bed]

The winged seeds, where they lie cold and low,
Each like a corpse within its grave, until
Thine azure sister of the Spring shall blow

Her clarion o’er the dreaming earth, and fill
(Driving sweet buds like flocks to feed in air)
With living hues and odours plain and hill :

Wild Spirit, which art moving everywhere;
Destroyer and preserver, hear, oh, hear!

2 Thou on whose stream, mid the steep sky’s commotion,
Loose clouds like earth’s decaying leaves are shed,
Shook from the tangled boughs of Heaven and Ocean,

Angles of rain and lightning : there are spread
On the blue surface of thine aery surge,
Like the bright hair uplifted from the head
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Of some fierce Maenad, even from the dim verge
Of the horizon to the Zenith’s height,
The locks of the approaching storm.  Thou dirge

Of the dying year, to which this closing night
Will be the dome of a vast sepulchre,
Vaulted with all thy congregated might

Of vapours, from whose solid atmosphere
Black rain, and fire, and hail burst : oh, hear!

3 Thou who didst waken from his summer dreams
The blue Mediterranean, where he lay,
Lulled by the coil of his crystalline streams,

Beside a pumice isle in Baiae’s bay,
And saw in sleep old palaces and towers
Quivering within the wave’s intenser day,

All overgrown with azure moss and flowers
So sweet, the sense faints picturing them! Thou
For whose path the Atlantic’s level powers

Cleave themselves into chasms, while far below
The sea-blooms and the oozy woods which wear
The sapless foilage of the ocean, know

The voice, and suddenly grow gray with fear,
And tremble and despoil themselves, oh, hear!

4 If I were a dear leaf thou mightest bear;
If I were a swift cloud to fly with thee;
A wave to pant beneath thy power, and share

Stanza :
The impulse of thy strength, only less free
Than thou, O uncontrollabled !  If even
I was as in my boyhood, and could be
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The comrade of thy wanderings over Heaven,
As then, when to outstrip thy skyey speed
Scarce seemed a vision; I would ne’er have striven

As thus with thee in prayer in my sore need.
Oh! lift me as a wave, a leaf, a cloud!
I fall upon the throns of life! I bleed!

A heavy weight of hours has chained, and bowed
One too like thee : tameless, and swift, and proud.

5 Make me thy lyre, even as the forest is :
What if my leaves are falling like its own!
The tumult of thy mighty harmonies

Will take from both a deep, autumnal tone,
Sweet though in sadness.  Be thou, Spirit fierce,
My spirit! Be thou me, impetuous one!

Drive my dead thoughts over the universe
Like withered leaves to quicken a new birth!
And, by the incantation of this verse,

Scatter, as from an unextinguished hearth
Ashes and sparks, my words among mankind!
Be though my lips to unawakened earth

The trumpet of a prophecy! O Wind,
If Winter comes, can Spring be far behind?

11.6   Interpretation of stanzas  :

Stanza I  -  The poet invokes the wild west wind which is the very life of autumn.  When it rushes through the
forest it drives away the dead leaves of various colours.  The leaves are driven like ghosts from a magician.
The wind scatters the winged seeds which lie buried in winter under the earth till the advent of the spring
season when they germinate.  Then just as a shepherd brings out his flock from the sheepfold under the open
sky in pasture land, so the vernal zephyr opens out buds in the open air.  The spring breeze causes plants to
sprout and flowers to bloom, as if awakening Nature from its slumber.  Then the whole landscape appears
fresh and beautiful and full of fragrant flowers.  The west wind destroys the decayed leaves and preserves
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seeds underground, so that in spring time they germinate.  The west wind is thus in true harmony with the
spirit of the poet who also likes to destroy dead conventions in society and bring about a healthy change in
social matters.

Stanza - II  -  Just as the decaying leaves are scattered on the stream of water by the wind, so the west wind
has scattered patches of clouds as if they were shaken off from the sky and ocean, which imperceptibly
mingle at the horizon.  These clouds are like the messengers of the approaching storm, accompanied with
lightning and thunder.  The clouds driven by storm are spread over the whole of the blue sky, from the
horizon to the highest point in heaven.  They appear like the dishevelled hair on the head of a frenzied and
drunk Maenad.  The expiring year will soon come to an end, and the howling west wind is just like its funeral
song.  The night that is closing in with darkness will form the dome of the tomb in which the dying year will
be buried, and the dense mass of vapours and clouds borne by the wind in storm will form its vault, which
will be filled with darkness, lightning, hail and thunder bursting suddenly upon the earth.  The poet involves
again the west wind in these words describing the effect of the west wind upon the sky.

Stanza - III  -  It is the west wind which disturbs the calm Mediterranean sea after the end of the summer
season.  Before the advent of the wind, the season was calm and seemed to have been lulled into sleep by
the tumult of ebb and tide of the clear waters, near the Bay of Baiae. This ancient town, once a favourite
resort of the Romans and situated upon an island formed by the lava of Mt. Vesuvius, became submerged
under water but its ruins are still visible.  Looking at the Mediterranean sea the poet visualizes the ruins of
palaces and towns now submerged in water, and appearing brighter when the sun shone upon them.  On
those ruins is now growing marine vegetation, moss and plants with flowers.  The fragrance of the flowers is
so sweet that the very thought of them makes the poet swoon.

When the west wind blows across the Atlantic Ocean, deep furrows and chasms are formed on the
surface of the sea, as if it were carving its passage through the high waves.  On the approach of the west
wind in autumn, the marine vegetation, devoid of the sap, turned pale  as if by fear.  The plants drop their
leaves, and flowers shed their petals.  It is such a fierce wind that the poet addresses and invokes here.

Stanza - IV -  After describing the effects of the west wind on the earth, sky and sea, the poet now turns to
himself and tells us the reaction of the wind upon his own emotional nature.  He is eager to share the impulse
of the wind, its strength and swiftness.  He feels sorry that he is neither a dead leaf, a cloud nor a wave to
which the wind could impart its impulse.  He longs to be as free and unrestrained as the wind is.  Having
grown out of boyhood, he has lost his firm optimism, when nothing seemed impossible of attainment.  He
was more idealistic then and believed that his dreams would come true.  Then he could race with the wind.
But now things are different.  And so in all humility he has to approach the west wind and implore it for
inspiration.  In his distress he recalls pitifully the unfortunate circumstances of his life and all its affilictions and
sufferings.  He is crushed in spirit and needs the inspiration from the west wind to support him.
Temperamentally he is not different from the west wind, because he is as tameless, quick and proud as the
west wind is.  His zeal for reform in society, his passion for freedom and his courageous stand against
tyranny all show his kinship with the west wind.  And hence he implores it to impart to him its strength and
freedom.
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Stanza - V  -  In this stanza the poet’s lyrical fervour becomes more impassioned and his words break forth
into a prophecy.  He implores the wind to make him its instrument of music as it has made the forest.  The
forest is without leaves in autumn.  The poet’s youthful vigour is also gone and he is now a little dejected.  If
through the leafless forest music can be produced by the wind, it can be produced through him also.  It will
produce sad strains.  But the sad music will also have its sweetness.  Then the poet desires that the wind
which is like a fierce spirit may become his spirit, imparting his strength.  But not satisfied with this he
passionately pleads that the wind should become completely identified with him.  Then it can do with his
ideas what it does with the dead leaves.  The wind is implored to spread his idea of a better world and bring
about a welcome change upon the  earth.  People do not realise the destiny which awaits them.  Let them be
awakened to a new sense of values in life by the wind conveying to them with its force the message of hope.
Just as it is the law of nature that spring should follow winter, the present miserable condition must  give place
to a happier and brighter new order.  Shelley hopes that his dead thoughts might still help to quicken a new
birth and that his words might be a true prophecy of the spring which would surely come, in society and in
men’s personal lives as well as in nature.

11.7   Lines for Explanation  :

 1. ‘ ......................... o thou,
Who chariotest to their dark wintry bed,
The winged seeds, where they lie cold and low,
Each like a corpse......................’

These lines are taken, from the poem ‘Ode to the West Wind’, written by P.B. Shelley.

“Ode to the West Wind”  is one of the most powerful odes in English literature.  The West Wind
drives away the leaves.  It takes the winged seeds to their rest in winter.  In the wind the seeds are scattered.
They fall at different places and lie buried during winter.  The seeds have feathers which help them float in the
air.  So they are described as winged.  The poet presents the autumnal West Wind as a destroyer and
preserver.  It is the destroyer of leaves and presrver of seeds.

2.  ‘Wild spirit, which art moving everywhere
      Destroyer and Preserver, hear, oh, hear

These lines are taken from the poem ‘ Ode to the West Wind’ written by P. B. Shelley.

‘Ode to the West Wind’ is one of the most powerful odes in English literature.  The West Wind is
uncontrollable.  It  blows as it pleases.  It blows everywhere.  The West Wind drives away the leaves.  It
takes the winged seeds to their rest in winter.  In the wind the seeds are scattered.  They fall at different
places and lie buried during winter.  The seeds have feathers which help them float in the air.  So they are
described as winged.  The poet presents the autumnal West Wind as a destroyer of leaves and preserver of
seeds.
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3.  ‘Like the bright hair uplifted from the head
     Of some fierce Maenad............................’

These lines are taken from the poem ‘Ode to the West Wind’, written by P. B. Shelley.

‘Ode to the West Wind’ is one of the most powerful odes in English literature.  It  is remarkable for
passionate imagery.  The West Wind is compared to leaves shaken from the boughs of Heaven and Ocean.
They are angels of rain and lightning.  Lightning makes the hair bright.  Then it looks like the bright hair
uplifted from the head of a Maenad, a semi-divine priestess if  Bacchus - the God of wine and revelry.  The
wild storm and the fierce Maenad are equally uncontrollable.  At festivals, the priestess looks almost mad
with intense emotion.

4.  ‘................................ Thou
     For whose path the Atlantic’s level powers
      Cleave themselves into chasms’.

These lines are taken from the poem ‘Ode to the West Wind’, written by P. B. Shelley.

‘Ode to the West Wind’ is one of the most powerful odes in English literature.  The poet describes
the effect of the West Wind on the Mediterranean and the Atlantic seas.  The surface of the Atlantic sea is
level.  But the West Wind with its force breaks it and chasms are made on the surface of the sea.  The poet
wishes to pant beneath the power of the wind like a wave.  He wishes that the wind lifts him like a leaf and a
cloud.  The poet wants to be the lyre of the West Wind and the West Wind to be the trumpet of his prophecy.

5.  ‘................................Thou dirge
     Of the dying year, to which this closing night
     willl be the dome of a vast sepulchre.’

These lines are taken from the poem ‘Ode to the West Wind’, written by P. B. Shelley.

‘Ode to the West wind’ is one of the most powerful odes in English literature.  The poet presents the
autumnal West Wind as a destroyer and preserver.  The poet describes the West Wind shaking the boughs
of heaven and earth.  The sky is overcast with clouds.  The night turns into a sepulchre filled with vapours.  In
England autumn comes towards the end of the year.  The poet says that the year is dying then.  The West
Wind is like a funeral song of the year.  The night has become a tomb for the year that is dead.

6.  ‘I fall upon  the thorns of life !  I bleed !

This line  is taken from the poem, ‘Ode to the West Wind’ written by P.B. Shelley.  ‘Ode to the West
Wind’ is one of the most powerful odes in English literature.  The poem is the natural overflow of a powerful
feeling.  The comparsion between the West Wind and the poet is to be noted.  The poet is like the West Wind
in  spirit, though he is less free.  In his boyhood he has tried to outstrip the speed  of the wind.  The poet was
once untamed, swift and proud.  But now he feels that he is humiliated, he is not free and he is powerless.  He
has experienced the hard and bitter aspects of life.  Adversity has made his life miserable.
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7.   ‘Drive my dead thoughts over the universe
  Like withered leaves to quicken a new birth’.

These lines are taken from the poem ‘Ode to the West Wind’, written by P. B. Shelley.

‘Ode to the West Wind’ is one of the most powerful odes in English literature.  The poet wishes that
the West Wind would fill him with power and energy.  The poet requests the West Wind to make him a lyre.
Let the West Wind drive his dead thoughts away like withered leaves in order to create new life.  For the
time being nobody seems to pay attention to the ideas of Shelley on freedom.  They seem to be dead.  Yet
these thoughts may in future bring alive a new society.

8. ‘If winter comes can spring be far behind?’
This famous and often quoted line is taken from the poem ‘Ode to the West Wind’, written by P. B.

Shelley.

‘Ode to the West Wind’ is one of the most powerful odes in English literature.  The west wind shall
be the poet’s messenger.  Let the West Wind scatter his words and spread his message in the world that  if
winter comes can spring be far behind.  Evil days will surely be followed by happy days.  He wants the West
Wind to transmit his message everywhere.  Wintry days will be followed by sunny days.  Evil days cannot
persist for long.  They will be followed by prosperous days.  This is the natural order of things.

11.8  Comprehension passages  :

1.   Wild spirit, which art moving everywhere;
Destroyer and preserver, hear, oh, hear !

1) Name the poem ?
Ans. These lines are taken, from the poem ‘Ode to the West Wind.’
2) Name the poet ?
Ans. The poet is P. B. Shelley.
3) What is the wild spirit ?
Ans. The West Wild is the Wild spirit.
4) Who is the Destroyer and Preserver ?
Ans. The West Wind is the Destroyer and Preserver.
5) Who wants whom to hear ?
Ans. The poet P. B. Shelley wants the West Wind to hear his call.

2. Thou who didst waken from his summer dreams
The blue Mediterranean, where he lay,
Lulled by the coil of his crystalline streams,
Beside a pumice isle in Baiae’s bay.
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1. Who is refered to as ‘thou’ ?
Ans. Thou stands for the West Wind.
2. Who is woken up from his summer dreams ?
Ans. The Mediterranean sea is woken up from his summer dreams.
3. Who wake up the Mediterranean sea ?
Ans. The West Wind woke up the Mediterranean sea from its sleep.
4. What is Pumice isle ?
Ans. Pumice island is an island of volcanoes.
5. Where is the Pumice island ?
Ans. Pumice island is in Baiae’s bay.

3. If I were dead  leaf thou mightest bear;
If I were a swift cloud to fly with thee;
A wave to pant beneath thy power, and share
The impulse of thy strength.

1) Who is ‘I’ referred to here ?
Ans. ‘I’ referred to here is the poet P. B. Shelley.
2) Who is referred to as thou ?
Ans. Thou refers to the West Wind.
3) What does the poet want to be ?
Ans. The poet wants to be a leaf, a cloud or a wave.
4) What does the poet want  to share ?
Ans. The poet wants to share the power of the West Wind and be strengthened by it.
5) What is meant by pant ?
Ans. Pant means to breathe with difficullty.

4. Drive my dead thoughts over the Universe
Like withered leaves to quicken a new birth !
And, by the incantation of this verse,
Scatter, as from an unextinguished hearth
Ashes and sparks, my words among mankind !

1) To what does the poet compare his dead thoughts ?
Ans. The poet compared his dead thoughts to dead leaves and winged seeds.
2) What does the phrase ‘Quicken a new birth’ mean ?
Ans. The phrase ‘quicken a new birth’  means after winter, spring comes and it revitalises everything.
3) Who is the speaker here ?
Ans. Here the speaker is the poet.
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4) What does the poet want to be scattered ?
Ans. The poet wants his words to be scattered among mankind.
5) Whom does the poet request to scatter his words ?
Ans. The poet requests the West Wind to scatter his words.

11.9  Objective type questions  :

Oh, lift me as a wave, a leaf, a cloud !
I fall upon the thorns of life ! I bleed !
A heavy weight  of hours has chained and bowed
One too like thee : tameless, and swift and proud.

1) Who is the speaker ? (b)
a) West Wind b) P. B. Shelley
c) a cloud d) a leaf

2) The poet falls upon (c)
a) a wave b) on the ground
c) the thorns of life d) on a hill

3) Who is tameless ? (a)
a) West wind b) a bird
c) an animal d) the poet

4) What  has chained the poet ? (b)
a) the West Wind b) a heavy weight of hours
c) the thorns d) a cloud

5) Who is the poet of therse lines ? (d)
a) Kamala Das b) Sarojini Naidu
c) Ranindranath Tagore d) P. B. Shelley

- T. Nirmala Kumari
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LESSON - 12
ODE TO A NIGHTINGALE

- JOHN KEATS

STRUCTURE
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12.7   Lines for Explanation
12.8   Comprehension  Passages
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12.0   Introduction :

Of all the great poets of the early nineteenth century, John Keats (1795-1821) was the last to be
born and the first to die.  Born in 1795, in the city of London, the son of a poor stable keeper, he was brought
up amid surroundings and influences by no means calculated to awaken poetic genius.  He was the eldest of
five children_ four brothers and one sister.  He was educated along with his brothers, George and  Tom, at a
private school at Enfield.  His father died soon after.  He was passionately devoted to his mother, tenderly
nursed her during her severe illness in 1810, and was broken hearted when she died of consumption the
same year.  Thus Keats became an orphan at the tender age of fifteen.

The children were now put under the guardianship of one Mr Abbey, who immediately apprenticed
the poet for four years to a surgeon at Edmonton.  However, poetry and literature had greater attraction for
him than medicine.  He often came to Enfield to borrow books from his friend, Cowden Clerk, the son of his
headmaster.  It was he who encouraged him in his literary ambitions, introduced him to Spenser, and thus
prompted him to write.  Gradually, surgery lost all attraction for him.  At nineteen, he had realised that poetry
was his true vocation, and as soon as he was of age he abandoned the medical profession to devote his life
to literature.  He also received much encouragement and inspiration from his friends, Leigh Hunt, Hazlitt and
Haydon etc.  In 1817 he published his first volume of poems, but it attracted little notice, and may be
regarded as a failure.

Spenser, Shakespeare and other great Elizabethans, Milton, and  Wordsworth  were his favourite
study.  Endymion was composed during 1818.  Besides his own ill health, and the severe illness and death
of his brother Tom, financial difficulties were worrying him and embittering the course of his life.  The matters



were made even worse by his hopeless passion for Fanny Brawne.  He had become aquainted with this,
rather frivolous, young lady during his stay at Hampstead with his friend, Charles Brown, and fell in love
with her at first sight.  This lady in the beginning gave him some encouragement, but later rejected him.  This
unfortunate affair did much to hasten the course of consumption.

The second volume of his poems was published in 1818.  It  was brutally attacked by the Quarterly
Review and the Blackwood’s Magazine.  Keats commenced writing Hyperion in 1818.  He began the
“Eve of St. Agnes” early in 1819 and wrote “La Belle Dame Sans Merci” and the unfinished “Eve of St.
Mark”.  About the same time he wrote his great odes “Ode on a Grecian Urn”, “Ode to a Nightingale”, and
“Ode to Autumn”; “Ode to  Melancholy”, “Ode on  Indolence”, and “Ode to  Psyche”.  By 1820, Keats
was seriously ill with consumption.  He sailed for Italy in September 1820, reached Rome in November.  It
was in the arms of his devoted friend Severn, the artist, that Keats breathed his last in February 1821 at the
age of twenty-six.  He was buried in Rome and at his request his epitaph includes the words, “Here lies one
whose name was writ in water”.

Such is the life and career of one of the greatest poets of England, one who, if he had lived long
enough, would have equalled Shakespeare himself.  “Ode to a Nightingale” is one of the finest lyrics in the
English language.

12.1  OBJECTIVES  :

A thorough  reading of the lesson reveals that :
1)  Keats loves nature for her own sake :  he does not spiritualise her or seek moral lessons from

her.
2)  His love of nature is sensuous and physical.  His sensuousness is universal.
3)  He uses his language with perfect care and mastery.
4)  His word pictures are vivid and  highly suggestive.

12.2   ROMANTICISM  :

The romantic period in Britain is usually taken to run between 1798, the year in which Coleridge
and Wordsworth published the first edition of Lyrical Ballads and 1832, when Sir Walter Scott and
Goethe died.  The major English writers in this period, apart from Coleridge and Wordsworth and Scott,
were Byron, Shelley, Keats, Jane Austen and Hazlitt.

The word ‘romantic’ has come to mean so many things.  It is a word at once indispensible and
useless.  The variety of its actual and possible meanings and connotations reflect the complexity and multiplicity
of  European romanticism.

The Romantic Movement was a strong reaction against the neo-classical rules and custom.  The
neo-classicists were champions of common sense and reason.  They rigorously suppressed whims and
eccentricities of individual genius.  On the other hand, the romantic poet recognised the claims of passion,
emotion and the sense of mystery in life.
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The aspects of romanticism in the 18th century are  :
a)   an increasing interest in Nature, and in the natural, primitive and uncivilized way of life ;
b)   a growing interest in scenery, especially its more untamed and disorderly manifestations
c)   subjective feeling
d)   considerable emphasis on natural religion.
e)   emphasis on the need for spontaneity in thought and action and in the expression of thought
f)   the power of the imagination  and
g)   a tendency to exalt the individual and his needs and emphasis on the need for a freer and more

personal expression.

12.3  Summary  :

“Ode to a Nightingale” is one of the finest lyrics in the English language.  In the spring of 1819, Keats
was living in a house in  Hampstead, near London, with his friend Charles Brown.  One morning, he sat out
in the garden for a while and came back into the house with some papers in his hand.  Charles Brown
recovered the papers and found the draft of this exquisite poem.  As the poet hears the song of the nightingale
he is overcome with emotion and great feelings seem to hurt his senses.  This has happened because he is
unbearably happy at the joy of the Nightingale.  The heart of the poet aches as he hears the song of the
Nightingale.  He longs for a glass full of wine prepared in Florence in South Europe which is climatically
warmer than England.  As the wine is poured into the beaker bubbles float upon the surface.  The poet
imagines that as he drinks this wine, the drink stains his lips.

The world of the Nightingale is the world of romance and idealism.  It is the world of the moon and
the stars and is full of flowers and  fragrance.  But the real world is entirely different.  The poet is afflicted with
tuberculosis.  Here on earth men hear each other’s groans.  Old men become paralysed, young men grow
pale.  Beauty fades quickly.  Apparently the very thought of life makes one sorrowful.  The poet imagines that
the bird lives in the heart of a thick but beautiful forest.  Mossy ways lead to the leafy, dim places where there
are flowers of different colours though one cannot see them in the dark.  The rays of the moon that shine
above do not reach into this thick overgrowth which is the bird’s home.

The Nightingale is an immortal bird.  The tragedy of human life does not affect it.  It is the symbol of
joy, happiness and immortality.  It sings powerfully without strain and in ecstasy.  Its melodious song has
stirred the fancy of the poet who has been lifted on the wings of poesy into a dream-like land of romance.  But
no one can live in the land of fancy for long.  As the spell of fancy is broken the poet is thrown back into the
world of sordid realities.  Such is the difference between the world of romance and the world of reality.
Lyricism lies in the intense expression of personality.  It also expresses itself in the music of the verse, in the
spontaneity of powerful feelings experienced and also in the picturesqueness of the poem.  The poet makes
it clear that he is half in love with painless death which blots out all feelings.

12.4  Glossary  :

Nightingale :   the small reddish brown bird called the bul-bul in India.
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Aches :   Pains due to excess of joy.
Drowsy numbness :   a dull sleepy feeling such as one feels after taking opium or some other intoxicant;
lethargy.
Pains :   Oppresses or causes pain due to excess of joy.
Sense :  senses
Hemlock : this plant was used by the ancients to extract a poisonous juice.  Socrates died of this poison.
However, Keats has here used it as an intoxicant.
Dull opiate :   some opium preparation which makes one drowsy.
Emptied to the dregs :   idiomatic for emptied the cup to the last drop.
One minute past :  only recently; only a moment ago.
Lethe-wards had sunk : had forgotten everything of the past.
Lethe :  In Greek mythology, a river of the underworld from which the souls of the dead drink to forget   the
past.
Light-winged :   flying swiftly from tree to tree.
Dryad :  In Greek mythology, the Dryads were tree nymphs, who were born on, and who died with the
trees which were their  dwelling.
Melodious plot :  group of trees that echoes with thy music.
Beechen green :  the green of beech trees.  Beechen is an adjectival form.  Keats is very fond of such word
coinages.
Shadows numberless :   the network of light and shade formed by the light of the sun passing through the
leafy trees.
singest of summer :   sing merrily as one would do in the summer season.
In full-throated ease :  loudly and cheerfully but without any strain.
O for a draught of vintage :  the poet wishes for a draught of wine.
Vintage :   wine
Delved :   dug; wine was usually cooled by burying it deep in the earth.
Tasting of : the wine will remind him of
Flora : the Roman goddess of flowers and spring.
Country green : people dancing on the village field.
Provencal song : a reference to the medieval bards of southern France, the sweet singers of songs of love
and chivalry.
Provence : a southern district of France, famous for its wine.
A beaker : goblet
Sunburnt mirth : people becoming sun burnt from dancing in the sun.
Blushful : blushing
Hippocrene : A fountain in Mount Helicon in Greece, sacred to the Muses.  Those who drank from it were
inspired.
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Winking : quickly breaking
Beaded bubbles : bubbles floating on the surface, like beads
Brim : surface of the cup, full of wine
Purple stained mouth : wine so red that even the edges of the breaker are coloured red
Leave the world unseen : escape from this world without anybody seeing him.
Bacchus : the Greek god of wine.
Pards : The chariot of Bacchus is drawn by leopards.
Dull brain : The brain is described as being dull in contrast to imagination which is lively.  Note  how the two
are differentiated.
Fays :   fairies
Requiem : special service for the repose of the souls of the dead.
Sod : lump of earth.
Ruth : The widowed Ruth came from her motherland, Moab,  to Bethlehem with her mother-in-law, Naomi.
She gathered corn from the fields of Boaz on the advice of Naomi.  Later she married Boaz.
Faery lands forlorn : In a few words, Keats presents to us the imaginary world of the middle ages with its
fairy lands and islands in dangerous seas and charmed castles where often demons  held beautiful damsels in
captivity.
Elf :  elves and fairies are spirits.
Plaintive anthem : the melancholy song of the nightingale .
Fades :  The still stream: the stream flowing quietly; undisturbed. gradually grows slower and slower.

12.5  The Text  :

1 My heart aches, a drowsy numbness pains
      My sense, as though of hemlock I had drunk,
Or emptied some dull opiate to the drains
      One minute past, and Lethe-wards had sunk :
’Tis not through envy of thy happy lot,
     But being too happy in thine happiness _

That thou, light-winged Dryad of the trees,
      In some melodious plot

     Of beechen green, and shadows numberless,
           Singest of summer in full-throated ease.

2 O, for a draught of vintage! that hath been
     Cooled a long age in the deep-delved earth,
Tasting of Flora and the country green,
     Dance, and Provencial song, and sunburnt mirth!
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O for a beaker full of the warm South,
      With beaded bubbles winking at the brim,

And purple-stained mouth;
       That I might drink, and leave the world unseen,

And with thee fade away into the forest dim :

3 Fade for away, dissolve, and quite forget
     What thou among the leaves hast never known,
The weariness, the fever, and the fret
     Here, where men sit and hear each other groan;
Where palsy shakes a few, sad, last gray hairs,
     Where youth grows pale, and spectre-thin, and dies;

And leaden-eyed despairs.
     Where Beauty cannot keep her lustrous eyes,
            Or new Love pine at them beyond tomorrow.

4 Away! away! for I will fly to thee,
     Not charioted by Bacchus and his pards,
But on the viewless wings of Poesy,
     Though the dull brain perplexes and retards :
Already with thee! tender is the night,
     And haply the Queen-Moon is on her throne,

Clustered around by all her starry Fays;
     But here there is no light,

            Save what from heaven is with the breezes blown
    Through verdurous glooms and winding mossy ways.

5 I cannot see what flowers are at my feet,
      Nor what soft incense hangs upon the boughs,
But, in embalmed darkness, guess each sweet
     Wherewith the seasonable month endows
The grass, the thicket, and the fruit tree wild;
     White hawthorn, and the pastroral eglantine;

Fast fading violets covered up in leaves;
    And mid-May’s eldest child,
The comming must-rose, full of dewy wine,
    The murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.
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6 Darkling I listen; and for many a time
      I have been half in love with easeful Death,
Called him soft names in many a mused rhyme,
     To take into the air my quiet breath;
Now more than ever seems it rich to die,
     To cease upon the midnight with no pain,

While thou art pouring forth thy soul abroad
     In such an ecstasy!
Still wouldst thou sing, and I have ears in vain _

    To thy high requiem become a sod.

7 Thou wast not born for death, immortal Bird!
      No hungry generations tread thee down;
The voice I hear this passing night was heard
      In ancient days by emperor and clown :
Perhaps the selfsame song that found a path
      Though the sad heart of Ruth, when, sick for home,
           She stood in tears amid the alien corn;

     The same that oft times hath
          Charmed magic casements, opening on the foam

    Of perilous seas, in faery lands forlorn.

8 Forlorn! the very word is like a bell
      To toll me back from thee to my sole self!
Adieu! the fancy cannot cheat so well
      As she is famed to do, deceiving elf.
Adieu! adieul! thy plaintive anthem fades
      Past the near meadows, over the still stream,
Up the hill sidem and how ‘tis buried deep
      In the next valley _  glades :
Was it a vision, or a waking dream?
      Fled is that music :__ Do I wake or sleep?

12.6  Interpretation of Stanzas  :

Stanza - I  -  Keats, the poet, listens to the song of the nightingale and his heart aches with excess of
joy.  He feels intoxicated with its sweet melody, as if he had drunk to his fill some opium preparation of the
juice of hemlock.  A drowsy numbness overtakes him.  His senses become dull and lethargic and he forgets
everything of the past, as if he had drunk the water of Lethe, the river of forgetfulness in the underworld.  He
envies the happy lot of the bird and wishes to reach the ‘beachen green’ where he supposes the bird is
singing with such full-throated ease.  He wants to partake of her happiness.
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Stanza - II -  The poet longs for a draught of cool wine, which has been cooled by being buried for a long
time in the deep-dug earth.  He wants a beaker full of the precious wine made in South France.  The
southern districts of France, known as Provence, are famous for their wine.  They are also known for their
singing, dancing and merry - making on the occasion of the yearly festival of the goddess Flora, the Roman
goddess of spring.  The poet wants to drink such precious wine and under its intoxication to excape unseen
from this unhappy world to the thickly shaded grove of beech trees where the nightngale is singing.

Stanza - III -   The poet longs to escape from this miserable world to the happy world of the nightingale.  He
wants to forget in this way the sorrow and suffering which the bird has never experienced in her grove of
beech trees.

Stanza - IV  -  In the previous stanza the poet had wished to fly to the nightingale under the effect of wine.
However, now he rejects the idea.  He now intends to fly there on the viewless wings of poetry.  He would
escape from this wreched world on the wings of his poetric imagination.  Such is the power of imagination,
that the very next moment he finds himself in the “beechen grove”, listening to the song of the bird.

Stanza - V  -  It is so dark that the poet cannot see what sweet-smelling flowers are growing at his feet and
on the trees round him.  He can only guess them by their sweet smell.  He gives us an account of the various
flowers he supposes to be growing in the grove, and the nightingale and her song is  for the moment forgotten.

Stanza - VI  -  The poet listens to the song of the nightingle in the dark.  He has always loved a painless
death, but now death seems to him more welcome than ever before.  He wishes that he may die at mid-night
a painless death with the sweet song of the nightingale pouring into his ears.  He will die, but the nightingale
would continue to sing.  In this way the transitoriness of human life is contrasted with the permanence  of the
sweet song of the bird.

Stanza - VII  -  The nightingale will never die.  It will continue to sing forever.  The song was heard in ancient
time, both by emperor and clown.  It is the same song which was heard by Ruth as she stood, sick for home,
with tears in her eyes, in the cornfield by her husband.  It is the same song which must have been heard by
maidens imprisoned all alone in magic castles in fairylands.  The permanence of art is thus emphasised as
against the transitoriness of individual life.

Stanza - VIII  -  The use of the word “forlorn” in the previous stanza reminds the poet of his own loneliness.
The charm is broken, and the poet again returns to reality.  He realises that imagination cannot make one
forget the facts of life for any length of time.  The sad song of the nightingale gradually dies away.  The poet
is not sure whether it was all a dream or did he, in reality, hear the sweet song.  He is not sure whether he was
awake or asleep all that time.

12.7  Lines for Explanation :

1) “’Tis not through envy of thy happy lot,
But being too happy in thine happiness”.

These lines are taken from the poem “Ode to a Nightingale”, written by John Keats.
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“Ode to a Nightingale” is one of the finest lyrics in the English language.  The Nightingale is an
immortal bird.  It is the symbol of joy.  It sings powerfully, without strain and in ecstasy.  The poet is a patient
of tuberculosis.  His brother has died of it so he is acutely sensitive to the tragedy of life and the troubles of
existence.  The poet wishes to sink into the river Lethe.  Lethe is the river of the underworld that causes
forgetfulness.  The poet is not jealous of the happiness.  It is the experience of happiness that gives him this
feeling.

2) “Tasting of Flora and the country green.
Dance, and Provencial song, and sunburnt mirth!”

These lines are taken from the poem  Ode to a Nightingale”, written by John Keats.

“Ode to a Nightingale” is one of the finest lyrics in the English language.  Nightingale is an immortal
bird.  It is the symbol of joy.  It sings powerfully without strain and in ecstasy.  The poet is a patient of
tuberculosis.  His brother had died of it.  So he is acutely sensitive to th tragedy of life and the troubles of
existence.  The heart of the poet aches as he hears the song of the Nightingale.  He longs for a cup of wine
produced  in Provence in Southern France.  And this helps him to conjure up in his imagination the mirth and
merriment in the villages in Southern France, in summer, which is the season of flowers.

3) “Where beauty cannot keep her lustrous eyes
Or new love pine at them beyond tomorrow”.
These lines are taken from the poem “Ode to a Nightingale”, written by John Keats.

“Ode to a Nightingale” is one of the finest lyrics in the English language.  The Nightingale is an
immortal bird.  It is the symbol of joy.  The poet’s life is full of tragedy and troubles of existence.  The poet
himself was in love when he composed this poem.  Unfortunately his love was not returned.  The poet feels
that even love does not last in the world.  He says that beauty is also short _ lived.  Everything on earth is
temporary and of a passing nature.

4) “But on viewless wings of poesy
Though the dull brain perplexesand retards”.

These lines are, taken from the poem ‘Ode to a Nightingale’, written by John Keats.

“Ode to a Nightingale” is one of the finest lyrics in the English language.  The Nightingale is an
immortal bird.  The tragedy of human life does not affect it.  It is the symbol of joy.  Here on earth men hear
each other’s groans.  The Intellect deals with concrete things.  It is aware of practical difficulties.  Therefore
it perplexes and retards.  But imagination has no such restrictions.  It transcends difficulties and takes the
poet to any place of his choice.

5) “Still wouldst thou sing, and I have ears in vain
To thy high requiem become a sod.”
These lines are taken from the poem ‘Ode to Nightingale’, written by John Keats.
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“Ode to a Nightingale” is one of the finest lyrics in the English language.  The Nightingale is an
immortal bird.  It is the symbol of joy.  The poet is a patient of tuberculosis.  So he is acutely sensitive to the
tragedy of life and the troubles of existence.  As the Nightingale sings the poet is filled with ecstasy.  He
wishes to cease upon the midnight hour when the nightingale sings.  Once he is dead, and rendered into
earth, the song of  the nightingale shall be a requiem to him.

6) “Perhaps the self same song that found a path
Through the sad heart of Ruth”.
These lines are taken from the poem ‘Ode to a Nightingale’, written by the John Keats.

“Ode to a Nightingale” is one of the finest lyrics in the English language.  The nightingale is an
immortal bird.  It is the symbol of joy.  The heart of the poet aches as he hears the song of the nightingale.
The picture of Ruth is memorable.  Ruth was the window of Chillon.  She was the daughter-in-law of
Naomi.  The widowed Ruth came from her motherland Moab to Bethlehem with her mother-in-law, Naomi.
She gathered corn from the fields of Boaz on the advice of Naomi.  Later she married Boaz.  Ruth’s story
is in the Bible.  The song of the Nightingale has been in existence since time began and it has been singing
enchanting songs.  Naturally therefore Ruth also must have heard the same song.

7) “Charmed magic casements, opening on the foam
of perilous seas, in fairy lands forlorn”.
These lines are taken from the poem ‘Ode to a Nightingale’, written by John Keats.

“Ode to a Nightingale” is one of the finest lyrics in the English language.   The Nightingale is an
immortal bird.  It is the symbol of joy.  The tragedy of human life does not affect it .  The song of the immortal
nightingale must have been heard by beautiful damsels kept in captivity by magicians in castles built in far
away islands.  The windows of the castles are charmed and yet the maiden will open it and hear the song of
the nightingale.

8) “Was it a vision or a waking dream,
Fled is that music-Do I wake or sleep” ?
These lines are taken from the poem “Ode to the Nightingale”, written by John Keats.

“Ode to a Nightingale” is one of the finest lyrics in the English language.  The Nightingale is an
immortal bird.  It is a symbol of joy.  The poet was enraptured by the song of the nightingale.  It lifted him
from the world of reality into a world of romance and dream.  But the spell of the song cannot last long and
the poet awakens from his dream.  He asks himself whether what he experienced was only a dream or a
vision.  Once the charm is broken the poet is left all alone in the garden with melancholic thoughts.  Such is
the difference between the world of romance and the world of reality.

12.8  Comprehension Passages  :

1) My heart aches, and a drowsy numbness pains
My sense, as though of hemlock I had drunk,
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Or emptied some dull opiate to the drains
One minute past, and Lethe-wards has sunk.

1) Whose heart aches ?
Ans. The poet’s heart aches.
2) Name the poet ?
Ans. The poet is John Keats.
3) Name the poem ?
Ans. The poem is ‘Ode to a Nightingale’.

4) What is hemlock ?
Ans. Hemlock is a poisonous drink extracted from the hemlock plant.
5) What is Lethe ?
Ans. Lethe is the river of the underworld that causes forgetfulness.

2) I might drink, and leave the world unseen,
And with thee fade away into the forest dim.

1) Who is ‘I’ referred to here ?
Ans. The ‘I’ referred to here is the poet.
2) To where does the poet want to fade away ?
Ans. The poet wants to fade away into the dim forest.
3) Who is ‘thee’ referred to here ?
Ans. ‘Thee’ refers to the bird Nightingale.
4) What does the poet want to leave ?
Ans. The poet wants to leave the world unseen.
5) Name the poem ?
Ans. The poem is ‘Ode to a Nightingale’.

3) Away ! away ! for I will fly to thee,
Not charioted by Bacchus and his pards,
But on the viewless wings of Poesy,
Though the dull brain perplexes and retards.

1) How does the poet want to fly ?
Ans. The poet wants to fly on the viewless wings of poesy.
2) Who is Bacchus ?
Ans. Bacchus is the Greek god of wine.
3) What is meant by pards ?
Ans. The chariot of Bacchus is drawn by leopards.
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4) Why is the brain stated to be dull ?
Ans. The brain is described as being dull in contrast to imagination which is lively.  Here brain and

imagination are differentiated.
5) Name the poet ?
Ans. The poet is John Keats.

4) The voice I hear this passing night was heard
In ancient days by emperor and clown
Perhaps the selfsame song that found a path
Through the sad heart of Ruth, when, sick for home.

1) Who is ‘I’ referred to here ?
Ans. The ‘I’ referred to here is the poet.
2) Who is Ruth ?
Ans. Ruth is a Biblical character.  The widowed Ruth came from her motherland, Moab to Bethlehem

with her mother-in-law Naomi.  She gathered corn from the fields of Boaz on the advice of
Naomi.  Later she married Boaz.

3  Why was Ruth sad ?
Ans. Ruth was sad because she lost her husband and came to her mother-in-law’s land.  She gathered

corn in Boaz’s fields.
4  Who heard the song in the ancient days ?
Ans. The emperor and the clown heard the song of the bird.
5) Name this bird which sings sweetly ?
Ans. The sweet singing bird is the Nightingale.

12.9  Objective type questions  :

But being too happy in thine happiness-
That thou, light -winged Dryad of the trees,
In some melodious plot
Of beechen green, and shadows numberless,
Singest of summer in full-throated ease.

1) Who is too happy ? (c)
a) a skylark b) a bird
c) a nightingale d) a cuckoo

2) Melodious plot means ? (b)
a) sweet b) plot filled with music
c) high sounding d) sad song
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3) Name the poem ? (c)
a) Ode to Autumn   b) Ode on a Grecian Urn
c) Ode to a Nightingale d) Ode to Melancholy

4) Name the poet ? (d)
a) Wordsworth b) Robert Frost
c) Tennyson d) John Keats

5) How does the bird sing ? (a)
a) in full throated ease
b) with great difficulty
c) very loudly
d) in a sad tone

-  T. Nirmala Kumari
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LESSON-13
ULYSSES

- ALFRED TENNYSON
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13.7   Lines for Explanation
13.8   Comprehension Passages
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13.0  Introduction  :

Alfred Tennyson, (1809-92) was educated at Trinity college, Cambridge.  Poems by Two Brothers
(1827) contains some of his earlier and unimportant verse.  In 1830 he published Poems, Chiefly Lyrical
which were unfavourably reviewed.  His friend A. H. Hallam died in 1833, and in that year Tennyson began
his “In Memoriam”, expressive of his grief for his lost friend.  In 1833 he published a further volume of
poems containing “The Two Voices”, “Enone”,  “The Lotos-Eaters”, “A Dream of Fair Women”, and in
1842 an edition of his poems in two volumes, which included some of his finest works : “The “Morte d’’
Arthur”, “Locksley Hall”, “Ulysses”, “St. Simeon Stylites”.  In 1847 he published “The Princess” and in
1850, “In Memoriam”, and was appointed Poet Laureate in succession to Wordsworth in the latter year.
He continued to publish volumes of verse until his death in 1892.

“Ulysses” represents the unquenchable spirit of exploration and entrepreneurship of the Victorian
period.  Tennyson was inspired by Homer as well as Dante to compose this poem.  Dante thought that
Ulysses committed two serious crimes; the betrayal of the Trojans and his desertion of Penelope and
Telemachus for a second time to whet his appetite for novelty and challenge.  But Tennyson finds in Ulysses
the ideal man of heroic adventure and an indomitable seeker of knowledge.

Ulysses (Latin form of Odysseus), the king of Ithaca, took an active part in the Trojan war.  After
many years of war the Greeks realized that it was difficult to conquer Troy.  Ulysses suggested that they
should pretend to give up the siege of Troy, and leave behind a big wooden horse outside the city.  But there
were Greek warriors inside the wooden horse who emerged at night, into a sleeping Troy and threw open
the city gates for their warriors who burnt and destroyed the city of Troy.  The Greeks recovered Helen and
sailed back to their homes.  On this journey home the god Poseidon was unfavourable to Ulysses and



wrought many hazards for the Greeks at sea.  When he landed in Ithaca, Ulysses was reunited with his wife
Penelope and son Telemachus.  He ruled Ithaca for some time, but soon tired of leading a life without
adventures and discoveries.  So he decided to leave Ithaca and set sail for the farthest region of the then-
known world in search of further excitement and knowledge.

13.1  Objectives  :

1)  Ulysses represents the unquenchable spirit of exploration and entrepreneurship of the Victorian
period.

2)  This poem shows two powerful trends at work during the Victorian period.  Many during the
Victorian period were happy with the domestic situation in England.  There were others interested in expansion
and colonisation.

3)  The poem also shows us that knowledge is endless and one should follow it like a sinking star
beyond the utmost bounds of thought.

13.2   The Poetic Form - Dramatic Monologue  :

The last division of objective poetry is the Dramatic.  Poetry which is intended not for the stages but
to be read, is essentially dramatic in principle.  In all varieties of narrative poetry the dramatic element
commonly appears more or less prominently in the shape of dialogue.  Dramatic poetry may be subdivided
into several groups.  The first is the dramatic lyric.  Second the dramatic story, including the ballad or short
story in verse.  The third species of dramatic poetry comprises the Dramatic Monologue or soliloquy.  It is
often difficult to distinguish this from the dramatic narrative. Dramatic monologue is vicariously subjective
and story frequently enters into its composition.

The Dramatic Monologue is essentially a study of character, of mental states, of moral crises, made
from the inside.  It is predominantly psychological, analytical, meditative, argumentative.  Dramatic poetry is
the most entirely objective form of poetry, that in which the poet most completely loses himself.  The ideal
aim of a dramatic monologue may be defined as the faithful self-portrayal without ulterior purpose, of the
personality of the supposed speaker.  It is often used by the poet as a medium for his own philosophy.  He
may use it to present his philosophy directly, as when the supposed speaker is to all intents and purposes his
mouth - piece and his representative.  He may use it to present his philosophy indirectly, as when he makes
the supposed speaker give expression to ideas antagonistic to his own in such a manner as to convey or
suggest adverse judgement upon them.   Robert Browning has exemplified the direct method and also the
indirect in his dramatic monologues.

13.3  Summary  :
Ulysses, the king of Ithaca, took an active part in the Trojan war.  After many years of war he

returned home.  Ulysses was reunited with his wife Penelope and son Telemachus.  He ruled Ithaca for some
time, but soon tired of leading a life without adventures and discoveries.  So he decided to leave Ithaca and
set sail for the farthest region of the world in search of further excitement and knowledge.  Ulysses has seen
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and known a great deal.  He has seen cities of men, manners, climates, councils and governments.  He has
fought on the plains of Troy and sailed on dangerous seas.  Ulysses says that it gave him very little profit to
rule the savage people of Ithaca.  His interest is adventure.  He has an unquenchable thirst for knowledge.
He wishes to follow knowledge like a sinking star and go to the Happy Isles.  He would like to see Achilles
the bravest of the Greek heroes.

Ulysses has a heart that is hungry for knowledge.  He is a synonym of daring, adventure and wisdom.
Telemachus is the son of Ulysses.  The father and the son are different in their attitude and character.  They
symbolise two powerful trends at work during the Victorian period.  Ulysses symbolises intellectual pursuit
and adventure.  Telemachus symbolises the conservative people who take a limited view of life.  He is
blameless in the discharge of common duties.  On the other hand, Ulysses symbolises the spirit of adventure.
He wants to set out on a new voyage to the Happy Isles.  He is accompanied by his loyal mariners.  They are
souls that have toiled and fought for him; never worrying about rain and thunder.  They have a high sense of
freedom and they are valiant.  When we pursue something relentlessly we miss certain other things.  This is
true of Ulysses who has lost much of his strength.  He has sustained enough losses also.  Yet something
certainly abides with him.  He has with him the energy to strive, to seek, to find and not to Yield.  The
principle of life is that nobody is deprived of everything.

13.4  Glossary  :

Aged wife : wife of Ulysses, Penelope who is now old.
Mete and dole : administer.
Unequal : imperfect.
Lees : dregs.
Scudding drifts : deviation in the direction caused by the wind.
Hyades : daughters of Atlas changed into a constellation.  When this constellation rises with the sun, rainy
weather is indicated.  It is supposed to disturb the sea.
Vext : Vexed-troubled.
To pause : to stop, to remain stationary and inactive.
Rust unburnished : If the sword is not used it rusts.
Eternal silence : death.
Vile : shameful.
Strove : struggled.
Furrows : ship tracks.
Baths : Straits of Gibraltar __ the limit of the world known to the ancient Greeks.  Hercules set up his pillars
there with the inscription-’thus far and no farther Ulysses will sail’.
Happy Isles : The islands beyond the pillars of Hercules.  There the souls of the good found rest.
Achilles : The hero of Homer’s Illiad, the bravest and most skilled of the Greeks.  He was invulnerable
except at the heel of one leg; Paris struck the spot with an arrow and killed him.
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13.5  The Text  :

It little profits that an idle king,
By this still hearth, among these barren crags,
Matched with an aged wife, I mete and dole
Unequal laws unto a savage race,
That hoard, and sleep, and feed, and know not me,
I cannot rest from travel; I will drink
Life to the lees.  All times I have enjoy’d
Greatly, have suffered greatly, both with those
That loved me, and alone; on shore, and when
Though scudding drifts the rainy Hyades
Vext the dim sea, I am becoming a name
For always roaming with a hungry heart;
Much have I seen and known, _ cities of men
And manners, climates, councils, governments,
Myself not least, but honoured of them all;
And drunk delight of battle with my peers,
Far on the ringing plains of windy Troy.
I am a part of all that I have met;
Yet all experience is an arch wherethrough
Gleams that untravelled world whose margin fades
For ever and for ever when I move.
How dull it is to pause, to make an end,
To rust unburnished, not to shine in use!
As though to breathe were life! Life piled on life
Were all too little, and of one to me
Little remains; but every hour is saved
From that eternal silence, something more,
A bringer of new things; and vile it were
for some three suns to store and hoard myself
And this grey spirit yearning in desire
To follow knowledge like a sinking star,
Beyond the utmost bound of human thought.

This is my son, mine own Telemachus,
To whom I leave the sceptre and the isle __

Well-loved of me, discerning to fulfil
This labour, by slow prudence to make mild
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A rugged people, and through soft degrees
Subdue them to the useful and the good.
Most blameless in he, centred in the sphere
Of common duties, decent not to fail
In offices of tenderness, and pay
Meet adoration to my household gods,
When I am gone.  He works his work, I mine.

There lies the port; the vessel puffs her sail :
There gloom the dark, broad seas.  My mariners,
Souls that have toiled, and wrought, and thought with me __

That ever with a frolic welcome took
The thunder and the sunshine, and opposed
Free hearts, free foreheads __ you and I are old;
Old age hath yet his honour and his toil.
Death closes all; but something ere the end,
Some work of noble note, may yet be done,
Not unbecoming men that strove with Gods.
The lights begin to twinkle from the rocks :
The long day wanes; the slow moon climbs; the deep
Moans round with many voices.  Come, my friends,
’Tis not too late to seek a newer world.
Push off, and sitting well in order smite
The sounding furrows; for my purpose holds
To sail beyond the sunset, and the baths
Of all the western stars, until I die.
It may be that the gulfs will wash us down;
It may be we shall touch the Happy Isles,
And see the great Achilles, whom we knew.
Though much is taken, much abides; and though
We are not now that strength which in old days
Moved earth and heaven; that which we are, we are :
One equal temper of heroic hearts,
Made weak by time and fate, but strong in will
To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield.
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13.6  Interpretation of Stanzas  :

In the first stanza the readers are introduced to Ulysses, the king of Ithaca.  He describes his
experiences as a warrior.  After the Trojan war he returns home.  Nothing in Ithaca is suitable to his nature.
He likes adventurous voyages.  His countrymen are like barren crags.  An active king like Ulysses cannot
bear his lazy and inactive people.  His wife Penelope became old and she likes to have a peaceful and restful
life.  His countrymen just hoard, sleep, feed and know not his power and strength.  He cannot rule such idle
people.  They do not have any civilization.  His nature is entirely different from that of his countrymen.  He
cannot rest from travel.  He likes to travel till death overtakes him.  He has gained a lot of experience.  He
has enjoyed himself in battle.  He has suffered equally.  Sometimes he was alone on the shore.  He had
travelled even in the troubled sea but he was never disheartened.  He always roamed with a hungry heart as
though it was his first adventure.  He has become a great name.  He has seen many cities, manners, climates,
councils and governments.  He was honoured by all his countrymen.  He has gained much experience.  He
has the rarest opportunity of  battling along with his peers on the plains of Troy.  Battle gives him delight.  He
has become a part of all that he has met.  Yet he is not satisfied with what he has achieved, he says that all
experience is an arch and the untravelled world gleams through it.  He moves forward but the margin fades,
so he likes to move for ever and ever.  He feels that it is dull to stop travelling.  If an iron tool is not used
properly and continuously it rusts and never shines.  Same is the case with one’s life.  If he does not do
anything in this life it is useless.  Some people feel that just to breathe is life but for Ulysses life piled on life is
too little.  Only a little time is left for him.  He has already grown old.  He wants to make use of every hour
before he  dies.  It may bring something new to his life.  He feels that he has only three years to live.  He will
make use of those three years to gain more knowledge.  His grey spirit yearns in desire to follow knowledge
like a sinking star.  He would like to go beyond the utmost bounds of human thought.

In the second stanza Ulysses introduces his son Telemachus.  He desires to leave his kingdom to his
son and go on a new voyage.  He is proud of  his son and loves him very much.  His son is ready to take up
the burden of changing the rugged people into civilized people through slow degrees.  Telemachus can turn
them into useful and good people.  He has patience and love towards his country-men.  Ulysses says that his
son is blameless.   He is perfect in performing the common duties.  He is a tender hearted and benevolent
king.  He will respect and worship the household gods whom Ulysses has neglected.  He believes that
Telemachus will discharge his duties pefectly.

In the third stanza Ulysses is seen on his way to his adventures, The vessel is ready and puffs her sail.
The sea invites him.  His fellow mariners wait for this arrival.  They have suffered, toiled and thought along
with him.  They treated the stormy and the sunny weather equally.   Sometimes they opposed Ulysses with
free hearts.  His fellow mariners are also old.  But old age has its honour.  Death closes all. But before he dies
he would like to do some work of noble note.  They are not ordinary men.  They have fought with gods.  The
sea and also the weather invite them.  Ulysses welcomes his mariners to push off to seek a newer world.
They would like to sail beyond the sunset and reach the western stars.  He likes to go on his voyage till he
dies.  They do not care if the gulfs wash them down or may be they will  touch the Happy Isles and see great
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Achilles.  Still much abides, they have not the same strength which they had in their youth.  But they have an
equal temper and heroic hearts.  Though made weak by time and fate they are strong in will to strive, to
seek, to find and not to yield.

13.7  Lines for Explanation  :

1) ‘.............................. I am becoming a name
For always roaming with a hungry heart’.

These lines are taken from the poem “Ulysses” written by Alfred Tennyson.

Ulysses, the king of Ithaca, took an active part in the Trojan war.  Ulysses represents the unquenchable
spirit of exploration of the Victorian period.  Ulysses has a heart that is hungry for knowledge.  He roams in
search of knowledge.  He is very adventurous and very wise.  People who have heard of him identify him
with wisdom and spirit of adventure.  He is a synonym for daring, adventure and wisdom.

2) ‘I am a part of all that I have met’.
This line is taken from the poem “Ulysses” written by Alfred Tennyson.

Ulysses the king of Ithaca took an active part in the Trojan war.  After many years of war he
returned home.  He is reunited with his wife Penelope and son Telemachus.  Ulysses has drunk deep of the
wisdom of the world.  He has had a variety of experiences.  He adjusted himself to every situation and
observed the best of every experience and enriched his personality.

3) “How dull it is to pause, to make an end,
To rust unburnished, not to shine in use !”
These lines are taken from the poem “Ulysses” written by Alfred Tennyson.

Ulysses, the king of Ithaca, took an active part in the Trojan war.  After many years of war he
returned home.  He ruled Ithaca for sometime but soon tired of leading a life without adventures and
discoveries.  He dislikes inactivity and rest.  He hates to rule an uncivilised race and offer prayers to
household gods.  Such a life is similar to a state of inactivity.  Even the sword rusts if it is not wielded
properly and in time and likewise with Ulysses, inactivity blunts his personality.

4) ‘To follow knowledge like a sinking star,
Beyond the utmost bound of human thought’.
These lines are taken from the poem “Ulysses” written by Alfred Tennyson.

Ulysses, the king of Ithaca, took an active part in the Trojan war.  After many years of war he
returned home.  He is tired of leading a life without adventures and discoveries.  The surface of the sea is a
boundary for the star.  But the star as it sinks into the sea goes beyond the boundary.  It goes to a region
unfathomed and unknown.  Similarly Ulysses will explore the sea and the earth.  He will expand the frontiers
of his knowledge.  He will continue his quest without remission.  The poem “Ulysses” is remarkable for its
characterisation of Ulysses.  It is also remarkable for its exposition of the idea that the pursuit of knowledge
is endless.
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5) ‘He works his work I mine’.
This line is taken from the poem ‘Ulysses’, written by Alfred Tennyson.

Ulysses the king of Ithaca took an active part in the Trojan war.  After many years of war he returned
home.  He ruled Ithaca for some time but soon tired of leading a life without adventure and discoveries.
Telemachus is the son of Ulysses.  The father and the son are different in their attitude and character.  They
symbolise two powerful trends at work during the Victorian period.  Ulysses symbolises intellectual pursuit
and adventure.  Telemachus symbolises the conservative people who take a limited view of life.  He knows
how to control and modify a savage race.  He is blameless in the discharge of common duties.  He pays due
respect to his household gods.  He will never fail in the duties of tenderness.  But Ulysses does not enjoy the
company of his aged wife.  He would like to follow knowledge like a sinking star beyond the utmost bounds
of human thought.

6. ‘Death closes all, but something ere the end
Some work of noble note, may yet be done,
Not unbecoming men that strove with Gods’.
These lines are taken from the poem ‘Ulysses’ written by Alfred Tennyson.

Ulysses, the king of  Ithaca, took an active part in the Trojan war.  After many years of war he
returned home.  The people of Ithaca are a savage race.  They hoard, eat and sleep.  They do not know the
worth of Ulysses.  Ulysses is fed up with his countrymen.  So he handed over Ithaca to his son Telemachus
and goes on a new voyage.  Death is certain.  It put on end to every act of man.  Once a man dies he can do
nothing more.  So while yet alive let man do whatever good he can.  Let him undertake a project that is
noble, a work that is worthy of men who fought with the gods.  Such men shall see that something great is
accomplished before death.

7. ‘It may be we shall touch, the Happy Isles
And see the great Achilles’.
These lines are taken from the poem ‘Ulysses’ written by Alfred Tennyson.

Ulysses, the king of Ithaca, took an active part in the Trojan war.  After many years of war he
returned home.  Ulysses symbolises intellectual pursuit and adventure.  Ulysses aim is to sail beyond the
sunset and the baths of the western stars.  He wishes to touch the Happy Isles and see the great Achilles.
Achilles is the hero of Homer’s Illiad.  He is the bravest and most skilled of the Greeks.  He is invulnerable
except in the heel of one leg.  Paris struck the spot with an arrow and killed him.  Ulysses would like to follow
knowledge like a sinking star beyond the horizons of human thought.

8) ‘Though much is taken, much abides and though
we are not now that strength which in old days
Moved earth and heaven’.

(or)
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‘Made weak by time and fate, but strong in will
To strive, to seek, to find and not to yield’.
These lines are taken from the poem ‘Ulysses’ written by Alfred Tennyson.

Ulysses, the king of Ithaca, took an active part in the Trojan war.  After many years of war he
returned home.  He is fed up with his countrymen.  When we pursue something relentlessly, we miss certain
things.  Ulysses has lost much of his strength in the war.  He has sustained enough losses also.  Yet something
certainly abides with him.  He has the energy to strive, to seek, to find and not to yield.  The principle of life
is that nobody is deprived of everything.

13.8  Comprehension passages  :

1) It little profits that an idle king,
By this still hearth, among these barren crags,
Matched with an aged wife, I mete and dole
Unequal laws unto a savage race,
That hoard, and sleep, and feed and know not me.

1) Whom does ‘I’ refer to ?
Ans. I refers to king Ulysses.
2) Name the poet ?
Ans. The poet is Alfred Tennyson.
3) What is meant by ‘mete and dole’ ?
Ans. Mete and dole means administer.
4) Who is the aged wife ?
Ans. The aged wife referred to here is Penelope, the wife of Ulysses.
5) Who are the savage people ?
Ans. The people of Ithaca are savage people.

2) Much have I seen and known,- cities of men,
And manners, climates, councils, governments,
Myself not least, but honoured of them all;
And drunk delight of battle with my peers,
Far on the ringing plains of windy Troy.

1) Who is the speaker here ?
       Ans. The speaker is Ulysses.

2) What is meant by ‘peers’ ?
Ans. Peers means equals.
3) What did Ulysses see ?
Ans. Ulysses saw cities of men, manners, climates, councils and governments.
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4) What is Troy ?
Ans. Troy is the city of Trojans, where the Trojan war took place.
5) What did he drink ?
Ans. Ulysses had drunk the delight of battle.

3) Yet all experience is an arch where through
Gleams that untravelled world whose margin fades
For  ever and for ever when I move
How dull it is to pause, to make an end
To rust unburmished, not to shine in use !

1) Who is the speaker ?
Ans. The speaker is Ulysses.
2) What is meant by pause ?
Ans. Pause means to stop.  To remain stationary and inactive.
3)  What does the line ‘To rust,

Unburnished, not to shine in use’ means ?
Ans. Ulysses dislikes inactivity and rest.  The sword rusts if it is not wielded properly and in time and

likewise with Ulysses inactivity blunts his personality.
4) Who wrote this poem ?
Ans. This poem is written by Alfred Tennyson.
5) What does ‘gleams’ mean ?
Ans. Gleams mean shines.

4) Push off, and sitting well in order smite
The sounding furrows; for my purpose holds
To sail beyond the sunset, and the baths
Of all the western stars, until I die.
It may be that the gulfs will wash us down.
If may be we shall touch the Happy Isles,
And see the great Achilles, whom we know.

1) Who is the speaker here ?
Ans. The speaker is Ulysses.
2) What is his purpose ?
Ans. His purpose is to sail beyond the sunset and the baths of the western stars.
3) Who are being ordered by Ulysses to sail ?
Ans. Ulysses orders his fellow mariners and friends to set sail.
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4) What does Happy Isles stand for ?
Ans. The Happy Isles are the islands beyond the pillars of Hercules.  There the souls of the good

found rest.
5) Who is Achilles ?
Ans. Achilles is the hero of Homer’s Illiad.  He is the bravest and most skilled of the Greeks.  He

was invulnerable except at the heel of one leg.  Paris struck the spot with an arrow and killed
him.

13.9  Objective type questions  :

Though much is taken much abides and though
We are not now that strength which in old days
Moved earth and heaven; that which we are, we are:
One equal temper of heroic hearts
Made weak by time and fate, but strong in will
To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield.

1) Whom does ‘we’ refer to ? (d)
a) Ulysses b) Telemachus
c) People of Ithaca d) Ulysses and his mariners

2) What did they move ? (c)
a) heaven b) earth
c) earth and heaven d) Troy

3) They were made weak by- (b)
a) time b) time and fate
c) fate d) old age

4) Name the poet ? (c)
a) Kamala Das b) Wordsworth
c) Tennyson d) Robert Frost

5) What is the common feature among them ? (a)
a) One equal temper of heroic hearts       b) Very lazy
c) Very arrogant d) Very weak

T. Nirmala Kumari
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LESSON-14

THE LAST RIDE TOGETHER
- ROBERT BROWNING

STRUCTURE

14.0   Introduction
14.1   Objectives
14.2   Victorian Period
14.3   Summary
14.4   Glossary
14.5   The Text
14.6   Interpretation of Stanzas
14.7   Lines for Explanation
14.8   Comprehension Passages
14.9   Objective Type Questions

14.0  Introduction  :

Robert Browning (1812-89), was privately educated.  His first poem, “Pauline” appeared in 1833.
“Paracelsus” which attracted the friendly notice of Carlyle, Wordsworth, and other men of letters, appeared
in 1835.  He next published Strafford, a tragedy, which was played at Covent Garden in 1837.  Sordello
followed in 1840.  In 1842 he published Dramatic Lyrics : and in 1845, Dramatic Romances as parts 3
and 7 of the series Bells and Pomegranates.  In 1846 he married  Elizabeth Barrett and lived with her mainly
in Italy at Pisa, Florence and Rome, until her death in 1861, after which Browning settled in London.  In 1850
he published “Christmas Eve” and “Easter Day”, and in 1855 Men and Women.  Dramatic Personae
appeared in 1864, and in 1868-9 the long poem, The Ring and the Book.  His last volume of poems,
Asolando was published on the day of his death.

The poetic form that Browning loved best was the dramatic monologue and he perfected it.  The
setting of a dramatic monologue is always an intense situation; in it, one person speaks in the presense of one
or more other people.

“The Last Ride Together” is as much a beautiful love lyric as an exquisite dramatic monologue.

“The Last Ride Together” is taken from Browning’s Dramatic Romances.  In almost all his best
known poems Browning has brought out the idea that man should never be satisfied with mediocre achievement
and that he should aspire to the highest and the noblest things in life.  Great failures are to be preferred to little
successes.  This is true not only of works of art, music and poetry but also of love.  “The Last Ride Together”
presents a great lover whose love has not been requited.  He overcomes his anguish and rides with his love
for the last time.  He finds self-fulfilment in the intensity of his love, and wishes that the ride be eternal.



14.1  Objectives  :

1)  to introduce the reader to the best and perfect form of the dramatic monologue

     2)  to introduce Robert Browning’s religious philosophy and optimism to the reader.
    3)  to give the reader an insight into the nature of the Victorian period.

14.2  Victorian Period  :

The Victorian period saw the emergence of contradictory schools of thoughts in England.  People
gave importance to Christian ethics; but they attempted to worship Mammon along with God and compromised
on many issues.  Utilitarianism had come into conflict with Christian morality.  Cardinal Newman, Carlyle and
Mathew  Arnold tried to uphold the best of human values.  Browning stood apart.  He had his firm convictions.
He believed in God and His rule.  Browning was a poet of love, faith and robust optimism.  He had his own
philosophy of life which was basically Christian.

14.3  Summary  :

“The Last Ride Together” is taken from Robert Browning’s Dramatic Romances.  In this particular
dramatic monologue the speaker is a lover.  But his lady love has rejected him.  Yet he makes a request to her
to take a ride with him.  That will give him another day of thrill.  His lady love agrees.  The beloved must take
back the hope which she once gave to the poet.  He will cherish the memory of this hope.  As they ride the
speaker enjoys the highest thrill of his life.  He feels god-like.  Both of them are on the same horse.  As they
ride the lady leans on the breast of her lover.  He wishes that the moment would continue till eternity, so that
they could be together eternally.

The poem with its symphony suggests the gentle gallop of a horse.  We get a vivid picture of the
speaker and his beloved riding together in joy.  The poet takes the reader from the sensuous to the reflective
level.  Whatever is noble will persist and endure.  Robert Browning was a poet of deep conviction.  For him
life starts on earth and continues after death.  Every noble aspiration of man would be fulfilled in heaven.  To
expect absolute success in the course of earthly existense is unrealistic.  The greatest of human values are
love and comapassion and all human enterprise including art and poetry, should be based on love.

The whole poem is an expression of the lover’s adoration of his beloved.  The lover is optimistic.  His
love is not requited.  Yet he is not disappointed.  It is a world of bliss, although it is only seen dimly.  On earth
everyone fails, but in heaven success awaits most.  Earth is good but heaven is best.  On earth man’s
achievement is an arc _  in heaven it becomes a circle.  Always man finds it difficult to work out his will.  Flesh
obstructs his will and he cannot work out his schemes to his  fullest satisfaction.  Heaven should testify to the
fact that the speaker and his love should ride together forever.

14.4  Glossary  :

The hope you gave :   At first the lady raised the lover’s hopes.  But at present she has changed her mind.
Demurs :   raises objections.
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Replenished :   refilled.
Deified : Her love fills the heart of the lover with pride.  He feels godlike again.
Billowy bosomed : The bosom of the cloud has been broken into undulations.
Benedictions : blessings of the sun, the moon and the stars.
Long-cramped scroll : The soul of the lover is soothed, smoothened by the ride, just as the scoll is unrolled
by the wind.
Life awry : life rendered aimless.
Who succeeds : No one, no poet, no artist, no statesman, who aims at great things, has ever succeeded.
Minor achievements are no success at all.
Fleshly screen : every mind must have experienced the obstruction caused to its will by the flesh.
Abbey stones : A few lines may be written on the tombstones of the statesman buried in the graveyard of
Westminster Abbey.
One whit your own sublime : Does the poet succeed in making his poetry sublime at least in a little measure?
Venus : The goddess of love in Greek mythology.
Fords the burn : crosses the small river.
Dim descried : seen dimly.
Instant made eternity : The short time he spent with his beloved is beyond the measure of time.  It is eternity
and heavenly joy.

14.5  The Text  :
I said __ Then, dearest, since ’tis so,
Since now at length my fate I know,
Since nothing all my love avails,
Since all, my life seemed meant for, fails,

Since this was written and needs must be __

My whole heart rises up to bless
Your name in pride and thankfulness!
Take back the hope you gave, __ I claim
Only a memory of the same,
__ And this beside, if you will not blame,
Your leave for one more last ride with me.

My mistress bent that brow of hers;
Those deep dark eyes where pride demurs
When pity would be softerning through,
Fixed me a breathing-while or two

With life or death in the balance : right!
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The blood replenished me again;
My last thought was at least not vain :
I, and my mistress, side by side,
Shall be together, breathe and ride,
So, one day more am I defined.

Who knows but the world may end to-night?

Hush! if you saw some western cloud
All billowy-bosomed, over-bowed
By many benedictions__sun’s
And moon’s and evening-star’s at once__

And so, you looking and loving best,
Conscious grew, your passion drew
Cloud, sunset, moonrise, star-shine too,
Down on you, near and yet more near,
Till flesh must fade for heaven was here!__

Thus leant she and lingered__ joy and fear!
Thus lay she a moment on my breast.

Then we began to ride.  My soul
Smoothed itself out, a long-cramped scroll
Freshening and fluttering in the wind.
Past hopes already lay behind.

What need to strive with a life awry?
Had I said that, had I done this?
So might I gain, so might I miss.
Might she have loved me? Just as well
She might have hated, who can tell!
Where had I been now if the worst befell?
And here we are riding, she and I.

Fail I alone, in words and deeds?
Why, all men strive and who succeeds?
We rode; it seemed my spirit flew,
Saw other regions, cities new,

As the world rushed by on either side.
I thought,__All labour, yet no less
Bear up beneath their unsuccess.
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Look at the end of work, contrast
The petty done, the undone vast,
This present of theirs with the hopeful past!

I hope she would love me; here we ride.

What hand and brain went ever paired?
What heart alike conceived and dared?
What act proved all its thought had been?
What will but felt the fleshly screen?

We ride and I see her bosom heave.
There’s many a crown for who can reach.
Ten lines, a statesmen’s life in each!
The flag stuck on a heap of bones,
A soldier’s doing! what atones?
They scratch his name on the Abbey-stones.

My riding is better, by their leave.

What does it all mean, poet? Well,
Your brains beat into rhythm, you tell
What we felt only; you expressed
You hold things beautiful the best,

And pace them in rhyme so, side by side.
’Tis something, nay ’tis much : but then,
Have you yourself  what’s best for men ?
Are  you__poor, sick, old ere your time__

Nearer one whit your own sublime
Than we who never have turned a rhyme?

Sing, riding’s a joy! For me, I ride.

And you, great sculptor__so, you gave
A score of years to Art, her slave,
And that’s your Venus, whence we turn
To yonder girl that fords the  burn!

You acquiesce, and shall I repine?
What, man of music, you grown grey
With notes and nothing else to say,
Is this your sole praise from a friend?
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‘Greatly his opera strains intend,
But in music we know how fashions end!’

I gave my youth; but we ride, in fine.

Who knows what’s fit for us? Had fate
Proposed bliss here should sublimate
My being __ had I signed the bond __

Still one must lead some life beyond,
Have a bliss to die with, dim-descried.

This foot once planted on the goal,
This glory-garland round my soul,
Could I descry such? Try and test!
I sink back shuddering from the quest.
Earth being so good, would heaven seem best?

Now, heaven and she are beyond this ride.

And yet __ she has not spoke so long!
What if heaven be that, fair and strong
At life’s best, with our  eyes upturned
Whither life’s flower is first discerned,

We, fixed so, ever should so abide?
What if we still ride on, we two
With life for ever old yet new,
Changed not in kind but in degree,
The instant made eternity,__
And heaven just prove that I and she

Ride, ride together, for ever ride?

14.6  Interpretation of Stanzas  :

Stanzas I & II -  “The Last Ride Together” is one of the love poems of Robert Browning.  The poem is free
from obscurity.  It expresses the intense love of the speaker for his lady love.  His love is unrequited.  The
beloved must take back the hope which she once gave to the poet.  The lover will cherish the memory of this
hope.  Yet before his lady love parts from him he asks her to ride with him one last time.  His lady love agrees
to take a ride with him.  That will give him another day of thrill.

Stanzas III & IV  -  They go for a ride on the same horse.  She does not say anything but she leaned and lay
for a moment on his breast.  He enjoys the highest thrill of his life.  He feels god-like.  The lover had another
day of self-glorification.  He will convince himself that his beloved loves him.  Suppose the world comes to
an end that day, the lover and the beloved shall remain in each other’s company till the second coming of
Christ.
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Stanzas V & VI  -  The greatest ambition of the lover is that the ride should not end.  It should continue
forever.  The instant has to be turned into eternity.  Heaven should testify to the fact that the speaker and his
love would ride together forever.

Stanzas VII & VIII -  They ride and even as they ride he wonders  whether people fully succeed in the
course of their lives.  One has always to contrast the petty deeds done with the vast amount left undone.
Nobody can work out his will.  The statesman,  the soldier, the poet, the sculptor and the musician aspire for
great things.  But nobody achieves absolute glory.  On earth everyone fails but in heaven success awaits
most.

Stanzas IX & X -  To expect absolute success in the course of earthly existence is unrealistic.  On earth
man’s achievement is like an arc __ in heaven it becomes a circle.  Man always  finds it difficult to work out
his will.  Flesh obstructs his will and he cannot work out his schemes to his fullest satisfaction.  The lover has
not succeeded in winning the love of his beloved.  He is not disheartened.  He only wishes that together he
and his beloved are able to ride endlessly.  If so the present instant when he rides with his love shall be turned
into eternity..  Whatever is noble will persist and endure.

14.7  Lines for Explanation  :

1) ‘So, one day more am I deified
who knows but the world may end tonight’
These lines are taken from the poem “The Last Ride Together” written by Robert Browning.

“The Last Ride Together” is one of the love poems of Robert Browning.  He was a poet of love,
faith and robust optimism.  The speaker’s love is not requited.  Yet he wants his beloved to ride with him
once more.  It will be their last ride together.  Both of them are on sthe same horse.  As they ride the lady
leans on the breast of her lover.  As they ride the speaker enjoys the highest thrill of his life.  He feels god
like.  The present is valuable to the poet.  He does not know  what may happen the next day.  The world
may even end.  Even then he is happy for he has one day more with his beloved.  He wishes that moment
would continue till eternity, so that they could be together eternally.

2) “Fail I alone, in words and deeds ?
Why, all men strive and who succeeds” ?
These lines are taken from the poem “The Last Ride Together” written by Robert Browning.

“The Last Ride Together” is one of the love poems of Robert Browning.  He was a poet of  love,
faith and robust optimism.  The lover has not succeeded in winning the love of his beloved.  He is not
disheartened.  The beloved agrees to take a last ride with him.  Out of sympathy for him she leaned upon
him.  It was an experience filled with joy and fear.  He knows that nothing attains perfection on earth.  On
earth man’s achievement is like an arc.  In heaven it becomes a circle.  The speaker says that no artist,
musician, sculptor or poet has ever succeeded in life.  He hopes that whatever remains unfulfilled on earth
will be fulfilled in heaven.  Earth is good, but heaven is best.
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3) ‘Thus leant she and lingered-joy and fear
Thus lay she a moment on my breast’.
These lines are taken from the poem “The Last Ride Together” written by Robert Browning.

“The Last Ride Together” is one of the love poems of Robert Browning.  He was a poet of love,
faith and robust optimism.  The speaker’s love is not requited.  Yet he wants his beloved to ride with him
once more.  It will be their last ride together.  Both of them are on the same horse.  As they ride the lady
leans on the breast of her lover.  As they ride the speaker enjoys the highest thrill of his life.  He feels godlike.
The present is valuable to the poet.  He does not know what may happen the next day.  The world may even
end.  Even then he is happy for he has one day more with his beloved.  He wishes that moment would
continue till eternity, so that they could be together eternally.  The lover at the moment felt that heaven was
very near him.  It was an experience filled with joy and fear.

4) ‘What will but felt the fleshly screen ?
we ride and I see her bosom heave’.
These lines are taken from the poem “The Last Ride Together” written by Robert Browning.

“The Last Ride Together” is one of the love poems of Robert Browning.  He was a poet of love,
faith and robust optimism.  The greatest ambition of the poet is that the ride should not end.  It should
continue forever.  The instant has to be made into eternity.  The speaker says that on earth everyone fails but
in heaven success awaits most.  Nobody can work out his will.  For one thing, human beings cannot
combine all faculties together and put them to use.  The hand does not obey the brain.  Acts do not reflect
thoughts.  Man always finds it difficult to work out his will.  Flesh obstructs his will and he cannot work out
his schemes to his fullest satisfaction.

14.8  Comprehension passages  :

1. My whole heart rises up to bless
Your name in pride and thankfulness !
Take back the hope you gave,-I claim
Only a memory of the same,
-And this beside, if you will not blame,
Your leave for one more last ride with me.

1) Who spoke these words ?
Ans. The great lover spoke these words.
2) Name the poem ?
Ans. The title of the poem is “The Last Ride Together”.
3) Whom does the lover bless ?
Ans. The lover blesses his beloved.
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4) In which poetic form this poem is written ?
Ans. This poem is written in the form of a dramatic monologue.
5) What does the lover ask his beloved ?
Ans. The lover requests his beloved to agree for the last ride with him.

2 Fail I alone, in words and deeds ?
Why, all men strive and who succeeds ?
We rode; it seemed my spirit flew,
Saw other regions, cities new,
As the world rushed by on either side.

1) Whom does ‘we’ refer to ?
Ans. ‘We’ refers to the lover and his beloved.
2) What did he see ?
Ans. He saw other regions.
3) Does anyone succeed ?
Ans. No one, no poet, no artist, no statesman, who aims at great things has ever succeeded.
4) Is he the only one who has failed ?
Ans. No, he is not the only one, but all people fail.
5) Name the poem ?
Ans. The title of the poem is “The Last Ride Together”.

3. Still one must lead some life beyond,
Have a bliss to die with, dim described.

1) Why does the lover speak of life beyond ?
Ans. The lover is optimistic.  His love is not requited.  Yet he is not disappointed.
2) Name the poet ?
Ans. The poet is Robert Browning.
3) What sustains the lover ?
Ans. A faith in this world sustains the lover and raises  his spirits.
4) Name the poem ?
Ans. The title of the poem is “The Last Ride Together”.
5) What is seen dimly ?
Ans. The world is seen dimly.

4. What if we still ride on, we two
With life for ever old yet new,
Changed not in kind but in degree,
The instant made eternity.
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1) Whom does ‘we’ refer to ?
Ans. ‘We’ refers to the lover and his beloved.
2) What is the wish of the lover ?
Ans. The lover only wishes that together he and his beloved are able to ride endlessly.
3) Which instant should be turned into eternity ?
Ans. The present instant when he rides with his love shall be turned into eternity.
4) Is the lover happy ?
Ans. The lover is immensely happy.
5) Has the lady love accepted to be with him forever ?
Ans. No, she agreed to be with him only for a short period.  It is only for one day.

14.9  Objective type questions :
Could I decry such ? Try and test !
I sink back shuddering from the quest.
Earth being so good, would heaven seem best ?
Now, heaven and she are beyond this ride.

1) Who is the speaker here ? (d)
a) Sarojani Naidu b) The neighbour
c) The ladylove d) The lover

2) Name the poem (b)
a) Ulysses b) The Last Ride Together
c) London d) Mending Wall

3) What is no good ? (a)
a) earth b) heaven
c) the poet d) the city

4) What seems best ? (c)
a) the road b) the house
c) the heaven d) the ride

5) Who are beyond this ride ? (b)
a) heaven b) heaven and she
c) the poet d) the beloved

-  T. Nirmala kumari
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LESSON - 15

BECAUSE I COULD NOT STOP FOR DEATH
(From The Chariot)

   - EMILY DICKINSON

STRUCTURE

15.0 Introduction
15.1 Objectives
15.2 The Poetic Form
15.3 Summary
15.4 Glossary
15.5 The Text
15.6 Interpretation of Stanzas
15.7 Lines For Explanation
15.8 Comprehension Passages
15.9 Objective type questions

15.0 Introduction  :

Emily Dickinson, (1830 - 86) the greatest woman poet, belongs to America.  She was born and
spent nearly all her life in Amherst, Massachusetts.  Her father was a lawyer.  She was educated at Amherst
Academy and Mount Holyoke Female seminary.  She was noted for her wit and love of fun, and as a young
woman took a normal part in village social activities.  In 1854 while on a visit to Washington, her father being
then a member of Congress, she is said to have fallen in love with a young preacher, but on learning that he
was married,  she had broken off all communication with him.  Thereafter she lived a retired life, seeking
companionship in nature and recreation in solitary country walks.

After the death of her father in 1874 she shut herself in the home, though still performing the duties of
a housewife.  Though her days were uneventful, her poems, jealously guarded as a secret, showed her rich
and sympathetic mind.  Only two were printed in her lifetime, but after her death they were discovered and
published by her sister Lavinia in three series, (1890, 1891, 1896).  Further volumes were The Single
Hound (1914), Further Poems (1929) and Bolts of Melody (1945).  In all she wrote over 1,000 poems.
Her Letters were published in 1894.  Her short lyrics were remarkable for their mystic quality, which is
joined, to an integrity and originality which led one critic to declare that she wrote as though no one had
written poetry before.  Her delicate command of phrase compensates for occasional technical flaws.  The
imagists claimed her their precursor.

“Because I Could Not Stop for Death” consists of lines taken from The Chariot, one of the best
known poems of Emily Dickinson.  Life is a journey, during which, one is programmed for a meeting with
death.  The poet has an imaginative encounter with death.  The occasion arouses in her thoughts on life, death



and immortality.  The poet imagines a coffin containing  her body being taken in a carriage; with her in the
same carriage rides immortality.

15.1 Objectives  :

1)   to understand the poet’s philosophy of life.
2)   to understand the element of mysticism in the poem.
3)   to appreciate the rich use of imagery in the poem.

15.2 The Poetic Form - Mystic Poetry  :

One chief element of poetry is its revealing power.  It opens our eyes to sensuous beauties and
spiritual meanings in the worlds of human experience and of nature to which otherwise we should remain
blind.   The true poet,  whatever his range and quality,  is one in whom the power of seeing and feeling the
sensuous beauty and spiritual meaning of things exists in a pre-eminent degree and to whom, moreover,
another special power has been granted __ the power of so expressing and interpreting what he sees and feels
as to quicken our own imaginations and symphathies and to make us see and feel with him.   Great poets have
always recognised that poetry is made out of life, belongs to life, exists for life.

Sometimes a poem passes from a simpler form into a meditative and philosophic poem.  Emily
Dickinson’s short lyric is remarkable for its mystic quality.  This poem is an interpretation of life through
imagination and feelings.  Its greatness is judged by the power with which the poet handles life’s greatest and
most abiding things.  The  greatness of the poet  lies in her powerful and beautiful application of ideas to life.

15.3 Summary  :

“Because I Could Not Stop for Death” consists of lines taken from The Chariot, one of the best
known poems of Emily Dickinson.  Life is a journey, during which one is programmed for a meeting with
death.  The poet had an imaginary encounter with death.  When she considers life, death and immortality,
death comes and takes the poet in a carriage.  With her in the same carriage rides immortality.  The movement
is slow but steady.  The carriage passes the school, the ring, a house and the setting sun.  The poet is in the
hands of death.  But she knows that immortality is by her side.  Even while her dead body is taken in a hearse
she realizes that she is immortal.  The movement of the carriage is solemn.  Likewise the poem is also
dignified.

Like John Keats, Emily Dickinson is half in love with death.  Death ends all her worries and she
welcomes it as a pleasant companion.  It leads her to her grave.  But for man or woman death is not the
absolute master.  Immortality comes to rescue human beings from nothingness.  It appears as though centuries
have passed since death came to invite the poet.  This is because time passes very quickly.  As immortality
was also in the carriage the heads of the horses drawing it pointed towards a world beyond time.  Death is not
the end of life.  Life can transcend death.  The poet therefore says that she could not stop for death.  Thus
Emily Dickinson’s robust optimism checks her sentimentality and gives her joy, faith and a new existence.
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15.4 Glossary  :

Ourselves :  The poet and death
Immortality :  Eternal life.  There were three in the carriage - the poet, death and immortality.  These were the
three chief concerns of the poet.
Gazing grain :  Grain is personified
Civility :  Politeness
Gossamer :  Cobweb - Her gown, her tippet or scarf and her tulle or fine silk were like cobwebs.
A swelling of the ground :   the mound on the grave.
The cornice :  top of the grave - often decorated.
Centuries :  Centuries appear shorter than a day.  From the view point of immortality, human time is short and
even unreal.
Surmised :  guessed.
Horse’s heads :  The reference may be to the horsemen mentioned in “The Book of Revelations” in the Bible.
They show that the end of the world is at hand.

15.5 The Text  :

Because I could not stop for Death, __

He kindly stopped for me;
The carriage held but just ourselves
And immortality.

We slowly drove, he knew no haste,
And I had put away
My labor, and my leisure too,
For his civility.

We passed the school where children strove
At recess, in the ring.
We passed the fields of gazing grain,
We passed the setting sun.

Or rather he passed us.
The dews drew quivering and chill,
For only gossamer my gown__

My tippet only tulle.
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We paused before a house that seemed
A swelling of the ground;
The roof was scarcely visible,
The cornice but a mound.

Since then ’tis centruries; but each
Feels shorter than the day
I first surmised the horses’ heads
Were toward eternity.

15.6   Interpretation of Stanzas  :

In the first stanza the poet has an imaginative encounter with death.  Death is certain for every human
being.  Death is persomified here.  Death comes in his carriage and the poet’s dead body is being taken in
that carriage. Along with them immortality also travels in the same carriage.

In the second stanza the poet describes the movement of the carriage. The movement is slow but
steady.  Death puts an end to all struggle and leisure.  The poet without any complaint and with politeness
obeys the call of death.

In the third stanza the poet continues to  describe the movement of the carriage.  Death, immortality
and the poet were in the carriage.  The carriage passed the school where the children were at recess.  The
carriage also passes the fields. At last it passes the setting sun.

In the fourth stanza the movement of the carriage still continues further.  The movement of the
carriage is solemn.  The weather was quivering and chill.  In that weather the poet’s gown and her scarf
seemed very light like cobweb.

In the fifth stanza the poet says that the movement of the carriage came to a standstill and they
stopped before a house which was only a swelling of the ground.  It was a grave so the roof was not visible.
Sometimes the top of the mound is decorated.  The carriage stops at the grave.

In the sixth and the last stanza the poet’s expressions turn mystic.  From the viewpoint of immortality,
human time is short and even unreal.  It appears as though centuries have passed since death came to invite
the poet.  This is because time passes very quickly.  As immortality was also in the carriage the heads of the
horses drawing it pointed towards a world beyond time.  Death is not the end of life, as Life can transcend
death.

15.7 Lines for Explanation  :
1) “The carriage held but just ourselves

And Immortality”.
These lines are taken from the poem “Because I Could Not Stop for Death”, written by Emily

Dickinson.
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Emily Dickinson was a great woman poet from America.  Her short lyrics were remarkable for their
mystic quality.  This poem consists of lines taken from The Chariot, one of the best known poems of Emily
Dickinson.  Life is a journey, during which one is programmed for a meeting with death.  The poet has an
imaginative encounter with death.  The occasion arouses in her thoughts on life, death and immortality.
Death is a messenger.  It brings its carriage into which the poet is taken.  Its manner is polite and approach
gentle.  The poet is in the hands of death.  But she knew that immortality is by her side even while her dead
body is taken in hearse.  She realises that she is immortal.  Death is not the end of life.  Life can transcend
death.  The poet therefore says that she would not stop for death.

2) “Since theny  its centuries : but each
Feels shorter than the day”.
These lines are taken from the poem “Because I Could Not Stop for Death”, written by Emily

Dickinson.

Emily Dickinson was a famous woman poet from America.  Her short lyrics were remarkable for
their mystic quality.  “Because I Could Not Stop for Death” is an excerpt from The Chariot one of the best
known poems of Dickinson.  The poet had an imaginary encounter with death.  Life is a journey, in the
course of which one meets with death.  Immortality is also present in the same carriage.  Death is not the end
of life.  Life can transcend death.  The poet therefore says that she could not stop for death.  It appears as
though centuries have passed since death came to invite the poet.  This is because time passes very quickly.
As immortality was also in the carriage, the heads of the horses drawing it pointed towards a world beyond
time.

15.8 Comprehension passages  :

i) Because I could not stop for Death, -
He kindly stopped for me;
The carriage held but just ourselves.
And Immortality.

1) Who is the speaker ?
Ans. The poetess Emily Dickinson is the speaker.
2) Who stopped for her ?
Ans. Death stopped for her.
3) Who were in the carriage ?
Ans. The poetess, death and immortality were in the carriage.
4) What is meant by immortality ?
Ans. Immortality means eternal life.
5) Whom does ‘ourselves’ represent ?
Ans. Ourselves represents the poet and death.
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ii) We slowly drove, he knew no haste,
And I had put away
My labor, and my leisure too,
For his civility.

1) Who drove slowly ?
Ans. The poet, death and immortality were slowly driving.
2) Who knew no haste ?
Ans. Death knew no haste.
3) Name the poem ?
Ans. The title of the poem is ‘Because I could not stop for Death’.
4) What does civility mean ?
Ans. Civility means politeness.
5) Who had put away his leisure ?
Ans. The poet had put away her labor and leisure.

iii) We paused before a house that seemed
A swelling of the ground;
The roof was scarcely visible,
The cornice but a mound.

1) What is meant by paused ?
Ans. Paused means to stop.
2) What does a swelling of the ground stand for ?
Ans. A swelling of the ground stands for the mound on the grave.
3) What is a cornice ?
Ans. Cornice means the top of the grave.
4) Who paused before a house ?
Ans. The poet, death and immortality paused before a house.
5) Name the poet ?
Ans. The poet is Emily Dickinson.

iv) Since then ’tis centuries; but each
Feels shorter than the day
I first surmised the horse’s heads
were toward eternity.

1) What appears shorter than a day ?
Ans: Centuries appear shorter than a day.
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2) What is meant by surmised ?
Ans. Surmised means guessed.
3) ‘The horses’ heads towards eternity’ __   What do these words signify ?
Ans. The horse heads were toward eternity.
4) In which book of the Bible do you find this reference ?
Ans. This reference is found in the Book of Revelation in the Bible.
5) Whom does ‘I’ refer to ?
Ans. ‘I’ refers to the poet Emily Dickinson.

15.9 Objective Type Questions  :

Because I could not stop for Death,-
He kindly stopped for me;
The carriage held but just ourselves
And Immortality.

1) Whom does I refer to ? (c)
a) death b) immortality
c) the poet d) the poet’s friend

2) Who kindly stopped ? (b)
a) the driver b) death
c) the poet’s parents d) the poet’s sister.

3) Name the poet ? (d)
a) Tennyson b) Browning
c) Wordsworth d) Emily Dickinson

4) How many persons were in the carriage ? (c)
a) only one person b) two persons
c) three persons d) none

5) Write the antonym for immortality ? (c)
a) death b) disease
c) mortality d) deep sleep

 -  T. Nirmala Kumari
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LESSON - 16

MENDING WALL
- ROBERT FROST

STRUCTURE

16.0   Introduction
16.1   Objectives
16.2   Summary
16.3   Glossary
16.4   The Text
16.5   Interpretation of the Poem
16.6   Lines for Explanation
16.7   Comprehension Passages
16.8   Objective Type Questions

16.0 Introduction  :

Robert Frost (1874 - 1963), was born in San Francisco.  His father, a New Englander, died when
Robert was 10 and his Scottish mother, a teacher, moved to Lawerence, Massachusetts.  After attending
various schools and a year at Dartmouth, Frost went to work in a Lawrence textile mill.  At 20 he married
Eleanor Miriam White, and from 1897 to 1899 was at Harvard, but never got a regular degree, though he
was later to have sixteen honorary degrees.  He was in turn teacher, cobbler, editor and finally farmer for
eleven years at Derry, New Hampshire.  In 1912 he went to England and settled at Beaconsfield, where he
met Rupert Brooke, Lascelles Abercrombie, Edward Thomas and other poets.  From this point his poetical
career may be said to have begun.

Robert Frost’s first book of verse, A Boy’s Will (1913) was followed by North of Boston (1914).
In 1915 he returned to the United States, where he got fame and became Professor of Poetry at Harvard.
He was four times awarded the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry in 1924, 1931, 1937 and 1943.  He also received
the medal of the American Academy of Art and Letters in 1933 and of the Poetry Society of America in
1941.  Though born in California, his voice was of New England, and he has been described as the purest
classical poet of America.  His books include Mountain Interval (1916), New Hampshire (1923), West -
Running Brook (1928), A Further Range (1936), A Witness Tree (1942), A Masque of Reason (1945),
Steeple Bush (1947), A Masque of Mercy (1947) and Complete Poems (1949).

Robert Frost is the purest classical poet of America.  He is also a poet of the American rural life and
the American farmer.  Frost said : ‘A poem begins in delight and ends in wisdom’.  “Mending Wall” begins
in a casual way.  It deals with a very common happening in the country.  From a simple idea the poet takes
us to the great notion of social co-existence in the world.



Every farmer wants to keep the walls protecting his farm in good shape.  When it breaks he will
repair it.  The poet says that Nature does not want man to build walls to divide him from his neighbours.  But
experience has taught man that “Good fences make good neighbours”.  Nature does not want men to be
divided;  it is men who build walls between one another.

16.1 Objectives :

1) in simple language noble ideas can be dealt with.
2) to introduce the readers to another example of the dramatic monologue.
3) a poem can,  not only be delightful,  but also educative.

16.2 Summary  :

Robert Frost is a poet of the American rural life and the American farmer.  “Mending Wall” describes
one of the most common experiences in the farmer’s life.  The language is simple.  The style incorporates
common speech.  The form is of dramatic monologue.  The situation is taken from life.  “Mending Wall”
begins in a casual way.  Compound walls have gaps.  In spring time the ground swells.  This swellings causes
cracks in the walls.  The hunter in pursuit of rabbits breaks the wall.  The neighbours try to build the wall.  The
neighbour is particular that the wall should be mended.  He believes that “Good fences make good neighbours”.

The farmers do not build the wall from the foundation.  In place of a boulder that is missing they fit a
boulder of the same size.  It is difficult to balance it on the wall.  Handling the rough boulders is like an
outdoor game.  When a farmer builds a wall, he keeps his farm within the wall.  At the same time he keeps
the farm of his neighbour out.  The neighbour is a conservative farmer.  He respects tradition and the saying
of his father that good fences make good neighbours.  Such neighbourliness is not necessarily ideal.  Even
without walls people should be good neighbours.

The neighbour believes that it is good for each man to know his limits and rights.  He mends the wall
with different types of boulders.  Some are in the shape of leaves.  Some are in the shape of balls.  A spell is
needed to make the boulders balance.  Every farmer wants to keep the walls protecting his farm in good
shape.  The poet says that Nature does not want man to build walls to divide him from his neighbours.  But
experience has taught man that ‘Good fences make good neighbours’.  From this simple idea the poet takes
the readers to the great notion of social co-existence in the world.  Nature does not want man to be divided.
It is men who build walls between one another.  From a common experience the poet expounds a philosophy
of co-existence and love.

16.3 Glossary  :

Frozen ground swell :  The damp ground expands as a result of  frost causing the wall to crack.  This suggests
that nature does not like artificial walls.
The gaps :    The gaps made in the wall are so wide that men and animals can pass through them.
Loaves ....... balls :   Shapes of rough stone.
Spell :   They balance as though by magic.
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Pine and apple :   Two types of trees  -  so that there is no clash of interests.
Cones :   Fruits of the pine.
Mischief in me :   The poet grows playful as he thinks of mending the wall.
Elves :   It is the fairies and elves that break the wall.
Father’s saying :   Traditional belief.
Savage :   Ancient man  -  even in ancient times men built walls.

16.4  The Text  :
Something there is that doesn’t love a wall,
That sends the frozen-ground-swell under it,
And spills the upper boulders in the sun;
And makes gaps even two can pass abreast.
The work of hunters is another thing:
I have come after them and made repair
Where they have left not one stone on a stone,
But they would have the rabbit out of hiding,
To please the yelping dogs.  The gaps I mean,
No one has seen them made or heard them made
But at spring mending-time we find them there.
I let my neighbour know beyond the hill;
And on a day we meet to walk the line
And set the wall between us once again.
We keep the wall between us as we go.
To each the boulders that have fallen to each.
And some are loaves and some so nearly balls
We have to use a spell to make them balance :
“Stay where you are until our backs are turned!”
We wear our fingers rough with handling them.
Oh, just another kind of out-door game,
One on a side.  It comes to little more :
There where it is we do not need the wall:
He is all pine and I am apple orchard.
My apple trees will never get across
And eat the cones under his pines, I tell him.
He only says, “Good fences make good neighbours.”
Spring is the mischief in me, and I wonder
If I could put a notion in his head:
“Why do they make good nieghbours? Isn’t it
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Where there are cows? But here there are no cows.
Before I built a wall I’d ask to know
What I was walling in or walling out,
And to whom I was like to give offence.
Something there is that doesn’t love a wall,
That wants it down.”  I could say “Elves” to him.
But it’s not elves exactly, and I’d rather
He said it for himself.  I see him there
Bringing a stone grasped firmly by the top
In each hand, like an old-stone savage armed.
He moves in darkness as it seems to me,
Not of woods only and the shade of trees,
He will not go behind his father’s saying,
And he likes having thought of it so well
He says again, “Good fences make good neighbours.”

16.5 Interpretation of the Poem  :

The poet has an apple orchard and his neighbour has a pine orchard.  There is a wall between these
two orchards.  But something or someone does not love a wall.  It is none other than nature.  Spring season
makes the frozen ground expand and breaks the wall; wide  gaps are made in the wall.  The hunters also
make the gaps wider by hunting for rabbits in the burrows.  The poet made repairs for the broken wall.  But
the gaps are still seen as the hunters searched for rabbits in their hiding place only to please their hunting
dogs.  Even the poet does not know who made the gaps in the wall.  But at spring time again gaps are
noticed in the wall.  The poet asks his neighbour to find out the person behind this.

One day they decided to walk along the wall and repair it. The boulders have fallen on either side on
the ground.  So the neighbour started mending the wall by erecting the boulders in their original state.  The
boulders are of different shapes.  Some boulders are like loaves and some are like balls.  It  was very difficult
for them to make the boulders balanced.  They need the help of some magic to make the boulders remain
balanced.  They expect the boulders to stay as they are until they turn their backs.  Their fingers and palms
become rough by handling the rough boulders.  They feel that the work of mending the wall is an out-door
game, each one in his own farm.  Then the poet thinks that it is not essential to mend the wall.  Their farms
and orchards are different.  His neighbour has pine trees and he has apple trees.  It is not possible that his
apple trees will cross and eat his neighbour’s pine.  The poet expresses this opinion to his neighbour.  The
poet is liberal and he gives much importance to human kindness and honesty.  But his neighbour is conservative.

The poet’s neighbour disagrees with the poet and he says that good fences make good neighbours.
The poet wonders at this statement and tries to convince his neighbour by saying that there were no cows
which would cross over and damage the orchard.  When there are cows it would be good to have a wall
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between the two orchards.  The poet feels sad that by mending the wall he keeps his neighbour out which
offends,  his neighbour.  To the poet, mending the wall means creating a gulf between two human beings.
The poet again tries to bring his neighbour round by saying that the elves do not love a wall between the two
orchards,  though in reality the elves have no connection with this affair.  The poet’s neighbour is still
engaged in his work.  He carries the boulders firmly in his hands like a savage.  The neighbour is still in
darkness without love and faith towards the poet.  To the poet this neighbour looks uncivilized, loveless and
dishonest.  However, the neighbour is firm in his decision.  He will not go beyond his father’s saying.  He is
conservative and still believes in the saying that good fences make good neighbours.  The poet is aware that
nature does not love a wall between the two orchards.  The poet tries to show the element of universal
brotherhood to his neighbour but his neighbour is adamant and likes to be alone and protected.

16.6 Lines for Explanation  :

1. “No one has seen them made or heard them made,
But at spring mending - time we find them there”.
These lines are taken from the poem “Mending Wall” written by Robert Frost.

Robert Frost is the purest classical poet of America.  He is a poet of the American rural life and the
American farmer.  Here the situation is taken from life.  From a common experience the poet expounds a
philosophy of co-existence and love.  In spring time the ground swells.  This swelling causes cracks in the
walls.  The hunters also add to the collapse of the wall.  The ground swells with moisture and dislocates the
wall.  When the wall breaks he will repair it.  The poet says that nature does not want man to build walls to
divide him from his neighbours.

2. “We have to use a spell to make them balance”.

This line is found in the poem “Mending Wall” written by Robert Frost.

Robert Frost is the purest classical poet of America.  He is a poet of American rural life and the
American farmer.  “Mending Wall” describes one of the most common experiences in farmer’s life.  The
situation is taken from life.  From a common experience the poet expounds a philosophy of co-existence
and love.  The farmers do not build the wall from the foundation.  In a place of a boulder that is missing they
fit a boulder of the same size.  The boulders are of different types.  They have shapes of loaves and of balls.
It is difficult to balance it on the wall.  A spell is needed to make them balance.

3. ‘Oh, just another kind of outdoor game’.

This line is found in the poem “Mending Wall” written by Robert Frost.

Robert Frost is the purest classical poet of America.  He is a poet of American rural life and the
American farmer.  “Mending Wall” begins in a casual way.  It deals with a very common happening in the
country.  Compound walls have gaps.  In spring time the ground swells.  This swelling causes cracks in the
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walls.  The hunters also add to the collapse of the wall.  The farmers do not build the wall from the foundation.
In place of a boulder that is missing they fit a boulder of the same size.  It is difficult to balance it on the wall.
Handling the rough boulders is like an outdoor game.

4. ‘Spring is the mischief in me, and I wonder
 If I could put a notion in his head.’
 Why do they make good neighbours ?

These lines are taken from the poem “Mending Wall” written by Robert Frost.

Robert Frost is the purest classical poet of America.  He is a poet of American rural life and the
American farmer.   In spring time the ground swells.  This swelling causes cracks in the walls.  When a
farmer builds a wall, he keeps his farm within the wall.  At the same time he keeps the farm of his neighbour
out.  The neighbour says that good fences make good neighbours. The poet mischievously wonders why
fences make good neighbours.  Such neighbourliness is not necessarily ideal.  Even without walls people
should be good neighbours.  From a common experience the poet expounds a philosophy of co-existence
and love.

5. “Before I built a wall I’d ask to know
What I was walling in or walling out,
And to whom I was like to give offence”.

These lines are taken from the poem “Mending Wall” written by Robert Frost.

Robert Frost is the purest classical poet of America.  He is a poet of American rural life and the
American farmer.  From a common experience the poet expounds a philosophy of co-existence and love.
The neighbour is a conservative farmer.  He respects tradition and the saying of his father that good fences
are essential.  When a farmer builds a wall he keeps his farm within the wall.  At the same time he keeps the
farm of his neighbour out.  The poet says any wall he builds keeps out certain people.  When he builds a wall
he asks himself what exactly he wishes to keep within the wall and what he wants to keep outside.  He also
wants to know whether he has offended anyone with his wall.

16.7 Comprehension Passages  :

I. Something there is that doesn’t love a wall,
That sends the frozen - ground - swell under it,
And spills the upper boulders in the sun;
And makes gaps even two can pass abreast.

1. Where are the gaps made?
Ans. The gaps are made in the wall.
2. What does ‘boulders’ mean?
Ans. Boulders mean stones.
3. What is something that doesn’t love a wall?
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Ans. Nature does not love the wall.
4. What is meant by frozen - ground - swell?
Ans. The damp earth expands as a result of frost.
5. Name the poem and the poet?
Ans. The title of the poem is “Mending Wall”.  The poet is Robert Frost.

II. I let my neighbour know beyond the hill;
And on a day we meet to walk the line
And set the wall between us again
We keep the wall between us once again.

1. Whom does ‘I’ stand for?
Ans. I stands for the poet.
2. What were they doing?
Ans. They were setting the wall.
3. Where is the wall?
Ans. The wall is between two farms.
4. Does the poet wish to have a wall?
Ans. The poet does not want to have a wall.
5. Who wants to build the broken wall?
Ans. The poet’s neighbour wants to build the wall.

III. My apple trees will never get across
And eat the cones under his pines, I tell him.
He only says, “Good fences make good neighbours”.

1. What trees does the poet have in his orchard?
Ans. The poet has apple trees in his orchard.
2. What trees does the poet’s neighbour have in his orchard?
Ans. The poet’s neighbour has pine trees in his orchard.
3. What does the poet say to his neighbour?
Ans. The poet told his neighbour that his apple trees will not get across and eat away his neighbour’s

pine trees.
4. What is the neighbour’s reply?
Ans. The neighbour says that good fences make good neighbours.
5. Does the poet believe in his saying?
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Ans. No, the poet does not believe in his neighbour’s saying.

IV. He will not go behind his father’s saying,
And he likes having thought of it so well
He says again, “Good fences make good neighburs”.

1. Whom does ‘he’ refer to?
Ans. He refers to the poet’s neighbour.
2. What is his father’s saying?
Ans. His father says that good fences make good neighbours.
3. Name the poem?
Ans. The title of the poem is “Mending Wall”.
4. Name the poet?
Ans. The poet is Robert Frost.
5. What does the neighbour think about?
Ans. The neighbour always thinks about his father’s saying.

16.8 Objective Type Questions  :

Some thing there is that doesn’t love a wall,
That wants it down.  I could say “Elves” to him,
But it is not elves exactly, and I’d rather He said it for himself.

1. These lines are found in the poem ( D )
(a) London (b) Ode to a nightingale
(c) Ulysses (d) Mending Wall

2. What is something that doesn’t love a wall? ( B )
(a) the neighbour (b) nature
(c) the poet (d) the neighbour’s father

3. What exactly caused the wall to fall  ? ( B )
(a) elves (b) swelling of the ground
(c) nature (d) dogs

4. Name the poet. ( A )
(a) Robert Frost (b) R.K. Narayan
(c) P.B. Shelley (d) Tennyson

5. Write the antonym for ‘Love’. ( C )
(a) like (b) angry
(c) hate (d) obedience

-  T. Nirmala Kumari
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LESSON - 17

THE GIFT OF INDIA
- SAROJINI NAIDU

STRUCTURE
17.0 Introduction
17.1 Objectives
17.2 A Patriotic Poem
17.3 Summary
17.4 Glossary
17.5 The Text
17.6 Interpretation of Stanzas
17.7 Lines for Explanation
17.8 Comprehension passages
17.9 Objective type questions

17.0 Introduction  :

Sarojini Naidu (1879 - 1949), distinguished herself as a poet of incomparable charm even in the
early years of her literary career.  She earned the title, the ‘Nightingale of India’.  She has to her credit a few
collections of extremely delightful poems such as The Golden Threshold and The Bird of Time.  Mrs.
Sarojini Naidu was educated in London and Cambridge.  On her return to India she joined the freedom
struggle and became a devoted disciple of Gandhiji.  She was an eloquent speaker and a formidable fighter
and lived long enough to serve independent India.

17.1 Objectives  :

1) to convey the idea that poetry can be written on any subject
2) readers get the idea of a patriotic poem.
3) to bring out the agony resulting from war in a simple style.
4) to appreciate the use of images and similies in the poem.

17.2 A Patriotric Poem  :

A patriotic poem means a poem written in praise of one’s own country.  It  arouses respect and
patriotic feelings in the hearts of the readers.  Though written in lyric form the poem is replete with powerful
feelings.

17.3 Summary  :

Sarojini Naidu was a great freedom fighter.  She was also a gifted poetess.  When the First World
War broke out, though many Indian leaders were opposed to India supporting the British, Gandhiji urged
Indians to enlist in the army.  It was India’s richest gift to the British.  Many of the finest Indians were killed



in action in different battles fought on land and sea.  The poet asks the British to remember India’s services
when peace comes to prevail in the British Empire.  This poem was composed in August 1915.

In this poem Sarojini Naidu brings out the greatness of the sacrifice made by the Indians in the First
World War.  India had flung to the east and west priceless treasures.  The soldiers are strewn like blossoms
mown down by chance on the blood _ brown meadows of Flanders and France, places in Europe, far from
their Indian homes.  The sons of India courted martyrdom.  Their dead bodies were strewn like pearls in
different parts of the world.  India was sad at their loss and at the same time, proud of their valour.  Indian
soldiers played their part in the victory of Britain.  To the poet the Indian soldiers are priceless treasures.  They
shed their blood for Britain.  The poet expects Britain to honour their services.  The poet is every inch an
Indian.

The British honour their sons who died in the battle.  The poet requests the Britishers to remember the
martyred sons of India along with the British.  The style of the poet is delightful and mellifluous.  The poem is
full of suggestive images - stricken womb, sabres of doom, anvils of peace, bloodbrown meadows.  There
are similies of pearls, shells, and blossoms.  We get the whole picture of the battle.  Different scenes of the
battle are recreated.  The patriotic feelings of our soldiers are deep.  The Indian soldiers have died for a noble
cause.  The gift of India consists of the lives of Indian soldiers.

17.4 Glossary  :
aught :   anything.
withhold :  keep back from.  India did not withhold anything from the British.
drum beats of duty :   the call of duty.
sabres of doom :   weapons of destruction.
Alien graves :   graves in foreign lands.
mown down :   cut down.
compass the woe :   understand the woe.
torn red banners of victory :  The banners of victory are torn, because the victory is at the expense of human
life.  They are red with the blood of dead soldiers.
anvils :   steel blocks on which metal objects are shaped.
anvils of peace :   peace reshapes and reorders things that are distorted by war.
martyred sons :   men who have given their lives for a great cause.

17.5 The Text  :
Is there aught you need that my hands withhold,
Rich gifts of raiment or grain or gold ?
Lo ! I have flung to the East and West
Priceless treasures torn from my breast,
And yielded the sons of my stricken womb
To the drum-beats of duty, the sabres of doom.
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Gathered like pearls in their alien graves
Silent they sleep by the Persian waves,
Scattered like shells on Egyptian sands,
They lie  with pale brows and brave, broken hands,
They are strewn like blossoms mown down by chance
On the blood-brown meadows of Flanders and France.

Can ye measure the grief of the tears I weep
Or compass the woe of the watch I keep ?
Or the pride that thrills thro’ my heart’s despair
And the hope that comforts the anguish of prayer ?
And the far sad glorious vision I see
Of the torn red banners of Victory ?

When the terror and tumult of hate shall cease
And life be refashioned on anvils of peace,
And your love shall offer memorial thanks
To the comrades who fought in your dauntless ranks,
And you honour the deeds of the deathless ones,
Remember the blood of my martyred sons !

17.6 Interpretation of Stanzas  :

The poem is in the form of an address by Mother India (the country) to Britain.

In the first stanza the poetess brings out the greatness of the sacrifice made by the Indian soldiers in
the First World War.  India did not withhold anything from the British.  The Indian soldiers have fought in
different parts of the world.  Mother India has lost the priceless treasures of her womb in the First World
War.  Knowing fully well the consequences,  the Indian soldiers have answered the call of duty.  They
gallantly offered themselves to the weapons of destruction.  Mother India is concerned with the lot of her
sons.

In the second stanza the Indian soldiers who courted martyrdom are compared to pearls.  Their
dead bodies silently sleep in alien ground.  Their dead bodies are scattered like shells on Egyptian sands.
They fought bravely but some of them lost their limbs in the war.  The dead bodies of the Indian soldiers are
strewn like blossoms mown down by chance on the blood-brown meadows in different places of Europe,
far from their Indian homes.  They shed their blood for Britain.  The poet expects Britain to honour their
services.

In the third stanza the poet expresses the grief of Mother India over the loss of her sons.  She asks
the Britishers whether they could measure Mother India’s grief and the tears she shed.  India was sad at the
loss of her soldiers; at the same time proud of their valour.  Her pride thrills her and the hope comforts her.
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She sees the vision of victory but she is sad.  The banners of victory are red with the blood of dead soldiers.
The banners of victory are torn because the victory is at the expense of human life.

In the fourth stanza India  requests the British to remember India’s services when peace comes to
prevail in the British Empire.  Peace reshapes and reorders things that are distorted by war.  The British
honour their sons who died in  battle.  The poet pleads with the British to remember the martyred sons of
India along with their martyred sons.  The Indian soldiers have given their lives to a noble cause and became
deathless ones.

17.7 Lines for Explanation  :

1) ‘Lo ! I have flung to the east and west
Priceless treasures torn from my breast’.

These lines are taken from the poem ‘The Gift of India’ written by Sarojini Naidu.

Sarojini Naidu was a great freedom fighter.  She was a gifted poet.  In this poem she brings out the
greatness of the sacrifice made by the Indians in the first world war.  India had flung to the east and west
priceless treasures.  Indian soldiers fought in the east and west of the world war frontiers.  They are strewn
like blossoms mowndown by chance on the blood _ brown meadows of Flanders and France, places in
Europe,  far from their Indian homes.  The Indian soldiers played their part in the victory of Britain.  To the
poet Indian soldiers are priceless treasures.

2) ‘They are strewn like blossoms mown  down by chance
On the blood brown meadows of Flanders  and France’.

These lines are taken from the poem ‘The Gift of India’, written by Sarojini Naidu.

Sarojini Naidu was a great freedom fighter.  She was a gifted poet.  In this poem she brings out the
greatness of the sacrifice made by the Indians in the First World War.  India had flung to the east and west
priceless treasures.  Indian soldiers fought in the east and west of the world war frontiers.  They are strewn
like blossoms mown down by chance on the blood - brown meadows of Flanders and France, places in
Europe,  far from their Indian homes.  The Indian soldiers played their part in the victory of Britain.  To the
poet Indian soldiers are priceless treasures.

3) ‘Can ye measure the grief of the tears I weep
Or compass the woe of the watch I keep’ ?
These lines are taken from the poem ‘The Gift of India’, written by Sarojini Naidu.

Sarojini Naidu was a great freedom fighter.  She was a gifted poet.  The great poet wants Britain to
pay due respect to the Indian soldiers.  The poet expects Britain to honour their services.  The poet asks the
British to remember ‘Indian soldiers’ services when peace comes to prevail in the British empire.  Many of
the finest Indians were killed in action in different battles fought on land and sea.  India was sad at their loss,
at the same time proud of their valour.  India is concerned with the lot of her sons.  The Indian soldiers fought
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bravely and shed their blood for Britain.  The sons of India courted martyrdom.

4) ‘And you honour the deeds of the deathless ones,
Remember the blood of my martyred son !’

These lines are taken from the poem ‘The Gift of India’, written by Sarojini Naidu.

Sarojini Naidu was a great freedom fighter.  She was a gifted poet.  In this poem she brings out the
greatness of the sacrifice made by the Indians in the first world war.  The sons of India courted martyrdom.
India was sad at their loss and at the same time proud of their valour.  They played their part in the victory
of Britain.  The tears she shed, the woe of the watch she keeps knew no bounds.  The great poet wants
Britain to pay due respect to the Indian soldiers.  The British honour their sons who died in the battle.  Along
with them the British should remember the martyred sons of India.  The Indian soldiers have died for a noble
cause.

17.8 Comprehension passages  :
1) Lo ! I have flung to the East and West

Priceless treasures torn from my breast,
And yielded the sons of my stricken womb
To the drum - beats of duty, the sabres of doom.

1) What are the priceless treasures ?
Ans. The lives of the soldiers are the priceless treasures.
2) What is meant by sabres of doom ?
Ans. Sabres of doom means weapons of destruction.
3) What is meant by drumbeats of duty ?
Ans. Drumbeats of duty means the call of duty.
4) Whom does ‘I’ stand for ?
Ans. ‘I’ stands for Mother India.
5) In which world war did the Indian soldiers help the British ?
Ans. In the First World War

2) Gathered like pearls in their alien graves
Silent they sleep by the Persian waves,
Scattered like shells Egyptian sands,
They lie with pale brows and brave,   broken hands.

1) What is meant by alien ?
Ans. Alien means foreign.
2) What are gathered like pearls ?
Ans. The dead bodies of the Indian soldiers who died in the First World War are gathered like

pearls.
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3) Sleep refers to --------------
Ans. Sleep refers to death.

4) Are the soldiers brave inspite of the troubles they face ?
Ans. The soldiers are very brave inspite of the troubles they faced.
5) Where were they scattered like shells ?
Ans. They were scattered like shells on Egyptian sands.

3) Can ye measure the grief of the tears I weep
Or compass the woe of the watch I keep ?
Or the pride that thrills thro’ my heart’s despair
And the hope that comforts the anguish of prayer ?

1) Who is weeping ?
Ans. Mother India is weeping.
2) What is it that thrills Mother India ?
Ans. Mother India feels thrilled when she is proud of the sacrifies made by her sons.
3) What comforts her ?
Ans. Hope comforts her.
4) Name the poem ?
Ans. The title of the poem is ‘The Gift of India’.
5) Name the poet ?
Ans. The poet is Sarojini Naidu.

iv) Your love shall offer memorial thanks
To the comrades who fought in your dauntless ranks,
And you honour the deeds of the deathless ones,
Remember the blood of my martyred sons !

1) Whose love shall offer memorial thanks ?
Ans. The Britisher’s love shall offer memorial thanks.
2) Who are the deathless ones ?
Ans. The Indian soldiers are the deathless ones.
3) What is meant by martyred sons ?
Ans. Martyred sons means men who have given their lives for a great cause.
4) What is the poet’s request ?
Ans. The poet request the Britishers to remember the services rendered by Indian soldiers.
5) Who are the comrades ?
Ans. Indian soldiers are the comrades.
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17.9 Objective type questions  :

They lie with pale brows and brave, broken hands,
They are strewn like blossoms mown down by chance
On the blood - brown meadows of Flanders and France.

1) Who lie with pale brows ? (b)
a) British soldiers b) Indian soldiers
c) French soldiers d) Japanese

2) How are they strewn ? (a)
a) like blossoms b) like green leaves
c) like bright colours d) like bits of papers

3) How are they mown down ? (a)
a) by chance b) by force
c) by others d) by government

4) Name the poem ? (c)
a) The Cloud b) Ulysses
c) The Gift of India d) London

5) Meadows mean (a)
a) grass lands b) deserts
c) valleys d) mountains

T. Nirmala Kumari
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Lesson - 18
ADVICE TO FELLOW SWIMMERS

-  Kamala Das

STRUCTURE

18.0 Introduction
18.1 Objectives
18.2 Imagery
18.3 Summary
18.4 Glossary
18.5 The Text
18.6 Interpretation of the Poem
18.7 Lines for Explanation
18.8 Comprehension passages
18.9 Objective type questions

18.0 Introduction :

Kamala Das (1934 -  ), who has won renown as an Indo - Anglian poet, has contributed a number
of good short stories to Malayalam literature.  She won the Central Sahitya Akademi Award in 1986 for her
poetical works in English.  Her poems are remarkable for their power and raw truth.  It is as though she lays
bare a feminine heart without reservations.  She has a freshness and a vigour seldom displayed by any other
Indo - Anglain poet.

The poet advises her fellow men to learn how to swim.  To begin with, swim the river, (this is the river
of life) the river will flow into the ocean; into a realm that is vast, and immense.  The ultimate aim is to cross
even one’s own body, to overcome the limitations of the flesh and thus overcome fear forever.

18.1 Objectives  :

1) to understand the use of symbolic imagery
2) to introduce Kamala Das as a remarkable Indo-Anglian poet, with a unique poetic style.
3) to introduce the poem as a short lyric replete with philosophical ideas.

18.2 Imagery  :

Poetry illuminates human nature, pleases and instructs.  The poet projects a lively image of swimming
in the real world of men for the reader’s pleasure and instruction.

18.3 Summary  :

Kamala Das is a remarkable Indo - Anglian poet  with a unique poetic style.  “Advice to Fellow
Swimmers” is a short lyric replete with philosophical ideas.  The poet advises her fellow men to learn  how



to swim.  To begin with, swim the river, (this is the river of life ) the river flows into the ocean, into a realm that
is vast and immense.  The imagery used here is that of a swimmer.  Swimming must have a destination.
Purposeless swimming leads to suffering and agitation.  Swimming without purpose is like swimming in the
sea.  In swimming many tides are to be overcome.  The first tide is one’s body.

Swimming in the river is the private self.  It has no high destination.  The ocean is the eternal self.  It
guarantees happiness and freedom.  The river must flow into the ocean.  If the river has no ocean it simply
flows for the sake of flowing.  It does not reach anywhere.  Such a flow is purposeless and a cause of
suffering.

The Indian sages have advised us to overcome the desires of the body.  By an inner discipline, by
penance and prayer one can control one’s own body.  Pests irritate and hurt.  They cause uneasiness and
make us restless.  The desires of the body hurt us in this manner.  Man strives hard to gratify his desires.  He
is never satisfied and he is always miserable.  If man overcomes his desires nothing can harm him.  Even
death will not frighten him.  Purposeless life is mechanical and hence dull and weary.  It can make a person
sad and as years pass he will have only sad memories to cherish.

18.4 Glossary  :

Flowing as its destiny :   To aspire for nothing beyond flowing continuously - to thinks that in life there is
nothing to do except to satisfy one’s needs and gratify one’s desires.
Scum of ancient memories :   The curse of life is that bitter memories linger in one’s blood.
Familiar pest :  Physical desires.
sinking :   Here it means death.

18.5 The Text  :

When you learn to swim
do not enter a river that has no ocean
to flow into one ignorant of destinations
and knowing only the flowing as its destiny,
like the weary rivers of the blood
that bear the scum of ancient memories,
but go swim in the seas
go swim in the great blue sea
where the first tide you meet is your body,
that familiar pest,
but if you learn to cross it
you are safe, yes, beyond it you are safe,
For, even sinking would make no difference then .....
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18.6 Interpretation of the Poem  :

This short lyric is an advice given by the poet to her fellow beings.  This lyric is replete with  philosophical
ideas.  The imagery of a swimmer and swimming is skilfully brought out in this lyric.  The river stands for life.
The river should flow into the ocean.  The ocean stands for eternity.  When a person learns to swim he should
first check that the river in which he swims flows into an ocean.  A swimmer should have a clear idea about
the destination.  Without keeping any destiny before him and swimming for the sake of swimming is useless.
If the river does not reach anywhere, such a flow is purposeless and a cause of suffering.  The poet advises
the swimmer to swim in the seas where the first tide which one meets is one’s own body.  It is very difficult to
overcome the desires of the body.  If man overcomes his desires, nothing can harm him.  The desires are like
familiar pests.  These pests irritate and cause uneasiness and make one restless.  If  anyone overcomes the
desires and limitations, he is safe.  Nothing can harm and frighten him.  Even death will not frighten him.
Sinking stands for death.  If one is away from the desires of one’s own body, no suffering or sorrow touches
him or turns him away from his stand.  It is necessary for every swimmer to swim in the river first and then
reach eternity.

18.7   Lines for Explanation  :

1) ‘When you learn to swim
do not enter a river that has no ocean’
These lines are taken from the poem “Advice to Fellow Swimmers” written by Kamala Das.

Kamala Das is a remarkable Indo - Anglian poetess with a unique poetic style.  “Advice to Fellow
Swimmers” is a short lyric replete with philosophical ideas.  The poet advises her fellow men to learn how to
swim.  To begin with swim the river of life.  The river flows into the ocean, into a realm that is vast and
immense.  Life is compared to swimming.  Swimming must have a destination.  Purposeless swimming leads
to suffering and agitation.  Swimming without purpose is like swimming in the sea.

2) “Like the weary rivers of the blood
that bear the scum of ancient memories.”
These lines are taken from the poem “Advice to Fellow Swimmers” written by Kamala Das.

Kamala Das is a remarkable Indo - Anglian poetess with a unique poetic style.  The poet advises her
fellowmen to learn how to swim.  To begin with swim in the river of life.  The river flows into the ocean, into
a realm that is vast and immense.  Swimming in the river is the private self.  It has no high destination.  The
ocean is the eternal self.  It guarantees happiness and freedom.  If the river has no ocean it simply flows for the
sake of flowing.  The curse of life is that bitter memories linger in one’s blood.

18.8  Comprehension passages  :

i) When you learn to swim
do not enter a river that has no ocean
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to flow into one ignorant of destinations
and knowing only the flowing as its destiny.

1) Who gave this advice ?
Ans. The poet gave this advice.
2) Who has to follow this advice ?
Ans. The poet’s fellowmen has to follow this advice.
3) Name the poet ?
Ans. The poet is Kamala Das.
4) Name the poem ?
Ans. The title of the poem is “Advice to Fellow Swimmers”.
5) What is life compared to ?
Ans. Life is compared to swimming.

ii) Go swim in the seas
go swim in the great blue sea
where the first tide you meet is your body,
that familiar pest,

1) What does the sea stand for ?
Ans. The sea stands for eternity.
2) What is the first tide the swimmer meets ?
Ans. The first tide the summer meets is his body.
3) What is the familiar pest ?
Ans. The desires and temptations of the body are the familiar pest.
4) What is the ultimate aim ?
Ans. The ultimate aim is to overcome oneself.
5) Where should the swimmer swim ?
Ans. The swimmer should swim in the sea.

iii) That familiar pest,
but if you learn to cross it
you are safe, yes, beyond it you are safe,
For, even sinking would make no difference then................

1) What is the familiar pest ?
Ans. Desires of the body are the famaliar pest.
2) What should a swimmer learn to cross ?
Ans. A swimmer should learn to cross his own body.
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3) Why is he safe ?
Ans. If a man overcomes his desires nothing can harm him and he is safe.
4) What does sinking stand for ?
Ans. Sinking stands for death.
5) What would make no difference ?
Ans. Death would make no difference.

18.9 Objective type questions  :

When the first tide you meet is your body,
that familiar pest,
but if you learn to cross it
you are safe, yes beyond it you are safe,
For, even sinking would make no difference then . . . . .

1) What is the first tide one meets ? (a)
a) body b) mind
c) tide in ocean d) tide in river

2) What is the familiar pest ? (c)
a) illness b) insects
c) desires of the body d) death

3) When is one safe ? (b)
a) When he reaches the shore.    b) When he crosses the first tide.
c) When he plunges into the sea.  d) When he gets into a boat.

4) What is meant by sinking ? (a)
a) death b) reaching the shore
c) boat capsize d) drowning

5) These lines are found in the poem (d)
a) London b) Ode to a Nightinagale
c) The Gift of India d) Advice to Fellow Swimmers.

-  T. Nirmala Kumari

English Poetry Advice to fellow Swimmers18.5
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Part  IV
ENGLISH  GRAMMAR

Introduction : By now you must have read prose, poetry and non-detailed in the previous blocks.
Now it is time to study the grammar topics prescribed in the second year.  The following are the units
of study in this section.

1. Phrasal verbs and  Idioms
2. Reference skills and Information transfer
3. Summarising, note-making and note-taking.
4. Essay writing and Report writing
5. Dialogue writing and letter writing

The prescribed grammar book for second year students is ‘Enriching your Competence in
English’ written by A.R. Thorat, B.S. Valke and S.B. Gokhale published by Orient Longman. The
main aim of this book is to enable the students to perform various tasks using English more effictively
and confidently.

Language is for communication and the most natural way to learn a language is through using
it in communication.  The learners must use language for saying something they want to say or write
in class room situations, real and imaginary life situations, reading passages, through letters and a
variety of other kinds of writing.  This can be mastered by gaining adequate command over these
items of study.  Each item is dealt in the following pattern.

Introduction
Objectives
Structure
Definitions, examples, explanations and exercises
Answers to the exercises
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LESSON  -  25

PHRASAL  VERBS AND IDIOMS

Objectives : This lesson seeks to enable the student
i) to grasp the special use of Phrasal verbs and Idioms.
ii) to recognise their current significance.

Introduction :  The idiomatic part of any language is the  most difficult part for any foreign student
and to acquire correct understanding of its meaning and proficiency in its use, one must concentrate
and make a thorough study of the language.  Anyone aspiring to gain proficiency in the English
language and to develop a simple, idiomatic modern style in writing or speaking English should read
the works of standard authors, periodicals, novels and newspapers.

Structure :

25.1 Phrasal verbs
25.2 Idioms
25.2.1 Biblical sources
25.2.2 Classical sources
25.2.3 Literary sources
25.2.4 Animal idioms from animal imagery
25.2.5 Idioms based on body parts
25.2.6 Miscellaneous  collection
25.2.7 Picturesque expressions
25.2.8 Foreign expressions
25.2.9 Proverbs

25.1   Phrasal verbs : Phrasal verbs, which are idiomatic in meaning, are an integral part of English
language adding spice and beauty to its style. These expressions occur not only in spoken and informal
English but also a part of written and formal English. A phrasal verb is a group of words that is used
as a verb and consists of a verb followed by an adverb or a preposition.  For example, set off, look
after, pull off are phrasal verbs.

Phrasal verbs pose problems to foreign language learners, particularly to Indian learners, because
the meaning of a phrasal verb often bears no relation to the meaning of either the verb or the particle
which is used with it - for example, do up, ask after, see off etc.

Now we will look at a few phrasal  verbs and see how they are used.
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Back :
She backed out  of the agreement.  (withdraw from an understanding)
She backed up her friend’s claim. (support)
The union leader backed down on the position he took earlier. (give up a claim)

Bear :
The boy bore away many prizes at school. (win)
In Iraq Saddam Hussein was able to bear down all opposition. (crush)
Faith in God bears up a man in troubles. (support)
Please bear with me for a few days (have patience)

Break :
Her car broke down in the forest. (stop working, fail)
She broke down at the sad news. (collapse)
The robbers broke into the house. (enter by force)
War broke out between Iraq and America. (begin)
The school broke up on Monday. (close for holidays)

Bring :

His flatterers brought about his ruin. (cause)
Hard work brings forth prosperity. (produce, cause)
You should bring back that book. (return)
It is very difficult to bring him round to our views. (convert to)  Teaching (suited to be)
He is cut up about his uncleís death. (upset)

Do:

It is better to do away with the present system of examinations in colleges. (abolish)
The peon does out his room neatly. (clears)
This house needs doing up. (repairing and decorating)
Do up shoe lace. (tie.)
She did me out of Rs.15,000. (Unfairly cause not to have)

Draw :

Winter is drawing near.  (approaching)
He drew out his knife.  (took from his pocket)
Such parties will draw him out. (make some one feel less nervous)
A vehicle drew up outside my house. (stop)
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Fall :

At the end of the encounter, the robber fell back. (retreat)
At my friend’s wedding an attractive stranger fell on me. (seize)
This measure  falls in with the popular demand. (go along with)
Liquor sales have fallen off. (decline)
The newly constructed bridge fell in last night. (collapse)
The poetís eyes fell on the lovely frozen lake. (see)
The two partners have fallen out. (quarrel)
As we couldnít get money, all our plans fell through. (fail)

Get :

At last the enquiry may get at the truth. (find out)
The child could get at the bottle of milk. (reach)
The thief got away through the back door. (escape)
The express train gets in at 8.P.M. (arrive)
Somehow he managed to get off with a fine. (escape)
It is a hell to get on with a greedy husband. (live with)
Get off the bus after it stops. (alight from)

Bring :
Dr C.R. Reddyís speech brought the house down. (receive great applause)
The railmenís strike brought down the government. (cause to lose power)

Call:
The Head Master called for an explanation for his misbehaviour. (demand)
Call in a doctor at once. (send for)

Suresh called on me yesterday. (visit)

Carry :
He agreed to carry out  the Directorís order. (execute)
The new person carried on  the business well.  (manage)
She was carried away when she saw him in that beautiful dress. (lose control)

Clear :

As soon as the dinner was over, the boy cleared away. (tidy up)

He shouted at the worker to clear off. (go away)

He cleared out all the cupboards. (tidy up)

Clear up  your study room. (tidy up)
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The weather will clear up soon. (brighten)

Come :

The unhappy events came about and led to his ruin. (happen)

How did she come by this jewel. (acquire)

Will the seminar come off ? (take place as planned)

See that truth comes out. (reveal)

The ill-treatment of the weaker sections came up in the Assembly. (raised for discussion)

I hope the boy will come round soon. (recover consciousness)

Cry:

It is not good to cry down religion. (belittle)

The poor man cried out against such injustice. (protest against)

Cut :

It is better to cut down our expenditure. (reduce)

The boy is  cut up  about his uncle’s death. (upset)

Get :

He was accused of murder, but he got off. (be let off)

The boy is lucky to get out of the clutches of his uncle. (escape from)

The dog tried to get at me.  (attack)

He got through the examination. (pass)

The young lady couldn’t get over the shock. (recover from)

Give :

The Principal gave away the prizes. (distribute)

It is not good to give away secrets. (reveal)

The enemies gave in at last. (surrender)

The fire gave off  a dense smoke. (emit)

He at last gave over his foolish attempt. (leave)

Give up smoking. (stop)

After a week of heavy rains the roof gave away. (collapse)
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Go :

One cannot go by appearances. (judge from)

The judge promised to go into the matter.  (examine)

The old man has gone through a lot of trouble. (suffer)

Let me go through the accounts. (examine)

Hang :

He must hang on to this. (stick to)
He simply said hello and hung up. (disconnect)

Hold :

The new budget does not hold out any hope of controlling prices. (offer)

The army held out for a month. (resist)

The bus was held up by robbers. (stop on the high way)

The subject is held over till the next meeting. (postpone)

Keep :

She keeps back nothing from me. (conceal)

A few boys were kept in at school for two hours. (made to stay)

The members kept up a long conversation. (continue)

The old lady kept on talking. (continue)

Lay :

The soldies laid down their lives for their country. (sacrifice)

The rebels laid down their arms. (surrender)

He laid out a large amount in business shares. (spend)

The boy is laid up with fever. (bedridden)

My friend has decided to lay by a part of his salary. (save for future needs)

Let :

Open the window and let in some air. (allow to enter)

I was let into her secret. (made acquainted with)

The house was let out. (rent out)

She opened the window to let out the smoke. (let escape)

The young offender was let off with a fine. (punished lightly)
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Look :

He looks after his grandparents. (take care of)

She looks down on poor people. (despise)

Look up the word in the dictionary. (search for)

He is looking for a house. (seeking)

I shall look into the matter. (investigate)

He looks on me as his son. (regard)

Look to your behaviour. (be careful about)

Prices of essential commodities are looking up. (rise)

Matters are looking up.  (improve)

The students looked up to the learned teacher. (respect)

Make :

Contentment makes for happiness. (contribute to)

The rich man made over his house to the orphanage. (transfer ownership)

I am not able to make out the meaning of this poem. (understand)

It is difficult to make out his hand - writing. (read)

He has failed to make out his case. (prove)

The two boys quarrelled, but they have now made it up. (reconcile)

He is a cheat, he made the whole story up. (invent)

She makes up too heavily. (use cosmetics)

Pass :

The supervisor usually passed by the faults of his workers. (overlook)

The meeting passed off calmly. (go off)

He passed for a wise man. (be accepted as)

Pull :

It is his faith in God that has pulled him through.  (help survive)

In spite of their differences, the two partners pulled together to achieve  success. (co operate
with each other)

It is easier to pull down than to build up. (demolish)

The boy was pulled by his teacher. (scolded, rebuke)
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Put :

Put down the rebellion. (suppress)
The young officer puts on an air of dignity. (assume)
Please put out the fire. (extinguish)
I will put address down in my diary. (write)
I have put in a claim for the insured amount. (send in)
We must put in more effort to win the election. (invest)
The examinations are put off. (post pone)
I cannot put up with his rude behaviour. (tolerate)
Again they have put up the price of sugar. (raise)

Run :

The girl ran away with his money. (steal)
I ran accross my friend last evening. (by chance)
He always runs down his opponents. (speak ill of)
We can’t have rice, we have run out of stock. (exhaust)
The lease of the land has run out. (expire)
The reckless son has run through his property. (squander)
My wife’s expenses have run up. (increase)
The water tank is running over. (overflow)
The old man runs on so much. (talk continuously)
The car ran over the sheep. (knock down)

See :

I shall see about it later. (do, fix)

My son saw me off at the railway station. (bid good bye)

I could easily see through the trick. (detect)

Set :

The High court set aside the appeal of the government. (annul)

The new manager set about reorganising the department. (take steps towards)

My brother set off for Port Blair this morning. (start)

He has set up a publishing house. (start business)

The millionaire set his dogs on the thieves. (cause to attack)

These seats are set apart for the V.I.P.s. (reserved)
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The robbers set upon the defenceless school - going children. (attack)

You had better set to work and finish the project in time. (begin)

Speak :

Her conduct speaks well for her. (give a favourable account of)

There is nothing to speak of in his new book. (worth mentioning)

He is determined to speak out. (express one’s opinion)

Speak up! I cannot hear you. (speak more loudly)

Stand :

The loyal citizens always stood by the King. (support)

Dr. Ambedkar always stood up for women and weaker sections of society. (champion,support)

We must stand up for our rights. (defend)

Take :

The daughter takes after her mother. (resemble)

Take back what you have said. (withdraw)

Whatever you dictate I shall  take it down. (write)

The lecture was good, but I could not take it all in. (understand)

The hypocrite’s pleasing manners took me in. (deceive)

Raju took over his father’s business. (get control of)

I took to that girl at once. (be attracted to)

This table takes up too much room. (occupy)

Throw :

My kindness for him was kindness thrown away, because he proved ungrateful. (waste)

The bill was thrown out by the Assembly. (reject)

In a fit of emotion, he threw up his job. (resign)

When he became suddenly rich, he threw over all his friends. (left, rejected)

Turn :

My friend has turned against me. (become hostile to)

He turned out to be  a cheat. (prove)

Who can say what turns up next ? (happen)

He promised to come, but he has not turned up. (appear)

He turned down my plea. (refuse)
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Work :

All his promises failed to work on the voters.  (influence)

He could work out the problem easily. (solve)

Mark Antony was able to wake up the Roman mob. (excite)

He tried to work upon the ignorant villagers.  (influence)

He worked off his bad temper on his family. (vent)

25.2 Idioms : It is often difficult to these the roots of Idioms and proverbs.  Their roots may be in the
classics (rooted in ancient Greece) or traceable to the Bible and more recently to the wealth of literature
produced by the UK, the USA and other English-speaking nations of the world.  Idioms give life and
richness to the language by enabling it to absorb new concepts in new ways; they combine with
existing words and transform them into novel expressions and take on the challenges of a
technologically advanced 21st century.  According to Makkai, an idiom is the assigning of a new
meaning to a group of words which already have their own meaning.

Examples : In 16th century England, houses had thatched roofs made of thick straw piled high.  It
was the only place for pets like dogs and cats as well as unwanted animals like mice, rats, and bugs.
Whenever it rained heavily, the animals living on the roofs slipped and fell off the roof.  Thus the
idiom/saying referring to heavy rain has been coined, which is used to this day by all those who speak
English - ‘It is raining cats and dogs’

The expression  ‘to be on cloud nine’ has originated from the US weather bureau which identifies
different types of clouds – the highest, which is found at over 10,000 metres is called ‘Cloud nine’– so
being on cloud nine means being high in the clouds – very happy and excited.

25.2.1. Biblical Sources :  The Bible as the Book of Knowledge has provided many idioms to the
English language.  Here are a few examples :

1. to turn the other cheek : to take no action against the person who has hurt or harmed one,
especially to allow him to do it again (from Matthew)

2. Feet of clay : a surprising weakness or fault in character,  especially in someone who is held
in high esteem (from the Book of Daniel)

3. an eye for an eye (and a tooth for tooth) : retaliation or a punishment that is as cruel as the
offence or crime (from Deuteronomy)

4. Forbidden fruit : anything that is more attractive because it is forbidden (from the book of
Genesis)

5. A good samaritan : a person who extends selfless help to people in trouble (Luke)

25.2.2  Classical sources :  Classical literature emanating from the myths and legends of ancient
Greece and Rome have lent idiomatic and picturesque phrases to the English language.  Here are a
few examples.
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1. Pyrrhic victory : ruinous victory (Pyrrhus, after his victory over the Romans, said: one
more such victory and we are ruined’)

2. Fabian tactics : Weakening the enemy by a series of minor skirmishes, avoiding full battle
(tactics similar to those used by Quintus Fabius, the Roman General, against Hannibal)

3. A sop to Cerberus : bribe to pacify vigilance (Cerberus,  Pluto’s three-headed dog was
guard to the infernal regions); to get by, to give somebody a sop or titbit means to gain a favour (from
Virgilís Aeneid)

4. Cut the Gordian knot : Solve a difficulty in a summary fashion (as Alexander did when he
used his sword to cut the intricate knot which Gordius, King of Phrygia, had challenged him to untie.

5. to cleanse the Aegean stables : to clear away any immense amount of accumulated rubbish,
a mammoth task (from one of the labours of Hercules, who had to clean the stables of Aegeas, king of
Elis)

25.2.3 Literary sources :  Some expressions coined by great creative writers have become
idiomatic expressions.  Here are some examples.

1. A Catch 22 situation : a difficulty, especially a rule considered unfair and unreasonble, that
prevents one from escaping from unpleasant or dangerous situations (from the title of a novel by J.
Heller, 1961).  In this novel, men were allowed to fly aircraft in the war only if they were not considered
mad.  If a man appeared to be mad he could stop fighting and go home, but if he asked to go home, this
only proved that he was not mad (because he did not want to be killed and he would be forced to go on
fighting).

2. The child is father of the man : The character of a fullgrown person is the product of
childhood experiences (from the poem “Rainbow” by William Wordsworth)

3. Fools rush in where angels fear to tread : People with little experience or knowledge
often attempt to do difficult or dangerous things which wiser or more experienced people would be
cautious about (from Alexander Pope’s poem, “An Essay on Criticism”)

4. Hope springs eternal in the human breast : Human beings never lose hope in the face of
difficulties (from Alexander Pope’s poem, “An Essay on Criticism”)

5. A Jekyll and Hyde : A person who shows two opposing or completely different traits or
tendencies in his character or actions is called a Jekyll and Hyde  (from  Robert  Louis  Stevenson’s
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde - a novel about one man with opposing natures - one good,  Dr. Jekyll and the
other evil, Mr. Hyde.

25.2.4. Animal idioms from animal imagery :

Many idioms are related to animal imagery because human life in the early years of civilisation
was inextricably linked with the environment – animals and plants which gave life, sustenance and
protection to them.  Some examples are:

1. Big frog / fish in a small pond : someone who is considered to be important in a small
place or position; a leader in a small group.
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Related expressions :
big gun
big shot A person with a great deal of power or influence
big mug

big wheel

2. Straight from the horse’s mouth : directly from the person or place where something
began, from a reliable source.

3. get one’s goat : to make someone angry, annoyed or disgusted.

4. let sleeping dogs lie : do not cause or make trouble if you do not have to; do not provoke
someone to anger and cause danger or trouble.

5. like water off a duck’s back : having no effect; without changing one’s feelings or opinions.

6. Monkey business : any activity that is dishonest, illegal, objectionable and somewhat under
– handed or deceitful.

25.2.5 Idioms based on body parts :

Many idioms / popular phrases are based on parts of the human body.  Here are a few examples:

1. Cut off one’s nose to spite one’s face : to act from anger in such a way as to injure one’s
self.

2. hit the nail on the head : judge correctly; say something exactly right.

3. an itching palm : greed for money

4. at arm’s length : keep one at a distance.

5. in the lap of luxury : in conditions of great comfort and wealth.

25.2.6 Miscellaneous collection : Here are a few idioms which are commonly used in newspapers,
magazines and books :

1. beat about the bush : evade or avoid the issue

2. bolt from the blue : unexpected calamity / danger.

3. burning the candle at both ends : trying to do two opposite and exhausting things at the
same time.

4. build castles in the air : engage one self in day - dreaming.

5. in a tight corner : in an awkward or difficult situation

6. in the same boat : similarly situated.

25.2.7  Picturesque expressions :

1. fool’s  paradise : a state of imaginary happiness.

2. sour grapes :  disappointment about what is beyond one’s reach.

}
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3. Green room : actor’s rooms in a theatre.

4. Olive branch : emblem of peace.

5. red tape : delay associated with officialdom.

25.2.8 Foreign expressions :   English has borrowed, adopted and assimilated many words and phrases
from various European languages.  These phrases are now accepted all over the world.  Here are a few
examples.

1. Alpha and Omega : (Greek) alternative for first and last, beginning and end (alpha and
omega are the first and last letters of the Greek alphabet (corresponding to English ‘a’ and ‘z’)

2. adhoc : (Latin) for a specific purpose.

3. addendum (Latin) a thing or things added, an appendix.

4. Anno domini (Latin) A.D. in the year of Jesus Christ.

5. Bona fide : (Latin) in a good faith / a testimony of one’s character.

25.2.9  Proverbs  : Proverbs or popular sayings are found in all languages and the English language
has its own collection of such expressions.

Here are a few popular provebs :

1. A bird in the hand is worth two in a bush.

2. The blind leading the blind.

3. A man is known by the company he keeps.

4. A penny saved is a penny gained.

5. Actions speak louder than words.

6. All that glitters is not gold.

Exercise A.

Read the following sentences carefully and examine the underlined phrases.

a) Ramola said to the visitor, “I’m in a hurry. I’ll be back in five minutes.  Please bear with me”.

b) When Sunil secured admission in an Engineering college he tried to show off.

c) Our car broke down on the way to Gandipet and we had to wait for relief.

d) After a long resistance, the enemy gave in.

e) The workers called off their agitation following an agreement with the Management.

Look at each phrasal verb in the above sentences and examine its meaning.

to bear with : to tolerate, to endure

to show off : to display, to exhibit

to break down : to stop working (a machine etc.); to be disturbed emotionally.
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to give in : to yield.

to call off : to cancel a plan or an engagement.

Exercise B.

Match the phrasal verbs in column. A with their meaning explantion in column   B.

A B

a) to butt in ( ) 1. to examine a thing or written matter that has

   to be submitted to someone.

b) to cut down ( ) 2. to care for, rear, educate, a young person

c) to bring up ( ) 3. to rely on, to depend on someone / something

d) to iron out ( ) 4. to admit that you did something wrong

e) to run for ( ) 5. to regard as a model, to admire someone.

f) to look upto ( ) 6.to behave in a way that meets a given standard

g) to bank on ( ) 7. to remove, to smooth away diffculties and
    problems

h) to own up ( ) 8. to compete as a candidate

i) to live upto ( ) 9. to intervene suddenly and forcefully.

j) to look over ( ) 10. to reduce number, quantity, expense

Answers :  a) 9 b) 10 c) 2 d) 7 e) 8 f) 5 g) 3 h) 4 i) 6 j)1

Exercise C :

Read the following sentences and fill in the blanks with suitable phrasal verbs from the list
given below :

clear up, sort out, look into, get down, to give up, come across, pick up, carry out, make use of,
got rid of

a) Suhasini _________________ the rotten mangoes.

b) Nagesh tried to persuade his friend to ________________ smoking, as it is a health hazard.

c) The Principal promised the student representatives that he will _______________ their
complaint.

d) The science lecturers decided to __________________ their project on water harvesting.

e) It is not every day that you _____________________ an elephant in the Abids circle.

f) Most Indian students are not able to ____________________ English language skills because
their exposure to the language is limited to the classroom.

g) How do you ____________________ this puzzle ? I cannot understand what it is about.
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h) Mrs. Khan requested the servant to _____________________ the mess in the kitchen.

i) Nehaís mother asked her to _____________________ her books.

j) Hari said, “EAMCET dates have been announced, why don’t you _______________ serious
work ?”

Answers : a) got rid of b) give up c) look into d) carry out e) come across f) pick up g) make
use of h) clear up i) sort out j) get down to.

Excercise D. :

Here is a list of some phrasal verbs : Check their meanings.

a) bring out b) back out. c) cash in d) come around

e) draw out f) drop out g) give over h) go against

i) hold on j) hit upon k) call on l) call up

m) call out n) call in o) bring off p) cut up
q) come by r) come upon s) do in t) enter upon
u) flare up

Answers : a) publish      b) withdraw       c) exchange      d) regain, recover     e) take out       f) to leave
the school    g) leave     h) oppose     i) wait      j) to think of a good  idea suddenly      k) visit   l) telephone
m) order      n) send for      o) achieve       p) upset     q) acquire    r) attack by surprise      s) kill     t) to
start to do    u) to suddenly become angry.

Exercise E :

Match the idioms in column A with their meanings in column B.

1. to cast pearls before swine ( ) a) abounding in good things

2. to worship the golden calf ( ) b) constant source of affliction or trouble

3. Prodigal son ( ) c) offer good things to people incapable of appreciating
    them

4. thorn in the flesh ( ) d) worship wealth

5. flowing with milk and honey( ) e) wastrel, returned wanderer

Answers : 1) c 2) d  3) e  4) b   5) a

Exercise  F :

Match the expressions in column  A with the explanations in column  B

A B

1. A Titanic struggle ( ) a) Concealed danger in one’s own camp.

2. A Herculean task ( ) b) A weak point in a man or an institution

3. The Heel of Achilles ( ) c) A huge, difficult struggle
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4. The Sword of Damocles ( ) d) An immense task

5. A Trojan horse ( ) e) An impending doom

Answers : 1) c     2) d    3) b   4) e    5) a

Exercise  G :

Complete the following idiomatic expresions by matching the words in column A with the words in
column B.

A B

1. Open ( ) a) madness

2. a pound of ( ) b) sesame

3. midsummer ( ) c) flesh

4. slough of ( ) d) human kindness

5. milk of ( ) e) despondency

Answers : 1) b     2) c   3) a     4) e   5) d

Exercise H :

 Fill in the blanks with suitable ‘animals’ from the list given below.

crow, goose, donkey, cat, rat, bird, lion, horse, cricket, crocodile

a.  Turning up one hour late for the interview really cooked his _____________

b.  Don’t be fooled, Saritha is not at all sad : they are just ______________ tears.

c. When their gandfather died, Suhas and his sister Sujatha got the _____________ ’s share of the
property.

d. I don’t think I can recognise my cousin Hussain; it’s ___________’s year since I last saw him.

e. We were hoping to keep Madhaviís wedding a secret, but her sister let the _____________ out of
the bag.

f. Since I had to go to Chennai on business, I decided to kill two _____________ with one stone and
   visit my aunt as well.

g. You are flogging a dead ______________ trying to change Mary’s mind.

h. After years of commuting from Pune to Mumbai, Feroz decided to get out of the ____________
    race and buy  a small farm near Pune.

i. Samyuktha was as merry as a ______________; she received her selection letter from the UPSC.

j. Sachin Tendulkar has something to ________________ about; he is such a fantastic cricketer.

Answers :

a) goose   b) crocodile    c) lion    d) donkey      e) cat     f) birds       g) horse     h) rat    i) cricket    j) crow.
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Exercise  I :

Complete the idioms in column A by matching them with the correct phrase from column  B.
Check their meanings

A B

1. bell ( ) a) by the horns.

2. bee ( ) b) before the horse

3. take the bull ( ) c)  in (oneís) cap

4. break a butterfly ( ) d) before swine

5. put the cart ( ) e) duck

6. gone ( ) f) a pigeon

7. feather ( ) g) on a camel

8. cast pearls ( ) h) in one bonnet

9. lame ( ) i) to the dogs

10. pluck ( ) j) the cat

Answers :

1. j 2. h 3. a 4. g 5. b 6. i 7. c 8. d 9. e 10. f

Exercise  J :

Fill in the blanks with the appropriate words given in the list:

livered, thumb, knuckles, heart, hands, lip, nose, back, blood mouth, arms, eye, shoulder, feet,
head.

a) The news was spread by the word of ________________.

b) The school gardener has green ___________________.

c) The adversaries decided to join _________________ against the common enemy.

d) The cult members paid _____________________ service to their leader.

e) Nowadays cheating is going on under oneís ___________________.

f) During the elections, Ramesh received a stab in the ________________ from his best friend.

g) The opposition was up in ________________ against the government policy.

h) The refugees were gunned down by terrorists in cold ___________________.

i) The idle boys let the grass  grow under their _____________________.

j) Failure in an examination does not mean one should lose ______________________.

Answers : a) mouth      b) fingers      c) hands     d) lip     e) nose   f) back    g) arms    h) blood    i) feet
j) heart.
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Exercise  K :

Write the meanings of the following idioms :

a) too big for one’s boots.

b) with one foot in the grave

c) to look as if butter would not melt in the mouth

d) a bone of contention

e) to eat one’s words

f) a green - eyed monster

g) a lame duck

h) a skeleton in one’s cupboard

i) to eat humble pie

j) to ride rough - shod over (some one)

Answers :

a) to become too proud of oneself     b) to be ill and not likely to live much longer    c) seem to
be innocent d) cause of quarrel     e) go back on one’s promise  f) jealous   g) person or organisation
which is not successful    h) a secret    i) a secret  i) humiliate oneself    j) to treat someone without any
regard to his feelings.

Exercise  L :

Fill in the blanks with suitable words from the list given below :

soul, flesh, hand, eyes, glove, legs, foot, nail, teeth, blood.

a) to serve hand and ________________.

b) have _________________ bigger than one’s stomach.

c) to have his tail between his ________________.

d) to escape by the skin of oneís  _________________.

e) to appear in flesh and ______________________.

f) to be hand in ____________________ with someone.

g) The spirit is willing but the ________________ is weak.

h) to fight tooth and ________________.

i) to live from  _____________ to mouth.

j) to keep (one’s) body and _____________ together.
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Answers :

a) foot     b) eyes       c) legs     d) teeth       e) blood        f) glove       g)  flesh      h) nail     i) hand   j)soul

Exercise  M :

Fill in the blanks with the missing word in each pair from the list given below:

stock, loose, sevens, part, inch, post, bag, reason, hot, crook

1. with ______________ and baggage.

2. blow _________________ blow cold.

3. Give him an __________________ and he’ll take a yard.

4. Play fast and __________________.

5. by hook or by ______________________.

6. lock ________________ and barrel.

7. from pillar to _______________________.

8. ___________________ and parcel.

9. with neither rhyme nor ___________________.

10. at sixes and ________________________.

Answers :

1. bag 2. hot 3. inch 4. loose 5. crook 6. stock 7. post 8. part
9.reason       10. sevens.

Exercise  N :
Match the following expressions in column  A with their meanings in column  B.

A B
1. Fool’s paradise ( ) a) something useless and expensive

2. Sour grapes ( ) b) bad character in a group.

3. Green room ( ) c) emblem of peace

4. Olive branch ( ) d) state of imaginary happiness

5. Red tape ( ) e) top people

6. Salad days ( ) f) actorís rooms in a theatre

7. Black sheep ( ) g) one who discourages

8. Upper crust ( ) h) delay  associated with officialdom

9. Wet blanket ( ) i) time of inexperienced youth

10. White elephant ( ) j) disappointment about what is beyond one’s
reach
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Answers :

1. d 2. j 3. f 4. c 5. h 6. i 7. b 8. e 9. g 10. a

Exercise   O :

Choose the appropriate colour / term : ‘red’, ‘white’ or ‘blue’ and fill in the blacks in the
following expressions.

a) paint the town _____________.

b) to put down in black and _____________.

c) ________________ print

d) ________________ letter

e) ________________ flag

f) ________________ moon

g) ______________ livered

h) bolt from the __________

i) ________________ paper

j) caught ______________ handed

Answers :

a)  red   b) white    c) blue    d) red   e) white   f) blue   g) white    h) blue     i) white    j) red

Exercise  P :

Look up the meanings of the following expressions in a dictionary and

1. en masse    2. en route    3. status quo    4. bon voyage   5. bourgeoisie      6. ex gratia   7. in
toto  8. prima facie  9. resume      10. Viva voce

Answers :

1. all together  2. on the way  3. the existing condition  4. a good journey to you 5. the capitalist
class. 6. as an act of grace   7. wholly     8. on the first view   9. summary  10. oral

Exercise  Q :

Complete the proverbs in column A by choosing expressions given in column  B.

A B

1. Honesty ( ) a) leap

2. A rolling stone ( ) b) saves nine

3. Look before you ( ) c) are soon parted
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4. Make hay ( ) d) is the best policy

5. A stitch in time ( ) e) gathers no moss.

6. A fool and his money ( ) f) before they are hatched

7. Allís well ( ) g) while the sun shines

8. Don’t count your chickens ( ) h) run deep

9. Still waters ( ) i) that ends well

10. Man proposes ( ) j) God disposes.

Answers :

1) d     2) e      3) a        4) g        5) b       6) c     7) i         8) f       g) h         10) j

G. Sujatha
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LESSON - 26
REFERENCE SKILLS AND INFORMATION

TRANSFER
Objectives : This unit is introduced to enable the students

i)  to try to find out a piece of information that he needs.  Thereby the information from the
concerned source would add to his fund of knowledge and promote his intellectual growth.

ii)   to enables them to know how information can be presented in different ways depending on
the demand of the situation

Reference Skills  :

Introduction : To be able to communicate effectively it is necessary to have proficiency in
language skills - namely listening, speaking, reading and writing. In addition to language skills one
should also know reference skills.  To refer to means ëto look forí or to try to find out a piece of
information that one needsí.  If we fail to understand something vital while reading something or
watching a T.V. programme or listening to someone, we need to make use of the relevant reference
material.  When you want to prepare a speech, make a presentation or give a demonstration you may
have to make sure that the information given is correct and therefore you have to confirm it.  You may
have to participate in seminars, workshops, group discussions and you have to know about the subject
to be talked about When you read you may come across a number of words which you do not know.
Unless you look up such words you will not understand the matter you are reading.  Before you go in
search of any piece of information,

a) you should know different sources of reference materials available

b) you should be able to acquire or locate the reference materials.

c) you should be able to look up the reference you want.

For example, if you want information about a flowering plant ëdahliaí you should know that a
dictionary of gardening exists.  Then you should be able to know where the dictionary would be
available.  When it is made available you should be able to look up the item ëdahliaí. Now you will
find out how information is located up in reference materials.

Structure :

26. Using the Dictionary

26.1 A bilingual dictionary

26.2 A monolingual or English - English dictionary.

26.3 A picture dictionary
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26.4 An Encyclopedic dictionary

26.5 An English - Telugu / Hindi dictionary

26.6 Finding out references

26.7 Using Table of contents and Indexes to locate information

various types of dictionaries available in the market are as follows :

26.1   A Bilingual Dictionary : This dictionary gives us the meanings of words in English as well as
in one of the languages other than English - for example, Telugu / Urdu and Hindi. If you wish to get
the meaning in your mother tongue then go for the bilingual dictionary that gives meanings in your
mother tongue as well as is English.  This dictionary is good at school level.  It is also useful when you
wish to have the exact equivalent of a word in Telugu / Urdu.

26.2   A monolingual or English - English dictionary : This dictionary gives information about the
vocabulary items only in English.  If you are studying a particular subject only through English, then
it is better to use this kind of dictionary.  Such a dictionary at the advanced level deals with vocabulary
items from the point of view of usage and provides illustrations of contextual use of words some
dictonaries on the other hand, give apart from meanings, the etymological information about the
word.  One such dictionary is the Chamberís dictionary.

26.3   A picture dictionary : This dictionary gives pictures of objects and labels their parts.  Most of
the dictionaries do have pictures that are essential but a picture dictionary gives only pictures and
indicates meanings.

26.4   An encyclopaedic dictionary : The dictionary includes items which usually are not found in
the ordinary dictionaries for example,  the items ëAndamans Nicobarí will not be recorded in the usual
dictionaries but its information in a broad way would be found in the encyclopaedic dictionary.  The
Random House Dictionary of the English Language is a dictionary of this sort.

26.5   An English - Telugu /Hindi dictionary : This is also a bilingual dictionary which gives meanings
in only one language such as Telugu or Hindi and so on.  If you want the meanings only in your
mother tongue then you should use this kind of a dictionary.   Subject -wise dictionaries are next line
also available. Take a look at some of the following dictionaries.  Each of these dictionaries explains
the items of the subject it deals with.

Dictionary of Philosophy
Dictionary of Architecture.
Dictionary of Linguistics
Dictionary of Literary terms
Dictionary of Commerce
Dictionary of Legal Terms
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The structure of a dictionary is as follows :
a) In the beginning it gives information about the dictionary and how to look it up.
b) It lists the entries in the alphabetical order.
c) Various appendices in sections that give extra information are at the end of the dictionary.

For example, the appendix of chemical elements, irregular verbs, punctuation, writing and so on.
Usually the dictionary gives information about the items as follows :

a) spelling and its variations :
eg: color (American)

colour (English)
b) Pronunciation : It may be in a phonetic script.  For example, education / edjuíkei/sen / or

it may have used its own symbols. The key is given on the cover page initially or at the end.  The
stressed syllable is indicated by a short vertical bar placed above and before the first letter of the
stressed syllable.  This means the unit with the stress mark (,) is to be spoken comparatively with a
greater breath force.

c) Grammatical information about the item.  For example, educate, (v), education (n),
educational (adj)

d) Various meanings : For example, head : a part of our body, the head of a nail, the head of
a tape - recorder, the head of an organisation, etc.

e) Various words made from it with their meanings : head, headless,, headline, headlight,
headphones, headquarters etc.

f) Phrases made from the items and their meanings:  to keep oneís head, to lose oneís head,
to use oneís head, to make head or tail of something, to put your / our / their heads together, etc.

Here is a list of some useful dictionaries :
1. A Dictionary of Social Sciences, Hugo F Reading, 1977, Ambika Publication, New Delhi.
2. A Dictionary of Sociology. (ed), G. Duncan Mitchell, 1968, Routledge and Kegan paul, London
3. A Dictionary of Printing and Publishing, P.H. Collin 1989, Peter Collin Publishing Ltd.

Middlesex.
4. A Dictionary of Economics and Commerce, J.A. Hanson, 1965, Mac Donaldís Evan Plymouth

Ltd.
5. A Dictionary of Environment, Gurdeep Raj, 1986, Anmol publication, New Delhi.  etc.

26.6   Finding out References :
Suppose you want to find out the term ëleg breakí related to cricket, go to the cupboard where

books of sports are placed Get a book on cricket, for example, How to Play Cricket by Ian Morrison,
1990, Ward Lock Limited, London.  Under equipment and terminology on page 28 you will get the
information about the term as follows.

Leg break : A ball moves from leg to off after pitching.  You will also see the diagram as given
below :
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a. A ball that moves from leg to off after pictching at X is a leg break

You will get information about a number of terms like ëinswingerí, ëfull tossí, ënight watchmaní,
ëyorkerí, ëglanceí, ëhookí, ëcutí, and so on.  If you want to know about hockey, go to Gian Singhís The
Hockey Book, 1982, Orient Paperbacks.  You can also get answers to the questions such as :

a) What is the duration of the hockey game? (P. 117) or
b) What is the length of the hockey stick ? (P. 129)
You will find answers as follows :
a) The match shall consist of the regular duration of two periods of 35 minutes each separated

by an interval which shall not exceed 10 minutes (minimum 5 minutes)
b) not specified in the rules.  It depends on the suitability of the player.

Apart from various dictionaries, information is available in encyclopedias, Year - books, Book
of Records, Whoís Who books etc.  If you are interested in knowing about extinct animals, for example,
go to page 64 of Oxford Childrenís Pocket Book of Facts and you will come to know that 99% of the
animal species that ever lived are now extinct.  Beaconís Junior Encyclopedia (Hui Edition, 1995)
offer useful and interesting information about our universe, planets, geology, geography, medicine
sports and so on.

A Thesaurus is another important treasure of information about words, their synonyms and
antonyms.  I.A. Richards, in the introduction to Rogetís  pocket Thesaurus says,  ìA Thesaurus is the
opposite of a dictionary.î  Suppose you want to describle the Taj Mahal you saw on a moonlit night,
you say, ëIn the moonlight the Taj Mahal looked extremely beautifulí.  You may feel that the expression
ëextremely beautifulí does notdescribe what you have seen.  So you replace it by ëmarvellousí and
you  not still are happy with the word.  You refer to the entry ëbeautifulí in a Thesaurus and you get the
following list :

X

Leg Break
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beautiful, beauteous, handsome, pretty, lovely, graceful, elegant, exquisite, delicate, dainty,
comely, fair, goodly, bonny, good -looking, well - favoured, well- formed, well - proportioned, shapely,
symmetrical, harmonious, bright, bright-eyed, rosy - cheeked, rosy, ruddy, blooming, in full bloom.

You can also find words like :
marvellous, splendid, majestic, wonderful, charming, attractive, fascinating, tempting,

appealing, inviting, challenging, sensuous, sensual, sensational, exciting, amazing, shocking, killing.
Though all these words appear to be similar, they are used differently in different contexts and they
express various shades of meaning.  In this example you are most likely to say,

ìIn the moonlight the Taj Mahal looked splendid,î because the word splendid implies the
grandeur, elegance and impressiveness of the Taj.  A Thesaurus also gives antonyms.  For example,
for ëuglyí which is the opposite of the word beautiful, you will find a number of words.

Even newspapers and magazines can offer a lot of information.  Reading newspapers daily
and magazines regularly keeps you informed on a variety of topics such as education, politics,
Population, social problems, national issues, environmental problems, health problems and so on.

Read the letter given below published in one of the issues of The Indian Express.
Why was Bombay renamed as Mumbai ?
In the Marathi language, Bombay has been referred to as Mumbai for more than 200 years.

But it has not alway been so.  Mumbai has an ancient temple dedicated to Mumbadevi. The real name
of their deity was Maha Amba Devi or Maha Amba Ayi (mother).  Maha Amba Ayi got corrupted to
Maha Ambayi,  then to Mambayi and finally to Mumbai. According to Murrayís Handbook, the name
is possibly derived from Mumbabai, the word used by the local Kolis for the goddess.  The Portuguese
think the word ëBombayí is derived from the Portuguese words - Bom Bahia or Fair Bay.
26.7  Using Table of Contents and Indexes to Locate Information :  A table of contents is a list of
items arranged in a sequential manner.

It is given in the beginning of a book.  It tells you about -
i) what a book contains and
ii) on which page a particular topic is.
The number of pages devoted to each topic can give a rough idea as to what extent the topic

has been dealt with.  Once you know the contents, you can go to a particular page for the particular
topic you are interested in.

When you come across a new book of any sort you should take into account the following:
a)  First note the title of the book and the writers name on the cover page.
b) Usually at the back of the cover page or a page after but invariably on the left side page the

following information about the book is given -
i) the year of publication
ii) the edition

c) The table of contents or Index
d) The preface foreword or introduction
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e) On the last page you are likely to get -
i) general information about the book
ii) information about the writer
iii) extracts of reviews about the book

f) The subject index
g) An appendix

Information Technology :  The term ëInformation Technologyí (IT) refers to the use of electronic
equipment, especially computers, for storing, analysing and distributing information of all kinds,
including words, numbers and pictures, Previously, apart from written documents, information could
be recorded in the form of audio - visual cassettes, but with the advent of computer technology and
mass communication we have found ourselves in the vast ocean of infinite information of multiple
dimensions.  A computer is like an ëAlladinís lamp,í which is ready to serve every moment and produce
any piece of information through the internet at the press of a button. You can collect any amount of
information on any subject from a variety of websites available on almost everything under the Sun
and even beyond, retain the obtained information as long as you want and utilise it according to your
convenience.  Obtaining information is no problem. The problem is to know the new ways and means
of information and how to make use of it strategically.  Information is your strength.  It will not come
automatically; you must gain access to information, you must be able to retrieve information, protect
database, do data processing and use information appropriately. You should know how to use computer
- operated articles like a calculator, an electronic diary and so on.

Libraries have also been computerised nowadays. To be able to operate and use a computer is
an inevitable reference skill.

INFORMATION   TRANSFER
Introduction : Information can be presented in different ways depending on the demand of

the situation.  For example, information displayed in tabular form in a college Principalís office helps
every visitor to quickly get an idea about the facultywise strength of students and teachers.  Graphs
and charts in books and magazines contain a lot of condensed information in a visible form and a
reader, just at a glance, can draw comparisons and contrast and evaluate the situation depicted in
them.

Information which is available in the verbal form can always be presented in a tabular or
graphic form depending not the needs.
Structure :

26.8   A Bar chart
26.9  A Pie chart
26.10 A Flow chart
26.11 Graphic to verbal
26. 12  Verbal to Graphic

Read the following information about the teaching staff of a college.
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The total teaching staff of the college is 300 of which one - sixth ie 52 are women teachers.
The teachers who have obtained higher qualifications, ie. higher than their postgraduation are

very few.  They constitute just 20% of the total staff.  Among them.15 teachers have qualified themselves
for the M.Phil degree and 10 for the Ph.d. degree.

A majority of teachers are permanant and their number is 238.  The rest of the teachers.  are
appointed on a temporary basis.

As far as age is concerned about half of the teachers are middle - aged ie. between 31 and 45
years. The number of younger teachers, ie. those between 25 to 35 and older ones, ie. those above 45
is approximately the same.  They are 73 and 77 respectively.  If the same information is put in the
tabular form it is easy to read, understand and remember and the time required to do this is much less
than the required to go through time the information given in the above passage.

Look at the following table :
Teaching staff of the college (Total staff : 300)

When the information is communicatd through tables, charts and graphs, you should be able
to interpret or analyse it and make observations about it.  For example, one of the pieces of information
given is about the age group of the staff.  The number of teachers between 31 to 45 is 150 and we can
instantly draw a conclusion that half the teachers are middle - aged.  In terms of  percentage the
number is 50%.  The number of teachers between 25 and 30 is 73 and of those above 45 is more or less
the same.  The numbers 73 as well as 77 are close to one-fourth of the total.  So the generalisation
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could be that the younger and older teachers are one-fourth each of the total, which is 25%.  This also
means that the number of the middle - aged teachers is double the number of younger or older teachers.

The information conveyed by the diagram totally corresponds to the information given in the
text below

Indian seasons with months  acoording to  Indian calendar and (ii) English calendar.
Source : General Geography of India, NCERT

According to the Indian convention the year is divided into the following six seasons (ritus) :
Vasanta is the first season of the year and roughly corresponds to spring.  The season, however,

does not fully coincide with the English months of March and April as it extends over the period mid-
February to mid-April.  The Vasanta is replaced by Grishma (summer) occurring during the months of
April, May and June.

The Sharada Ritu occurs in Asvina-Kartika (mid-September to mid-November).  However,
there is no clear distinction between the Sharada and the following Hemanta (Margashirsa-Pausa)
except that the cold weather is rigorous during the latter.  The Sharada is clearly a transition between
the Varsha and the Hemantha.

The Hemanta is followed by the Shishira Jyestha and Asadha (mid-April to mid-June).  The
Varsha Ritu (rainy season) of the Indian tradition extends over Sravana - Bhadrapada (July - August).
The rainy season may, however, set in by the middle of June and May and continue upto the middle of
September with marginal variations and occurs in Magha and Phalguna (January - February).  During
Shishira the cold weather gradually gives way to the spring (Vasanta) itself transitional to summer
(Grishma).

It is interesting to note that this view of seasons holds good in north and central parts of India.
There are some variations in seasons in the southern region of the peninsula.

Read the information about ëHow a Digital Computer Worksí and correlate it with the graphic
presentation of the same.
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How a Digital Computer Works :  An input device sends data and instructions to the main
memory of a computer.  The control unit then directs the data to the arithmetic /logic unit for processing.
Finally. the control unit routes the processed data to an output device or an auxiliary storage unit, or
back to the main memory.

Although digital computers differ in size, they all have five basic parts : (1) The input equipment
(2) the main memory (3) the control unit  (4) the arithmetic/logic unit and (5) the output equipment.
In a mainframe, the main memory, control unit, and arithmetic/logic unit form a single unit called the
central processing unit (CPU).  Some mainframes have more than one CPU, which allows a number
of operations to be performed at one

The input equipment transforms instructions and data into a code understandable to a computer.
This code consists of electrical signals that correspond to the 0ís and 1ís of the binary system.

There are various kinds of input devices.  A card reader takes input information from punched
cards.  The pattern of punches represents letters, numbers, and other symbols.  A related device is the
paper tape reader, which senses data from holes in a paper tape.

 Most computers have a keyboard that enables the operator to enter alphabetical characters
and numerals directly into the computer.  Many keyboard units have a visual display, which consists
of a cathode-ray tube (CRT). A CRT is a vacuum tube time a screen like that of a TV set (see vacuum
tube).  The CRT display makes it possible for the keyboard operator to check and correct if necessary
the data being equipment is connected with a CPU, it is said to be online.  If the equipment operates
independently, it is off-line.  Radio signals or telephone line may link a CPU in one city with peripheral
equipment in another city.  Such equipment provides remote terminals for the CPU. entered into the
computer.  Some keyboard terminals of this type have a built-in microcomputer that controls their
basic operations independently of the main computer.  Input units with CRT displays called interactive
graphic devices enable the user to communicate with the main computer by drawing a diagram on the
screen with a light pen.
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Some computers use  optical scanners to change input data into electrical signals.  The scanners
optically sense bar codes and marks printed on grocery items, identificaton cards, and certain documents.
Other digital computers are connected to touchtone telephones.  By pressing the buttons on the phone,
the user can enter data into the computer.

Certain types of equipment handle input information and also function as output devices and
auxiliary storage units.  Auxiliary storage units or auxiliary memories can store more information
than a computerís main memory but do not operate as fast.  The major types of auxiliary memhories
include (1) magnetic tape units (2) magnetic disk units (3) magnetic drum units, and (4) large-core
storage units.

The information presented in the form of Tables, graphs and charts has the following advantages.

1. The data is presented vividly.  Tables, graphs and charts highlight the main points and avoid
    repetiton of words and sentences.
2. They require comparatively less space because the information presented is very concise.
3. Precision, clarity and simplicity of the forms make complicated matter easy to understand.
4. They are easy to remember because of their visual effect.
5. Analysis of the information can be done and generalisations can be arrived at without much
    difficulty.
6. Transparencies of the forms can be used for oral presantations and this saves time and
    produces a clear cut picture of the subject matter.
A graph is a drawing which consists of a line or lines, sometimes curved, showing how two or

more sets of numbers relate to each other.  A graph has vertical axis and a horizontal axis.  Each of
them represent an important point of information.  A straight or curved line is drawn between these
two axes connecting a series of points which represent the varying values of two related items.

Look at the following graph.

Source : Public Report on  Basic Education in India OUP

In this graph the vertical axis shows the number of students while the horizontal axis shows
the year.  The curved line between the axes connects the number of students and the year.  The graph
indicates that in the year 1955 the pupil teacher ratio was 5:1 while in 1995  it was about  45 : 1
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The term chart refers to information presented in the form of a diagram or a picture for the
purpose of illustration There are 3 types of charts.  They are as follows.

26.8 1. A Bar Chart : It is a diagram on which narrow strips which are of equal width but of
varying height are used to represent quantities.

Look at the below bar chart

This bar chart has vertical bars.  It can have horizontal bars too.
26.9   A Pie Chart : A pie chart is a diagram which consists of a circle divided into parts and each part
represents a specific proportion of the whole.

Look at the following :

Sourse : Public Report on Basic Education in India OUP
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26.10 A Flow Chart : A flow chart is a diagram that indicates differnt stages or proceses of something,
for example, communication process.

Source coding Transmitting channel Receiving Decoding Destination. The admission procedure
for class XI in a junior college is as follows

Admission procedure for class XI

Window No 1
Obtain forms

Window No 2
Do attestation
if necessary

Window No 3
Submit forms

Wait list to be displayed on 25th June
Admissions from 26th to 30th June
Time 11:00 am to 2:00pm

Window No 4
Collect the form you submitted

Window No 5
Submit the form and pay fees

26.11 Graphic to verbal : Information presented in the form of graphs and charts can be put in the
verbal form.

The information given in the chart can be put in words as follows.
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In the first half of 1998 - 99 engineering industries got 10.1% profit  margin while automobiles
got 8.8%....

Thus, you can go on writing down items of information.  It could also be just a list of items.
For example,

Industry - wise Profit Margin on Sales - First half of 1998 - 99
1. engineering : 10.1%
2. automobiles : 8.8%
3. electrical machinery 10.6% and so on
You should be able to interpret the graphic information and make generalisations on the basis

of your observation and analysis of the given information.

The following questions related to the above chart will help you understand the significant
points of information you should take into account.

1. Has the profit margin reduced in the first half of 1999-2000%?
2. What is the range of profit margin in the first half of 1998 - 99?
3.  Which industries got a profit margin above 12%?
4. Which industries got the highest profit margin ?
5. What is the minimum profit margin for the given industries ?

26.12  Verbal to  Graphic
You should learn to present information in the graphic form.  Now we will discuss how to

draw a bar chart.
The following information shows the number of university departments, P.G. centres and

colleges of the University of Pune during the period 1990 - 1995
Year University PG centres Colleges

departments
1990-91 30 60 161
1991-92 38 72 166
1992-93 36 74 180
1993-94 36 78 193
1994-95 41 85 209
Note the following points while presenting this information in a bar chart.
Draw horizontal and vertical axes.
Let the horizantal axis indicate years and the vertical axis number

Show three different bars for university departments, P.G. centres and college

As far as possible draw the graph on a graph paper in order to be accurate in your presentation.

Your graph will look like the graph shown below.
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LESSON - 27
SUMMARISING,  NOTE - MAKING

AND  NOTE - TAKING.
Objectives :

This lesson is included in order to
(i)enable the students to be effective in their communication.  and
(ii)to make them give a gist of significant details clearly and accurately.

Introduction : It is always desirable that you should be effective in your communication.  In our life
which is moving at a quick pace, ‘be brief’ is an important slogan.  If you are telling your friend about
the book you have read, you have to be selective.  Omission of irrelevant details and selection of
important pieces of information is the principle at work.  In all real life situations the only principle
that pays dividends is ‘speak what is required, write what is necessary’.  Whether you are talking over
a telephone, or chatting on the Internet, or sending a fax message a telex or a telegram, you have to be
brief and precise.  In any type of communication ‘to be short’ is to be sweet, to be long is tiring, boring
and - time consuming.  In order to be precise, you have to develop the summarising, note - making and
note-taking skills.

Structure :
27.1  Summarising
27.2  Practical life and Summarising : some useful hints.
27.3  Note-making / Note-taking
27.4  Exercises

27.1 Summarising : To give a gist of significant details clearly and accurately is a skill and it can be
developed through practice.  Summarising is nothing but giving an abstract of carefully selected
points of written or spoken matter. In our daily life all of us perform the task of making a summary
through speech or writing on a number of occasions.  We may not do it in a very formal way, but we
do present things briefly in an informal and indirect way.  In order to write the summary of a passage,
i) You should first understand the text.
ii) After having understood it thoroughly, you should be able to pick out what is essential and

reject what is not important.  These are mental activities and they require concentration.
iii) The next important requirement is your ability to use language effectively in order to express

the essence of the text.  The final outcome of these three activities is a satisfactory summary.
This shows that the process of summarising consists of comprehension, selection and clear
and concise expression.

a) Read the following extract carefully.
First, science has obviously multiplied the power of the war - makers. The weapons of the

moment can kill more people more secretly and more unpleasantly than those of the past.  This progress
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– as for want of another word,  I must call it this progress – has been going on for some time; for
sometime it has been said, of each new weapon, that it is so destructive or so horrible that it will
frighten people into their wits and force the nations to give up war for lock of cannon fodder.  This
hope has never been fulfilled,  and I know no one who takes refuge in it today.
(Source : The Commonsense of Science by J. Browhoski, Heinemann Educational Books Ltd, London)

After reading the passage we know that the passage is about science.  The writer is talking
about how science has increased manifold the power of the weapons of mass destruction.  Then he
tells us about the merciless destruction brought about by modern weapons and says that they may
create fear in people so that would give up war but that has not happened so far.  In order to understand
the passage better, it would be useful to look for the most important information.  Every piece has a
subject, a purpose and a tone. This is necessary to identify the topic, purpose and the tone of the text.
It has a key idea.   This is the topic sentence.  The remaining sentcuees support the different aspects of
the key idea.  The topic sentence is “Science has obviously multiplied the power of the war makers.”
The sentence “This hope has never been fulfilled.”  is the conclusion which states the real state, that is,
the production of destructive weapons has not fostered peace. The key words and topic sentence may
be underlined.

The next important stage is to express what you have understood in your own words.  The
summary may be as follows :

“Science has multiplied the power of the war - makers.  The modern weapons can destroy
more people more secretly and more unpleasantly than before.  Each new weapon is said to be so
destructive and so horrible that it will frighten people and force natious to give up  war.  This hope,
however, has never been fulfilled.” (54 words)

This is the gist of the passage; it is made up of the sentences and phrases lifted from the
passage.  This does not really indicate whether you have comprehended the passage thoroughly.  There
is still need to reduce the length and make the summary precise because usually the summary or
precis is one third of the original.  This can be tried in the first draft.

“Science has increased the power of the war-makers by making the modern weapons more
destructive than before.  This, however, has not frightened people and nations have not given up war.”
(30 words)

Count the number of words in your first draft.  If they are more than what is required you will
have to think of details which could be omitted from your summary.  If your draft is shorter than what
is required think of some more details which need to be added.

Try for the final draft.  It could be something like this : “Science has produced dangerous
weapons which can be more destructive than before, yet it has fainld to create any sort of fear among
people and nations have not become wise enough to do away with war.”  (37 words)

The final draft thus has to be in your own words but without changing the spirit of the original.
There has to be clarity and directness.

b) Read the following passage which is a part of the message given by Dr. S. Radhakrishnan to
the nation on the eve of Independence day in the year 1947.

Education is the instrument for social, economic and cultural change.  If we are to work for
social and national integration, if we are to foster moral and spiritual values, and increase productivity,
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agricultural and industrial, we have to use education in a proper way.  Science and technology will
help us to solve the problems of hunger and poverty, of disease and illiteracy, of superstition and
deadening custom, of vast resources running to waste, of a rich country inhabited by poor people.  We
have to free ourselves from the inertias and inefficiencies which have bogged down our programmes
of development.  Our administration, at all levels, should become clean and efficient (111words)

The above passage talks about the change education can bring about in our life at all levels.

The topic sentence obviously is the first sentence.  ‘Education is the instrument of social,
economic and cultural change’.  Another important sentence is at the end.  “Our administration at all
levels, should become clean and efficient’ Then there are key terms like ‘national integration,’ ‘moral
and spiritual values’, we have to use education in a proper way’, ‘inertias and inefficiencies’.  Now try
the first draft.  This draft includes all the important points in the extract.  However it has to be reduced
further.  The first draft could be as follows.

“Education is a means for social, economic and cultural change.  It has to be used properly for
national integration. Science and technology can help to solve other problems, like poverty, illiteracy
etc.  We have to get over our reluctance to work and inefficiencies and make our administration clean
and efficient.  This is necessary for our progress.”  (56 words)

The final draft has to be of about 35 to 37 words for which sentence structures will have to be
changed.  The precis has to be still more compact.  Look at the second draft.

“Education is a means of socio-economic and cultural change and can ensure national
integration.  Science and technology can solve our other national problems.  We must get over our
laziness that hampers our development and make our administration clear and efficient.” (37 words)

27.2  Practical life and summarising : Some useful hints :

In order to make a summary you have to practise step by step.  Make a rough draft first.  Read
the passage a few times and try to understand the gist of it.   Write it out in your own words.  Then
make a final draft.  You need to concentrate on the passage and understand its meaning.  It takes time.
In our daily life we may not have so much time as we are always in a hurry.  For example, somebody
has written a long letter complaining against your company and your employer asks for a gist of it
immediately because he has no time to go through the letter.  You have to go through the letter and
give the gist of it as early as possible.  This is so with the spoken language.  You are supposed to attend
a function and you are asked to give an account of it briefly.  Or you are supposed to discuss some
issue related to your business organisation and you are told to talk about the disussion briefly to your
higher authority.  On such occasions, you have to be very attentive while listening to spoken language,
make mental notes, put significant points together, reorganise every thing mentally and then produce
the summary of it orally.  Whether you are listening to a lecture or discussion or reading a report or an
article you have to know to take down notes or how to make notes from what you read.  There are
occasions when we are required to give a gist of what we have read or heard.  The skill of summarising
is helpful in such situations.

While summarising a written or spoken text you should bear in mind the following points:

i) Pay attention to the important points and separate them from the ones that are less important.
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ii) Organise the ideas or points in a logical sequence.

iii) Present the matter precisely and in clear language.

iv) Do not explain the significant points or ideas given in the passage.  Similarly, do not add
your own views or comments on the given topic.

v) Making notes / taking notes and presenting a summary are inter - related since in both the
same procedure of selecting important points from the unimportant ones is followed.  Thus, a summary
can emerge from the notes.

27.3 Note - making  and Note - taking

Introduction : Generally, you make notes from what you read and you take down notes from
what you listen to.  There are some common points between note - making and note - taking.  A note
is a brief written record made to assist the memory.  Many successful speakers speak from the notes
they make.   The points they write down in their notes will be from reference books, textbooks or from
their own experience.  A scholar listening to a serious lecture or a journalist listening to a speech made
by a speaker cannot write down everything he or she has heard.  Instead they take notes.  In other
words they just jot down points on a piece of paper.

Note - making

Many lovers of learning acquire knowledge by careful study of books, observation, travel and
listening to the conversation of others.  The purpose of collecting information is to put it to use.  At the
collegiate and university level the students acquire information for the sake of coming out of their
examinations with flying colours.  To save time and energy, they can cultivate the habit of note -
making.  It is the art of jotting down the essential points while reading a book.  While note - making
we must list briefly the most important facts, arguments or views in a book which contribute to the
main theme of our study material.  They should be arranged in logical and chronological pattern.
Repetition of ideas must be avoided.  As men of a busy life find no time to go through all the account
furnished to them, the points noted down will be of immense use.  Speakers and lecturers at academic
institutions derive great help from a quick revision of the points noted down before delivering a
lecture.  Students while going to examinations have a quick and easy revision by this note - making.

Note - taking : Note - taking is the art of scribbling the important points while a lecture, a radio
programme or a telecast of a social or cultural or sports programme is in progress.  One should be very
vigilant and attentive while taking notes. A good knowledge of short-hand helps greatly in this process.
Abbreviations used in note - taking must be clear and not obsure.  Even a wink or a moment of
forgetfulness or negligence will tell upon the process of note - taking and produce adverse effects.

Some of the common points between note-making nad note-taking are :
i) Read or listen carefully.
ii) Mark the topic sentences, key words and phrases.  In case of reading, underline them and if

you are listening take them down.
iii) Try to establish a logical link between the significant points.
iv) The process of note making starts after you have carefuly read or listened to a text.  It

would be beneficial if you read the written / printed matter twice and then make notes.  But for
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listening, you have to be very alert in writing down the significant points since what you listen to
cannot be heard again unless it is recorded.

v) Notes can be made printwise or in a tabular form or in the form of a tree diagram.  This is
important because, whatever the notes, you should be able to reconstruct the main points.  For example,
you should be able to deliver a lecture on the basis of notes you have made.

vi) Making/taking notes is an interactive process.  Mentally you interact with the writer /
spoken matter constantly, try to comprehend the matter as much as possible and write down important
points in such a way that you would be able to reconstruct  the matter as accurately as possible.

a) Read the following passage carefully.  Then try to make notes of it.
Drug - related health disorders are many and varied (1)   Dirty needles and solutions used for

injecting drugs can easily cause abscesses in the arms and veins, liver, disease, venereal disease,
disease and infection of the kidneys and brain.  2) Sniffing cocaine and amphetamines can damage the
tissue of the nose and  (3)  Marijuana and tobacco smoking can cause lung diseases.  Heavy users of
(4) alcohol, volatile solvents, amphetamines or marijuana may find that their livers are permanently
damaged.   Babics of women addicted to  (5) opiates are likely to be born addicted and to suffer from
withdrawal symptoms (6) cocaine and amphetamines can cause hair loss. Recent research has indicated
that (7) Marijuana can damage cells.  A drug user’s way of life makes him more susceptible to
pneumonia,   tuberculosis,  malnutrition and weight loss.  Finally, an overdose of any of the sensual
drugs can lead to respiratory or cardiac failure and death.

You can underline inportant expressions while reading.  It has already been done for you in the
above passage.

The notes could be made in the following way:
Drug related health disorders :
1)  Dirty needle, solutions used for injecting drugs.

________ abscesses (arms, veins)
________ liver diseases
________ infection of the kidneys,  brain

2) Cocaine and amphetamines :
______ damage of the nose tissues
______ hair loss

3) Marijuana and tobacco smoking :
______lung diseases

4) alchohol, volatile solvents, amphetamines, marijuana (heavy use) :
______ permanant liver damage.

5) opiates (women)
______ babies born addicted, suffer from withdrawal symptoms

6) Marijuana :
______ cell damage.
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Drug users are susceptible to :
______ pneumonia
______ tuberculosis
______ malnutrition
______ weight loss.
______ respiratory / cardiac failure
______ death.

The same information can be put in the form of  a tree diagram:

Drug-related health disorders

Dirty needles,
solutions used for

injecting drugs

Cocaine
Amphetamines

Marijuna / Tobacco
Smoking

Alcohol, Volatile
solvents, Amphetamines,

Marjunana

Opiates Marijuana

Lung
diseases

Permanent
liver damage

Addicted babis with
withdrawal
symptoms

Cell darriageAbscesses
(arms, veins)

Liver
diseases

Venereal
diseases

Infection of
kidneys and
brain

Damage of
nose tissues
Hair loss[

Drug users are susceptible to

Pneumonia Tuberculosis Malnutrition Weight loss Respiratory Death
cardiac failure
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27.4  Exercise A :   Summarise the following passages :

1. Philosopher and writer of inspirational literature, William James once said, ‘The deepest
principle in human nature is the craving to be appreciated’.  To be appreciative of the world has often
been described as one way to stay happy in life.  While most people feel that their efforts and work are
not duly recognised, experts suggest a solution - start complimenting others, or praise that which is
good in them.  As the saying goes, ‘If you don’t appreciate, you don’t  deserve it either’.  Mahatma
Gandhi, too, has said that a person should bring about the change he or she wishes to see in the world.

So, even if life appears to be an unending saga of problems, philosophers point out that there
is always something for which it is worth showing one’s gratitude.  ‘And once we discover how to
appreciate the timeless values in our daily experiences, we can enjoy the best things in life’, one
observes.  Moreover, brightening a person’s day by uttering a few sincere words of appreciation can
be uplifting.  Writer and personality development guru Dale Carnegie has said, ‘Perhaps you will
forget tomorrow the kind words you say today, but the recipient may cherish them over a lifetime’.
And a few words of encouragement might just help one face the odds of life and achieve a cherished
goal.

It is also observed that nothing works like appreciation, especially when a person is lonely or
discouraged.  Spiritual teachers have explained that the power to make the world a happier place lies
with humanity and it is possible only when people respect their human connections.  Philosophers
observe that no one achieves success without acknowledging the help of others and that the wise
acknowledge this help with gratitude.  Echoing the same thought is the saying, ‘Give to the world the
best you have and the best will come to you’.  In his writings, George Bernard Shaw has described the
‘essence of inhumanity’ as ‘not to hate fellow creatures but to be indifferent to them.’ (334 words)

Answer : William James once said that the important principle in human nature is craving to
be appreciated.  Most people feel that their efforts and work are not duly recognised.  A saying goes ‘If
you don’t appreciate you don’t deserve it either’.  We should appreciate the good.  Life is a saga of
unending problems.  It is worth showing one’s gratitude.  A few sincere words of appreciation can be
uplifting.  Perhaps we may forget but the recipient remembers them throughout life.  Nothing works
like appreciation especially when one is lonely or discouraged. We must give the world the best.  G.B.
Shaw said that the essense of inhumanity is not to hate fellow creatures but to be indifferent to them.

2. Civilised man is by now well aware of the more obvious symptoms of water pollution :
scum-covered  rivers, stinking bays, and shorelines littered with bloated fish.  The cause of much of it
is equally clear : the indiscriminate dumping of raw sewage and industrial sludge into the nearest
body of water has exceeded the absorptive capacity of the environment.  Because the symptoms of
this overflow are so compelling, it seems likely that we shall finally attempt to do something about it.
But continued population growth makes it improbable that we shall find the funds to do more than
skim off the chunks.

Unfortunately, the most serious water-pollution threats are those which cannot be seen, smelt,
or picked up by the handful.  The organic content in many domestic water supplies which have been
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treated to some degree is apparently still high enough to protect viruses from the effects of chlorine.
Hence tap water is a suspected transmission route for the alarming rise of infectious hepatitis in the
United States today.  Moreover, the vast array of chemicals which industry spews into the environment
in many cases defies filtration.  These chemicals now pervade not only rivers, lakes and even oceans,
but also vast reservoirs of ground water.  As with air pollutants, their possible toxic effects have in
most cases not even been adequately catalogued.  Many, of course, are known to be fatal to fish, the
mainstay of high quality protein supplies in much of the world.

Answer :  Civilised man is well aware of symptoms of water pollution.  The most serious
water - pollution threats are those which cannot be seen, smelt or picked up by the handful.  It is
caused by indiscriminate dumping of raw sewage and industrial sludge into the nearest body of water.
The organic content in domestic water supplies protect viruses from the effects of chlorine.  Tap water
is a suspected transmission route for the alarming rise of infectious hepatitis in United States.  The
chemicals pollute not only river, lakes and ocean but also vast reservoirs of ground water.  These are
fatal to human, animal and plant life of the world.

3. Let your classmate read out the following passage.  While he reads it out you make notes
from it.  (In a regular class, a teacher/student can read out the passage to the whole class and the class
can make notes)

The functions of universities have steadily increased over the centuries and today they have to
enact a variety of roles.  These are :

First , to foster the spirit of free enquiry, and promote independent and critical thinking;

Second, to be a repository of knowledge, responsible for its transmission through teaching and
extra-mural programmes;

Third, to be the place for the pursuit, generation and application of new knowledge;

Fourth, to be the training ground for competent professionals, including doctors, engineers,
business managers and administrators;

Fifth, to render service to society, anticipating its needs and assisting in the fulfilment of social
and economic objectives;

Sixth, to promote values and assist in the preservation of culture and traditions.

Answer : The functions of universities are
a)  First

i) to foster the spirit of free enquiry
ii) promote independent and critical thinking

b) Second
i) to be a repository of knowledge
ii) transmission through teaching and extra - mural programmes
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c) Third
i) to be the place for the pursuit,
ii) application of new knowledge.

d) Fourth.
i) training ground for competent professionals eg: doctors, engineers, business managers and
administrators.

e) Fifth
i) to render service to society
ii) fulfil the social and economic objectives

f) Sixth
i) promotes values
ii) preservation of culture and tradition.

G. Sujatha
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LESSON  - 28

ESSAY WRITING  AND  REPORT – WRITING

PART - I  ESSAY WRITING

Objectives : This lesson is included in order
i) to enable the students to express their feelings, ideas and thoughts in real life situations mainly

 through writing.
ii) to develop the skill of thinking and self understanding.
iii) to develop the skills such as playing with words, spelling  accurately, punctuating meaningfully.
iv) to use range of sentence structures, linking ideas and information and organising the content

convincingly.

Introduction :

In real - life situations we express our feelings, ideas and thoughts largely through the spoken
medium whereas in academic situations expressing and thinking is done mainly through writing.  The
ability to collect, select, arrange and use information is developed through essay writing.  While
writing an essay students are constantly judging, analysing, self examining and self-correcting.

An ‘essay’ literally means an ‘attempt’.  It is an analytic or interpretative literary composition
usually dealing with its subject from a limited or personal point of view.  It is adaptable to all subjects,
imposes no restrictions and conveys infromation in a clear, easy and pleasant manner.  Its scope is
unlimited.  An essayist can write an essay on ‘nothing’.   Whatever might be the subject of the essay,
an essayist should display clear thinking, vivid exposition and an individual mode of expression.

Structure :

28.1 How do we write essays ?
28.1.1 Preparation
28.1.2 Planning
28.1.3 Drafting
28.2. Reflective and Argumentative Essays
28.3 Specimen  Essays.

28.1.  How do we write essays ?

Writing an essay in not merely adding one sentence to another.  You may write good sentences,
but the problem is how to arrange them logically.  The best solution to this problem is to look at
sentences as parts of the overall plan of an essay.  In other words instead of beginning with sentences
we should think of the entire essay and then break it down into paragraphs and then into sentences.
Thus essay writing is a systematic process involving the following steps.

Preparation Planning Drafting
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28.1.1.  Preparation :

Any piece of composition has a topic, a purpose, a point of view and an intended reader.
When we write an essay we have a definite purpose like narrating, persuading or writing an exposition.
Our reading, experiences and imagination help us develop an approach which decides the treatment
given to a topic of the essay.  By keeping the reader in mind we decide the appropriate organisation
and style.  The following are the major activities performed during essay writing.

a) Defining the topic : Asking different questions about the topic helps define the topic and
understand its different aspects.  Look at the following questions that we may ask ourselves about the
topic,  “Empowement of women.”

i) What is meant by empowerment ?
ii) What are the weaknesses and strengths of the female sex ?
iii) Do women need generous help from men ?

Question   i) demands definition, question  (ii) expects a list of characteristics and question
(iii) introduces an argument.

b)  Generating ideas :  Answers to these questions provide us ideas.  The more questions we
ask ourselves the more ideas are generated.  List all these as they occur to you. For jotting down, you
can use tree diagrams, tables or columns.  Look at the following example relevant to the topic
“Pollution.”

Pollution

     air         sound water

  breathing        deafness         epidemics
   problems

28.1.2.  Planning :

The ideas thus generated need to be logically arranged.  Main ideas and supporting ideas need
to be properly grouped together.  Identify main ideas and group the relevant ideas around each of
them.  Develop each main idea into an independent paragraph.  This will help you to decide on how
many paragraphs your essay will have.  While planning you can use tree diagrams, a table column or
note form as follows.
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Topic :   English in the 21st century

Introduction :

English as the world language
Spread of English - an overview
Facts about English :
1. Users of English
2. English as a window to the world.
- Literature
- Culture
- Ideas.
3. Use in business, trade and industry.

Information Technology :

1. Dominance of Information Technology

2. Role of English in IT

Conclusion

Drafting :

Having outlined your ideas as above, you are now well equipped for writing the essay.  You
have to execute your plan through paragraphs.  Each paragraph normally deals with one key point and
the supporting information or ideas as pointed out earlier.  As long as you observe this principle your
sentences will be automatically linked to each other.  A few paragraphs and an appropriate introduction
and conclusion make a good essay.

a) Paragraph writing : Each paragraph will have a beginning, a middle and an end, Generally
you should begin a paragraph with a topic sentence.  Supporting information or ideas can be given in
the succeeding sentences either in a parallel manner or linked to each other in a chained manner.

b) Introduction and conclusion : Introduction is one of the most challenging sections to
write.   It has to catch the attention of the reader, establish a relationship with him/her, introduce the
topic, set the tone and by doing that, control the reader’s expectations.

Concluding an essay is equally challenging.  It has to appropriately summarise the essay or
highlight the main points.  At the same time it is advisable to make the conclusion interesting.  An
essay can also be concluded with a moral or a striking contrast with something that has gone before in
the essay.

28.2   Reflective and Argumentative Essays :

We can classify essays as formal and informal or as long and short depending on the style and
length.  Essays can also be classfied into types as descriptive, narrative, reflective and argumentative
depending on the writer’s purpose.  In this section we shall discuss reflective and argumentative types
of essays.
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The term ‘reflect’ means to think carefully and ‘reflection’ means ‘a statement which is a
result of deep and careful thought.’  Thus a reflective essay can be looked at as a piece of composition
which is the result of a writer’s deep thinking.  The main purpose is the exposition of an idea or theory
developed on the basis of a writer’s knowledge, experience and imagination.  In this kind of essay,
usually an aspect of a topic is selected and developed or expanded.

The following paragraph can be looked at as an example of reflective writing.

Examinations : Teaching is intended to bring about a desirable change in a learner’s behaviour.
Examinations determine whether this change has taken place.  Thus examinations are an instrument
to measure the progress made by the student at different stages of education.

Reflective essays generally tend to be philosophical and the writer’s perception is reflected
through out the essay.

The chief aim of an argumentative essay is to persuade.  It is a kind of a reasoned debate on a
subject having opposite sides.  The dictionary meaning of the term ‘argue’ is ‘to maintain a case’, give
reasons in support of, for, against.’ In other words the writer of an argumentative essay intends to
persuade by giving reasons.  Often a case is logically and forcefully put forward; debating or arguing
for and against is common.  The material for an argumentative essay is provided by the writer’s
knowledge of the facts or really about the subject and his point of view.  Generally, an argument is
systematically built and the essay ends with a solution, an observation or a suggestion.

Look at the following paragraph.

Examination :  Examinations are intended to measure the progress made by the learner in
their studies.  But, in reality, they have reduced learners to mere examinees.  Instead of determining
the amount of learning that has taken place, examinations merely foster rote - learning.  The results
are mechanical and temporary.  Therefore the present examination system needs to be radically
reformed.

This paragraph brings out the contrast between the expectations and the reality of examinations
and ends with a valid suggestion.

28.3.  Specimen Essays

Reflective Essay
a)  English in the 21st Century

 One of the characteristic features of this age is the dominance and the spread of English in
almost all parts of the world.  It is being used in all walks of life : education, administration, business,
industry, and so on.  The fact that two-thirds of the world’s scientific papers published annually are
written in English speaks for the pre-eminent role the English language is designed to play in the 21st
century.

The seeds for the spread of English were sown between AD 1600 and AD 1700, when Britain
established its colonies in a number of countries.  Gradually the language acquired local colours and
spread into fields other than administration.  After the colonies regained their political independence,
the role and function of English in these countries went through further changes.  Because of its use in
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administration and education, English came to be looked upon as a vehicle of upward mobility, an
instrument of progress and a window to the world.  The advancement of science and technology in the
21st century has further strengthened the language.  Consequently,  English has spread to countries
like China, Japan, France and Spain where it was not used before.

Today there are about two billion users of English.  Around forty-five countries whose population
constitutes one-third of the world population have accepted English as their official language.  This
shows that english is a language with an inherent strength and has adapted itself to different
circumstances and needs in different parts of the world.

Such a language has a greater role to platy in the 21st century when globalisation has made the
boundaries between countries shrink.  Multinational companies are the new business leaders.  A need
for a common code for communication is more acutely felt than ever before.  English provides an easy
solution to this problem.  In fact English has been very adequately performing the role of a link
language on international platforms.

The Internet has brought about a revolution in the world of information technology.  E-mail
and e-commerce are set to change the nature of communication.  The language of these powerful tools
is English.  If these tools are going to radically transform the nature of information flow and human
communication in all the spheres, English will have a significant role in this transformation.

b) Empowerment of Women

Equality of men and women has been a subject of debate since ancient times.  Various aspects
and various effects of this debate are seen in different periods in the history of mankin.  Recently we
have started talking about the empowerment of women.  The term ‘empower’ means to make able, or
to give power to.  It includes intellectual, social, economic and political power.  A women empowered
in this sense can effectively participate in decision-making process and exercise the right of self-
actualisation alongside men.  here, precisely, are sown the seeds of the conflict.  Share in power is the
most unacceptable phenomenon, both for men and women.  Historically, man has dominated decision
- making in all walks of life and naturally he would like to protect his hegemony.  Consequently all the
attempts at empowering women are half-heartedly made.  The postponement of the Women’s
Reservation Bill in the Indian parliament is a case in hand.

But the real question is does a woman need to be empowered by a man ? If  real and lasting
‘empowerment’ is to be achieved, the answer to this question has to be no.   Man empowering woman
is like a generous millionaire condescendingly parting with a certain (upto acceptable extent) portion
of his property.  In this case woman will have to be contented with whatever is given to her.  The more
desired process, therefore, is self-empowerment.

Another question is whether empowering women means weakening men ? This question is
based on the hypothesis that the main result of empowerment is dominance.  This very hypothesis
needs to be re-existence, understanding and tolerance are the basic tenets of human society.  Self-
actualisation and empowerment are to be achieved against this background i.e., within the limits set
by social norms.  Thus empowerment of women is a solution to human and societal problems.  It
should not be looked at as a  threat to the existence and freedom of the male population.  In order to
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establish equality, both men and women need to whole-heartedly participate in the process of
empowerment of women.

Argumentative Essay
a) Can Computers Ever Replace People

Computers have brought a revolution in human life.  To begin with, computers took over
different human activities.  Now even thinking and problem - solving are being done by computers.
This has culminated into automation of offices and manufacturing processes resulting in drastic
reduction of manpower in administration, business and industry.  Speed and accuracy are other
advantages.  So much is the human reliance on computers that they are being used on a large scale
even in fields like music, sculpture and architecture.  The growing use of computers in teaching might
one day render teachers, classrooms and libraries redundant.  This situation makes many of us believe
that computers are likely to replace human beings in every walk of life.

But every coin has two sides.  However useful they may be, computers cannot replace human
beings.  Human life is not a mechanical affair.  A pearl-like tear silently rolls down the cheek at the
memory of a loved one.  A compliment by an elderly person restores the confidence of a depressed
person.  A simple touch of the mother silences a crying baby.  Can a computer perform these and many
such other miracles ?  Nowadays, teaching is being done by computers.  Computer-lovers claim that
they can learn everything with the help of a comuputer.  Computers also administer tests, declare
results and award certificates.  But imagine the difference between the two situations, i.e. sitting
before a computer and sitting in a classroom with dozens of students around and in the presence of a
teacher.  The pains and pleasures of companionship, the repudiating as well as encouraging expressions
on the teacher’s face, the direct interaction, eye contact, spontaneous smiles and abundant sharing and
understanding set this living situation a world apart from the lonely, computer-controlled suffocating
room.

Thus, despite the many advantages of a computer, wisdom lies in judiciously using it as a tool.

b) Should English be taught from the first standard

There is not much disagreement on whether English should be taught in this country or not.
English being a world language of the twenty first century, we need it for communication with the
outside world.  In the context of globalisation we need it still more.  However, the basic has been
whether it should be taught right from the first standard.  The arguments that are forwarded by many
against the issue are as follows :

Doesn’t it increase the burden of learning of the child that is already overburdened ?  When
our children are supposed to acquire their own mother tongue, why bring in English ? Children do not
have a congenial atmosphere around them to learn English.  At home, and in all walks of life, Telugu
/ Urdu is spoken.  So what is the point in teaching English ? Moreover it is all right for children from
Hyderabad but what will happen to those who live in remote tribal areas ? And where are the teachers
to teach English to hundreds and thousands of children ?  Many B.Ed. teachers are fresh from their
twelfth standard and do not have sufficient exposure to English.  What will they teach when they
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themselves do not know English ? In addition, what will happen to Telugu ? English will strangulate
and finally kill it.  We will only imbibe into children the slavish mentality perpetuated by the British.

Well, people may say anything they like.  What the science of learning says matters here  more
than anything else.  Theoretically a child can learn any language and any number of languages easily
up to the age of six provided that that language is spoken around the child.  That is why, children from
the bordering areas of different states happily speak three to four languages.  In the existing system we
begin to teach English at the fifth standard when this innate capacity of the child to learn a new
language is considerably reduced and children have to exert more to learn English.  If this is so, why
not teach English from the first standard ?  Teachers can be trained, teaching materials can be produced.
English is not going to be imposed on children throughout the day in shool.  It is just one of the
subjects.  Even if parents speak Telugu /Urdu, the child can always pick up some English at school.
Children can improve further since they have a lot of exposure to English in the form of cable TV.  If
our children learn English, in course of time they will enrich their mother - tongue more.  The earlier
they learn English the better they will learn it.  This will enable them to face the challenges of the fast
- changing world where English is being used as a link language.

Introducing English right from the beginning of school is a revolutionary decision which should
be applauded.  The process of preparing children even from the remote areas for the new millennium
has just begun. Instead of criticising it, let us accelerate it.

Exercise A

1. Prepare an outline of an essay on each of the following topics :

i) Does education prepare students for life?
ii) Can equality of sexes be achieved?
iii)  Advancement of science and human life
iv)  Environmental Pollution

Answers :

The following outlines can be used.

i)  Does education  prepare students for life ?

a) What is education? definition?
b)  Advantages of education
c) Problems of unemployment
d)  How to develop self-help schemes
e)  Conclusion

ii)   Can equality of sexes be achieved?

a)  Man and woman - their role in the society - equality
b) Reasons for the backwardness of women.
c)  How manpower can be raised if both the sexes involve in societal activities
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d)  Present day status of women in society
e) Conclusion - How equality can be achieved

iii)    Advancement of science and human life

a) Science a blessing in disguise
b)  Life of people before scientific achievements
c) Present day life of people
d)  Achievements of science in different fields
e)  Conclusion

iv)   Environmental Pollution

a) Introduction
b) Kinds of Pollution, Air, Water, Sound
c)  Causes and effects of Pollution
d)  Remedies to be adopted to escape it
e) Conclusion

2.  Discuss the following topics with your friends and prepare outlines for writing essays.

a)  Menace of AIDS
b) Drug addiction
c) Women’s education in India
d)  Population and Unemployment
e) Punctuality
f) Fast food
g)  Beauty contests
h)  Information technology
i) Globalisation

Out lines :
The following outlines are possible.
a) Menace of AIDS

i) Introduction - explanation
ii) How is it caused?
iii) Precautions to be taken
vi)  How should we treat the patients ?  Wrong notions
v)  Conclusion

b)  Drug addiction

i) Introduction - a social evil

ii) Causes for drug addiction
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iii)  Harmful effects

iv) Remedy and publicity in eradicating the problem

v) Conclusion

c)   Women’s Education in India

i)  Need for women’s education in India

ii)  Position in the past days and evil effects

iii) Present day position and growing awareness

iv) Advantages.

v) Conclusion

d)  Population and unemployment :

i) Introduction

ii) How population checks unemployment

iii) Need to avoid population explosion

iv) Means to check unemployment

v) Conclusion

e)  Punctuality

i)  Introduction - what is punctuality and its need

ii)  Advantages

iii)  How does punctuality lead to one’s success ?

iv)  Conclusion

f)  Fast foods

i)  Introduction

ii)  The position in the past

iii)  The present position

iv)  Advantages and disadvantages

v)  Conclusion

g)  Beauty contests

i)   Introduction

ii)  Who are encouraging them ?

iii)  Opposition from some people
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iv)  Are they essential to be conducted ?

v)   Conclusion

h)  Information Techonology

i)  Introduction - definition

ii)  Need and importance of it

iii) Opinions against it

iv)  Advantages and Prospects

v)  Conclusion

I)   Globalisation

i)  Introduction

ii)  Advantages

iii)  Disadvantages

iv)  Secret of world politics

v)   Conclusion

PART  II – REPORT WRITING
Objectives : The main objective of Report writing is to enable the student to achieve effective

communication.

Introduction :   Report writing is an important skill without which a course in communication skills
is incomplete.  The word ‘report’ is derived from the Latin ‘reportare’, which means ‘to carry back.’
A report, therefore is a description of an event carried back to someone who was not present in the
scene.  Most of us have to write reports of many kinds.  It may be a report of a meeting in the capacity
of a secretary or it may be a report as a business executive or an analysis of a situation as a journalist
and so on.  We should try to make reports constructive, factual, interesting and readable.  It is good to
offer vigorous and thought - provoking interpretations and ideas of our own.

Structure :

28.4   What is report writing ?

28.5   Kinds of Reports

28.6   Some hints to write good reports

28.7   Sample reports

28.4.   What is report writing ?  :

A report is “a formal account of what has been said or seen or done.” A report may be from a
business executive, a journalist or an officer in a government department.  A good report is accurate as
regards information, interesting in its presentation, constructive in tis suggestions an readable in its
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style.  The language used in a report should be easy, direct, concise and precise. To prepare a good
report we need to cultivate the quality of dependability, resourcefulness and patience.  We must work
hard.

28.5.  Kinds of Reports :

There are several types of reports but basically a report is a communication from someone
who has information, to someone who wants to use the information and much depends on the ‘specific
requirement.’

The following tree diagram summarizes the various types of reports.

Reports

Formal Informal

Newspaper Reports

Business Reports reports based on letters/notes

Minutes of a meeting Telephonic messages

Reporting of experiments Dialogues

Project Report / Survey Oral Messages

28.6.  Some hints to write good reports

1) collect information from reliable and authentic sources.  This is the foundation of all good
reporting.

2) You must be able to present a subject as accurately and as vividly as possible.

3) The report must be practical, concrete, clear, readable and concise.

4) There must be absolute intellectual honesty in your report.

5) You must be able to distinguish between factual and interpretative reporting.

6) There must be balance, unity, coherence and a sense of proportion in writing a report.

7) Whatever might be the topic or the theme of a report it must be instructive and entertaining
and at the same time serve its intended pupose.

Important points to be kept in mind while preparing a report :

Basic information / Particular - place, date, time

Objective approach and impersonal voice

Orderly Presentation

Clear, brief and factual representation
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28.7.  Sample reports

a)  Brave driver gets a pat, cash award.

The brave RTC driver who put up a spirited defence and prevented miscreants from torching
a bus at Gamalapadu on Monday will be honoured with a cash award of Rs. 5,000 for his exceptional
sense of duty.

The RTC driver - cum - conductor of Chilakaluripet depot, K.S. Rao, would be presented the
cash award in appreciation of his bravery and sense of duty towards passengers and public property
while facing armed miscreants, who attempted to burn the RTC bus in Guntur district.

Rao, in spite of sustaining an injury, resisted the attempt of the miscreants to snatch the cash
bag and burn the bus.  This inspired bus passengers to join him in prevnting the miscreants from
attacking them.  As a result of this, five miscreants fled the scene and one was killed.

Meanwhile in a statement, APRTC Transport Mazdor Sangh General Secretary said, burning
a bus renders eight unemployed and result in a loss of Rs 10 lakhs.

b)   A cricket match.

The stadium was fully packed with people and many people were waiting outside.  Many
other people sat before the T.Vs. and some other had the transistors near their ears.  The attendance
was thin in offices, colleges and schools.  Everyone was interested in the final one-day cricket match
between India and the West Indies.  The earlier four matches were shared equally by both teams.
Hence the great interest.

The Indian captain won the toss but put the West Indies to bat.  Prasad opened the Indian
bowling attack.  The West Indies openers were shaky at first.  But soon they began to sent the ball to
the boundary.  But a brilliant catch by Dravid broke their partnership.  The next batsman was run out
because of a wonderful throw from Ganguly.  Only Chander Paul scored well in the middle order.  The
tail - enders like Walsh batted for some time but they were all out for 178 in 42 overs.  Joshi was the
most successful bowler on our side.

Sachin opened the Indian innings along with Joshi.  They batted well and sent the ball to the
fence more than once.  Siddu was the first to go as he was caught at long on when he tried to hit a six.
Later the Indian batsmen collapsed due to the tight bowling of  Walsh and Ambrose.  The middle order
batsman failed.  Only Dravid put up a brave fight.  He remained not out at one end and the wickets fell
at the other end.  At one stage India was 140 for 7.   But Mongia hit twenty runs taking the total to 160
with only two overs to go.  The match was full of suspense.  Joshi made a brave knock of 10 runs
before he was bowled.  Still India needed nine runs with one wicket in hand.  Dravid hit a six and a
four in the last over leading India to victory.

c) A report on Satellites.

India has put one more satellite into orbit this morning from the Thumba Rocket station.  This
is India’s third consecutive launching in the past one year.  Honourable Union Minister for Satellites
and Rockets expressed his pride in the achievement of Indian scientists.  Quoting Sri Jawaharlal
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Nehru, he said, these achievements are our new temples and added that miracles were being performed
by the sages, that is the scientists, in these stations.

It was only two and a half ton satellite and it carried delicate instruments of the finest sensitivity
to measure the radiation effect of the distant star Betelgeuse.  Credit should be added to physics
departments of the various research institutions in India.  They had contributed to the original planning
of the satellite by deputing their research scientists periodically, to assist in this project. This satellite
had made 297 revolutions round the earth within thirty days.   The scientific data received from this
satellite subject to internal security requirements, would be shared with all nations.

d) A report on the student union elections by a student.

The students of our college behaved in a highly disciplined manner before and during the
elections.  The usual propaganda and publicity for the candidates went on.   The outstanding attraction
was Ramesh, a candidate for the Secretary’s post.  He had hired an elephant from a circus as well as a
huge lorry.  There were placards on the elephants and the lorry with names of the candidates.  The
college campus was full of slogan - shouting with the students running hither and thither.  No ugly
incident was reported to have occured.

Results :

1. A. Ramu won as President
2. B. Ramesh won  as Secretary
3. V. Raju won as Joint Secretary
4. J. Prasad won as Cultural Secretary
5. V. Mahesh won as Sports Secretary

Once  again, it has been established that the students are extremely disciplined.  They tried
their level best  to keep up the reputation of our college.

G. Sujatha.
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LESSON - 29

DIALOGUE  WRITING  AND  LETTER WRITING
SECTION  A - DIALOGUE WRITING

Objective : This lesson is introduced with an aim
i) to make the learner a good conversationalist.
ii) to develop the skill of the learner in speech and also in writing.

Introduction :

Every language learner wishes to be a good conversationalist. A good concersationalist is
often able to express meanings effectively and convincingly. He can derive pleasure from the act of
conversing and his conversation can be a source of pleasure for others as well. A conversation is an
informal spoken exchange of information feelings, thoughts and ideas. It usually takes place among
persons who know each other very well. eg : friends, acquaintances and relatives. Conversations use
speech as the medium of language and are therrfore, spontaneous and unplanned.

A dialogue is a written piece of conersation. In other words, it is a written version of some-
thing which is essentially spoken. Therefore, it has features of both speech and writing in it. Dialogues
are less spontaneous and more planned. But we need to be careful and ensure that dialogues do not
turn into artificial speech. They should sound like genuine concersation. Dialogue writing is a skill
that helps us in developing both our speech and writing. It may looked uon as a preparation for a
conversation.

Structure :

29.1 Essential features of dialogues / conversations
29.2 Some examples of dialogue writing
29.3 Exercises.

29.1   Essential features of dialogues / conversations :

The essential features of dialogues and coversations are the same. There are two or more
participants in a dialogue and each participant reflects his / her own point of view depending on his /
her experience in life. In a dialogue, speakers and listeners keep changing thier roles i.e. speaker
becomes a listenenr and a  listener becomes a speaker. Therefore, one person does not continue to
speak endlessly in a dialogue. The shortest dialogue consists of two utterances by two different speak-
ers. For example.

A : May I know your name, please ?

B : Rajiv Agarwal
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Of course, a dialogue can be very long as well. It may into pages. But when we practise
dialogue writing we must ensure that each speaker is able to have his / her turn at speaking and that
each speaker’s contribution to the conversation is interesting and relevant.

Another feature of a dialogue is that a dialogue does not always contain grammatically complete
sentences. For example,

A : Posted my letter ?
B : Not yet.

It would be rather artificial to have the same dialogue in grammatically complete sentences.
Compare the dialogue given above with the one given below.

A : Have you posted my letter ?

B : I have not posted it yet.

The point  is that we must  not  always insist on grammatically complete sentences in
conversations. Most of the conversation make use of the informal style. However the formality or
informality of a conversation depends on a number of factors and there are also degress of formality
and informality. The following are the main factors that determine the level of formality or informality
of a conversation.

a) Topic or subject matter : Some topics tend to be associated with a certain kind of style.
example, if the topic of conversation is - ‘How to make a computer virus free’ it is likely to be a formal
conversation, but if the topic is planning for a picnic, it is likely to be informal conversation.

b) Purpose of communication : The formal style is usually associated with public purposes
and the informal style with private or personal purposes. For example, the announcement regarding
the schedule of elections on the radio or television is always in the informal style, but if you want to
give the same information to your close friend, it is likely to be done using the informal style.

c) Relationship between participants : The formal style is generally used when we communicate
with higher authorities, our superiors or strangers. The informal style is used when we communicate
with our friends, relations or close acquaintance. For example, if we wish to ask a stranger to go
upstairs for a certain purpose, we are likely to say something like “Could you go upstairs?” or “May
I request you to kindly move upstairs?” However if we wish to communicate the same message to a
close friend or acquaintance we are likely to say something like “why don’t you go upstairs now?” It
is necessary to use the most appropriate kind of style to the  occasion, considering the three factors
given above.

Contracted forms like I’ m, It’s and you’ re are generally preferred in informal speech because
accent is placed on words which are more important in communication. A good dialogue often brings
out individuality of the speakers. Each of us is a unique invidual and has a unique way of perceiving
and responding to reailty. In order to be interesting a dialogue must have the element of surprise or
shock. Dialogue must not be totally predictable.
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29.2  Some examples of dialogue writing
a) Getting relevant information from the Enquiry Clerk.

Rajiv : Excuse me, I need some information regarding trains from Hyderabad.

Clerk : Certainly. You see there are two direct trains to Hyderabad every day. The first is Mumbai -
Hyderabad Express.

Rajiv : When does it leave Pune ?

Clerk : At 5.20 in the evening.

Rajiv : And when does it reach Hyderabad ?

Clerk : At 5.30 next morning.

Rajiv : It seems to be a little too slow.

Clerk : Yes, it is slower than Minar Express, which leaves Pune at 2.30 p.m. and reaches
Secunderabad at 11.15 a.m. the next morning.

Rajiv : But, you see, I want to go to Hyderabad and not to Secunderabad.

Clerk : But you know, practically it’s the same. Hyderabad and Secunderabad are just  twin cities
and you can easily move from one to the other.

Rajiv : Oh, I didn’t know this. Thanks a lot for this information. Are there any other trains ?

Clerk : These days thereís a holiday special train to Hyderabad. It leaves Pune at 2.30  p.m every
Thursday.

Rajiv : I think my chances of getting a reservation on this train are brighter. Not many  people
would know about this train.

Clerk : I believe so.

Rajiv : Thank you once again for very useful information.

Clerk : You’re welcome.

Note that a dialogue must sound like a natural conversation and there should be  no element
arificiality in it.

b) Discussing one’s career

Manoj : You know I am fascinated by music. I would certainly like to make music my
career.

Rajesh : I can appreciate your interest in music, but I doubt whether you should neglect your studies
for the sake of music.

Manoj : So you don’t believe I can make a career out of it.
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Rajesh :  No, I only want you to understand how difficult it is. There is tremendous  competition and
I know many talented musicians who can’t earn their living easily.

Manoj : But do you think I will surely get a job if I concentrate on my studies ?

Rajesh : No one can guarantee anything.

Manoj : In that case, I feel  there are very good opportunities now in the field of music. Do you
remember I sent my cassette to the producer of one of the TV programmes ? I have just got
an invitation from him asking me to participate in their T.V programme. I’ll really put in my
best into the programme. May be some music director or producer will watch the programme
and give me an opportunity to sing for him.

Rajesh : I think you are just carried away by your dreams.

Manoj : But there’s nothing wrong with dreaming. Let me dream and then let me do my best to
realise my dreams.

Rajesh : All right, Best of luck to you.

c) Introducing your friend to your father :

You : Good morning, dad. Here is Satish

Father : Good morning, my son. Glad to meet you, Satish. It seems that both of you are close
friends.

Satish : Yes, sir

You : Dad, Satish lives very near to us. His father is a doctor.

Father : Oh, I see.

You : Satish helps me in my home work. He teaches me playing chess.

Father : That is fine, Satish. Have a good  day. See you later.

d) A dialogue between a customer and the shopkeeper :

    Complaint about a T.V.  that is not functioning well.

Customer : Good evening.

Shopkeeper : Good evening. What can I do for you, sir ?

Customer : Didn’t you recognize me? On 12th of this month I bought a T.V. of 28 inches in your
shop.
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Shopkpeer : Oh! on that day you came with your friends.

Customer : Exactly. I am sorry to tell you that clarity of the picture is not upto the mark. Some-
times some lines and tiny spots appear on the screen.

Shopkeer : I think the defect lies with the picture tube. I shall get it repaired.

Customer : Can’t you give me a new one ?

Shopkeeper : I have to contact the manager. Please leave the set and the warranty card here.

Customer : When should  I come again?

Shopkeeper : Please come on Saturday.  I shall get it repaired or I shall give you another T.V.

Customer : Thank you very much.

29.3. Exercise A

1.  In the following dialogue only some of the statements are given. Supply the missing  responses.

Rita : Is today a very special day ?

Smita :

Rita : I see that you have put on a fascinating new dress.  You look gorgeous in this dress.

Smita :

Rita :

Smita : In fact, I didn’t buy it at all.  It was a present from my cousin.

Rita : What was the occasion?

Smita :

Rita : I would like to buy a similar dress.  Do you think it will be available in the local market
here?

Smita :

Answers

Smita : No, nothing why do you say so?

Smita : Thank you. Do you like to have one?

Rita : By the by, where did you buy this one?
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Smita : Today is my birthday, Rita.

Smita : Yes.  They are available in our local markets.

2. In the following exercise, only the first few sentences of the dialogue are given.  Imagine  the
necessary details and develop it.

Manoj : I think I must go out again to buy some more cigarettes.

Abhay : But you have already smoked three cigarettes. Can’t you give up smoking
altogether?

Answers

Manoj : You are right.  It’s a bad habit.  But I’ll try to stop smoking.

Abhay : You have to immediately give it up.  It is very bad habit.

Manoj : Yes, I will try.

Abhay : It is injurious to health.  Try to give up gradually.

Manoj : Yes, I shall give it up slowly.

3. In the following exercise, only the first few sentences of the dialogue are given.  Imagine the
necesssary details and develop it.

Rajani : You know, Prabhakar has just got his fourth degree.  He is already M.A.,  M.Com and
L.L.B. He has just been awarded his M.Phil.

Sarita : I think some people are just mad after degrees.  I don’t know what they do  with them.

Rajani : It is not like that.  Education is something which is very valuable.

Sarita : What do you say ? Should education be a continuous process ?

Rajani : It is not that.  One can be good at any number of subjects.

Sarita : Yes I understand that.  A knowledgeable person is an asset to the institution where he
is working.

Rajani : Knowledge is power.  It enhances one’s talent and skill.  We should possess it.

Sarita : You are right.  I donít think he should run after degrees.

Rajani : He is a lecturer and he should have a number of degrees.

Sarita : Let us go and congratulate him.
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SECTION  B - LETTER WRITING

Objectives:  This topic is included in the course

- to enable the students to learn to write good letters which are readable and which communi-
cate clearly the necessary information to the recipient of the letter or the addressee.

Introduction : People have been writing letters in one form or another for a long time.  It has become
a necessity for modern man, both for his personal and professional life.  You must have written letters
to your relatives or friends and all of you might have  learnt  in your earlier classes the principles of
letter writing.

Structure :

29.4 Letter writing and its importance.
29.5 Types of letters
29.6 Components of the letter
29.7 Some model letters

29.4 Letter writing and its importance :

Correspondence is mainly through the process of writing letters.  They are very essential in the
practical life of every man.  Leter writing is an art and situations demand us to write letters.  It is
necessary for us to cultivate the habit of writing good letters.  Some letters have become immortal or
famous for their literary merit or other intrinsic qualities.  Jawaharlal Nehru’s personal letters to his
daughter, Indira Priyadarshini have become world famous for their literary excellence.  Lord
Chesterton’s letters are equally famous although they were written in the eighteenth century.  Though
our letters may not achieve immortality we should be able to write good letters.

29.5  Types of letters :

A letter is a brief communication in prose addressed to a person at a distance.  There are three
kinds of letters.

Personal letters:  The letters which are addressed to members of the same family, relatives or
friends on personal maatters are called personal letters.

Official Letters : The letters which are addressed to officials by designation on official matters
are called official letters.

Commercial or Business letters :   The letters which are addressed to commercial enterprises or
business firms on commercial or business matters are called commercial or business letters.

29.6  Components of letters :

Letter-writing, like any other art or craft or activity, requires two basic things:  knowledge and
practice.  You should acquire the necessary knowledge by going through the rules that govern letter
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writing.  You should often write in order to be good at writing letters.  It is convenient to divide a letter
into its components and then see how they are arranged.  There are nine parts of a letter. (i) address (ii)
data (iii) direction (iv) salutation  (v) heading  (vi)  body (vii) subscription  (viii) signature  (xi) the
envelope.

(i)  The address of the writer should be written in the top right hand corner of the letter. It is
customary to end each line of the address with a comma, except the last line which will end with a full
stop.

6/12 Brodipet,
Guntur.

ii) The next part of your letter is the date. The date should be written underneath the address. There
are many ways of writing a date.

January 20, 1985 or Jan. 20, 1983,  or  20th January, 1983

iii) Next comes the direction: This means the name and the address of the person or company to
whom you are writing. You need not put a direction at all if you are writing to your relatives or friends.
lt should be written on the left-hand side of the page on the line below the date or on the bottom left-
hand corner of the page, after signature at the end of the letter.

The Manager,
Andhra Bank,
17, North Beach Road,
Madras- 600 001.

iv)   The salutation or greeting is written underneath the name and address of the recipient:

a) My dear and Dear are friendly greetings. They are followed by the name, or relationship : My
dear Krishna, My dear Brother, Dear Uncle, etc.

b) Dear Mr. Gopalan, Dear sir, Dear Madam, are the usual salutations in business and other
formal letters.

c) Dear Sirs or gentlemen is the correct salutation of the letter if addressed to “The Directors ''
or “A firm of solicitors,” etc.

d) Sir or Madam is very formal and now used mainly in letters to and from goverment officials.

v) lt is fairly general  practice  in  writing  professional or commercial letters to put a heading
above the body, stating the subject of the letter or the reference number of the letter of which yours is
a reply.
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Dear Krishna Rao,
Furniture Delivery

We regret the inconvenience.

vi) The body of the letter begins just to the right of and  below, the end of the salutation.

Dear Miss Jaya,

Thank you for  your letter of December 2nd.

vii). The subscription or the ending of the letter must bear a close relation to the salutation. Here
are some subscriptions under their appropriate headings:

lnformal letters : Formal Letters:

Yours sincerely,

Yours affectionately, Yours faithfully

Your affectionate Friend, Yours truly

Your loving son,

Very sincerely yours,

Yours ever,

Yours,

viii) The signature of the writer is placed on the line after the subscription.

Yours Sincerely,
G. Mohan

ix) The address on the envelope should be written very clearly.

Miss V. Sangeetha,
31\3 Civil lines,
Model Town,
Nagpur.

 Some Model letters.:-

a) Letter to a friend about the college anniversary which has been celebrated recently.
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Vijayapuri,
Febuary 2, 1985.

Dear Kumar,

l wish to write a few lines on the college annivesary which we have celebrated recently. The
District Collector was the chief guest. He made an inspiring speech on the student participation in
nation-building activities. We really enjoyed his speech.  Our  Principal  read  the annual  report. A
cultural programme was organised and many  students  took  part in it.  l also presented a mimicry
item. l am glad to inform you that l have received several prizes in debating, essay writing, high jump,
long jump etc. We all enjoyed the programme. My pranams to your parents and wishes to your brother.

Your affectionate friend,
Satish.

D. Kumar,
C/o D. V. Prasad,
220 A/1, Munirca,
New Delhi-67.

b) Letter to you father explaining to him the goal in your life and how you will work to achieve
that.

Vizag,
1st Jan, 97.

Dear Father,

I have been busy all these days and so I could not write to you. In your last letter you asked me
about my goal in life.

I intend to tell you about it now in this letter. to become an IAS Officer is my goal in my life.
I will work hard to achieve this. As soon as I complete my degree, I shall join some requted study
circle. I will choose indian History besides General Studies in my prelims.

A simultaneous preparation for both prelims and main is quite essential, as both are interlinked
in view of both contents being identical. I strongly believe that it is our sustained hardwork with a
systematic approach which will help me to get through the IAS.

Yours Sincerely,
V. Kiran
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Address :

V. Ram Mohan,
47, Garden Street,
Ayodhya Nagar,
Vijayawada.

c) Letter to the Chairman of your muncipality.

Gaddiannarram,
14th November, 1993.

To
The Chairman,
Gaddiannaram Mucipality,
Hyderabad.

Sir,

I am sorry to inform you that the sanitary conditions are very bad in our steet. The gutters are
always overflowing. The scavenger hardly ever comes to clean the street. The rubbish can be seen in
every corner of the street. The condition of our colony is deplorable. I am afraid that due to these
conditions people will be infected with many diseases.

Please see to it that things are set right as soon as possible.

Yours faithfully,
Malati.

d) Letter of complaint to the Depot Manager, RTC regarding the loss of your suitcase in the bus.

Vijayawada,
Dated 2nd Jan 97

To
The Depot Manager,
Pandit Nehru Bus Depot,
Vijayawada.

Sir,

On 31st Dec. 96 I boarded the 2300 hours High Tech Bus bearing No : APZ 1105 to Hyderabad.
I was allotted seat No. 10.

On reaching Hyderabad in the early hours I had forgotten my Alfa suitcase under key chain.
My suitcase contained Rs 500/- in cash, two pairs of dresses and my certificates.

Hence I request you to look into the matter to trace my suitcase and restore it to me at an early
date.

Yours faithfully,
Y. Ramu
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Address on the Envelope.
To
The Depot Manager,
Pandit Nehru Bus Depot,
Vijayawada - 1

e)  A letter to a book  shop ordering some books.

Narsapur,
April 16, 1999

From
V. B. Rao,
62, Tank Road,
Narasapur.

To
The Manager,
Venkareswara Book Depot,
Kandulavari Street,
Vijayawada.

Sir,

Please send the following books by V.P.P. to the address given above.

II B.Com. English Textbooks 10 copies

II B.A. Telugu Textbooks 10 copies

II B.Sc English Non - detaild Textbooks 10 copies

Early despatch of the books is requested.

Yours faithfully,
V.B. Rao

f)  Letter to the Manager, applying for appointment in response to an advertisement.

Karimnagar,
10-2-2004.

From
G. Rama Krishna,
62, Tank Road,
Karimnagar.
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To
The Manager,
Best Books Ltd,
Kachiguda,
Hyderabad.

Sir,

Sub : Application for appointment as sales promoter - submitted.

Ref : Your advertisement dated 15-2-2004.

I have come to know from your advertisement that there are vacancies for the post of sales
promoter in your company. I offer myself as a candidate for one of them.

I passed B.Com. Degree course in first class from Osmania University. I have also passed
Higher Grade Examination in Typewriting.

I know English, Hindi and Urdu besides Telugu. When I was a student, I took part successfully
in many co-curricular activities, like Debating and Essay writing. Previously I worked in S.Chand and
Co. for two years as a sales promoter, in a temporary vacancy. I am 24 years of age. My date of Birth
is 5-6-80. If I am appointed, I shall discharge my duties to your satisfaction.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

G. Rama Krishna.

G. Sujatha
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